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Stellingen

1. Om de actuele 'crisis' van 'stag-fiatie' (waarbij een vrij bestendige

prijsstijging optreedt, zelfs bij laagconjunctuur en structurele werk-
loosheid) in relatief monopoloIde economiean als de Westerse
doeltreffend te bestrijden, zou o.m. de korte termijn-rentevoet
ontkoppeld moeten worden van de lange termijn-rentevoet. Dit zou
dienen te geschieden in die zin, dat de reEle lange termijn-rentevoet
relatief constant zou blijven op een vrij laag niveau en de retle korte
termijn-rentevoet anticyclisch zou worden gemanipuleerd om in te
werken op consumptieve bestedingen en voorraadvorming.

2. Teneinde een goede voorspelling van het investeringsgedrag in de
diverse lidstaten van de Europese Gemeenschap te bereiken, is het
wenselijk dat het 'Bureau voor de Statistiek der Europese Gemeen-
schappen' regelmatig onder de bedrijven enquBtes organiseert t.a.v.
de te verwachten omzet- en prijsontwikkelingen.

3. Enkele indices in de Belgische economie wijzen erop, dat het aan-
passingsmechanisme van het feitelijke aan het gewenste investerings-
patroon sedert enige tijd stroever functioneert.

4. Een doeltreffende prijspolitiek is onmogelijk zonder een algemene
inkomenspolitiek. In dit opzicht werken o.m. de proportionele
verhogingen van ambtenarensalarissen op de lange termijn verstorend
op de inkomensverdeling. Daarom verdient een gemengd systeem,
waarin ook vaste verhogingen voorkomen, de voorkeur.

5. Vorming en informatie zullen in de toekomst, ten opzichte van
materiele goederen, een steeds belangrijker plaats gaan innemen;
als gevolg hiervan zal de ingewikkeldheid van de prijsvorming in
gelijke mate toenemen.



6.  De wijze waarop men in de technische wetenschappen waarnemings-
materiaal verzamelt maakt het mogelijk om eenvoudige statistische
modellen te gebruiken. Daar het in de economie heel wat moeilijker
is goed waarnemingsmateriaal te verzamelen, is het van belang dat
men de beschikking heeft over statistische procedures, welke enerzijds
goed analyseerbaar zijn en het economische model voldoende
beschrijven en anderzijds ook nuttige kleine steekproefeigenschappen
bezitten.

7. Werkloosheid van academici wordt mede veroorzaakt door een
te hoog aspiratieniveau van afgestudeerden t. a.v. de toekomstige
inkomensverwerving en doordat studenten een studierichting hebben
gekozen op basis van de - op dat moment bestaande - economische
behoeften.

8.  Een goede doorstroming in de politiek zou kunnen worden bevorderd,
door de politieke partijen het jaar van oprichting in hun naam te doen
opnemen.

9. 'Volledige autonomie binnen de eigen groep' kan alleen als uitgangs-
punt dienen in een samenleving die geen gemeenschappeljk doel heeft
en daarom als primitief beschouwd kan worden.

10. Aan elk bewijs van bekwaamheid, waaraan bijzondere maatschap-
pelijke rechten verbonden zijn, dient men een tijdelijk karakter te
geven.

11. De zogenaamde 'anti-autoritaire' opvoeding manifesteert zich vaak
ten onrechte als 'laisser-faire' in plaats van als echte begeleiding.

12. Het verdient aanbeveling, dat kledingbedrijven op nieuwe overhem-
den het aantal erin verwerkte spelden vermelden.

Stellingen behorende bij: J. E. J. Plasmans,
Production investment behaviour,
Universitaire Pers Tilburg, 1975
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To the memory of my dear mother



Preface

At any given time, an enterprise has to make a decision about its optimal

investment rate, with a given internal and external environment. The

entrepreneurial objective can be defined as the maximization of a present
value of the firm. The internal environment is described by the production
technology of the enterprise, represented by an input set which consists

of non-negative input combinations minimally yielding a certain output
rate, or, alternatively, by a production multifunction which is a mapping
from the input space into the space of the entrepreneurial production

possibilities. The external environment is described by the price formation
equations existing in the markets of the final product(s) and production
factors. In this study, the attention will principally be focused on the impact
of different production technologies on entrepreneurial investment
behaviour.

In this respect, one can say that the capital stock (and the labour force)
used in the production process is generally heterogeneous or non-mallea-

able, a situation which is due to the different types of machines (workers
with different degrees of schooling) and their varying performances.
A heterogeneous capital stock (labour force) can be reflected in a uintage

production function, determining the (maximum) output brought about
at a certain time, either with the help of equipment of a certain type
(vintage) and of the (homogeneous) labour force assigned to this equip-

ment in the case of a capital uintage production model or with the help of
the labour force with a certain degree of schooling (vintage) and the

(homogeneous) capital stock with which these labourers are working in
the case of a labour vintage production model.

Since this study intends to treat the investment problem, only capital

vintage production models are considered. Capital vintages are distin-

guished according to the moment of installation of machines. Hence, the

capital stock consists of successive investments being differentiated per
vintage.

An important concept in the production process is the rate offactor
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substitution, measuring the ease (or the difficulty!) with which tech-
nology permits labour to be substituted for capital at any moment of
time. In capital vintage production models, a crucial moment is the
installation of machines, which involves the two following predominant
assumptions on factor substitution:
- either capital is assumed to be purely putty, so that, even after instal-

lation, a machine can always be reshaped to accommodate any number
of workers in so far that both the ex ante and the ex post production
functions (i.e., the production functions respectively before or at and
after installation) are smooth and coincident (putty-putty   model:
cf. R. M. Solow (1955) and (1959));

-  or it is assumed that only before construction a machine can be designed
to utilize any number of workers and once it has been built and put in
use, it can only be combined with labour in a fixed proportion so that
capital is putty ex ante and clay ex post (putty-clay model; cf. L.
Johansen (1959)  and  E. S. Phelps  (1963)).

The impact of the following four cases of entrepreneurial substitutability
on optimal investment behaviour is investigated:
-  the case of a putty-putty CES-production (multi-)function in which  the

elasticity of substitution is constant and equal both before (or at)
and after installation  of the capital goods;

- the case of a putty-clay CES-production (multi-)function in which the
elasticity of substitution is positively constant at the time of installation
of equipment and becomes zero once equipment is installed and is in
operation (Leontief-hypothesis);

-- the case of a putty-putty vEs-production (multi-)function in which the
elasticity of substitution can vary over time (it depends on the moment
of installation and on the current time point), and, finally;

- the case of a putty-clay VES-production (multi-)function in which the
elasticity of substitution is dependent upon the capital-labour ratio of
each capital vintage but becomes zero after the installation.

The optimal putty-putty investment functions will be derived from the
hypothesis that monopolistic demand and supply functions exist in the
various markets, while the putty-clay models involve two kinds of rigidity,
viz., a 'production' rigidity in the sense that there is no room for ex post
substitution between factors and a 'market' rigidity in the sense that there
should be (initial) perfect competition in the factor markets.

For the sake of comparison, homogeneous CES- and vES-investment
models are studied, in which explicit account is taken of the stochastic
nature of production (due to unpredictable weather changes, social fric-
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tions, etc.). Finally, an adjustment cost model of investment behaviour is
also treated.

Since optimal investment differs from actual investment, additional
assumptions are introduced (principally concerning the time-structure of
the investment process itself). To bridge this gap:
a)  a log linear distributed lag function between current actual investment

and previous investment orders is assumed;
b)  the investment orders are supposed to be dependent, in a multiplicative

way, upon: investments planned for the future Oog linear distributed
lead function), the rate of capacity utilization of existing capital stock,
the availability of external funds measured by real (banking) liquidities
and internal funds measured by real non-distributed profit income
(internal finance).

All ultimate equations for investment demand have in common that the
underlying production characteristics and market conditions can be tested
on empirical grounds.

To perform such an experiment, the investment models are applied to
the investment behaviour exhibited in six EEC-Countries during the period
1950-70. To study such aggregate investment behaviour, aggregation
properties of the above models have to be considered.

Summarizing, the study is planned as follows. In chapter 1, a basic
introduction to the concepts of production behaviour is presented.
In a sense, the tools to be used in chapter 2 are prepared here. After the
analysis of the above-mentioned micro-investment models in chapter 2,
the aggregation problem is discussed in chapter 3 in order to confront the
models with empirical postwar EEC-investment behaviour in chapter 4.
In the appendices, some specific mathematical problems are solved.

An 'economics-oriented' reader could concentrate on chapters 2 and 4.
However, in order to understand the economic part of the study correctly,
it is necessary to have a good notion of the (mathematical) properties put
forward in chapters 1 and 3 and in the appendices.

The investment models existing in the literature are mostly (if not all)
focused upon investment behaviour in a homogeneous production tech-
nology for perfectly competitive markets of production factors. The final
investment demand is then derived from some simple depreciation policy
(say, from exponential depreciation). In such cases, the investment demand
is found to depend upon the ex post capital stock, a variable which is
difficult to measure, especially for West European economies.
The models presented in this study seem to extend the scope of the existing
literature in two principal directions:
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- the relaxation of the hypothesis of homogeneous production tech-
nologies and

- the relaxation of the hypothesis of perfect competition in the factor
(and output) markets.

Moreover, several liscal and/or depreciation policies can be tested, while
capital stock as a variable will not occur in the ex post investment demand
equations. Also, the formalization of the dynamic investment process
within the framework of an optimal (and decentralized) control model
involves some novelties.

The study has of course many limitations and probably deficiencies  too.
For instance, only production investment is treated (i.e., social security
investments,  R  &  D-expenditures,  etc... are excluded), where,  in sL, firms
are assumed to produce one type of 'heterogeneous output' (the produc-
tion functions are one product vintage production functions). Moreover,
the price functions assumed are rather simple. Further, investment demand
should be viewed as one side of the medal, the reverse side being labour
demand and its value being output.

Decisions regarding these three activities cannot generally be split up,
so that, in fact, the investment equation is one of a set of three simulta-
neous equations. As will become clear in the study, this simultaneity
cannot always be fully recognized.

No distinction is made regarding the type of investment, be it capiml
widening in the sense that production is enlarged ('widened') as a conse-
quence of the substitution of labour by capital, or capital deepening in the
sense that production is not enlarged and that there is only substitution
of labour by capital.

In principle, the approach presented can be applied either on cross-
sectional analysis among enterprises or on historical time series analysis
of enterprises or industrial sectors or on a combination of both. Short
term prediction of productive investment can also be made by using the
above models.

By writing this study, I wish to thank all my teachers, from the elemen-
tary schools at Aartselaar and Kontich to the universities at Antwerp
and Tilburg, who enabled me to shape and reshape my knowledge.

First  of all,  I  would  like to thank Professor  J. J. J. Dalmulder  for   his
permanent encouragement and support. Since I had the opportunity to
join his staff, he has guided me through the 'labyrinth' of theoretical  and
empirical econometrics. I owe him very much for his constantly shown
concern not to lose my way in the 'mysticism of high-brow theorizing'
and to pay due attention to tractability and empirical verification of
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mathematical models. Our scientific and human contacts have led to a
very agreeable cooperation.

Secondly,   I   express my sincere gratitude to Professor   R. L. Graves,
director of the European Institute for Advanced Studies in Management
at Brussels. Substantial parts of chapter 2 could be improved after various
discussions with him. I have greatly benefited from his mathematical
preciseness and his pedagogical sense for economic thought. I would
also like to thank the other members of the European Institute for pro-
viding an excellent research environment; particularly Professors   A.
Bensoussan, P. Naert and B. Piganiol were helpful in various stages of
the work.

Professors A.P. Barten  of the Catholic University of Louvain  and
W. H.  Somermeyer  of the Erasmus University of Rotterdam  have  made
many valuable comments on a preliminary draft of this study. Dr.
M.L.J. Hautus of the Technological University of Eindhoven has given
an interesting criticism on the contents of appendix C and Professor
D. Neeleman of the Free University of Amsterdam has made some sug-
gestions concerning chapter 4. To all of them,  I am very indebted. Further,
I would like to thank the members  of the scientific staffs  of the econometric
departments at Tilburg and Antwerp Universities. Without implicating
them, I would like to mention among many others:
Professor B. B. van der Genugten, Dr.  M. H. C. Paardekooper, Dr. J. H. F.
Schilderinck   and   Dr.   L. R. J. Westermann at Tilburg   and   Drs.   E. W.
Borghers and Dr. W. Pauwels at Antwerp.

The staff members of the Tilburg Computing Center are acknowledged
for the willingness and accuracy they have shown when performing the
numerical computations. Fortunately, Drs. W. Derks and Drs. J. Oost-
wegel have helped me substantially in preparing these calculations, for
which  I  am very thankful.  Drs.  R. M. J. Heuts  and  Drs. S. Schim van  der
Loeff (Erasmus University) also offered useful suggestions concerning
certain aspects of the non-linear estimation programs.

Finally, I would like to thank Drs. H. J.N. Sinner forsecretarial assistance,
Miss M. van den Bemt, Mrs. A. Kuling and particularly Miss G. Weete-
rings for expert typing,  Mr.  A. M. van Helfteren  for the drawings  and
Mrs. C. Brand-Maher and Mrs. J. Van den Dool for the editing.

I apologize for the trouble which I have caused to my family and my
wife (at that time, my fiancde) while writing this study. Unfortunately, the
sudden death of my mother in January 1973 prevented her from witnessing
the end of the work. It is to her memory that I dedicate this book.

January 1975
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1. Some remarks on the concept
of a production function

In his introduction to 'Theory of Cost and Production Functions'
R. W. Shephard (1970) states: 'In economic theory the production function
is a mathematical statement relating quantitatively the purely technologi-
cal relationship between the output of a process and the inputs of the
factors of production, the chief purpose of which is to display the
possibilities of substitution between the factors of production to achieve
a given output'.

Starting  from a general set-theoretic outline, as given - albeit  in
different    form  - in Shephard's Chapter    II, this introductory chapter
discusses the three main characteristics of a production structure as
mentioned in the above statement, viz.:
-  the definition of the production function in its relation to the various

inputs of the factors of production,
-   the substitutability between the inputs of the factors of production and
- the technology involved in the production structure.

Starting from these characteristics, an attempt is made to digress in
a purely formal way from general production functions to neoclassical

production functions. The notions of the particular production structures,
to be used in the second chapter, are also explained.

lA. THE PRODUCTION FUNCTION

Definition   I.1.1

If  Y: = {yly 2 0, yeRm} denotes the space  of the inputs y, which are
assumed to be perfectly divisible, i.e., ifye Y represents a possible produc-
tion technique and if AE[O, 1], Ay is also a possible production technique
or Aye Y, then the function

XO: -  Yti Y2, ···' Ym  -     

1



where   x' €[O,  00)   is the maximum output obtainable   with the input
vector y = (Yl, Y2, · ··, Ym ' in a certain period, and where 0, a mapping
from Y into the space of the non-negative real numbers, is called a
production function, if it describes the production of a one product firm
and if it satisfies the following conditions:
I. 0(y)=Ofory-0;
II.    0(y) is finite for y€ Y;
III.   0   is a non-decreasing function,   i.e.,   if  y* 2 y  and  y* EY,   then

0(y*) 2 0 (y);
IV.    Vy >0,  or y k 0  such that  0 (Ay)>0 for  some  A>0:

lim  0 (Ay) =  00;
A-DCO

V.     0 is upper semi-continuous on  Y, i.e., for any input vector yo E Y:
VE€R+ 36€R+    Vye Y
[lly-poll < 8»0(y)<0(yo)+8] (I. 1.2a)

or, equivalently,
VGER+ 38eR+: 0{Na(yo)ny}c[O,0(yo)ts); (I. 1.2b)

VI.  0 is quasi-concave on Y, i.e., for any two input vectors yl and  2ey
and for all A€ [O, 1]:

0[(1 -A)yl +Ay212 min[0(yl), 0(yz)]. (I. 1.3)1

Fig.  I.1.4.     A  profile  of  a production function for fixed  input  vector  yo e Y
such that 0(Ayo)>Ofor AER+1

$1Ay•)-

X4

 23.--------------'---- /4  --<1      i0 A, )'2 X3 X4 A,
1.  See  O. L. Mangasarian  (1970),  p.   132  and  R. W. Shephard,  op.  cit.,  p.  297.
2.  At each point of discontinuity  (e.g.,  at  At, X2, 13, 14), the profile of a production

function is continuous from the right (see also (I. 1.2)), i.e., the outputs are'imperfectly
variable' although the production factors are assumed to be perfectly variable.
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A production function, satisfying the above conditions, is represented
graphically in the preceding figure. Due to the upper semi-continuity
property, the possible frictions in the production are clear (see, for
example, oil cracking processes, nuclear fissions, etc...).

Lemma I.1.5
The  function  *: Y-+ IO, co) is upper semi-continuous  at the point yo  if
and only if lim sup 0 (y")50(yo) for all sequences {y"} with lim yn = yo.

n -+ 00 n -* CO

proof

I.   Suppose that the function 0 is upper semi-continuous at yo.
Then, from (I. 1.2) it follows that

VaER+ 38(8)€R+ \IyEY

[lly-yoll<5*0(y)<0(yo)+4.
Consider now any sequence {y"}, y"€ Y, converging to yo. Then, from
the above definition:

VEER+, 3k(g)€I n 2 k=>0(y")<0(yo)+8.
Now there are two possibilities:
- Either the infinite sequence {Y"} generates a finite set of values for

0 (Yn)
Then, if the sequence generates only one real number, say t, that

value is the limit of the sequence 0 (y"), so it is also the limit superior.
On the contrary, if the sequence generates more than one value for
0(Yn), then the maximum of these generated values to which a sub-
sequence of {0(y.)} converges, say t, is the limit superior. So,
t < 0 (yo) + 8  or  lim sup 0 (y") 5 0 (yo) in both cases.

n -+ 00

- Or the infinite sequence {y"} generates an infinite number of values
for 0 (y").

Then, since the value set has an upper bound, the set of accumula-
tion or limit points has a supremum which is the limit superior of
the sequence 0(y"), i.e.,

lim sup 0 (y9 5 0 (Y')
n-+co

II.  Suppose that the function 0 is not upper semi-continuous at yo.
Then according to the above definition of upper semi-continuity:

38<R+ VOER+ 3ye Y
Illy-yoll< 6 A 0(y) 20(yo)+8].

3



So  a  sequence {y"} converging  to yo exists, for which  0 (y") 2 0 (yo) + g
for  all  neI,  thus  lim sup 0 (79> 0(yo), contrary  to the hypothesis  put

n-Dco

forward in the above formulation of the lemma. A

1.2. THE INPUT (LEVEL) SET

Definition I.2.1

Restricting the rates of production  to  the  real half line  {xlx€ [O, co)},            '
it is possible to define, for each value of the production rate xE[O,  00), the
input (level) set L(x) of the production function 0 as:

L(x):  ={y10(y) 2 x and yEY},
in other words the level set L (x)   is   the   set   of the non-negative input
combinations minimally yielding the output x. Note that L : R-+R 
can be called an input mult(function.3

Fig. I.2.3.    Some input Ueve!) sets

Y2                                                  5                                                       k

'A    /Lbil            860
////4

O      - <Z. : O -<t .   0                    „Y1

Lemma I.2.4.
The  function  0: Y-+ [0,00) is upper semi-continuous  on  Y if  and  only
if the sets L(x): - {y10(y) 2 x, ye Y} are closed for all xe[O, 00).

proof

I.  Suppose 0 is upper semi-continuous for ye Y.
Take any sequence  {y"}cL(x) for xe[O, 00), such that {y"} -+yo, then,

3. Similarly, the output rate x can be interpreted as the image of an output or produc-
tion multifunction 0: Rm-*R defined as

0(y): = {x j x 5 0(y), x E [0,00)}. (I.2.2)

See P.H. M. Ruys (1974), Chapter 3 on input and output multifunctions.
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according to the upper semi-continuity of 0 on Y (lemma I. 1.5):

x 51im sup 0(y") C 00,0) and yoeL(x).
n-+co

II. Suppose 0 is not upper semi-continuous at some point YOEY.
Then,

3 {y"} -+ yo:  lim sup 0(Y")> 0(yo) (proof II) of lemma I.1.5)
n -D CO

and there exists some value xe[0, co) for which:

lim  sup 0(y")> x > 0(yo)
n -/ 00

or,  in other words, there exists  a  ke/: Vn 2 k   [0(YD>x]. This means
for all n Z k that {y"} c L(x).
But since 0(yD<x, yo¢L(x), and since {yn} -+yo, it follows that L(x)
is not closed for Some x6[0,00). A

Lemma I.2.5
The sets LOO: = {Y10(y) 2 x, ye Y} are convex for all KE[O, 00) if and
only if the function 0 is quasi-concave on Y.

proof
I.   If L(x) isconvex forallxe[0,  00),yi,72EY and T =min [0(yl),  0(y2)1,
then yi EL(T) and y2€L(T), and because L(T) is convex, we get:

VAe[0, 1]: {[(1 -A)yl +Aj,2]EL(T)}=>0[(1- A)yl +Ay21 2 T,

hence, 0 is quasi-concave on Y (see (I.1.3)).

II. Consider an arbitrary KE[O, 00).
If 0 is quasi-concave on  Y and if yl EL(x) and y2eL(x), i.e., 0(yi) 2 x
and 0(y2) 2 x, we get

Viep,  1]:{0((1  -A)yl + Ay2) 2 min [0(yl),  0(y2)1 2 x}=4
[(1 -A)yi +Ay21€L(x),

hence L (x) is a convex set. A

From the above definition and lemmas, the properties of the input (level)
sets L(x) for XE [O, 00) can be summarized as follows:

1.  L(0) =Y, and y=0 does not belong to L(x) for xeR+ ;
2.  Ify* 2 y and y€L(x),then y*€L(x) (an excess of available inputs does

not  need  to  be  used  in the production process; no free disposal);

5



3. If y€R=+, then Vx€[O, 00) 3Ae[O, 00) AyeL(x) and if
{y 2 0 A [310€R+ 3xoER+ AoyEL(xo)]} then
VxEIO, 00) 3AE[O, co) AyEL(X) (radius property);

Fig. I.2.6.  The radius property
A A

,   ....
Y2

LIx} ./ Ay
L(x)

 ia/-- Ayr----

/\                      9- -3<<//
- ty'<5 >-

0                                                     Y,;                  O.             .\---3:<x
ylt-

4. L(xt)CL(x2) ifand only if xi 2 X2 20;
5. A L(x)=L(xo)forallxoER+;

05XIXO

Fig.  I.2.7.     Graphical illustration of properties  4  and 5
*

Y2

Vm.:.,1-il//...
1       +U        i , =-C..4%,=«,11.  /  ifili,

L(%2) /

4

X2
0                                         r

Yl

6.    A    L(x) is empty (an unbounded output cannot be obtained by a
X6[0,00)

bounded input vector);
7.   L(x) is closed for all x€[0,00) (lemma  I.2.4);
8. L(x) is convex for all xe[O, 00) (lemma I.2.5).
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Definition I.2.8

The production isoquant corresponding to an output xe[O, 00) is a subset
of the boundary of the input set L(x), i.e.,

{ply 2 0, yEL(x) A Ay¢L(x) for all AE[O, 1)}.
The production isoquant for x = 0 is  {0}.

Fig. I.2.9.   Some production isoquants
*                                                    *

Y2                                    Y2

LIx)/

»,x,».
N6/>2,

0                 0            yl 
Y1

I. I.

Y2                              Y2

 /LM
,1 ill'll'/

L(x) ''
#"

0 111,   &   4
Yl                                                   Y,

1.3. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS
AND INPUT (LEVEL) SETS

Dejinition  I.3.1

A production technology   T is a family of input (level)  sets  L (x), satisfying,

for all KE[O, 00),the eight properties mentioned at the end of section  1.2.
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Proposition I.3.2
If the structure of production is described by a production technology,
then the function

xo: = 0(y) = max{xly€L(x), x€[O, 00)}, y€ Y, (I.3.3)

a. is defined for all input combinations yEY:
b. satisfies properties (I, II,..., VI)  of I.1.1 ;
c.  is the unique production function of a given structure of production.

proof

a.  Let  ye Y  be  an  arbitrary  input  combination. Then yEL(9)-Y
(property 1 in section 1.2 (p. 5)), and there exists a finite value, say xER+,
for which y0LCS) (properties 4 and 6 in section 1.2 (p. 6)).
Hence,  sup  {x Iy e L(x), x E IO, 00)} = xo is finite.
Considering now x2  5 xo,  it  can  be  seen  that  an  xi ER+ exists  such  that
X2 5 xi  5 xo  with yeL(xt)· Thus, according to property 4 in section  1.2,
yeL(x2);  or ye  A  L(x2) - LOco) by property 5. Since y0L(x)  for

X2 5 xo

x> xo,  xo = max {xlyEL(x),  xe[0,  00)},  y€Y and production function
(I.3.3) is defined for all y€ K

b. The function 0 as defined in (I.3.3) satisfies all the properties of
production functions given in definition I.1.1 because:
- from property 1 for L(x) in section I.2: O€L(0) and O¢L(x) for

xER+, or 0(0)=max{xIOEL(x), xe[O, cio)}=0, i.e., condition I
of I.1.1;

-  the finiteness of 0 (y) for y€ Y(condition ID follows from the combina-
tion of properties 4 and 6 of input level sets  L(x);

- 0 is non-decreasing (condition IID, since from property 2 of L(x):
{xlyEL(x), xe[O, 00)}c{xly*eL(x), xe[O, 00)}
for y* 2 y and y*, y€ Y (see fig. I.3.4);

Fig. I.3.4

.

Y2

0
Y1
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-  from property 3 of L(x), a positive scalar A may be chosen sufficiently

large so that 0 (Ay)  can   be  made to exceed any output  XEP,  00)

(condition  IV  on  p.  2  of this book);
condition V of definition I.1.1 follows from property 7 of L(x)
according to lemma I.2.4, and condition VI of definition I.1.1 follows
from property 8 according to lemma I.2.5.

c. The input set of (I.3.3) corresponding to any output xo E [0, 00) can
be written as:

SOco): - {y10(y) =max {xlyeL(x)} 2 xo}.
i. Consider a point yeS(xo). Then, according to the definition of

the  S-set: max {xlyeL(x)} 2 xo, yEL(xo) according  to the fourth
property of input sets.  So,  S(xo) c L(xo).

B. Consider now a point ye L (xo). Then, according to equation (I.3.3)
and definition I.2.1:

0(y):=max{xly€Lix)} 2 xo, YES(xo).
So,  L(xo) c S(xo).
From a and #: L(xo) = S(xo) for all xo€[0, co).

Hence, the input sets of (I.3.3) are identical to those of the given produc-
tion structure and from the definition of the production function as being

the largest output obtainable for an input combination y€ Y, (I.3.3) is the
sole production function for the given production structure. A

From the above proposition it follows that the structure of production
can be expressed mathematically in two ways:
-  either by postulating the existence  of a production function 0 satisfying

the six conditions given in definition I.1.1 and defining the largest
output attainable for any non-negative input combination

- or by postulating the existence of input sets L(x) for all x€[0,00)
with the eight properties mentioned for L(x)  in  section  1.2.

1.4. TRANSFORMS OF PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS

Dejinition I.4.1

A function F(0(y)), where F is a finite, non-negative, non-decreasing
and upper semi-continuous function  of 0  with  17(0) = 0,  is  called  a
transform  of the production function  *Cy).

9



Fig. I.4.2.  An unbounded and a bounded transform of a production
function $,

F(01' Fl*)*

-//

r  i     i0/1  1 ; 0/1 1 1 0,

Proposition I.4.3

If lim F(0) = 00, then the transform F is also a production function
0-+00

satisfying conditions  (I,  II,  ...,  VI)  of  I. 1.1   and  can be
denoted  by              zo = F(0 (y))

proof

-  Since  F(0 (0)) = 17(0) = 0, condition  I is satisfied.
- Since 0 (y) is finite for y€ Y, F is finite for ye Y (condition II).
-  Since 0 is non-decreasing, F is non-decreasing in y (condition III).
- Condition IV holds since lim F(0) =  00.

0-+CO
- According to lemma I.2.3, it can be shown that F is upper semi-

continuous if the closedness of the input sets
SF(z): = {yIF(0(y)) 2 z,   y€ Y}

is shown for all zeR.
a. ifze(-00,0]: SF (z)  - Y, which is closed;
B. if zeR+, consider  an  arbitrary  convergent  series  of points  {y"} -iyo,

with {y"} C $F (Z). Since 0 is upper semi-continuous, it can be seen
from lemma I.1.5 that

lim sup 0(y") 5 0(yo)
/-+ 00

and

V8€R+ 38€R+ Bk€I:Vn2kVy"ey
[Ily"-y011 <a=,0(y")<0(95+61,

10



and since F is non-decreasing
F(0(yo) + 8) 2 F(0(y")) 2 z  for n 2 k.

If 8 -,0 and since F is upper semi-continuous in 0:

F(0(yo)) 2 lim sup F (0(yo) tx) 2 z,
8--DO

so that yo€SF(z) and Sp(z) is closed. Taking lemma I.2.4 into con-

sideration, it can be seen that condition V is fulfilled.
-  Since  0 (y) is quasi-concave in y and F(0) is non-decreasing in 0,

for any two input vectors yi  and y2€ Y and for all AEIO, 1] Gee
(I. 1.3)):

F[0 ((1 - A)yi + Ay2)1 2 F[min (0 (yi), 0 (y2))1 =
- min[F(0(yi)), F(0(y2))]

so that F(0(y)) is quasi-concave in y (condition VI). A

Dejinition I.4.4

For any value ze[O, 00), the set
LF(z): = {yIF(0(y)) 2 z, y€ Y}

is called the  input  Uevel) set  of the production function  F(44.

Definition 1.4.5

The function f, satisfying for any  ze[O,  00)

f(z): = min {xolF(xo) 2 z},
is the inverse function of FOF): - F($).
Iffis the inverse function of F, then the function Fcan also be defined as:

F(xo): = max {zlf (z) 5 xo, zE[0, GO)}. (I.4.6)

Proposition I.4.7

I.    f(0) = 0;
II. zeR+ =>f(z)€R+;
III.  zi & z2 2 0=>f(zi) 2.f(z2);
IV. f is lower semi-continuous on the space of the non-negative real

numbers,  i.e., for all zo€[0,00):
VgeR+ 38eR+ Vze[O, 00) [liz-zoll <5=>f(z)>f(zo)-4.  (I.4.8)

1           
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proof

I.  Since F(x ) is non-negative for xoe[O, 00) and F(0) = 0,

f (0): = min {xolF(xo) 2 0}  = 0.

II. Suppose there exists some z€R+ for which f(z) = 0, then
[f(z): = min{xolF(xo) 2 z} =01=>[F(0) 2 z>0],

which implies a contradiction, since 17(0) = 0 according to definition I.4.1.

III.  Since F is non-decreasing, we find for zl 2 22 2 0 and

{xolF(xo) 2 zi} c {xolF(xo) 2 zi ,
that f (zi) 2 f (zu) 2 0,  i.e.,  that the inverse function f is non-decreasing.

IV. From the analogon of lemma I.2.4 for lower semi-continuous
functions, it is sufTicient to show that the set

SOC): = {zlf(z) c x, ze[0,00)}
is closed for all XER.

-  If xeR_, S(x) = 0, which is closed.
-  If x = 0, S(0) = {0}, which is closed.
- If xeR+, consider an xo€R+ and assume that S(xo) is not closed:
then there exists a sequence {z„} c S(xo)  with {z„} converging to zo 0 S(xo),
and for all n €I

f (z„) = min{xolF(xo) 2 z„}  5 xo,
f (zo) = min{x'IFCro) 2 zo} > xo.

Since F is non-decreasing and upper semi-continuous, the sets
{xo117(xo) 2 Zn}  and  {x'IF(xo) 2 zo}  are closed (lemma I.2.4),  so  that
from the above definitions of the inverse functions and from (I.4.5) and
(I.4.6), we conclude:

F(xo) 2 z„
and

F(xo) < zo,
or

zo =  lim  z„ 5 F(xo) < zo
n-+00

which  is a contradiction. Hence  F(xo) = zo, f (zo) S xo  and  zoeS(xo),
such that S(xo) is closed and f is lower semi-continuous. A
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Fig. I.4.9.     A  transform FOP) and its  inverse function f (z)
*

Flx°lz 1(z).x°

-----

FIRol=zo-----
/1   i
/1  i

O/   2     1
20 4  26

The following proposition gives the relationship between the input sets
LF (z)    of the transform F and the input sets L (x)    of the production
function 0:

Proposition I.4.10
LF(z) = L (f (z)): = {ylt (y) af(z)} for all ze[O, 00).

proof
-  If yoELF(z), then according to definition I.4.4, F(0(yo)) 2 z.   If  we

put xo  = 0 (yo), then according to definition  I.4.5:

f (z): = min {xolF(x5 2 z}.
Taking account of (I.4.6) we have f (z) 5 x0, so that according to
definition I.2.1 of input sets:

yoeL(f(z)),
or

LF(z)c L(f(Z)).
-  Consider now a point yoeL (f (z)), then according to definition I.2.1,

xo = 0 (yo) Zf (z). According to (I.4.6):
FOco) = F(0(yo)) = max {zlf(z) S xo}.
Taking account of definition I.4.5, we get F(x') 2 z. Thus by definition
I.4.4 yIELF(z), which implies L(f (z)) c LF(z).

Recapitulating, we find that Li'(z) = L(f (z)). A
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1.5. HOMOGENEOUS AND HOMOTHETIC PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS

Definition I.5.1

The production function 0 is (positively) homogeneous of degree v>0
if for all AER+

0(Ay)= A' 0 (y).

The production function is characterized as having:
constant returns to scale if v -1;
increasing returns to scale  if v>1 (economies of scale) ;
decreasing returns to scale  if v<1 (diseconomies of scale).

Definition  I.5.2

A homothetic production function is a function of the form F(0(y)),
where 0 is a homogeneous production function of degree one and F is
a transform of 0 as defined in definition I.4.1 and proposition I.4.3.

Note
The a priori restriction that the underlying production function be of first
degree of homogeneity does not imply any loss of generality, because
if 0 (y) were homogeneous of arbitrary degree v> 0, then,# (y): = (0(y))1/,
would be homogeneous of the first degree, and a function G could be
defined as:

G (4 (y)): = F(0(y)) = F(4(y)9,
which is, according to definition I.4.1, a transform of the production
function 0 (y).

Proposition I.5.3

If F(0) is a homothetic production function, then for ZER+

LF(z) =f(z)L(1),
i.e., the input set for a homothetic production function is obtained by
means of a scalar magnification from the input set of a first degree
homogeneous production function 0 with unit output.

proof
According to proposition I.4.10 and definition I.5.1 for v - 1, we find for

14



all zeR+  that

I        0 Cy)         114(z) =L (f(z)) = {y l 0(y) 2 f(z)} -   y l-2f(z) -  J

- {,10<.,Lj» 11 - f(z) 1-211068) 211.\1(43  - J If(z) j     C

Substituting 9 = Y/f(z  and taking account of definition I.2.1 we get

LF(z) =f(z) {910(9) 2 1} =f(z)L(1). A

Fig. I.5.4.  The relationship between input  sets of homogeneous and
homothetic  production functions

L(z)

Y2

Ul)

f(z)

Y

0
1

n

Note
The above proposition does not hold for z - 0, since in this case

LFCO) -  YIF(0(y)) 2 0} = Y and f (0) =min{x'IF(xo) 2 0} =0.

Lemma  I.5.5

A function F which is convex and defined for all points in a closed convex
region  k c Rm formed   by the intersection   of a finite number  of  half
spaces, is upper semi-continuous in k.
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proof
Since it is well known that a convex function is continuous on the open
convex subset  321 - Int(32),4  only the upper semi-continuity  at  an
arbitrary point yo€Bnd(k) has to be proved.

Fig. I.5.6

92

SAP14}

A h.
,   \, 141\ \

\

1               ,DE=-=_0 - P<
1 EY-=-31
1 <-/11111111 1

1 M-1111111 111::
m'-3. "->1 '41'yo

8 5(2)
Pal         NSIyl

S{1 

Since R'" is a linear space of dimension m there exist, according to
Carathdodory's    theorem;    On + 1) points    s(1), s(2),.., sc"'+ 1)    of   Rm
defining an m-dimensional simplexY which containsyias an interiorpoint.

If Na(yo): = {yilly-yoll <6, yeg} is an open spherical neighbour-
hood in Y, then the set of points Nb(yo)n  = {yly€Na(yo),yek} is
an open neighbourhood  of yo relative  to  92.

Since 9=Y n     is a bounded and closed convex polyhedron,   the
k

points of the set 9 can be represented in the form y=S air, where
1=1

k

{pci,li =1,2,..., k} are
vertices of 9,ktmandate[O, 1] with i a, = 1.6

The problem is now to determine 06(0,1] for some £€R+, such that
17(Apc')+(1- A)yo) < F(yo) if O S A 55 o e (see definition  I.1.2).
4. See C. Berge (1959), Thdortme 7, p. 201.
5. See J. Stoer and C. Witzgall (1968), Theorem 2.2.12, p. 35.
6. See J. Stoer and C. Wiltzgall, op. cit., Theorem 2.12.2, p. 65, which is a special case

of the well-known theorem of Krein and Milman.
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To solve this problem, we define vertices dm ofa compact polyhedron
9 as follows (see fig. I.5.6):

d (i)  = ap<') 4- (1 - 00 yo,

where ri is determined as:

1            8

-                         if  F(pc')) > F(yo)
pi   -2 F(pci))-F(yo) (i =1,2,..., k)

=           1                if  F(pc')) S F(yo)

and 0 - min 4.

Since the function F is convex and if 0 5 A i   a, (i = 1, 2,..., k) then:
F(Aip(i)+(1 -Ai)yo) 5 AiF(pc'))+(1-ADF(yo)

= F(yo)+A,[F(pci))-F(yo)] f F(yo) + < F(yo)+g;
for, if
a. F(pco)>F(yo), we get

F(yo)+Ai[F(pct))-F(yo)] = F(yo) +6 f s F(yo) +  ;
ai  2

b. F(pct)) 5 F(yo), the above inequality is always satisfied.

Defining an  open spherical neighbourhood  Ne  of yo  as:
Ata(yo) = {y| Ily-poll <018,  yEY},  it  can be shown  that  the  open
neighbourhood N4(yo) n 9   belongs   to the compact polyhedron   9
spanned by the vertices dc').

We take then an arbitrary point yEN.5(yo)ng (so for yee, Ily-yoll
< 98) and a point y* =yo+1/G(y-yo)Eg; i.e.,  Ily*-yoll= 1/ally-poll
<al£ 1/9 = J, which implies y* ENa (yo) n 9. Since y*ENa(Y'Dng, there

k

exist bi€[0,1] with  I bt - 1 such that
i= 1

k              ky

y* - I bipm - yo + I 4(pe-yo),
i=1 i=1

and
k

y - yo (y-yo) - yo ,(y*-yo) = yo+Ge I bi(p(t)_po)
i= 1

k                         k                                  k

= yo + E btot(pci)_yo  = I bl[op(')+(1-Ooyo] = I bid(')
1=1 i= 1 i=1

because dc')= op(')+(1 -a),YO.

17
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As a consequence y€9 and {N,a(yo)ng} ce.
Since yES and Fis convex:

kk
F(y) = F( I  bid(i)) S  I  b,F(dc'))

i=l i=l

k     /

S I bl  I·'(yo)   < F(yo)+8i=l

by the convenient choice of a as explained above.
Thus,   for   all a e R+ , 30 ER+ :F{Naa(yo) n 9} c[0, F(yo)+E), so that

by (I.1.2b) F is upper semi-continuous in yo, and since yo was an
arbitrarily chosen point of the boundary of 612, F is upper semi-
continuous at the Bnd (92). A

Corollary   I.5.7

A function which is concave and defined for all points in a closed convex
region formed by the intersection of a finite number of half spaces is
lower semi-continuous in 92.

Definition I.5.8

A function 0 is called super-additive on Y: = {yly 2 0, YER"'} if and only
if for any yl E Y and any y26 Y: 0(yl +y2) 2 0(yl)+ 0(y2).

Theorem  I.5.9

If 0 is a homogeneous production function of degree one, it is a super-
additive, continuous and concave function  of yE Y.

proof

I. Super-additiuity
Since 0 is homogeneous of degree one, the following relationship holds
for all ze[0, co) and for all ye Y:

0 12ffS)1 = f(z) 0 <-K-1 - f(z) iQ  = f(z)
l 0 (y) J lt(y)J 0(Y)

i.e., for any two non-negative vectors yl and y2 with 0(yi)>O and
0 (y2)>0:

0 1%91-,11221 " f(z).

18
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Considering this relationship  in the light of proposition  I.4.10, the input
combinations

yif(z)    and   y2f(z)
0 (Yi) 0 (y2)

can be seen to belong to the input level set L(f (z)) of the production
function F(0(y)).

Moreover, since 0 is upper semi-continuous and quasi-concave,
L(f(z)) is a closed convex set (lemmas I.2.4 and I.2.5), and we get for
all AE[O, 1]:

0[(1 -i) yiffz)+ A y fiffl k f(z).0(Yl) 0(Y2) -1-

Taking A = ,  the above inequality becomes:0(yp
0(yl +0(yp

+F f(z) .L0(pi)+0(yi) cyl + y2)1 2 f(z).

According to the first degree homogeneity of 0 :

0[ Cyl+3'2).1- -1-0[ f(z)  ( ,1 yz) 21,Lt(yi)+00,6)3 f(z) l.051)+052)
or

0< 1  2  -  0 ,1  0  2  0 
- 20(yl)+0(y2).F     (yl + y2)

Lt(yl)+00'2)1
If either 0 (yi)  or  0 (y2)  or both  are  equal  to  zero, the inequality

0(Yl +Y2) 2 0( 1   0  2 
will still hold due to the non-decreasing and non-negative properties of 0.

Thus, 0 is super-additive on Y.

II. Concavity
is proved from the super-additivity and homogeneity of first degree in y of
the production function  0 ; for all AE[O, 1]  then, and for any yl E Y and

Y2 EY:
0((1-A)yl +Ay92 0((1-44)+0gy2) -(1-40(Yl)+A*(y2),

so that 0  is a concave function on  y.

III. Continuity
Since  0  is a concave function  on   Y,   - 0  is a convex function  on   K

19



As  a convex function is continuous  if  Y is  an open convex  set 7,   - 0  is
continuous on Int(Y): = {ylyER; }. As a consequence 0 is continuous
on Int(Y).

Since 0 is concave, it follows from corollary I.5.7 that 0 is lower semi-
continuous  on  Y = Int( Y)uBnd(Y). However, condition V of definition
I.1.1   states  that  0 is upper semi-continuous  on   Y = Int(Y)uBnd(Y).
Hence  +  is also continuous  on  Bnd ( Y).  A

Lemma I.5.10 (Euler) 8

If the production function 0 is differentiable and homogeneous of
degree v >0,  then for all yEY:

V 0(y) = (70(y)) 'y  -   I   ti Yi
i=1

where the column vector   70 (y)  is the gradient  of the function  0   at  the
point y or

90(y) = v+C,)17 = Faffz) 805),  €05,1'= (01,02,···,00:
L Dyl ' OY2   - Oym J

(I.5.11)
proof

Differentiating (I.5.1) with respect to A and keeping y constant we get:

dt (Ay)  = > 'dA = yidl = viv- 10(y)dAA   90(Ay) aly f   a0(Ay,
i-1    0 (Ayi  8% 1=1    8 (Ayi)

or

m  20 (Ay)

i l a(Ayi)
Yi  =  viv -1 0 (y).

For A = 1 we find:

    Dffz) yi=     0'yi - V0(y). A
1.1 ayi i=1

Lemma I.5.12

The n-th order partial derivatives of an n times continuously differentiable
homogeneous production function of degree   v>0 are homogeneous
functions of degree  v - n.

7. See C. Berge, op. cit., p. 201 (footnote on p. 16).
8.  See R. G. D. Allen (1947), pp. 317-320.
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proof
Partially differentiating (I.5.1) with respect to Yk we get:

1 00(Ay) = r €0(*) = r*k
/Yk       8Yk

or

80(XY) = Av- 1 0k .
0Yk

As   a  consequence   0k is homogeneous of degree   v - 1, according   to
definition I.5.1. By taking each time partial derivatives of the resulting
homogeneous function, the degree of homogeneity is each time decreased
by one unit. A

Lemma I.5.13

If 0 is a two times continuously differentiable production function of
degree  v > 0,  then

v(v-1)0(y)=y'Hy,

where H = is the Hessian matrix at the point y.(220(y)1
tabahj

proof
Partially differentiating both sides  of (I.5.10) with respect to yi (i =
1,2,..., m) at the point y, we get:

vV0(y) = V0(y) + Hy,
or

(v- 1)90(y) = Hy.

Premultiplying both sides with y', and taking a account of (I.5.10):

(v-1)y'V*(y)-(v-1)v0(y)-y'Hy. A

Note
Two conclusions can be drawn from lemma I.5.13:

1. the Hessian matrix H, evaluated at a point y, is singular if there are
constant returns to scale,  or v=1;

2.  if the production function 0 is concave, and, hence, if the Hessian is

negative semi-definite, there are non-increasing returns to scale, or
0 <v 5 1  (irrespective  of the market behaviour of the firm).
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1.6. SUBSTITUTABILITY IN NEOCLASSICAL PRODUCTION
FUNCTIONS

Definition I.6.1

A homogeneous production function 0 is called a neoclassical production
function if and only if
- 0(y) is at least twice (continuously) differentiable in y;
-  0 (y) has decreasing positive marginal products,
i.e.,fori= 1,2,...,m:

at CY')-= 0t>0
Oyi

and

820(Y)
=  011 <0.ayi

A movement along an isoquant of a neoclassical production function in
such a way that the quantity required for production factorj is increased
and the quantity required for production factor k is decreased, while
all other factors are kept constant, results for the production function 0 in:

00(y) 20(y)
(I.6.2)d0(y)= -dyl + -dyk = tjdyl+0kdyk = 0,

0Yj        Qyk
or

80(y)

/dy\
= 6 =   83'k   .                             (I.6.3)Rkj = -       |

(dyk/x constant 0 1 00(y,
yi constant
006"              Byl

Definition   I.6.4

The ratio between the marginal products of factors k and j is defined
as being the marginal  rate  of substitution Rk jeR+  of factor  k for factor j.

With the help of (I.6.3), the relationship between a changing marginal
rate of substitution and changing marginal productivity can be given as
follows:

aR,j = -2-Fa*CY,lay 7 -  a...C ft) =0 J*kk-*k*R
 )'k  ]11 -   ] | ]Ii.  8) k $J)  *1

1/
- i- C,·.- t' ".). (I.6.5)
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Since the production function 0 is quasi-concave and the marginal

products 0 j and tk are assumed to be positive, the marginal rate of
substitution between production factors j and k is non-increasing,9 which
corresponds to a production isoquant being convex to the origin (the
angle of inclination is non-decreasing; see fig. I.6.6). Hence, it follows
from relationship (I.6.5) that the convexity of isoquants does not necess-

arily follow from the neoclassical property of decreasing marginal
products, but rather from the properties of the production function itself
(definition I.1.1) and the positivity of the marginal products (see also
definition I.2.8).

Fig. I.6.6. A convex production isoquant and the marginal rate of sub-
stitution

.

Yk

)
tgl-a)= Rk,

-         A

1                  BT--

i

0
a

Hence, the production isoquant is convex if

aBU -1 (0„-6 0.) 6 0,0Yk   *3\    *1

 k ,i.e.,if tai 6 - 9.lk ·
$j

Definition I.6.7

The (partial) elasticity   of  substitution  O k1 between factors j and k is the
percentage (logarithmic) change of the factor ratio Yj/Yk with respect to

9.  See  K. J. Arrow  and  A. C. Enthoven  (1961), pp. 795-797.
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the percentage change  of the marginal  rate of substitution  Rkj,   or

Gkj =
alogyj|Yk - alog yllyk

a log Rk,       a log   k   

1.7. SOME PARTICULAR NEOCLASSICAL PRODUCTION
FUNCTIONS

The particular neoclassical homothetic production technologies used inthis study are:

I. The Constant Elasticity of Substitution (CES) production technology
described by (see (I.4.4) and (A.1.30)) the sets:

V

LF(Z): =  Cyl, YbIA[oyipt(1 -a)yiP]-9 2 z,  yl E IQ col yzE [0' con
(I.7.1)

with the production function according to (I.3.3):
F(0(y)): =max{z IyeLF(z),z€[O, 00),YEY}

= A [JyiP+(1-3)yIp]-V/P: = [0(y)]v,
(I.7.2)

in which
Yi and Y2   may be the capital and labour inputs respectively,
A   is a scale parameter of inputs, denoting the scale on which an econ-

omy is operating,
8  is the distribution parameter indicating the degree to which the

production technology is capital intensive (0<8<1),p  is the substitution parameter measuring the ease with which the
10technology permits labour to be substituted for capital,

v         is the homogeneity parameter measuring the returns to scale;
and

11. The Variable Elasticity of Substitution (yEs) production technology

10. From (I.6.D and from (A. 1.2D, it follows that:

dlog a      d log Zl
1p= - -1, with a - a21 - Y 2 -     Yl

(I.6.7b)
a                                                     d log R21         d log 6

01
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described by (see (I.4.4) and (A.2.22)) the sets:
LF(Z):  -  (Yl, 72)| Ay;(1 -ap)[3'2 -1-(P- 1) yl]'0,2Z, Yl€IO, CO), Y2EIO, En) 

(I.7.3)

with the corresponding production function:

F(0(y)): = max {z l y€LF(z), z E [0, 00), ye Y}
= Aylci-,p)[Y2+(P-1)yl]Vap: = [0(y)]v (I.7.4)

and the underlying elasticity of substitution (see simplified version of
(A.2.10) in Appendix A.2):

a=ltateR+ (I.7.5)

Y2

where A> 0,  v > 0,0 S Jp &5  1  (convexity of isoquant  map)  and

h >  (1 -P) (positive marginal products).
yl       (1 -Jp)

1.8. TECHNICAL PROGRESS IN NEOCLASSICAL AND VINTAGE

PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS

Definition I.8.1

By technological change one understands that a changing output can be
obtained from given inputs by varying time, i.e., production function
(I. 1.1) can be written as

XO: =   Yl, Y2, ···i Ym. t), (I.8.2)

where t denotes an index representing the state of technology or, alter-
natively, time.

Technical progress is defined as the phenomenon that output increases
over time. Technology can enter the production function in a variety of
forms and the purpose of this paragraph is to distinguish most of these.
The assumption of homogeneity, and hence of perfectly malleable goods
as factors of production, will have to be relaxed in some cases.

Dejinition I.8.3

Neoclassical production functions can be either neutral or non-neutral.
They are neutral if the balance between certain (economic) variables is
undisturbed as time proceeds. They are non-neutral in the opposite case.
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Various types  of neutrality wi\\ be defined for a homogeneous production
function of first degree 11 in labour and capital, henceforth denoted by L
and K The maximum output attainable from the combination of these
two homogeneous factors will be represented by Qi, while the general
production function can be described by the function F as follows:

Qo = F(K, L, t). (I.8.4)

According to the first degree homogeneity of F:
A0

qoi = M  = f(k, t) (I.8.5)L

and
A0

yo'-VK=  4 (X,
t) (I.8.6)

with k = KIL, being the capital-labour ratio, and x = L/K, the labour-
capital ratio (x = k- 1)
The marginal products of capital and labour are then (see (A.2.3) and
(A.2.4)):

bF-=4(x, 0-xI#'(x, t) -f'(k, t) (I.8.7)0K

and

BF- - f(k, 0-kf'(k, 0 = 4'(x, 0 (I.8.8)
OL                                                      •

with a marginal rate of substitution (see (I.6.3)):

R =  aFIBL  =  f(k, t) *'(X, t)- k = R (k, t) = = R(x, t).8FleK f'Ck, t) 4(X, 0-xt'(x, 0

(I.8.9)

I.  Hicks-neutrality (product augmenting technical progress)

Dejinition  I.8.10

Technological change is labeled as Hicks-neutral if the relationship
between the marginal rate of substitution and the capital-labour ratio
remains constant under time transformation.

11. Which, according to the note on p. 14, may stand for any homogeneous
production function of arbitrary degree  v >0.  In this section, the treatment given
by M. Beckmann and R. Sato (1968) will be followed.
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Proposition I.8.11
Technical progress is Hicks-neutral if and only if the production function
(I.8.4) can be written as:

Qo = F(K, L, t)= F[A (t)K, A (t) L] = A (t) F(K, L), (I.8.12)

where A (t ) represents the technical progress factor.

proof

Necessity
According to definition I.8.10, the marginal rate of substitution is a
function of the capital-labour ratio alone, or from (I.8.9):

R (k,  0 = '          -  k  -7 (k),f (k 0
(I.8.13)

f 'Ck, t)

i.e., aR(k, 0 =0.
0t

Rewriting (I.8.13), we get:

Of(k, 0 -    Dk
f(k, 0 9(k)+k

and solving this differential equation:

f   ak
in f (k, 0 - ln A(0 = 1 (I.8.14)

J v'(k)+k'
where A (t)  is the arbitrary integration constant arising from integrating
af/f. As the right-hand side integral is independent of t, this integration
constant must be a function of t since the integral of Dflf is a function of t.
Hence, from (I.8.14):

F   akf(k, 0 = A (t) exp I
J    9(k) + k'

where A (t) measures technical progress.
f   akPutting f(k) = exp I (independent of 0, we obtain:
J 9(k)+k

Q0
f(k, t) = i- = A (t) f(k) = A (0 f<   (I.8.15)

or, by the first degree homogeneity of F:
Qo = F(K, L, t) = A(t)17(K, L) = F[A(t)K, A(t)L].
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Sufliciency
If the production function has the form (I.8.12),

k(t) = Aff)K=K=k (I.8.16)A(OL L
and

R(k, t) = f(k, t)  -k= 101 -k=R(k),
f'(k, 0 f'(k)

then definition (I.8.10) holds. A

II.  Harrod-neutrality (labour augmenting technical progress)

Definition I.8.17

Technological change is called Harrod-neutrW if the relationship between
the average product of capital and the marginal product of capital does
not change.

Proposition I.8.18

Technical progress is Harrod-neutral if and only if the production    I
function (I.8.4) can be written as:

Qo = 17(K, L, t) = F[K, B(t)L], (I.8.19)
where B(t) represents the technical progress factor.

proof

Necessity
From definition I.8.17, it is clear that the relationship

DF                 00
- = 11(Yo),    with  yo =.£_ , (I.8.20)DK              K

remains constant over time.
Then from (I.8.7) and (I.8.6):

Dvo
452 = 1#(x, t)-x,#'(x,  t) = yo-x-L-, (I.8.21)

0x

or

Yo -4 (y°)  =  x azo;
0X
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i.e.,

f   =            ayo    -    (yo + n (yo)). (I.8.22)
x     yo-'10'v)

Solving the differential equation:

ln xtln B(0 - 1 (I.8.23)
r      ayo

J   yo -9(yo)

with ln B(t) being an arbitrary integration constant, or

B(t)x = exp I (I.8.24)
r     ayo
J   yo-4(y5'

and putting exp, -  - 1 (yo),  we fnally obtain:
r     ayo
J  yo -950)

yo- W[B(t)x],
or

00 - F(K, L, t) = F[K, B(t) L]. (I.8.25)

(I.8.25) is also sUl}icient for Harrod-neutrality, which can be directly
verified by substituting (I.8.25) into (I.8.4), and recognizing the homo-
geneity of first degree of F. A

III.  Solow-neutrality (capital augmenting technical progress)

Definition  I.8.26

Technological change is called Solow-neutral if the relationship between
the average product of labour and the marginal product of labour remains
invariant.

Proposition I.8.27

Technical progress is Solow-neutral if and only if the production function
(I.8.4) can be written as:

Qo = F(K,  L,  t) = F[B(t) K, L). (I.8.28)

proof
The proof is analogous to the proof of proposition 1.8.18. From defini-
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tion 1.8.26, the relationship

8F- = K(q ) (I.8.29)
DL

remains constant over time.
Taking account of (I.8.8) and (I.8.5), we obtain the differential equation:

K(q°) = f(k, 0-kf'(k, 0 - qo-k *. (I.8.30)
Ok

Solving (I.8.30) along the same lines as for Harrod-neutrality, we get
the production function (I.8.28) with Solow-neutral technical progress
B(t). A

IV. Factor-augmenting technical progress

Dejinition I.8.31

Technological change is called factor-augmenting if and only if the
relationship between the elasticity of substitution and the ratio of the
marginal and average products of capital (labour) remains constant over
time.

Proposition 1.8.32

Technical progress is factor augmenting if and only if the production
function (I.8.4) can be written as:

Qo = F(K, L, t) = FIA (t) B(t)K, A (t)L]. (I.8.33)

proof

From (I.6.7b) and (I.8.9), the elasticity of substitution between labour
and capital can be written as:

0(k, 0 = - - (I.8.34)8 log k _ 2 log k
0  log R (k, t) (f(k, 0 - kf' (k, t))0 log,

C      f'(k, 0      )
and according to definition (I.8.31), factor-augmenting technical progress
implies that the following relationship should remain constant over
time:

2 log k = „(al'/aK)      /kf'(k, t))
(f(k, t)-kf'(k, t))   " (-yo)= 4(   qo ) (I.8.35)

0 log,
\    f'(k, t)    )
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kf'(k, 0
If           o        = u, then relationship (I.8.35) becomes:

q

k -ilog  vo - uqo) k               a            F
/1 \1   1

0           =k-log i k i- -1  = - ,
(I.8.36)

ak       uq         ak   L \U 4(u)

or

1    F/1    \ / 1 \ aul      111--11+kl--1-1=-;
  k 1 - 1  l.(u      )       \    uijakl    4(u)

\U   /
i.e.,

k   Du    1
1- -=-. (I.8.37)

u (1 -u)   ak       )(u)

Rewriting (I.8.37) as:

0u

Dk         1

(           1    -k'
(I.8.38)

u(1-u) 11--,C '1(u)
we find that the solution to this differential equation is:

tn ktln B(t) =g(u), or u = G[B(t)k],
with B(t) being an arbitrary integration constant.
Since

u = kf'(k, 0 = G[B(Ok],f(k, 0

f ff =  f              ak                                     B(t) Dk
J f  J k[G[B(Ok]]_1=  B(Ok[G[B(Ok]]-1,

i.e.,

f(k, t) - qi = A(t) exp < (I.8.39)B(Oak
J BCOk[G[B(t)k]]-1

Substituting B(t)K = s, we obtain:

C   asqo= A (Oexp l (I.8.40)
J  sG- 1 (s)

when the integration is carried out with constant t. Putting

r     Bs
exp I : - f[B(Ok]

J s[G(s)]-1
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we get:
qo =A(t)f[B(t)k], (I.8.41)

so that by the first degree homogeneity of F in L and K:

Qo -F(K, L, t)-F[A (t)B(t)K, A(t)L].12   A

Dejinition I.8.43

Technological change in a production function can be either disembodied,
in the sense of applying equally and alike to all production factors in
current use, or embodied.

Definition I.8.44

A production model with embodied technical progress is called a vintage

production model. It consists of a (sequence of) heterogeneous production
function(s) being constructed from the combination of inputs, which
belong to various 'vintages'. Capital vintage models, in which a vintage
consists of a homogeneous set of machines produced for installation at
one time and successive vintages relate to a sequence over time, have
been the most commonly used to date. Often, a distinction is made
between the substitutability characteristics of machines (capital vintages)
and labour before and after the installation of new machines:

I.   A putty-clay vintage production model is a production model with
substitution possibilities before but fixed labour requirements (a = 0)
after the machines are installed.

R.   A putty-putty vintage production model is a production model where
substitution possibilities between capital and labour exist both
ex ante and ex post.

III. A clay-clay vintage production model is a production model where
the capital-labour ratio is fixed both before and after capital instal-

12. If the relationship between the elasticity of substitution and the ratio of the
marginal and average products of labour remains constant over time, the produc-
tion function (I.8.4) takes the form:

Qo = F(K, L, t) = FIA (t) K. A(t)B(t)L]. (I.8.42)

From (I.8.33) and (I.8.42) it follows that factor-augmenting technical progress is
a combination of Hicks- and Solow- or of Hicks- and Harrod-neutral technical
progress.
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lation (always a - 0, so the capital vintage production function is
a fixed proportions or Leontief production function, see Appendix
A.1).

1.9. CONCLUSION

In this chapter, production models are characterized by the definition of
a production technology with corresponding production function, which
allows or not for certain substitutability possibilities. Also a neoclassical
production model has been defined. The relating (pure) neoclassical model
of the firm is based upon the following assumptions:
a.   the objective function  to be maximized  is the profit of the firm;
b. the firm produces only one product according to a neo-classical

production function;
c.   the firm operates  in a perfectly competitive market;
d.  the firm takes decisions as if it operates in a perfect market, in a world

without uncertainty and with fixed predictions for the future.

Hence, from Lagrangian maximization techniques, it follows that the
demand for production factors depends upon:
- the desired production level (or rate of production),
- the prices of all production factors,
- technological conditions.

Although the investment models discussed in the following chapter are
not based upon (pure) neoclassical models of the firm - but rather on
models with vintage production functions and/or imperfect markets
subject to monopolistic competition - the derived demand for investment
sometimes shows a similar pattern as the demand for, say, capital in
a purely neoclassical model. For the derivation of this demand for
investment, use will be made of the elements put forward in this chapter
and of the existence of necessary (and sufficient) conditions for the
supremum (maximum) of a functional over an infinite time horizon (see
Appendix CD.
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2. Investment behaviour based
on micro-production models

2.0. INTRODUCTION

By common consent, one of the most illuminating models of investment
decisions t is that which conceives investment as an effort to fill the gap
between desired capital   stock   R (t) and auailable capital stock K(t),
where t represents the moment at which the investment decision is taken.
This model provides the opportunity to integrate, on the one hand
an accelerator mechanism 2 which  may  be  seen as setting a scale   of
desired capacity 0(t), and on the other hand 'cost of capital' variables
which may affect the capital intensity 2(t)/0 (t) of desired capacity. These
variables include prices of capital goods, prices of cooperating factors
(labour and perhaps materials), interest rates or other measures of 'financial
cost', and sometimes measures of available internal (or external) funds.

Almost all existing investment models, with desired capital stock derived
from some optimizing behaviour of the firm, are based upon rather
simple production technologies (e.g., neoclassical Cobb-Douglas func-
tions) and upon the assumption of perfect competition in all markets.
Moreover, the concept of desired capital stock is in principle ex ante
and  the  relevant  accelerator variable  Q (t)  is  of the  nature  of an output
or   sales  forecast.

1. For recent surveys of econometric studies of investment behaviour, the reader is
referred to P. Duharcourt (1970) and D. W. Jorgenson (1971); an extensive comment
on the second paper is given by R. Eisner (1974).

2.  The notion 'acceleration'  is  also used in another sense; a model is then called  a  rigid
accelerator model if there is a complete adjustment of the existing capital stock to
the optimal capital stock within one given period, and a jiexible accelerator model
if there is only partial adjustment of actual to desired capital stock within this
period. Notice that the flexible accelerator mechanism can be transformed into
a complete theory of investment behaviour by adding a specification of the desired
level of capital stock and a model of replacement investment (see P. Duharcourt
op.  cit., pA  11  W., and  D. W. Jorgenson, op.  cit., pp.  1112 ff.).
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As econometric work on capital adjustment models is based on ex post

data, shaped into expectational proxies, it suffers therefore, apart from
the difficulty of measuring the ex post capital stock, from a serious defect.

Hence, an alternative formulation of investment behaviour should be
provided, preferably without expectational proxies and without the
required construction of capital stock data. Such a formulation can be
based upon the realization of the objective of an enterprise subject to
a general structure of production and to price formation equations in
the factor-supply and product-demand markets.

I will try to tackle the above problem in this chapter, leaving out of
consideration the problem of accurate output or sales forecasting, which
is more a problem of setting up a reliable investigation of the market
than of methodology. As long as no satisfactory procedure is available
for it, we must be content, if necessary, with a model, containing
expectational proxies.

As (implicitly) indicated above, an analysis of investment behaviour
should involve four main issues:
1.  specification of the entrepreneurial objective;
2. specification of the entrepreneurial production technology as given

by a production function (which includes a specification of technical
progress);

3. specification of the entrepreneurial environment as given by price
equations for the quantities of the factors of production and the
output produced;

4. specification of the time structure of the investment process itself,
which is performed by superimposing the investment dynamics on
the optimal and/or equilibrium demand for capital goods.

Regarding the first issue, I have opted for the maximization of a certain
functional, defined over an infinite future time horizon. Therefore, the
problem will be formulated as an application of Functional Analysis,3
generating inter  alia the demand for investment as a continuous function
of time.

The production technologies utilized involve production functions with
constant and variable elasticities of substitution and heterogeneous
capital stock.

3.  See, for example, A. N. Kolmogorov and S.V. Fomin (1957) and D. G. Luenberger
(1969), Chapter 7.
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In principle, four basic models have been retained for mutual com-
parison:
- two which maximize the present value of the net revenue (after

taxation) of a productive enterprise under a constant returns putty-
putty CES- respectively vEs-production function (models 2.0.1 and
2.0.4);

- two which maximize the present value of net (discounted) receipts
(before taxation) of a productive enterprise under a variable returns
putty-clay cES- respectively vEs-production function (models 2.0.2
and 2.0.5).

Hence, the basic question is: 'What are the effects of a different vintage
technique  on the demand for investment ?'.  For the  sake of comparison,
some investment models with perfectly malleable capital are also analysed:
two models (2.0.3 and 2.0.6) maximizing the mathematical expectation of
entrepreneurial profits (before taxation) subject to a variable returns
stochastic cEs-, respectively vES-production function, and one
model (2.0.7) maximizing the present value of net receipts (before
taxation) subject to a homogeneous production function and an adjust-
ment cost function. The costs of adjustment account for the delay that
buyers of capital goods experience in adjusting their capital stock.

As regards the third and fourth issues, it is suflicient to state here that
all investment models allow for imperfections in optimizing behaviour
and/or imperfect competition in the product and factor markets (except
the adjustment cost model). The rest of this chapter expands the seven
investment models listed above.

2.0.1.  A putty-putty (rintage) cEs-investment model

The enterprise is assumed to maximize the present value of the net
revenue (after taxation) subject to a CES-putty-putty production function
with technical progress consisting of a Hicks-neutral component
(see (I.8.12)) which is disembodied with respect to the capital of a certain
vintage s and factor augmenting components (see (I.8.33)) which are
embodied with respect to the capital of that vintage s.

Besides Jorgenson's assumption (1967) of a homogeneous production
technology, his hypothesis of perfect competition in all markets is
generalized insofar as a price-demand equation for output and price-
supply equations for factor inputs are introduced, in which the situation
of perfect competition is a special case. Moreover, the assumption of
full employment of capital goods is relinquished in the discussion about
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the time-structure of investment, where a constant degree of capacity
utilization is accepted.

So, the problem is to maximize (or, alternatively, to find the supremum
of) the present value of the net revenue (after taxation):

'
NW(t): = lim e-f','(0)de (R(1)-B(T)) dT, 4)

(II.0.1)
eT

T-2 JI

with:
-   r (0) the subjective  rate of discount  at  time 8 ;
- total cash flow R (T)  at time T defined  as:

R(T): =p(T) Q(T)- w(T)L(T)-9(T)I(T),5 (II.0.2)

where Q(r), L(T) and I(T) are the quantities of output, labour services

and capital investment at time T and P (.0, W(T) and g(T) are the cor-

responding prices, and
direct income taxes B(T) at time T defined as:

B(T): =u(T) [p (r) Q (T)- w (T) L (r)-1,(T) c (r) K"(T)-D(T)],
(II.0.3)

where
u (T)      is  the  rate of corporate income  tax  at  time  T;

u (T)      is the fraction  of the capital cost accepted as being tax-deductible
by the public authorities at time T;

c(T)   is the cost of holding one unit of capital at time T, which can be
evaluated by its alternative return (i.e., the interest rate), since this

cost for the tying-up of capital is caused by abandoning yield

possibilities which originate outside the firm;

r
K"(T): = D'(r-s) S(r-s) g(s) I(s) ds (II.0.4)

3-=

4. The methods of financing the costs of production factors (as, for example, under

capital saturation where no debt capital is employed in conjunction with the equity
capital supplied by the owners of the firm) fall beyond the scope of this analysis.

If debt capital were utilized, an additional term, equal to the costs related to that

capital, would  have  to be introduced  into the integrand  of (II.O. 1);  see D. Vickers

(1968), pp.  158 ff., on this point. However,  M. H. Miller and F. Modigliani (1958),
p. 189, have shown that, under some conditions (such as perfect capital markets),

financing methods have no influence on optimal investment.
5. Note that the cost of using already existing capital stock at time T (and consequently

depreciation at that time) does not appear in expression (II.0.2), which is a measure

of the accountable concept of 'cash flow' (see J. L. Bouma (1971), p.  138). See
D. W.  Jorgenson,  op.  cit.,  for the validity  of this definition  o f total cash flow under
a putty-putty production technology and R. M. Solow (1971) for the use of profit-
oriented models.
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is the 'allowed' nominal value of capital goods still in use at time T,
with
Da (T -s) being the non-depreciated part allowed by public

authorities on the capital goods of vintage s still in use
at time r, or, in other words, Da(T-s) determines the
depreciation allowance per unit of initial investment
for tax purposes at time T on an asset of age (T-s),

and

SCT-s):=0 for T-s>Ti (II.0.5)

= 1    for   0 5 T-s % Ti,
where Ti is the maximum (possible) lifetime of the capital goods
of any vintage s;

and

D (1):   =   g (T) I(T)- k"(T)

r.'

= gh)I(4- 1 b°(r-s)S(T-s)g(s)I(s)ds - g(T)I(T)
3--

fr
-                ba(T - s) S (T - S) g (s) I (s) ds 6

(II.0.6)
3-90

is the nominal value of depreciation at time T accepted by the
public authorities;

subject to:

1.   a  constant  returns  putty-putty  cES-production  multifunction  *:   R2  -+  R,

6. The well-known Leibniz formula for differentiation of the integral (II.0.4) with
respect to T has been applied here; in general (see E. S. Keeping (1963), pp. 392-393):

a fb(a) f*v a
- '     f(x, o)dx = 1     -f(x, 00 dx +f(b(00, 00 dbU ) _
001 J 0(0) J acx} Ba                               do

- f (a (ala) daA)
(II.0.7)

dc£

Note also that if the depreciation allowance per unit of investment is assumed to be
exponential   at   rate   t,   i.e.,   D'(r- s)  = e- AcT-8), the total depreciation allowed   is
found to be proportional to the nominal capital stock accepted by the public
authorities:

r.

D(r) =4 1      e-1(1-') S(·r-s) g(s) I(s) ds = AK"(r). (II.0.8)j-.
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defined for all T and s by:

0[L(r, s),K(r, s)]: = {Q(r, s)IQ(r, s) 6 Qo(r, s) =
1

=Aek [(1-J)(eY" I.(r,  s))-P  +  a (en' K(T, s))-P]-7, Q(T, s)e[0,00)}
(II.0.9)

with
L (T, s) being the labour quantity at time r still assigned to the capital

goods of vintage s,
K(T, 3):    = Dd(T-s)S(T-s)I(s) being the available capital stock of

vintage s still remaining  at  time T (where Dd (T -s) represents
the fraction of capital stock remaining after deduction of
wastage and obsolescence, i.e., the composite function
D (r -s) S(T -s)   is   the   physical durability function   of   the
investment of vintage s),

Q(T, s)    being a feasible output rate brought about at time r by L(T, s)
and K(T, s) (Q'(T, s) = max Q(T, s));

the parameters A, d and p being as given in production function (I.7.2),
A being the disembodied technical progress parameter and 71 and 72
being respectively the labour-augmenting and the capital-augmenting
capital embodied technical progress parameters ;7

2. future price formation equations representing monopolistic competition
in  the product  and factor  markets:

p (T): = e*#-vao(QG))m° (II.0.11)

w(r):  =  ez'(r-') al (I,(r))"'1, (II.0.12)
g (·C):   =   ee#-t) a 2 (I (·c))"'2, (II.0.13)

where    xi  (i = 0,1,2) are shifting parameters,  mi  (i = 0,1,2)  are  the
inverse price elasticities or the price flexibilities (mi = O if perfect
competition in market i exists)  and  al  (i = 0,1,2) are positive
scaling constants.

It is assumed in (ILO. 11-13) that the firm is confronted by a decreasing

7. Comparing (II.0.9) and (II.0.2), it can be seen that the aggregate quantities at time T

are given by:
r                           r,

Q(T): = 1 Q (r, s) ds    and    L (T):  = I L (r, s) ds, (II.0.10)
2-00 J-00

where, according to the above definitions of L(T, s), K(T, s) and  Q (T, s) and (II.0.5),
' - co' may be replaced by 'r - Ti'.
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price demand curve  (mo < 0) in its selling market and by curves represent-ing rising marginal costs of labour and capital investment  (mt, m2 > 0)in the markets of the production factors. The structural change par-
ameters  Ai  are  free  ( -0 0< 1Ti <too,i-0,1,2).

Finally, it should be noted that the subjective rate of discount is
sometimes assumed to behave as a continuous cumulative mean, or:

1 P
r(T) = -  I    r(0) de, (II.O.14)1 -tj,

which is obviously satisfied for constant r. 8

2.0.2. A putty-clay (vintage) cES-investment model

A putty-clay production model is characterized by the following basic
properties:

i. the ex ante production function is smooth and the ex post productionfunction exhibits fixed proportions, so that before investment takes placethe entrepreneur has a choice over a continuum of types of machines
(each characterized  by a particular capital-labour ratio); once investment
has taken place, however, he is faced with a fixed and constant capital-
labour ratio;

Fig.  II.0.15.     Ex  ante  and ex post factor  substitution

1(.              , 4                                           /,e                           f *                                                                   %1 131

loutput. labour)

\\.    1                                                                               /9.«
\  1

// -12)

!             1

\ 1          1,1     ./»7:/71.-17---

4                     11'il         m\  r. \\l'l
1      =-       k      /.i1<31    i 1

0                      1.          ki      kz      k, k'
[capital/labour)

8. In this case, the subjective rate of discount can be interpreted as the long term steady
state interest rate r. In this respect, it may be noted that, if the cost of holding
capital, c(r), is measured by its alternative return, given by the long term interest
rate, c(T) can be equal to r(T).
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ii. the ex ante production function is in fact the envelope of a con-
tinuum of ex post production functions, which can be illustrated by
figures  II.0.15:
- in the first figure the ex ante production isoquant (solid line) and the

ex post production isoquants for constant ex post factor intensities
(Ki/Li) = ki (solid lines) as well as for limited ex post substitution

(broken lines) are pictured, while
- in the second figure the ex ante per capita production function f is

represented as the envelope of ex post per capita production functions
showing zero or limited factor substitution, provided that the ex ante

production function is homogeneous of degree one;

iii. the putty-clay model raises the interesting problem of economic
obsolescence: machines may be constructed which subsequently, because
of higher wage rates, become no longer profitable to operate.

From the first two properties it follows that, in choosing a particular
ex ante capital-labour ratio, the entrepreneur also chooses a particular
ex post production function which cannot be altered later on; conse-
quently, to determine the ex ante factor intensities entrepreneurs must
form expectations of future prices, wages and interest rates. This last
property involves the distinction between the technical or physical
lifetime imposed by a physical depreciation function, and the (expected)
economic lifetime imposed by an obsolescence function. It is this last
property which is especially interesting for the understanding of a putty-
clay vintage investment model.

Specific attention will be paid to the characteristics of optimal (and
equilibrium) economic growth in a putty-clay production model, because
a complete specification of the form of the solution path can be developed
in this case. The assumptions on which optimal economic growth in
a putty-clay context is based are stated below.

Assumptions II.0.16

1. There is scope for substitution between labour and capital along the
production function before the capital equipment is constructed (ex ante

elasticity of substitution  is  a> 0,  see  (II.0.9)),  and no substitution there-
after (ex post elasticity of substitution is a = 0). In other words, capital
equipment embodies the technology of its date of construction in the
sense of embodied technical progress and in the sense that the number
of labourers working with one unit of equipment is fixed by design.
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2.   The economy consists of homogeneous labourers working with various
vintages of capital to produce a homogeneous output.

3.   All investment consists  of the purchase  of new machines; existing
machines cannot be modified in any way.

4. At most one kind of investment is constructed at time s, i.e., all
investments of vintage s share a common capital-labour ratio (which is
a consequence of the fact that investments of a particular vintage are
homogeneous).

5. The labour supply is growing exponentially at a constant rate a and
there is no unemployment in the labour market.

6.  At the instant at which an investment is undertaken it is fully manned.

7. Investors choose the optimal capital intensity by maximizing the
present value of the net expected discounted profits (receipts) in a perfectly
competitive framework:

8. It is assumed that the entrepreneur has perfect foresight about future
prices, wages and interest rates; prices and wages are assumed to develop
according to exponential functions with constant rates of growth and,
moreover, the real wage rate is assumed to develop at the same expo-
nential rate as the per capita output on new investments.

9. Equipment is assumed to decay exponentially at constant rate 4,
while obsolescence takes its toll when rising costs absorb all the revenues
from a particular investment.

On the basis of the above assumptions balanced growth and competitive
equilibrium growth for a putty-clay economy will be derived. The exact
forms of technical progress and the objective functional with which the
investor is confronted  in a putty-clay context will be specified; given these

9. Direct taxes will not be subtracted from the net profit functions, as was done
in (II.0.1), because on the one hand they can be assumed to be proportional to net
receipts and on the other hand the explicit impact of income tax structures on the
cost distribution of enterprises with putty-clay production technologies is not so
clear.  See  C. W. Bischoff  (1968),  F. de Leeuw  and  E. H. Gramlich  (1968),   R. H.
Rasche and H.T. Shapiro  (1968) and A. K.  Ando et.  al.  (1970) for the validity of
this point and for the assumption of (initial) perfect competition in a putty-clay
context.
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specifications, competitive investment behaviour will be defined. There-
after, optimal investment behaviour will be studied for a putty-clay
cEs-production model, where the ex ante production function is assumed
to  be homogeneous of arbitrary degree  v > 0.

2.0.3. A (stochastic) non-vintage CEs-investment model

A homogeneous CES-production function of degree v in labour and
capital services is introduced into the entrepreneurial decision model.

The principal aim is to compare the optimal (and realized) investment
demand corresponding to this homogeneous production model with the
optimal (and realized) investment demand corresponding to the previous
vintage cEs-models. Besides the homogeneity of the production function,
the sole novelty is the stochastic nature of production (due to such
factors as the weather, unpredictable variations in machine or labour
performance, etc. ...), which is recognized ab initio in the model below.

Hence, maximization of the mathematical expectation of entrepreneurial
profits is chosen as the objective of the firm. In this expression for
entrepreneurial profits a term representing the direct factor costs of
(homogeneous) capital services generally occurs; since capital services
are derived from the possession of capital stock, it stands for all the costs
of buying, holding and using capital goods at a certain period. The cash
flow expression (II.0.2), with a term for purchase costs of investments
at a certain period only, is not used in this model because it is not
an appropriate expression for entrepreneurial profits in a production
model with perfectly malleable capital goods. To summarize, the model
is characterized by the following hypotheses:

a. Monopolistic competition exists in the market of the final product
and in the markets of the factors of production with homogeneous price
formation equations being dependent upon the quantities demanded
and supplied (see (II.0.11-13)):10

A: - e"°(*-"ao QT°, (II.0.17)

w. = enct-f) al LT'' (II.0.18)r.

10.  Since this model maximizes the mathematical expectation o f entrepreneurial profits
at each instant of time  T k t  (t is the initial  time) and since a discrete lag structure
will be defined later (section 2.1.3), the prices and the quantities are provided with
a time index as if they are discrete functions of time.

The structural parameters occur in the price equations (II.0.17-19) because of
the maintained similarity to (II.0.11-13).
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and

iT: = e*2(T-') a2 1<:72, (II.0.19)

where 4 is the unit factor cost of capital (also called the 'rental rate' or
'user cost' of capital) at period T.

b. The ex ante decisions are based upon the (optimal) anticipated
output 0„ which is related to the actual output level Q, as:

Or= 0, ef (II.0.20)
where Er represents all kinds of non-controllable forces acting on produc-
tion ;  the 4's are assumed  to be independently normally distributed  with
zero mean and constant variance 98.

c. The productive enterprise is assumed to maximize the mathematical
expectation of the ex ante profit function at each point of time T; i.e.,

taking account of (II.0.17-20), the following function has to be maximized
with respect to L(T) and K(T) for all T 2 t:

E(lrk = E(PrQJ- w,LT- i,Ks
-  E(e'r°(T-')ao Q;'0+ 1) - eir,(r-')al ·[:;1 +1  - en:(r-t) a2 Krm:+ 1

= e*0(*-:) ao Q;'0+ 1 e*(mo+1)2,02 -
- e:1(r-t) a l I: 1 +1  - eiti(r-t) al '| ;:2+ 1,11 (II.0.21)

where the ex ante optimal output OT is related to the ex ante optimal
inputs L, and k„ derived from the maximization of (II.0.21), by the
following homogeneous variable returns CES-prOduction function with
Hicks-neutral technical progress (see (I.7.2) and (I.8.12)):

.

Q, :   =  A  exT[(1 -8)L T' + ak.-n--p. (II.0.23)

11.  Note that the mathematical expectation of the lognormally distributed variable ect
is computed as:

r+ o  +00 1 1     2

E (e4)   =   e 'f(8,) d£,  =   1            e4- Imi 4   df
3-00 3 - -  Go JiA

f+q°      1      .-*(5 -24) dg,
=  j- =  a« '/FA-

e*'02   f + «o    -* (11  -,0
=   - I   e \4

)2  d (-4   -ao)  =
e..... (II.0.22)

Jlx 1-= Cao
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2.0.4.   A  putty-putty  (vintage)  yES-investment  model

The problem is to maximize present value (II.0.1) subject to the future
price formation system (II.0.11-13)   and the VES-pUtty-pUtty production
multifunction 0: R2 -* R, defined for all T and s by:

0 [L (r,  s),  K (r,  s)]:
= {Q(T, s)IQ(T,s) 95 Aek(K(T, s))(1-ap)[L(T, s)e"St(p-1)K(·r, s)ens]Ap,
Q(T, s)€[0,00)}, (II.0.24)

with A representing the Hicks-neutral disembodied technical progress
parameter and Yi and 72 representing the factor-augmenting capital
embodied technical progress parameters, and the other parameters being

as explained in (I.7.4).

2.0.5.  A putty-clay (vintage) vES-investment model

The problem is analogous to that stated in section 2.0.2; the optimal
investment behaviour is based on an ex ante VES-production function,
which is homogeneous of arbitrary degree  v>0  (see  (I.7.4) and (II.0.24)
for T = s).

2.0.6.  A (stochastic) non-vintage vfs-investment model

Under the same conditions as for the similar cES-investment model
outlined in section 2.0.3, the problem is to maximize (II.0.21) subject to
an  ex ante homogeneous vES-production function of degree  v > 0:

Or:  = A eA,12:(1-6,) [L, + 0,-1)gr]vap. (II.0.25)

2.0.7.  Adjustment  cost models for investment  demand

Two types of investment models can be distinguished according to the
two types of adjustment costs occurring when the magnitude of the
capital stock is changed: 12

- one with output-reducing adjustment costs, which can in general be
represented by the introduction of the time structure of the investment
process into the technology of the firm as, for instance, in the output
multifunction:

0[L(T), K(T), I (r)]:
={Q(T)IQ(T) I FIL(T), A:(r), I (r)], Q(T)€[O, 00)}, (lI.0.26)

12.  See R. E. Lucas (1967), J. P. Gould (1968), A. B. Treadway (1969) and (1970) and
J. Plasmans (1973).
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where the inclusion  of k (r) stands for the planning and installation
activities or other frictions in the growth process that are internal
to the firm and where the 'marginal product' of X (T) is negative and
decreasing (increasing penalty), while   FKL > 0 represents capital-
facilitating expansion    and     FKA< 0 stands for capital-inhibiting
expansion;

- and one with adjustment costs due to monopsony in the market of
investment goods, which involves a natural separability of 'produc-
tion function F' in (II.0.26) since the term of a monopsony-type
adjustment cost must be /(T) and this cost must be independent of
K(T) or L(T) because of its market origin. 13

If the function F in (II.0.26) is strongly separable in the pair (L, K) on
the one hand and the term k on the other, both types of models are
formally the same.

For the sake of comparison with the previous models, an optimal
investment policy will be derived, where the functional to be maximized
may be written as:

rT    
V(t; Q, L, I):  =  lim  I    e-f''ce)de[p(r)Q(r) - w(r)L(r) - C(I(T))] dr

T-90 jt
(lI.0.27)

subject to

a. an exponential depreciation rule: 14

K (T) = ICT)- AK(T), (II.0.28)
K (T)  being the  rate  of net physical investment and  4 the constant  rate
of depreciation;

b.  a neoclassical production multifunction 0: R2 -* R, defined for all T by:

0[L(T), K(T)]: = {Q(T)IQ(T) LS FIL(T), K(T)], Q(T)€[O, 00)},
(II.0.29)

where F is a homogeneous production function of degree one;

13.  Note  that  a  firm  may  also  be  seen  as a producer of output, monopsonistically
purchasing capital services from itself. See J. Plasmans, op. cit., pp. 5-9, for some
details about the case of monopsonistic competition in the market.

14.  See for the validity of the hypothesis that the mortality distribution of investment
goods is exponential: Z. Griliches (1960), p. 198, P. Cagan (1965), pp. 225-226,
F. WyckofT (1970), pp. 171-172 and R. E. Hall (1971).
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c. an adjustment cost function, denoted as a supply function with
positive first and second order derivatives (diseconomies of scale asso-
ciated with more rapid changes in capital stock) given by the quadratic
function: 15

C(ICT)) = aICT) tb(ICT))2 (II.0.30)

with  a>  -2bICT)  and  b>0;

d. the initial condition K(t) =Kt•
At the end of this chapter the above model will be applied to a fixed

proportions (Leontief) production function (see appendix A.1).
Then, the production function is:

Qo(T): = YK(T) (II.0.31)
with

7: = QY# a constant output-capital ratio
K M

and

Qo (TB: -              a constant output-labour ratio implying the labour
L(T) input L (r) necessary for the production of Qi (r).

Assuming that the parameters (y, B) of each firm are distributed over the
industry according to a bivariate Pareto probability distribution, an aggre-
gate industry investment will be derived analytically for this particular
case.

In the following paragraphs, the solutions to the models presented
above will be treated and 'final' micro-investment functions derived.
The aggregation of the micro-functions to macro-investment functions
will be discussed in the third chapter.

2.1. A PUTTY-PUTTY CES-INVESTMENT MODEL

Maximization of (II.0.1) subject to (II.0.2-13) can be conceived in
two ways:
- either one assumes that an aggregate cES-production function exists

and one makes use of it,
- or the conditions for aggregation to a cES-production function are not

15.  See the findings of C.  Holt et al. (1960), p. 43, for the relatively good approximation
of a quadratic to a wide range of cost functions.
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necessarily satisfied so that one is compelled to work with the produc-
tion function as given in (II.0.9).

These approaches will be discussed in two separate sections.

2.1.1.  Case  1:  An aggregate  CES-production function  exists

Since, in general, an aggregate capital stock exists if and only if all
embodied technical progress is capital augmenting, i.e., if and only
if 71 - 0 in (II.0.9), given that
a. every vintage production function exhibits constant returns to scale,
b. labour input and production are both homogeneous,
c. labour is allocated over the vintages such that the marginal product

of labour is constant and equal for all vintages,
16

it is required for the vintage production function in (II.0.9) that yl = 0
and, denoting 72: = Y:

DQI (T   S)                                                                                                                                                                              1'
'-  Aeir<-1',I{(1-3) (L(·r, s))-B+8[eY'Dd(.r-s)S(·r-s)I(s)]-p}-P-1  xBLCT, s)                 p 

x  (-p)(1 -8)(L(T, s))-(P+1)  =  A eA,(1 -8)(L(T, s))-(P+1)  x

x  {CL«, s))-,  [C,-,)+8 (e'. "'C' -i  :;-s)'Cs))-']1-'2

=  A el'(1-8) (1-8)+6 <e"D'(r-s) SCT-s)I(s) -p -12:: = C(T)
L(1, s)

(II.1.1)

with C(T) being a constant with respect to the vintage s.
Consequently, an aggregate production function can be derived as:

rr

QO(T)  I. 1 Qo (·r,  s) ds  =
3-90

16. See F. Fisher (1965), theorem 3.2, p. 268. K. Sato (1969), pp. 10-13, has formulated
necessary and sufAcient conditions for the existence of an aggregate production
function in the case of vintage production functions with factor augmenting
technical progress (see proposition I.8.32).

Note that Sato's aggregation covers Fisher's aggregation problem as a special
case, but since K. Sato formulates rather severe conditions in the form of (complex)
probability density functions, we shall restrict ourselves to Fisher's theorem.
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f'                                                               1
=  1        A ek[(1-6)(L(r, s))-p + 6 [eysDd(r-s) S(r-s)I(s)]-P]-; ds

3-90
'7 1

fr            te"Dd(r-s)SCT-s)I(s) -P_ -:-   1         A eA'L(T, s)  (1 -8)  + 8                                                                   - dsJ-oo L (r, s)

r- I     AeirL(·r, s) [(1-8) + 6(C(T))-p]-p ds, (II.1.2)
J-=

since from (II.1.1):

 eys Dder-s) S(·r-s)I(s) -PL (r, s)

= 1/    CU)    j-FfT _ 1.-a: = (C(()-p. (II.1.3)

8  (,4 ek(1  -8))                                    a

From (II.1.3), the aggregate capital stock J(T) can be written as:

r*

J(r)  = 1 eY'Dd(T - s) S (·r - s) I(s) ds
J-00

rr

= 21(1) 1 L(T, s)ds = C(T)L(T), (II.1.4)

J-00

L(r) being the aggregate labour demand at timer.
Combining (II. 1.2) and (II. 1.4), the aggregate production function can
be expressed as:

1

Qi(T)  =  A eAT[(1-6) (L(T))-P + JOICT))-P]-p, (II.1.5)

which is of cES-type in aggregate labour L(z) and aggregate capital J (f).

Substituting (II.0.2), (II.0.3), (II.0.4), (II.0.6), (II.0.11) for P (T) = PO (T),
(II.0.12-13) and (II. 1.5) into (11.0.1), it can be seen that the programming
problem boils down to determining the supremum (maximum) of the
following functional with respect to the time-dependent functions L and I:

er   r
'(t; L, I) = lim I  e-f, rce)d#(1-u(r))e"OcT-')ao x

T-w J t
)-p7-ilmo+1

< <AeAT  (1-6) (L(T))-P + b <     e7'Dd(T-s)SCT-s)I(s)ds       p       dz-\ -00
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rT    
- lim I   e-firce)de(1-u(T))e*'cr-')al(L(·r))™'+idr -T-Njt

lim  T e-£'(8)dee*2(T-,)a2(I(t))"'2+1(ir +T-=Jt
rT 0

+ lim I  e-J,rce,deu(1)v(T)((T) x
T-IN Jt

F r,                                   r
x I  I     D"(T-s)SCT-s)g(s)I(s)ds +    D°(r-s)SCT-s)exics-,)a2(I(s))"'2+ids dx

LJ - qo

rT   1

-   lim   I      e- f''ce)de u (T)  x
T.-+99 jt

F rt                                   rf
x  1   I         baCT-s) SCT-s)g(s)I(s) ds +  :  b°(r-s) SCT-s)e*2(,-t)a2(I(s))"'2+1 ds  drLJ- oo

(II.1

where it is assumed that

e":c'-') au (I (s))m2+ 1 for future (and current) time points

g (s) I (s)   = (see (II.0.13)),
(II.1.7)

g (s) I(s) for past time points.

The derivation of the necessary conditions for the extremum of (II.1.6)
is elaborated in appendix B. Since the equations for the future time
paths of L and I involve rather complex integrals (see (B.8) and (B.20)),
they do not permit operational analysis for investment behaviour.

17Therefore, the model (II.0.1-13) is made discrete. Keeping the
analysis as general as possible, it is not assumed that the conditions for
an aggregate cES-production (multi-) function necessarily hold, so that
an aggregate capital stock in an aggregate cES-production (multi-) func-
tion need not exist.

17. For the sake of convenient notation, all variables are rewritten with sub-indices
(for example, x. instead of x (r)). The subjective rate of discount is still denoted
by  r. 2 OCr 2 0,   but the appropriate discounting formula  is  now  of  the  type
T&/  1  \
Ill  -  1 (instead of e-fi'(0) d#) with rt =0.
#=11(1 +r,1
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2.1.2. Case 2. An aggregate cEs-production (multi-) function need not
exist

First, the discretization ofmodel (II.0.1-13) is discussed; then, the resulting
discrete time mathematical programming model is analysed.

Since the differential quotient K"(r) in (II.0.6) is defined as:

K"(r th) - K"(A
12"(r):  =  lim                                                                                                          (II.1.8)

h-0             h

it can be noted from the mean value theorem that:

3CE(T+ 1, T). =  K"(r + 1) -  K"(1)  =  I "(0.. K"(1+1)-K"(T)
(T+1)-1 (II.1.9)

Hence, the differential quotient K"(r) can be approximated by the
difference quotient  KA. 1-K i, 1 8  so  that the discrete version  of  (II.0.6)
becomes:

Dr=g, I,-(4+ 1 -KT), (II.1.11)

with K;' being the 'allowed' nominal value of capital goods still  in  use at
the beginning of period T, i.e., from definition (Il.0.4):

Ki+1 =   D;_,S,_sg,Is. (II.1.12)

In the following two sections, a discrete time mathematical programming
model and a discrete time control model are mutually compared.

2.1.2.1. The putty-putty CES-investment model as a concave programming
model

Substituting (lI.0.2), (II.0.3), (Il.0.5), (II.0.9), (Il.0.10), (II.0.11) for
p,=p0,19 (II.0.12), (II.0.13), (II.1.11) and (II. 1.12) into (II.0.1), and
transferring to discrete time notation, the following mathematical

18.  This  is also verified from Taylor's series expansion  of K"(rth) about h = 0:

hzK"(rth) - K"(r) t hit"(T) + - k"(T) + ... (II.1.10)
2!

(K'(T) is the second order time-derivative of K"(r)).
19. The production function  in  (II.0.9)  is  used; the aggregate production brought

about by this function is  02 - max Q, which has p9 as a corresponding price.
See also the equality constraint (II.1.17) (this constraint is not necessarily concave
in I.,4.. and Q,0.3.
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programming problem can be formulated (see also (Il. 1.6)):

Find   sup   of: NW, = I l l'I l -1-'11 M„ (II.1.13)
(I. L, Qo} t=t Cr=t   \1 + rr//

with M, given by:
t f \mo+1

Mx: = (1 -ux) e=°c' -') ao  =    Q , ' 1

- (1 -ue) e*'(r-') at  s=   LT., m,+ 1  - e,1(r-,) a2172+ 1   

-1-  11, v, 4     -       09-8 Sr -8 9, Is  -S--00

r-1

_ u*r    -(Di_,S,_s
-D;-1-,ST-1-s)g,Is,20 (II.1.14)

subject to the discrete version of the production function in (II.0.9):
1

Qts:  =  A ek[(1 -8)(eY,SL,  D-9 + 8((72, Dd_sS,_,ID-p]-4.
(II. 1.16)

Raising both sides of (II. 1.16) to the power  - p and bringing the left-hand
side to the right-hand side, we get:

gos: = A-Pe-APT(1 -8)e- w'L-  +

+  A- P e- AP,6(e"i D -ssr-,I,)-p - QY,-ip = 0.19 (II.1.17)

Hence, the above mathematical programming problem boils down to
the unconstrained optimization of the Lagrange function:

Er:   =  N w,  +    f         f       4. s a o (II.1.18)t,S'
T=t S= -00

with NH/, and 04, given by (II. 1.13) and (II. 1.17) and with 4. s being the
Lagrange parameters, which can take free values (due to the equality
constraint (II. 1.17)). The unknown variables I„ Ls. s and QZ , are assumed
to be strictly positive for all T and s.

20. Note that the nominal depreciation, allowed by the public authorities at period r,
can be written from (Il. 1.11-12) as:

1-1

01  -  -  =2    (D;_s S,_s - D:- 1 -s ST- 1 -S)g, IS; (II. 1.15)

(see (II.0.6)).
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If the Lagrangian (II. 1.18) is a strict concave functional of 4, L,,s
and   Q  „ the supremum of (II. 1.13) subject to (II.1.16)  is a unique

maximum, which is attained for optimal values 4, 4,, and 0-1.„ derived
from the familiar optimality conditions: 21

82'.1 89'.1
,1     - 0(0 2 t); -7 =0

BI \I=4 -          aL  IL=L...
and

axi                = O. (II.1.19)
DQO I Qo=0...

To evaluate the partial derivative of the Lagrangian (II. 1.18) with respect
to the investment of an arbitrary period 8 2 t, we consider the following
terms from (II.1.13),(II.1.14) and (II. 1.1D, denoting the discounting

formula ft Gt) as x.:

Zi:=  I 'CT Ult'*Cvs„,  o
D:_SS,_,g,Is, (II.1.20)

r=t

00              1-1

%2: - - I Krur  I  (D;_ES,-s- D;-1-,ST-1-s)OsIS (II.1.21)
T=t            s=-00

and

%3: -   A-pe-Apra S= 0  l,.s(ey2, Dt-,S,-aIJ-p* (II.1.22)
T=t

The terms in (II. 1.20) can be written for increasing T as:

i 8-2
T = 8:       Ke u, voce   =   Di-,Se-,g,Is t Di Sl go-1 I.-1 + Do Sog,I  ;

0 - 8+1: Ke+lue+ive+14+1 X
/  0-1

x  ,=  Di+1-,Se+1 -sg,IS + D; SlgeIe + D  soge+1 Ie+1  ;

r = 0+2: Kg+2 ue+21'0+2 ce+2 X
fe- 1

x <s=   D0+2-, So+2-,9,4 + D; SzggIe + Di Si 90+ 1 Ie+ 1 + Do So go+2 Ie+2  ;

(II.1.23)

21.  See also appendix C for the optimization of infinite horizon problems.
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Hence, the partial derivative of (II.1.20) with respect to 4, taking account
of (II.0.13), satisfies:

0Zl   %2(0 -/)- 1             =  Ke Ue ve ce D3 So e al ("'2 + l) 44 +
aI   I I=t e

+ Ke+ 1 14+ 1 08+ 1 c.+ 1 Di Sl e'2(8-') 02 ("12 + 1) lemz +

+ Ke+2 Ue+21'0+2 CO+2 1['1 S2 e*2(8-,) a2("12     2   ···
00

=  ("12+1)#,c Ke+Gu.+C v.+Cce+CD2SC' (II.1.24)

with #0 the optimal investment price at period 82 t.
Similarly, rewriting the terms in (II. 1.21) for increasing T as:

r = 0: - Keue  X
8-2

X 'A- (De-s Se_,- De- 1 -, Se- 1 -,) g, I, + (Dl Sl -Do So) ge- 1.4- 1   ;

T =0+1: -Ke+lue+1x
8-1

x           (De+1-,S#+1-,-D:-sse-,)9,4 + (Di St -Do So) ge.re  ;

F 0-1
T = 8+2: -KG+21'0+2L·X «2(De+2-SS#+2-5-DO+1-,S#+1-Dg,Ist

+ (Dt S2 -Dl St) gfIe + (Di Si -D  So) 98+ l Ie+
1 , (II.1.25

so that the partial derivative of (II. 1.21) with respect to 4 (8 2 t), again
taking account of (II.0.13), satisfies:

 21 =  -Ke+1 110+1(Daist -Dao So) e:2 (0-')a2("12+1)l;2 -DI \I·le
- 4+2 4+2(DZ S2-D; Sl)(4(0-') 4("12+1) j;2 -  ...

00

= -C"'2+1)00 I Kg+Cue+((DESC-DE-14-1). (II.1.26)
C=1

Finally, the terms in (II. 1.22) can be written for increasing T as:
F 0-2

T  =  0:  A-' C- Ape 6   = g  4. :(e'2, Ded-, Se-sIS)-0 +

+ 4. 0- 1 (e72(0- 1) Dl Sl Ie- 1)-' + 4. 0(e'20 Ddo So le)-P  ;
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F  8-1

1 = 0+1:A-Pe-Ap(8+1)6 -S= 4  le+Ls(C72'D:+1-,Se+1-s IS)-p +

+ 4+ 1. 8(ene DM Sl Ie)-p + 4+ 1. 0+ 1 (ey,(0+ 1,Ddo So Ie+ 1)-p 

(II.1.27)

i.e., the partial derivative of (11.1.22) with respect to 4 is evaluated as:

 |          =  - pA-Poe-(Ap.+72'8) 16-(p+1)  I  1,+C.ee-APC(Df SC)-p,
°I 1I=le (lI.1.28)

C=0

where le+c.e is the optimal Lagrange parameter.

Taking account of the definition of the jump function S in (Il.0.5), the
optimality condition for investment can be derived from (II.1.18),
(II.1.13-14), (II.1.24), (11.1.26) and (Il.1.28), again utilizing the price
equation (II.0.13), as:

22'.1
'I           -   _ (m2 +1)0 0  x

DI II=fe
f Ti Ti + 1

x   Ke -   I  KG+Que+cue+Cce+CDESC +    I   K#+Cue+C(DESC - DE-1 SG- 1)  -(=0 4=1

Ti

- pA-Poe-(A+72)pole-cp+1, I 18+C. ee-At<(D1Sc)-p = 0, (II.1.29)
C..0

where Ti is the maximum (possible) lifetime of the capital goods, i.e., the

age of the oldest equipment planned to be used in production.
From (II. 1.18-19), (II. 1.13-14) and the price equations (II.0.11-13),

the optimality conditions for 'vintaged' labour and output are given by:

UL,1 -,4(1-u,)(mitl)*s-
aL  |L-L...

-1  pA-Pe-Ap,(1-6)e-yip'L-(P+1) = 0 (II.1.30)
t, S  ,S

and

ff!|            = ET(1-ur) (motl)*r +1*,spQZIP+1) = 0 (lI.1.31)
DQ01O0-0...

with th and A representing the optimal wage rate and the optimal output

price respectively.
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From condition (II. 1.31), the optimal Lagrange parameters satisfy:

16,= - ; K*(1-Ur)(mo-Al)AOP+1,22 (II.1.32)
1

so that the last term in (II. 1.29) can be written as:

Ti

A-06(mott)e-(A+72)Pele-Cp+1) I Ke+<(1-ue+C) x
r=0

x 08+Coe'++Lee-At<(D Sc)-P. (II. 1.34)

The sum-term in (II. 1.34) is for p=O (the Cobb-Douglas case) a 'weighted
present value' of all future discounted revenues brought about by thecurrently installed machines; the weights depend  on the future tax rates.
If pt 0, transformed discounted revenues are taken into account (thetransformation is dependent on the substitution parameter), while the
future depreciation system and the future Hicks neutral technical progressalso come into the picture.

Combining (II. 1.29) and (II.1.34) it is seen that the optimal investment
at period 8 depends not only upon future tax and depreciation systems
and on future costs of holding capital and future output prices, but alsoon those future optimal outputs brought about by currently installed
machines.

Hence, substitution of (II. 1.34) into (II. 1.29) yields a rather complicatedexpression for optimal investment le, involving a considerable amount
of future data which are in fact not exactly known by the entrepreneur.
One has to make predictions about these variables since many of them
are beyond the entrepreneur's control; they are exogenously given to
the firm.

Therefore, in order to obtain an operational expression for le, the
following simplifying assumptions are now introduced:

a. the subjective rate of discount is assumed to remain constant over

22. From (II.1.30) it follows that

1

lt, S ==
-

K,Ap(mi + 1) (1 -ur) eAPT terey'ps £p+1
(II. 1.33)p(1-8) Ls

so that P4.,<0 for OST-Esl'i (since ml>0,0<O<1,O<u.<1, A>O and
all variables are then positive); combining this result with (II. 1.32),  it is found  that
m o t l>0,  i.e.,   -1<m o<O,o r the demand for output should be price elastic.
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time and is supposed to be equal to the long term (steady state) interest
rate r, expected by the entrepreneur; 23

b.   the  tax  rate  is also assumed to remain constant  in the future;

c. the optimal Lagrange parameters in (II.1.32) are assumed to depend
only upon T, i.e., 1, is written instead of 1 .24

.,S'

d.  the technological wastage and/or the obsolescence has a value-reducing
effect, which can be represented by an exponential function, i.e.,: 25

D1S£= e-K; (II.1.37)

e.  the entrepreneur's prediction of his future optimal aggregate produc-
tion is based on an exponential development of current optimal produc-
tion,26 i.e.,

00+c - Oec'I'. (II.1.38)

23. In this case, the discounting factor K. is determined as:

4 =1  for  r=t
C l) / 1 \T-'=   Il   1-1 -1-1      for T>t. (II.1.35)

c=,+1 Cl tru (1 + r)
24. This hypothesis is accepted for the following reasons:

- first, one is able to express the optimal Lagrange multiplier 4 as an explicit

function of optimal aggregate output   0,  =      X 0.·„ which    is a variable
S  - 00

easier to measure (predict) than 0.3, i.e., from (II.1.32)

1, =  -1 K*(1 -UT) (mo t l) A of+ 1 TI-(B+ 1); (II.1.36)
P

.

- secondly, since the restriction  is     I    or,0..=0  this time, which is always  true
3 --/0

from (II.1.17), a unique maximum of the redefined problem is equal to a unique

max»um Of (II.1.18) if the production function (II.1.16) is found to hold
for Lr, s  and Is;

-  thirdly, the multipliers  /,, s are transformed optimal shadow prices of output,
so that it is not unreasonable to consider them as independent of the types of
machines in operation since there is only one (nominal) price for (aggregate)
output at time T, namely p. Gee also paragraph 2.2 on putty-clay models).

25. Although, obviously, other types of geometrically declining functions could have
been chosen, (II.1.37) has been preferred because of the exponential functions,
assumed to be involved in (II. 1.14) and (II.1.16).

26.  Taking the price-equation (II.0.11) and hypotheses a), b) and c) above into account,
this  assumption is already somewhat involved  in  (II. 1.31).
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In addition to the remark made in footnote 26, assumption (II. 1.38) is
based on two other arguments:

1. Combining (II.1.29) and (II. 1.36) it is observed that firms base their
investment plans, inter alia, on their sales expectations, which are
measured by production (no inventory formation) and are dependent on
economic growth,  so  that  0  can be interpreted  as a secular growth  rate;

2. In fact, full-capacity output 00+c is an endogenous rather than
an exogenous variable, i.e., 08+Le and hence 084, should be jointly
determined with optimal investment 10 and optimal 'vintaged labour'
Le+L. as a function of time and the parameters, which are exogenously
given to the firm. However, as also follows from the discussion on the
impact of this topic in section 2.2.2 below, this leads to highly non-linear
and extremely non-operational expressions. Therefore, future optimal
aggregate full-capacity output is predicted by means of a function which
can easily be manipulated by the entrepreneur. Suppose, such a function
is an exponential function. Then, full-capacity output is assumed to be
a translation of the exponential trend of real production of a firm, where
the point of maximum output observed is interpreted as the point of
full-capacity output. This can be shown in the following figure:

Fig.  II.1.39.   Actual  production  and  an  approximation  to full-capacity
production

-                                                        actual productionproduction /
/.

./ exponential trend of/
./ actual production

./          -.... .... 1
---·- approximation to//, full-capacity output

.-/--  1

0 e                        T

This determination of full-capacity output27 gives rise to an exponential
development of future optimal production, starting from the current

27. A slight variation of this approximation to full-capacity output has been proposed
by the Wharton School of Economics.  See  L. R. Klein  and   R. S. Preston  (196D
and the specification of the capacity utilization in (II.1.70) and in chapter 4.
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optimal production, which is determined by the production function

(II.1.16): 0, =  =   0, ,
for optimal inputs 4 , and 1,0

Taking account of the above assumptions and of (II. 1.34-36) and
(II.0.11), the sum in the last term of expression (II.1.29) can be evaluated
as follows:

1(motl)T-('+1)(1-u 1 A A,+1/ 1 \0-'
p                                                  03 ve Ye      (l  r        x

Ti <  1  1<XIII 1 ((x°+0mo+*P+0-Ap+Opg
c=o \ltry'

= -c l  Tl-(P+1)(_1210-' (1-u,)000:+1, (II.1.40)
P                  \1 + r/

with the constant C defined as the sum of a finite geometric sequence:

T,  /  1 \(
C: = (mo+1)  63  1-1 e(*0+0,no+0,+0-AP+vpx

c=o \ltr)

1-  __1__hIT:+1 e(%0+0'no+0,+0-Ap+op)(T,+1)
\1 + r)

=  (mo + 1)
1- <1   e(xo+0mo+0,+0-Ap+up)

(ltry'

if O < <-_1_21 e(*0+0'•0+0,+0- AP+Dp) < i

\,1 + r)
(II.1.41)

/ 1 \T,+1
f        I       e<,0+0"'°+*p+0-lp+Op)(Ti+1)- 1
(ltd

=  (mo + 1)
    1     ecxo+0"'o+00+0-AP+"p) - 1
\,1 + r)

if /   1     e(*0+0mo+0p+0-Ap+op)>1.
\1 + r)

Optimal investment demand le is found by substituting (II.1.40) for the
sum in the last term of (II. 1.29), i.e.,

4 = 1  'A-,OC* 1 (1-ue)i.h Re.'1-Fh Q,e-ts'P„,   (II.1.42)TIC n12 +1/         C 00 .Del
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with the fiscal magnitude Oe defined as:

T,  / 1 \ 00:= 1-ue X 1-1 06+cce+Ct[)2Sc +c=o   \1 + r)

T, +1  /   1   \'
+ ue    I    1-1  (DE Sc-DE-1 Sc-1) (II.1.43)

<=1 Cltr)

The expression (II. 1.42) for the optimal investment demand has the
following properties:
-  the longer the lifetime of the capital goods, the smaller is the quantity

to be invested; the investment becomes zero if the capital goods have
an infinite lifetime;

-  the investment is always positive with a finite lifetime of capital goods
if the fiscal magnitude 00 is positive (see this paragraph and chapter 4,
where some depreciation systems are mutually compared);

- equation (II. 1.42) is really a demand equation since an increasing
price ratio 98/Pe has an opposite influence on the optimal investment
demand;

- there is a unitary elasticity of output for optimal investment (see the
constant returns to scale hypothesis);

- technological progress has an influence on the optimal investment
demand according to the sign of the substitution parameter (no
influence in the Cobb-Douglas case).

Before analysing the dynamic properties of the investment process,
model (II.0.1-13) will be redefined as a discrete time control model
with   K,n   as  the sole state variable  and   Is,  4.,  and   09, s  as the control
variables, which are all constrained to be positive (0 $5 T-3 25 Ti;  see
appendix C). It will be observed that the following state variable notation
of the putty-putty CES-investment model is somewhat simpler than the
concave programming model outlined above. However, a loss of probably
useful information will result.

2.1.2.2.   A   state   variable    notation   of   the   putty-putty   CES-investment
model

In general, the infinite horizon discrete time control model
can be summarized from the discrete representations of (II.0.1-13),
from (II.1.11-12) and (II.1.17), again denoting the discount factor
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r         1

11  -  by k„ as:
c=,     1 + rc

C o f t   r
sup   NWt = I IC, 11'fo   I   QY.s - wr  I   4.' - g,Ir -

(I, L, QO) r=t C S=-00 3* - CO

T                       T

- 4 0 / (22# - wTS· 00 4., - 1 *CvK; - 4484 - D7JS =-00

(II. 1.44)

subject to:

K;+ 1  = K; t  g,Ix  - D, (T 2 t) (II.1.45)

/ r \mo
po    =e*°c'-',ao 1   62 Wsj (r 2 t) (II.1.46)

\S=- CO          /

\mi

w,        = e*'(T-,)al   S. «' LT. s  
(1 2 t) (II.1.47)

gT       = e 2(T-t) (12 I;'2 (T 2 t)
(II.1.48)

= g, (known) (T < t)

K;  known;      I:, 4, „  Q2 8 known  for  s  <  t

02, s = A -Pe -Ap,(1 -6) e -"PSL-P + A -Pe -APTB (e 72SDd-s S _s 1,)-P - Q  --P = 0

(II.1.49)

The Lagrangian belonging to problem (II.1.44-49) can be defined as

(see (C.56)):
00 f 1 r )mo+l

.F,(K", I,L,QO, 11, 12):  -  2   K,(1-ur)e*0(*-')aol    I    Qo   1          -T, S I
1./ Cs= - 00         1

- ic*(1-11,)ezicT-:)al    62 L22 - E,(1-urt,rcr)e"2(*-t)a2 I;'2+1  (s- -0 'mi.1

+ KT uvulcvK"tx,UT DS + il:,+1(Kn t e*2(*-t) a24=2+1 -Dr - Kn+1) +

+  -62   61%+1.,+1[A-Be-*(1-8)e-71"SLZ+S--00

  A-pe-10*5((:725Dl_,S,_sIs)-p - 92.ip] , (II.1.50)
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which has to be maximized with respect to the control variables
Ie  (02 t),  4.,  and  Q  8 for optimal values  of the state variable  K",  the

28co-state variable 4  and the co-constraint variable 4.
The sum of the first five terms after the summation sign in (II.1.50)

represents the direct contribution (or the net revenue) of one period's
production to the present value of the firm at period t. The sixth term
after the summation sign represents the indirect contribution of a change
in the (allowed) value of the capital stock at period  T tO the present value
of the firm at period t; this indirect contribution is weighted by the shadow
price of an additional unit of (allowed) nominal capital stock at period
T + 1,  measured in units of the present value  of the net revenue. Finally,
the seventh term after the summation sign in (II. 1.50) represents the
indirect contribution to the present value of the enterprise at time t due
to a surplus (or 'wastage') of output, weighted by the (transformed)
shadow price of output:  12:*+ 1,$+ 1 ·  The  sum of these three expressions
over all future periods, called the 'present potential value of the firm',
has to be maximized.

According to the procedure outlined in lemma C.58 and in the proof
of theorem C.59 in appendix C, necessary conditions for the supremum
(maximum) of the Lagrangian (II. 1.50) can be derived as follows:

a.   f   - Keuet'ece + 1118+1 - 11:e = 0 (0 2 t) (II.1.51)aK-1 z•=zg

i.e., the initial adjoint variable satisfies, taking account of the positivity
of rM (0 < rc < 1)  for  all  (> t:

1", =  51 1-lf Al_)lu,v, c. -  I K.u, v. 4 ; (II.1.52)
T=f LU, \1 + r:/J r=,

Since  0< K,< 1  for  T > t,  11·: is also finite.
Hence, the adjoint variable satisfies at period  T + 1:

OD

1 1: ' +1  =      I K.U.V.C, (II.1.53)
0=t+1

so  that the intertemporal shadow price  11:,+ 1  of a unitary increase  of
the (allowed) nominal capital stock R; is equal to a 'weighted' forward
sum of discount factors, discounted back to the beginning of period  T t l;

28. Both adjoint variables  11:,+ 1  and  12;, + iI.+ 1  are free variables since they belong
to equality constraints.
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the 'weights' consist of those parts of the price of holding one unit of
capital 122 which are absorbed by taxes (i.e., the 'weights' are the products
uevece).

Assuming that:
1.  ur,  v, and c, remain constant over time (constant 'weights' for all T 2 t);
2.  the subjective rate of discount is constant, 29

the adjoint variable (II. 1.53) can be written as:

.  / 1 \0-'
1 1; * +1  =  u,v,c:     62     1 -18-*+1 Cltr)

.8 / 1 )(+*+1-,
= u,v, 4 LI-, (with<=8-r-1)

c=o \ltr)

1  ,+1-, .
= u, v, C,  -

1+r c=o ltry'
I 1¥

1
*+1-, 1+A 1/ 1 \*-'

- u, v, C,
1+r r = u, v,c, r U-*bl  ,  (II.1.54)

so  that the condition  0< r< 1 is sufficient  for the existence of (II.1.54).
The transversality condition (C.83) is also satisfied then, because:

lim   11. T IZ"T  =   u, v, c, 1 lim 1-1 .25 = 0. (II.1.55)
  1  T-1-,

T-*00 r  r- op   \1 + r)

The necessary optimality conditions with respect to the control variables I,
L and Qi are derived from the procedure outlined in section 2.1.2.1
(see (II.1.19), (II.1.22) and (II.1.27-31)) and the above mentioned
lemma C.58 and proof of theorem C.59 as:

BEE.  C 1 \0-'
b.-7 =-1  -1        (1 -u:v, c,)(m2 +1)g e t

aI \I=te Cl + r,/

\0-: 1
+ u,v, c, i --1     1       -  (mutl)#9 -

Cl + r/        r
Tt

-pA-Poe-(A+72) P,19(,+1 I 12:0+4+1.0+le-AP:(D Sc)-'= 0,
<=0

(II.1.56)

29. See the statements made in footnotes 8 and 23.
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c. 261 / 1 \T-,

aL |L=LT, S \1 + r)
=   -  1  -  1         (1 -u,)(mitl) tb,  -

- l2; *+1.*+lpA -Be-Apr(1-6)e-713 L-(P+1)  = 0 (II.1.57)

and

2.2'.1 / 1 \1-'
d. rl =  1  -1       (1 -u,) (motl)A +

DQO I Qo=0 '.s \1 + r)

+12;,+1.stl/}0-/, P+1) = 0, (II.1.58)

from which the optimal intertemporal shadow price  12;,+ 1.,+ 1  is directly
found.

Taking account of assumption c on p.  57 and summing  over the lifetime-
indices of the vintages, the optimal value for l2;rt 1 is derived as

(see (II. 1.36)):
/ 1   -t
1-1- 1 (1-u,) (motl)Ti-('+1)'Ps Of+1
\1 + r) 2;1+1.s+li=12;,+1 - -

9

(II.1.59)

Inserting (II. 1.59) for 12, r t 1, s t 1 into (II.1.56) (T-8+C-s+<) and
assuming that equations (II. 1.37-38) hold, the optimal level of investment
satisfies:

le = 1  (A-, 6«3h /1-u;\*i (01\--Ah lee-Spl,°,
Ti (m2+13 C 0, 3 \P,3 (II. 1.60)

with the constant C given by (II.1.41) and the fiscal magnitude 0, defined
as:

O,: - 1- u, v,c, -1 u: v,c, = 1- u,v, c,  .1-tfj .         (II.1.61)
r                        r)

Comparing (II. 1.61) and (II. 1.43), it appears that only the fiscal variable
differs;  in the discrete time control model outlined above this magnitude
is assumed to remain constant over time. This is not implied for the
previous concave programming model (according to assumption b on
p. 57, only the tax rate should remain constant in the future, or ue = ut in
(lI. 1.42-43)). Although both models yield similar results, the state
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variable notation model discussed in this section is more straightforward
than the concave programming model discussed in section 2.1.2.1. On
the other hand, the concave programming model permits a detailed
analysis about the effects of the composition of the (allowed) nominal
capital stock (II.1.12) (as, for instance, the test on different fiscal deprecia-
tion policies involved in the fiscal magnitude (II. 1.43)).

Conditions (II.1.56-58) are also sufficient for {12", 1, L, 0} to deter-
mine a unique maximum of the Lagrangian if (II. 1.50) is strictly concave
in {K;, Is, L*,s, QZ,} for all s and ·r satisfying t 5 3 5 T. Since a necessary
and sufficient condition for a differentiable function of one variable to be
strictly concave is that all existing odd order derivatives vanish and that
the lowest order non-vanishing derivative that exists be of even order
and negative, a suflicient condition for the strict concavity of an at least
twice differentiable function is that the Hessian (the matrix of second
order partial derivatives) be negative definite. 30

Provided that the pair {ls, 4.s} uniquely determines the production
function (II.1.16) for all s and T satisfying t S S A S T Gee footnote 24)
a unique maximum of the Lagrangian (II. 1.50), and hence of problem
(II. 1.44-49), is attained if 9,(K", I, L, Q; 4,12)  is a strictly concave
function of land L and if the present value functional (II. 1.44) is a strictly
concave function of I, L and Qo. Hence, taking account of (II. 1.50),
(II. 1.52) and (II.1.56-59), a unique maximum of problem (II. 1.44-49) is
attained if the following conditions are satisfied: 31

929,1       =_ /_13'-'
012 |I-4 (1 + r)

(m2+1) m2(1 -u, v: c:) e"2(0-,) al 1-0=2-1 +

1   / 1 )0-:
+ - u, v, c, 1 - 1      ("12+ 1) m2 e':2(0-2) al 152-1 -
r \1 + r)

- (p + 1) (1 -u,) (mo + 1) ly-(P+1,A-Poe-(1+72)pet;-(p+2) x

x < 0   i  +C_, A+c og:j e-Apr(Did Sc)-P < 0, (II. 1.62)

30. The Hessian is negative definite if and only if its principal minors are of changing
Sign, i.e., negative if the submatrix is of odd order and positive if it is of even order.
See G. Hadley (1965), pp. 259-263.

31.  Since the functionals considered are additive  in the terms  Is, L...  and   Q:, s.   all
*cross' second order partial derivatives vanish.
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222,1 / 1 1'-'

2.[.2 |L=L.,. Cltr/
=  -1 -1    (1-u,)(mitl)mies'('-')alI;,mi-1 -

1 \T-'
1 -1       (1 -u,)(mo + l) Tl-(p + 1)  Ar QF + 1) ( -p)   x
p \1+r/

x (-0'+ 1)),4-Pe-10*(1 -6)e-71'14-9'+2)< 0, (II.1.63)

82NW, 1

--air 1, = ' .
= first term of (II. 1.62) < 0,

82N,111
-BiFIL-L.,.

= first term of (II.1.63) < 0,

PN lili /1\r-t

-1-1   (1-u,) (mo + 1) mo e,°(f-') ao Qio- 1  < 0.BQ02 Igo=O.I.  Cltr)
(II. 1.64)

Recapitulating the restrictions on the parameters and the variables stated
in the formulation of problem (II.0.1-13) in section  2.0,  it can be directly
verified that the restrictions (II.1.63) and (II.1.64) hold since all the
optimal variables are assumed   to be positive   and   0 < u, < 1,  mi > 0„
a l,0,   0<8<1,   p> -1,   A>0,    T i>0,   r>0,   ao >0   and from condi-
tion (II. 1.57) it follows that p12

;r+1,3+1 = P12;rt 1 <0, such that mo + 1 >0
i.e.,  - 1 <mo<0 (from (II. 1.59)). From restriction (II. 1.62):

_(m2+1)mze':2(0-,)a24'2-1 1-u:v,c,- 1 u,vic:  -r

-(ptl)(1-u,)(motl) Ti-cp+1) x

T, /  \C
>( A-'Je-(A+72)pah-(P+2) I 1 -1-1 P.+Cog:.2e-Ap<(Drdsc)-p < O,

c=o \1 + r/
(II.1 65)

such that the Lagrangian is maximized as a function of / if the fiscal
magnitude Ot, given by (II.1.61), is positive.32

Hence,    the   expression    (II.1.60)    always   yields    positive values for le
(if Ti is finite!) and uniquely determines the maximum of the present

32. Because it is known from the conditions stated in the introductory section of this
chapter that, irrespective  of the constraints mentioned above,  m2 >0  and  a2 > 0.
Note also that perfect competition is compatible with a concave objective func-
tional (not strictly concave).
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value (II. 1.44) subject to (II. 1.45-49), given optimal values for the state

variable   Ki   and the other control variables    L„s   and 02, (conditions
(II. 1.57-58)).

Note that if an equilibrium model is defined as a model with zero growth
of 'allowed' nominal capital stock,33 i.e., from the difference equa-

tion (II. 1.45):
g,Ir= De, (II. 1.66)

the depreciation D* in the present value expression (II. 1.44) can be
replaced   by the value of gross investment. The shadow price   4: , +i   in
the Lagrangian (II. 1.50) then vanishes. Hence, (II. 1.54) need not be
computed,  so that the assumptions about the constancy of rx,  ur,  v, and c,
need not be made. Consequently, the fiscal variable can take different
values in each future time period T, so that, performing the same calcula-
tions as in (II.1.56-59),the optimal or planned investment at period G a t
is given by:

1, = 1  (A-,JC Fi,T  1-ue   i,221- t-i Q-ee  ":I,1 "  (II.1.67)Ti   \ n,2 + 1 /1               0,                Ve)

which is equivalent to (II. 1.60) except for the changing fiscal variable Oe
defined as:

Cio:  -1-u s- uevoce >0. (II.1.68)

Hence, it is possible for the equilibrium model to be accepted if the fiscal
variable is found to play an important role over time.

Since models (II.1.42), (Il. 1.60) and (II.1.67) are of similar structure,
I will continue to work with an expression as (II.1.67), for which it is
understood that the appropriate fiscal magnitudes have to be substituted
for the other models.

2.1.3.  Further dynamics of the investment process

In general, it can be said that the actual demand for investment differs
from the optimal or equilibrium demand as given in (II.1.67). The actual
demand for investment at period t depends upon the investment orders IN
made at period t and at preceding periods. It is assumed that this rela-
tionship takes the form of a general log linear distributed lag function
('completion' lag):

I = rI (IN _e)°,ce) = (IN,)°,(0)(IN,-1)e,(1)(IN -2)'1(2)...,  (II.1.69)
0=0

33. See the definition of an equilibrium state in footnote 2 of appendix B.
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where it is assumed that aH new investment orders have finite positive
values and that the new investment orders made at period t are dependent,
in a multiplicative way, upon:
a. the investment planned for future periods (as defined in (II.1.67)) by

way of a general log linear distributed 'lead' function ('decision' lead);
b. the current rate of capacity utilization, which can be expressed as:

Q     =  (1 - at)"          Or > 0), (II.1.70)

where a, is the perunage of idle capacity and  Or = 0, is the full-
capacity output  (Q,  is  the real output; see further);

c. the availability of external funds, measured by real (banking) liqui-
dities (G,/p,)  or by the liquidity ratio  (G,/Q,);

d. the availability of internal funds, measured by real non-distributed
profit income (Z,/p,).

Summarizing these hypotheses, we get:

=                                                           \02   / Z \03
IN:  =   1-I  (1,+Ov2(0 [(1 - a,)*]01   G!  1      1 -1 1 . (II.1.71)

C=O \A/ \ Ptl

Substituting (II.1.71) into (II.1.69), the equation for investment realization
becomes:

00

It = 11 (IN,_e)vice> -
0-0

- A Ill(t
t C.    1 82 t 7 \#,le,(e)

:+0- 02('I<1 -a,_0),z]0,1.XL-91   (f,-e)         ,
\P,-e) \P,-9/ J

(II.1.72)
in which desired investment 4+0-0 can be evaluated according to, say,
(II.1.61 and the lag parameters v,(4)  satisfy:

0 5. v,(0) 6 1 (i = 1,2; 4 20).34
The  price   ratio   involved  in   this   evaluation, i.e., 0,+c-elpt+Q_o, is

assumed to develop in one of two possible ways:
i.  either by price formation equations as in (II.0.11) and (II.0.13), in

which prices are directly dependent upon the quantities demanded
and supplied, so that monopolistic competition in all markets is
assumed  for all future periods;

34. From (II.1.69) and (II. 1.71-72) it follows that the moment of investment decision
is  t - 0,  so  that the expression 4+G_e refers either  to the (currenO period of invest-
ment decision or to future periods. Hence, (II.1.67) can be employed as an expres-
sion  for the optimal (or equilibrium) investment demand at period  T =  1+C-0.
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ii.  or by exponential price equations, as for example in

P: +C-e r-   A -ee*or (II.1.73)

w,+C-8: = W:-ee"l< (II.1.74)
9,+0-0: = g:_e e"6, (II.1.75)

where the prices at period t+Q-0 are dependent only upon the prices
at period t- 0 (moment of investment decision or investment order),
and where the entrepreneur may assume monopolistic competition
only at period t-0 and assumes an autonomous exponential develop-
ment for future periods.

iii. in the case of the price formation system (II.0.11-13), the price ratio
can be written as:

. 7.2
0,+0-0      e(,2-80)[0+C-e)-(t-0)1    -2 1,+L-8
01+C-e GO 0,+0-0

Amo

lm2

ecn-*E  £12„+C-0 . (II.1.76)Amo
aovt+C-e

Substituting (II.1.76) into the equilibrium equation (II.1.6D and assuming
that the entrepreneur makes a prediction ofhis future optimal output on the
basis of a growth rate 0,35 we get for the planned optimal (or equilibrium)
investment at period t+(-0, taking account of (II. 1.77), u,+C-0 - 14-0
and 0,+c-0 - Ove,36 the following type of'optimal growth' equation:

1,+c_, - <A-paTi-cp+1)Cao P+ 2+1  1-,u- .e + 2+1 X
c      ("12 + 1) a2

p+mo+1 (0p+*mo+*+no-,r2)C (A+72) PO+C- 8)
x A p+m 2+l e P+m2+ 1

Et-0 e   P+m2+1

1

=  t-0 C' m,+ 1 (II.1.78)
Op+*mo+0+1(0-4-4-7*X

35. Using the notation of expression (II. 1.38), the future optimal output 0,+c-e can
be forecasted on the basis of an economic growth rate  0 as follows (see argumenta-
tion mentioned in 2.1.2.1):

A 4 (II. 1.7DQ:+0-0 - Y,-0 e   .
Notice  that  this  is  only a prediction; any forecast of future optimal production
can be substituted in (II.1.67.

36. Since the entrepreneur is not in a situation to predict the future tax rate system,

u:_e and 0,_, are also assumed to be constant (see also assumptions a and b on
pp.  56-57 and  1  and 2 on p. 63). However, a manipulable forecast of the fiscal
magnitude 0 can easily be substituted.
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so that (II. 1.72) becomes:
1

4-,111 'Ill   (A-IS;;10'9...1... (12.).....1 x
p+mo+ 1 (*p+0*0+0+,to-%2)& (At 72)P leR)x Ap+m2+1 e P+"12+1//-8

e-P+m2+1 (1+C-0)- 
X

tr  \01 /7 \031 01(8)
x (1-a,-8)4' ( Zi )   f h-e 1        .                        (II.1.79)

\P,-e ) \ P,-8 3   J

Using the linear transformation E, called the forward shifting or lead
operator, i.e., Eax, = x,+r (C 20), and its inverse E- 1, called the backward
shifting  or lag operator,  i.e.,  E-4,= x,_e  (8 2 0), the distributed  lag

function (II. 1.69) and the distributed lead function 11 (t,+0 P2(C)

(=0

in (II. 1.71) can be written in logarithmic form as:
                                                                     00

ln I,=ln ]  (IN,_e)V,ce) = I vl(8)lnIN,_, = I vl(8)ln E-eIN,
0=0 8=0 8=0

.0

= I vt(8) E-0 ln IN, = <vl, El> ln IN, (II. 1.80)
0=O

respectively:
CI) 00

ln   (1,+G)Dl(<) =  I  v2(Oln l,+c =  I  v2(Qln Erl,
C=O 4=0 4=0

=       v2 (0 Ec In 4  -  <v2, £2> ln 4, (II.1.81)
4=0

where vt and v2 are the infinite dimensional vectors (vt (0), vi (1), vi (2),...)'
and (v2(0), v2(1), v2(2),...)'  and  El  and £2  are the infinite dimensional
vectors (Eo, E-; E-2,...),and (E; E, E; ...)'' while <,>is the inner
product sign. The functions  <vi,  El> and  <vz,  E2> are called lag generat-
ing  and  lead generating respectively. If these functions are assumed  to  be
(infinite) rational generating functions, i.e., if they can be written as the
quotients  of two polynomials  in  the  lag (lead) operator,  <vt, El >  and
<v2, E2> can be approximated to any desired degree of accuracy by»ite
rational generating functions,37  say  <4, El>  and  < 2, 82>, which  can

37. See D.W. Jorgenson (1966) and P. J. Dhrymes (1971), chapters 3 and 9.
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be written as: 38
n

<a El>
I a(8)E-0

<81, El  -    01(0)E-0 -  ' _ = 8=0
(II.1.82)

0=0
<b, El>       b(0)E-e8=0

and  similarly  for  <02,  82   -    62   t32 COE<.
C=O

Substituting (II.1.82) into (II. 1.80) and 'multiplying' both sides by

I   b(o)E-0,  we get:
0=0

I  b(*E-ellI I, -  I  b(0)ln I,_0 -  I  a(0)ln IN,_0, (II.1.83)
8=0 e=o 8=0

so that taking account of (II. 1.72) and the approximation of <v2' E2 
by <02, 82>:

I   b(o)ln I:-0  -    I   a (8)  x
e=o 8=0

X < I  02(Oln 1+4-e t 7IBi ln(1-a,_e) + #2 tn  9,-e  + #3 10 1 Z,-8  1 ,lc=0 \P,-0/ CA-8/
(II.1.84)

with desired investment 1,+4-0 given by (II.1.78). Substituting (II. 1.78)

into (II.1.84) and assuming that b(0) is normalized at unity:

- f 60
In It = 62 a(O)' r=o tn (A-'BT-cp+1) Cao) +

0=0 Q+m2+1 C (m2 + 1) a2       

f   e, c:)
+ C=O

[ln(1 -u,-e)-ln 0,-e] +p m2+1

(1+YAp+ f 02(OP+mO+linQ,_e- f v-2(0 (t-e)+
C=O ptmztl 4=0 P+m2+1

  *p+0mo+0+lro-*2- AP-1'2 P       CO2 (Otlr#t ln(1-a,_0)+
ptm2+ 1 (=0

38.  If the  degree of the polynomials in the numerator and the denominator of (II.1.82)
differ, then the polynomial with the lowest degree is augmented to the degree of
the higher by adding terms with zero coefficients.
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+ B, ln  '4-41 + 03 11 (&=41 -  12  b(0)ln I,-0
\A-0/ \A-0/J 0=1

= ln<A-PJTi-cp+ 1, Cao\ 0 o a(0) 4 0 02(0 +
(m2 + 1) a2 ) ptm2+1

I 02(0  .
+ 4=0

I a(0) [ln(1-u:_e)-In 0,_0] +ptmztl e=o

(P + mott)   I   52(0     n
+ 4=0

I   a (O) In Qt-0 -P+m2+1 0=0

(A+72)p I a(O) I 02(0   61+72 P   02(0 n
8=o (=0 t+ 4=0

I  Ba(O) tptm2+1 ptmil 0=O

+0pttmo+0+7to-#2-Ap-hp A
2,    a (0)    f    Cv-2 (0 +ptm2+1 0=0 (=O

+7rBI  I  a(0) ln(1-a,-e)tB2  I  a(8) ln<G,-e  +
8=o 0=0 CA-8/

+P,  I  «(0 111(&-ej-  i  b(#)1n I,_,0 (II.1.85)
e=o \Pt-e/ 0=1

Since   I   a (0),   I  v2 (0,   E   Oa (0) and   E  Ev-2 (C) are finite,    we    find
e=o (=0 e=o C=O

for the actual investment demand, expressed in differences of natural
logarithms A ln: = D,39 and assuming that the real output at period  t- 8

39. Notice that the difference of (natural) logarithms of an arbitrary variable x is
approximately  the  same  as its relative  rate of change, because, from Taylor's series
expansion and neglecting second and higher order terms, we have:

Dx,: -Alnx, tnx,-lnx,-1 -lnI--xL-1
<Xt- 1/

= 1,  1 + 334 --Ax,
= X,-X,-1. (II.1.86)Xt-lj X,-1 X,-1
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differs from the optimal output in that period by a stochastic (multi-
plicative) factor  ez'-0  (see also expression (II.0.20)):

I 02(0  . /1-ut-81DI, = <=0
I   a (e) D 1      -             1  +p+mltle=o \     U,-0     /

(p + mott)   I   v-2 (0     n
+ 6=0

I a(0)00-0 -ptm2+1 0=0

(.1+72)p E a(o) I 02(0
No       vo        + ABl I a(0)0(1-at_e) +ptm2+1 8=0

/G,-e) ,-e) "+  #2     a(0)DI-1  +#3     a(B)D < 1   -  I  b(0) DI,_0-
e=o \ Pt-0 J 0=0 \p,-0/ e=l

(p + mo + l)   jj   v-2 (0    n
4=0 E a(0)38,-0. (II.1.8Dp m2+1 e=0

ii. For the exponential price system (II.1.73-75) we can repeat the
complete analysis given in section 2.1.2 for determining optimal (or
equilibrium) investment and in section 2.1.3 for the actual investment
demand.

So, for the discrete concave programming model discussed in 2.1.2.1,
the optimality conditions (II.1.29-31) can be written respectively as:40

 2t|           =   -  n  .12(8-t)                T,Ut. iKe - I Ke+GU#+coe+Cce+GDCSc +DI \I=10 L    c=o

Ti + 1

t   2 Ke+cue+((RSC-D2.1 SC-1)  -C=1

Tt

-pA-pe-(1+72) 0  4(P+1, I  le+Lee- Ap<(DdSQ-P=  0,
(=0

(II.1.88)
40. For T=t monopolistic competition may again be assumed (then for T=t, prices

are not independent of quantities). Notice that the case of 'complete' perfect
competition (also at period t) leads to investment equation (II.1.88 with
mz=mo= 0.
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ff! 1             =  -K,(1-u*) w, e='(*-')-1*.,pA-,e- APT(1 -6)e-"p'I:79'+1)= 0
DL |L=44

(II.1.89)
and

Df  1                  =  K,(1 -U,) pre
:roct- 9 +1„spo/.,#+1) - 0,    (II.1.90)

BQ ' leo=o...

so  that the optimal Lagrange multipliers 1„, satisfy:

43= -1 K,(1-uJP,ego(*_,)0:,+1. (II.1.91)
P

Taking account of assumptions a to e on pp.  56-57, the optimal invest-
ment demand at period 8 can be expressed as:

1                                   1 10-*2 -(A+72)pe

10 = 1 (A-pac,f+T  1-uejp*-1  /221-FFT ep+ice-,) (]ee P+1

Ti             °e)   \Al
(II. 1.92)

with C' given by (II.1.41) putting mo equal to zero and 00 given by
(II. 1.43); (II. 1.92)  is  similar  to (II.1.42). Obviously, substitution  of  the
exponential price equations (II. 1.73-75) into present value (II.1.44) of
the discrete time control model 2.1.2.1 leads to an expression similar to
(II.1.92);  as for equation (II.1.60) in relation to (II. 1.42),  only the fiscal
variable (1 - u)/0 will be different.41

If the lag structure (II.1.69-72) is assumed to  hold with C 21, the
final derived demand equation for investment can be found via substitu-
tion of expression (II.1.92) for period   t t< -8   into   (II.1.72)   and   by
following the same analysis as for (II. 1.77-84):

I   02(0 . y   02 (C)    n/1 - u,-8) <ift I   a (0 0 fe'I"j  +DI, = C= +1 A«(0)Dt O,-8 1'
-

ptl e=o \P,-0/

61+72)p I a(0 62 02(0
+ E 02(0 I a(0)DQ,_0 - 0=0    &=1      

C=1 e=o ptl

41.  Also an equilibrium expression similar to that in (II. 1.67) can be computed again;
the relative investment price in the latter equation is then replaced by a composite
variable

<2  ec,2-*0)(0-,).\P,/
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+ lr#i  E a(0)D(1-a,_e) + #2 X a(0)D <G!-0  +
8=0 8=0 \ P,-0 /

+ B,     (1(0)D  .ZL-8. | _   2  b(0)DI,-e -  I v,(C) E  «(0)38.-9.
0=0 \P,-e 3 0=1 (=1 0=0

(II.1.93)

Note that equation (II. 1.93) implies that the tagged relative price ratio(s)
can contribute significantly to the explanation of realized investment at
period t. In other respects, the difference between (II. 1.93) and (II. 1.87) is
not essential, so that the simpler price equations (II. 1.73-75) will also
be used in explaining the anticipated price system in the other models.

2.2. A PUTTY-CLAY CES-INVESTMENT MODEL

This paragraph will be sub-divided into three sections:
1.    Optimal   (and   equilibrium)   economic   growth   of  putty-clay   production

models, where the notions of balanced growth and competitive equilib-
rium growth are defined in a putty-clay context; in addition, the
difference between the physical and the economic lifetimes of new
equipment is given and the corresponding properties of technical
progress, involved in the production function, are derived under the
assumptions II.0.16;

2.   the  derivationof optimalinvestmentfunctionsinaputty-clay production
technology, where the ex ante production function is of the CES-type
as given by (II.0.9), but shows variable returns to scale (arbitrary
degree of homogeneity  v > 0);

3.  the transition to a real-type investment function.

2.2.1.   Optimal economic growth  in a putty-clay  production model

Denoting
K(s, s) = /(s)   as the rate of gross investment (physical units or number

of machines per year) at time s;
Its)ds as the amount of capital (physical units) installed in the

period  (s, s + ds);
KCT, s)ds as the amount of equipment of vintage s (i.e., the capital

installed during a period   (s, s +ds)) surviving   at   time
T (T 2 S);

L (T, s) ds as the (actual) employment of labour (men) at time T on
capital of vintage  s;
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L(s, s)ds as  the  capacity-employment  of investments  of vintage  s;
Q (r, s)ds as the (actual) gross output (physical units) at time T

produced with machines of vintage s and
Qo (s, s) ds as the capacity-output of investments of vintage s, which,

for the sake of convenience, will be denoted without
a  superscript  in this section;

the production function, relating the capacity-output of investments of
vintage s to the capacity-employment and the gross investment at time s,
can be written as:

Q(s, s): = FIL(s, 3), K(s, s), s]. (II.2.1)

The capital-labour ratio at the installation time s is variable, but, along
the ex ante production isoquant, a particular capital-labour ratio is
chosen at time s, say, k(s), which is kept constant ex post, i.e., for all
T k S:

K(r, s) = K(s, s)-Ifs)   = k(s). (II.2.2)
L (r, s)    L (s, s)    L (s, s)

Assuming F to be homogeneous of first degree in the factor inputs (see
assumptions II.0.16-1 to 4), per capita capacity-output (i.e., labour
productivity) of these investments depends only upon per capim gross
investment (and time), or, from (II.2.1) and (II.2.2):

s)       F.  K(s, s)    1
Qfs,    = F  _i,-,si: = f (k(s),s). (II.2.3)
L (s, s) L(s, s)     J

Before proceeding, consider the definitions of:
r*

aggregate output:   Q (T):   - 1 Q (T, s) ds, (II.2.4)
/1-00

 r
aggregate employment:  L (r): = L(r, s)ds, (II.2.5)

3-0
and

L (r s)the utilization function:  Q (1, s)  -'        Q (s, s)
L(s, s)

(II.2.6)with   L(r, s) EL(s,s) if 1 2 s
L (r,  s)   = 0 i f r<s

The utilization function is the short-run or ex post relationship between
labour and output for existing machines.
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Following  P. K. Bardhan   (1969)   and   (1973),   C. J. Bliss   (1968)   and
R. Britto (1969) and (1970), the optimal economic growth problem of
a putty-clay production model will be discussed. This will be done
in a formal way.

First, the appropriate net present value function for an investment in
a putty-clay model  will be given; then, balanced growth will be defined
and its relationship to the economic lifetime of machines and the form of
technical progress  in  the  ex ante production function  will be derived;
finally, competitive equilibrium will be introduced and its impact on
the discount rate and on competitive investment behaviour will be
established. The results of this section will be very useful for understanding
the optimal investment behaviour of the putty-clay CES-mOdel discussed
in the next section.

Definition II.2.7

The net present value function associated  with new equipment is defined
for some sat, where  t is the initial time in the planning process  as
before, as:

rT

V(s):  =  lim   I     e-f:'ce)de IQ(T, s)-co(T)L(T, s)]dr -I(s),
T-N ji (II.2.11)

provided that the limit exists and that there exist an instantaneous rate
of discount r (or, alternatively, an instantaneous rate of return) and
a real wage rate co such that  F(s) can be maximized as a function of the
unknown triplet {Q(T, s), L(T, s), I(s)}.

Note that, from assumption II.0.16-8, future developments of the
discount rate r and the real wage rate co are supposed to be perfectly
foreseen  by the entrepreneur; in particular, the latter  rate is assumed  to
grow  at the same constant  rate as the function f (k(s), s) in (II.2.3).42

Since the model considered is a one-sector model, capital goods are
measured in units identical with the unit of output, so that the output
price (and, hence, the investment price) is taken as numdraire in (II.2.11).
Thus, the net present value expresses the difference between the present
value of new equipment, being equal to the sum of all future discounted
streams of 'quasi-rents' of this equipment, and its cost, being the gross
investment rate ICs) itself. Hence, one considers the yields which an invest-

42. 'Perfect foresight' of the real wage rate is taken and not 'zero foresight', which is
considered  by  M. C.  Kemp  and  P. C. Thanh (1966), because  it is assumed  in  the
latter case that entrepreneurs persist in their erroneous expectation of a constant e.
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ment gives over its entire lifetime using the property that, once machines
are purchased, the only costs are wage costs. All wage costs are variable
and there are no escapable overhead 'labour' costs.

Dividing both terms of (II.2.11) by the capacity-employment L(s, s)> 0,
and taking account of (II.2.3) and (II.2.6), we get the net present value
of a man-place at time s 2 t:

rr                      LC  )vfs):  =  lim   I    e-£,ce)de[f (k(s), s) -co(r)] _ELs  dr - KCS),
L(s, s)     T=«o J, L (s, s)

(II.2.12)

where the term between square brackets is called the'per capita quasi-rent'
of gross investment I(s) expected to accrue at time T 2 s.

The definition of a balanced growth economy and its impact on
economic lifetime and technical progress will now be given. Remember
that assumptions II.0.16 hold.

Definition   II.2.13

An economy is said to be in a state of balanced growth if all variables
grow through time at constant exponential rates, some of which are zero.

More precisely, a growth path is a balanced growth path if there exist
scalars oe and # such that:
i. B>0;
ii. both aggregate output Q and gross investment I grow at the same

exponential  rate  , +B;
iii. both aggregate labour input L and capacity-employment L(s, s) grow

at the same exponential rate p.
Combining the second and third requirements in the above definition
and taking account of the definitions of aggregate output, aggregate
labour input and the utilization function given in (II.2.4), (II.2.5) and
(II.2.6) respectively, we observe that on a balanced growth path aggregate
output Q and capacity-output Q(s, s) grow at the same exponential
rate  a + B. Hence, all variables involved  in  the ex ante production func-
tion (II.2.1) exhibit constant exponential growth rates in the case of
balanced growth, so that it is sufficient to define a balanced growth
economy at one moment of time. Consequently, the existence of balanced

growth is a sufficient condition for the equivalence between the maxi-
 Tmization of lim I e-f: ,(8)de  F (s) ds (which is required by assumption

T=*O J t
II.0.16-7) and the maximization of F(s) for any s k t alone. Henceforth,
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a balanced growth economy is assumed to maximize the per capita net
present value (II.2.12).

Theorem II.2.14

In a balanced growth economy with net present value maximizing
behaviour, there always exists a finite constant m, called the economic
lifetime of investments, such that, for any instant T 2 s, an investment
of vintage s is in use if and only if z 5 3+ m.

proof

Since B > 0, aggregate output increases faster than aggregate labour input
according  to  definition  II.2.13;  hence, capacity-output QCs, s) increases
faster than capacity-employment L (s, s) so that, in a balanced growth
economy, the per capita capacity-output of investments is a monotonically
increasing function of the date of those investments s, or from (II.2.3)
and (II.2.6)the labourproductivity at any time Tofinvestments ofvintages:

Q (1,  s)   _   Q (s,  s)- - - =f (k (s), s) (II.2.15)
L (r, s) L (s, s)

is  only a monotonically increasing function  of s at constant  rate B > O.
Taking account of assumption II.0.16-8, the real wage rate co develops

at the same exponential rate as the per capita capacity-output on new
investments,  i.e., at rate #> 0. Hence, the real wage rate, occurring in the
per capita quasi-rent in (II.2.12), as expected at time s to accrue at time
T 2 s, is assumed to increase, under the pressure of technological progress,
from the installation time s onwards as:

co(r) = co(s)eB('-') (II.2.16)
Thus, if the entrepreneur tries to maximize the per capita net present
value expression (II.2.12) and if the economy is in balanced growth in the
sense ofdefinition II.2.13, the future flows of quasi-rents are monotonically
decreasing over time since labour productivity (II.2.15) remains constant
for all machines which are still in life (for fixed s) and (II.2.16) is valid.
Summarizing, the history of a particular investment is as follows: at the
beginning it earns a positive (quasi-)rent because it is superior to earlier
capital (vintages). But as still better capital comes into existence, real
wages rise (due to technical progress) and the rents on the investment
decline. Finally, real wages are bid up so high (as foreseen) by the owners
of equipment that the rent on the investment vanishes. Then, it is said that
the investment is obsolete and it is decided to shut down the machines
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of that particular vintage since there is no longer any further increase in
the net present value function (II.2.12). Hence, it is decided to scrap the
investment of vintage s when it ceases to cover wage costs, i.e., when T
reaches a value such that:

f (k(s), s)-a)(1) - 0. (II.2.lD

Expression   (II.2.1 4 is called the scrapping condition for investments
which, at time ·r, are installed m(T) periods before; i.e., the instant T for
which (II.2.17) holds, satisfies: T = stm(T). From the above reasoning,

m(T) is called the econontic lifetime of machines. Since e (T) increases
without limit (see (II.2.16) with #>0), r always reaches a value so that
(II.2.17 ) is valid; this means that there is always a finite economic
lifetime m(r), such that an investment of vintage s is in use if and only
if 1 &5 3+m(1).

To complete the proof of the theorem, the constancy of m over time
has yet to be shown. Consider, therefore, the labour market, where,
according to assumption II.0.16-5, the labour force L(·r) is supplied
inelastically and grows at a constant exogenous rate a (not necessarily
positive!), i.e.,

L(·c) = L(t)e (*-0 - Ltec('-'), (II.2.18)

#here L, is the labour supply at the initial time t (which can conveniently
be chosen as 0). The demand for labour is obtained by summing the units
of labour used by each investment employed. Thus, equating supply and
demand yields the following full employment condition in the labour
market, where use is made of assumption II.0.16-9 and of the property
that the economy is assumed to be in balanced growth:

r/
L (1)   =   Lo ear   = 1 e- Acr-') I.(s, s) ds

J T-m(r)

9
-  L(T-m(T), T - m (·r)) 1 e -<(r- s) e,(s-:+m(r)) ds

J r-m(r)
r1

-  L(T- m(T), r - m (r)) eurm(r) 1 ec<+ a) (s- 1) ds
 |r- m(r)

rl -e-(4+')m(*,1=L
O.   o  ear

4+Ge  ],
(II.2.19)

where  Lo, o   is the initial capacity-employment  and   4  is the constant
exponential depreciation rate, which is exogenously given to the entre-
preneur (depreciation is assumed to be a physical datum, not subject
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to entrepreneurial control so that physical durability is generally greater
than the economic life-span of the capital equipment).

Differentiating (II.2.19) with respect to time:

dL   *

- =  41) = Lo oenT--'   (1-e-(d+')mcv))+e-(t+<)'"(T)'i:(r)1'dr                                     '           LA + a

(II.2.20)
from which it follows that L(r) is growing at rate o: if and only if,i,( )
i.e., if and only if the (finite) economic lifetime m is constant over time. A

Notes
1. Since a machine is kept in operation as long as its quasi-rents are

positive, a machine which is m periods old at a certain moment of
time, is obsolete and labour on this obsolete machine becomes free.

Consequently, the putty-clay vintage model has two sources of
substitution: through the ex ante production function in the choice of
new equipment and also at the scrapping margin. Capital can be
substituted for labour only by the choice of the type of new investment
and by transferring labour from obsolete equipment to newly installed
machines.

2. In addition to the economic interpretation already given in the proof,
theorem II.2.14 reveals that balanced growth (which is a special case
of steady-state growth) implies that the labour manning the equipment
of each vintage as well as the labour released from the equipment that
has just been scrapped (belonging to investments older than m periods)
must both be growing at the same constant rate ri, and that this is only
compatible with full employment of the labour force, also assumed to
be growing at a constant rate a,  if the (economic) lifetime of equipment
is neither increasing nor decreasing over time. For, in the former case
the rate of growth of workers released from equipment that has just
been scrapped would be less than o, and in the latter case it would be
greater than GL, and neither of these situations is consistent with a rate
of growth of employment of labour on new equipment equal to o.

The following theorem establishes an important relationship between
balanced growth and technical progress.

Theorem II.2.21

Balanced growth is technically possible if and only if all technical progress
is Harrod neutral at a constant positive exponential rate.
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Proof

i. Sulliciency
Rewriting the ex ante production function (II.2.1) with only Harrod
neutral technical progress,  say at constant  rate  B > 0,  we  get:

Q (s,  s)  = FIL (s,  s) eNs, I(s)], (II.2.22)

where the capacity-employment L(s, s) grows at constant rate a from
assumption II.0.16-5 (see (II.2.19) and (II.2.20)).

If gross investment I(s) grows   at   rate   or t B, capacity-output Q(S,3)

will  also  grow  at  rate o + B (because  F is assumed  to be homogeneous  of
degree one). Then, from (II.2.4), taking account of the physical depreci-
ation function (assumption II.0.16-9),the aggregate output satisfies:

A                  A
Q (T)  = 1 Q(T,  s) ds  = 1 e-Ac'-AQ(s,s)ds

J *-m(r) Jr-m(,)

r,

=Q(T - m (·r), ·r -m('r)) 1
e-* -s)e#+0)(s- +m( ))ds

J *-m(*)

/1 ..(,+B)r (lI.2.23)Fi-e-w+#+0*01
-  YO, 0 &

L  ,+B+A  J

where  Qo, o  is the initial capacity-output.

If the economic lifetime m is a constant, the aggregate output Q grows
at  a  constant  rate  ci + 0,  so  that the requirements for balanced growth
in the sense of definition II.2.13 and theorem II.2.14 are satisfied.

ii.  Necessity
Rewriting production function (II.2.1) in its general form as:

Q (s, s) = FIL (s, s) e#s, I(s), 4, (II.2.24)

and denoting the derivatives with respect to the three arguments of F as
Fi,  6  and 6,  we get for the total time derivative  of  Q (3, s), making use
of definition II.2.13 for balanced growth:

de(s, s) = Q(s, s) = FiG)[lis, s)e#'+BL(s, s)eN']+F2(s)1(s)+F3(s)
ds

= Cat#)Fi(s)L(s, s)eB'+Co:+B)F2(s)I(s)+F3(s). (II.2.25)

Since definition II.2.13 implies that both aggregate output Q (T) and
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capacity-output Q (s, s)  grow at  the same constant exponential  rate  a + B
(see also (II.2.23)), i.e.,

0(s, s) = (OL + B) Q (s, s) (II.2.26)
and since homogeneity of first degree of the ex ante production function
implies from lemma I.5.6 (Euler's theorem) and (II.2.24) that:

Q (s, s) = Fi (s) L (s, s) e" + F2 (s) I(s), (II.2.2D
combination of (II.2.25-27) yields for the partial derivative of F with
respect to time:

6 (s) = (a + B) Q (s, s)- (oe + B)Fi (s) L(s, s) eB'- (9 +B)F2 (s)I(s)
= Coe + B) Q (s, s)-(0: + B)  [Fl (s) L (s, s) e" + Fz (s) I(s)]  = 0

(II.2.28)
i.e., in the case of balanced growth, technical progress in the ex ante
production function is Harrod neutral. A

Next, a property of the instantaneous rate of discount r will be shown,
when the economy is in balanced growth and in equilibrium. Therefore,
the notion of 'competitive equilibrium' in putty-clay models has to be
defined. Use will also be made of the fact that a balanced growth path is
fully characterized by its state at time zero and by the real numbers Ge
and B, with B> 0.

Definition II.2.29

A growth path of a putty-clay economy as defined by assumptions II.0.16
is said to be a competitive equilibrium (growth path) if there exists a func-
tion r, being the contemporaneous rate of discount (return), such that
from assumption II.0.16-7 and from (II.2.12):

eT e f rs+m(r) ,• L*C
im     I         e-J C ,(8)de 2

e - J. 48)de If (k*(s), s)- Ct)(r)]         'T' S)  dr - k*(s)   ds=go J,                       l.ls                                                                     L(s, s)

i'T           I r,+m(,) L (·r   s)= max lim
e-firce)de   ,          e-f:,(8)de[f (k(s),s)-0,(r)]'dr-k(s) ds-0k(s) T-w J, L (s, s)

L(.,s)

(II.2.30)

where m(T) is the economic lifetime of machines of vintage s, which is
constant in the case of a balanced growth economy (theorem II.2.14).

In such a case, maximization of lim ( T  e- f:,(0)de  -Efs)    ds is equivalent
T- w  j t L(s, s)
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to maximization of _Kifl alone (see definition II.2.13 and equation
L(s, s)

(II.2.12)). Then, competitive equilibrium is defined as in (II.2.30) for
the expression between curly brackets alone.

Theorem II.2.31

If a balanced growth path is a competitive equilibrium (growth path),
the instantaneous rate of discount r remains constant over time.

proof
A necessary condition for positive k(s) and non-negative L(T, s) to
maximize the per capita net present value of investments of vintage s in
a balanced growth economy, is that (II.2.12) attain a maximum for k (s)
taken alone, and for this a necessary condition is that the per capita net
present value be stationary with respect to variations in the capital-
intensity alone, i.e.,

rs+m
f '(f (s),s)

J,
C-Irce)de Lfr, s) dr -1=0, (II.2.32)

L (s, s)

where f '(£(s), s) - af (k,  s) 1

ak     | k=£(s)
Assuming that the balanced growth path is a competitive equilibrium
path, the balanced growth expression for (II.2.30) and equation (II.2.32)
can be written fork (s) = k*(s) as (taking account ofassumptions (II.0.16)):

rstm
 s      e-rrce)de[f (ko*)e':-cooe'ye-Ac'-s) dr-k*oe':  = 0 (II.2.33)

and
Atm   ..

f '(k*(s), s)   s
e-J.Ke)dee-<(T-S)dr-1 = 0, (II.2.34)

where k* (s) = k*o ess' with ko* being the equilibrium capital-labour ratio

at the initial time zero and coo the real wage rate at time zero.
Since both relations hold identically in s, the derivative of (II.2.33) with

respect to s is zero, or by Leibniz's rule (II.0.7):
rs+m

r(s)           e-Irce)de If (k:) e#'-cooe'*]le-<(T-')d·r +
1.st=   0

+   |         e-J.'(0)d0 Ff(kbel'se-*T-,)dr +
S
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rs+m
+            e-£'(0*8 [f (kD eN'-eoe,r] e-*T-,) <dr +

S

r•+m
+  e-J.     '(8)de [f(ko*) e"-cooe'('+m)]e-*" -

-  [f (k ) e" - coo e's] - Bk  e"  = 0. (II.2.35)

Since the scrapping condition (II.2.17) implies that:

f (4) e#'  =   cooe#(, + m),

we get from substitution of (II.2.33) and (II.2.34) into (II.2.35):

r(s) k'o U' + Bf (kD e"     ,     .1,            + lk* ep, -
f (kgcs),s)

-  [f (16*0) e" - cooe"]  - Bk*oe"  = 0. (II.2.36)

Dividing all terms of (II.2.36)  by  k* (s) = k*, e0'> 0 and taking account
of the property that f' (k* (s), s) is a constant on a balanced growth path,
because then:

f'(k*(s), s)  =  0 [f (k*(s)e-'9(#S]  = f,(k*(s)e-,9 (e-89 e#,
Dk*(s)

=f'(ko*), (II.2.3D

the instantaneous rate of discount satisfies:

fck*) f (kD -coo  43r(s) = 01-4) -B ' \ 0, + (II.2.38)
k*f'(kt) ko*   '

from which it is seen that r is constant over time. A
Finally, having derived the constancy of r on a competitive equilibrium

balanced growth path, the time has come to define 'competitive invest-
ment behaviour'. Since the competitive behaviour has to be defined for
balanced growth, it is sufficient to develop the characterization of
competitive investment behaviour at time zero.

43. Clearly, (II.2.38) implies that the constant rate of depreciation 4 should not be
too high in order to preserve a positive instantaneous rate of discount. This state-
ment suggests that the rate ofdepreciation, or, alternatively, the physical durability,
could also be interpreted as an economic variable to be determined by the model
itself (see further).
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Definition II.2.39

An investor is said to follow a competitive investment behaviour pattern
if he makes a decision with respect to the capital-intensity and the econ-
omic lifetime of new investments in a situation of a balanced growth
competitive equilibrium.

Hence, competitive investment behaviour at time zero is characterized
from the previous definitions and theorems by the following three
conditions, from which an equilibrium triplet  for   {r, ko, m}  must  be
determined simultaneously:

a. the competitive equHibrium condition (see (II.2.33)):
rm· rm.

f (kD      e-('+4)'dr - coo I    e-(r-B+4)'dr - k'o
Jo            Jo

- f (kD  1-e-('+4)m.1     1
Fl -e-('-B+4)m.1

  -COO 1 - ko* = 0,  (II.2.40)
L  r+0 1 L r-B+4 1

b. the stationarity condition with respect to the capital-intensity (see
(II.2.34)):

f'(kB  1
-e-(r+om.1 -1-0, (II.2.41)
rt<  1

c. the stationarity condition with respect to the economic lifetime or the
scrapping condition (see (II.2.17)):

f (kio)e-('+4)m• - cooe-('-0+4)m. = 0 (II.2.42)

or

f (/cD  =  coo e#m: (II.2.43)

Note 1-e-(r+Qm.- firstly, that the expression is a discounted value of
rt<

a stream of one unit of output (i.e., per capita output) lasting for m*
periods of time, where the discount factor is the rate of return adjusted
for  depreciation;   the   same   can   be   said with respect   to the expression
1 -e-('-#+6)m• as a discounted value of a stream of real wages, and

r-Bt<
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- secondly, that the (optimal) scrapping condition or the (optimal)
retirement condition (II.2.43), stating that the machines of a certain
vintage will be used until their quasi-rents fall to zero because of rising

real wages, is derived as a first order condition from maximization ofthe
per capita net present value expression (II.2.12) with finite and constant
lifetime m and constant discount rate r; from (II.2.43), the (equilibrium)
economic lifetime m = m* can be written explicitly as:

Fl rf(kg)-1 1
m* =max <-ln 1-1,02, (II.2.44)

l#  L coo J  J

from which it is seen that, given B and coo, an increase off (k*0) will lead
to a lengthening of the (equilibrium) economic lifetime of investment.

The max-operator in (II.2.44) is taken because if an investor were foolish
enough to build an investment that could not produce enough to cover

the (real) wage costs, even at their low initial level, then it would be
optimal to retire the investment at once.

From expression (II.2.44) it is also clear that the higher the Harrod
neutral technical progress, the lower the (equilibrium) economic lifetime
of equipment would be.

Obviously, the (equilibrium) economic lifetime m* of equipment, deter-
mining the point of time beyond which it is unprofitable to operate any

longer because of negative quasi-rents, cannot be greater than its (given)
physical lifetime, the latter measuring the date at which this investment
will be worn out. However, physical durability may also be viewed as
an economic variable in contradiction to its usual role as a non-control-
lable physical datum (see also footnote 43). This can be done by postulat-
ing the following assumption: costs of construction of machines vary

positively with their physical durability; a way of taking account of this
postulate is by introducing the physical lifetime Ti (see notation in
paragraph 2.1) into the production function (II.2.1) with 'negative
marginal product', i.e., the ex ante per capita output (II.2.3) amounts to:

Q (s, s) (II.2.45)- = f (k (s),  Ti (s), s)
L (s, s)

Supposing that the economy is on a balanced competitive equilibrium

growth path, the above assumption implies that machines will be operated
for Ti periods exactly;  it is impossible to operate them beyond  this  time

and it is uneconomic to operate them for less than this time, because in
such a case a less durable machine could have been constructed which
would have yielded higher quasi-rents.
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To  be as general as possible, a constant rate of physical depreciation is
left out of consideration in this model and, under competitive investment
behaviour, an equilibrium value  of the triplet  {r, ko, Ti}is determined
by the following equations (see (II.2.40-42)):

Fl-e-,Til Fl-e-('-AT,1
1. f(kg, T/)L    r    1 - ,L    r-# 1

-k  0, (II.2.46)

2. [1 - e-,41 af (ke
T,)  -1=0 (II.2.47)

J   Dko    ko=kiTl=Tl

and

3. [1 -e-,Tr' af(ko, Ti)1 + f (14,17) e-rl':-cooe-('-')Ti = O.L r l aT,
1

ko = k 
Ti = TT (II.2.48)

Multiplying all the terms of the stationarity condition (II.2.48) by e,Tr,

and rearranging:

f(k* 1 /911 - 1) af (ko, Ti)1 1 - coe,1,1,
0, 17) [1 + f(4,17)( r ) BT, I'·-k:JTi=Tl (II.2.49)

so that the term between square brackets in (II.2.49) is less than one,
since

1               af(ko, Ti)1 <O (II.2.50)f (4,17) 87'1     i=4Ti = T;

by assumption, and
44-1

>0 (II.2.51)r

since  To* > 0. Hence, equation (II.2.49) implies  that,  at the equilibrium
point

f (/4 ,  77) > coo e#T, (II.2.52)
so that the per capita quasi-rents at the time a machine is scrapped are
positive.

Thus the optimal (equilibrium) physical lives of machines are always
less than their economic lives. The reason is that entrepreneurs want to
increase the durability of machines as long as the additional discounted
quasi-rents they yield are greater than the additional costs that are
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incurred by this increase in durability. Since these costs are positive,
durability will never be increased to the point where the additional quasi-
rents are zero, i.e., to the point where the optimal (equilibrium) physical
lives of machines coincide with their economic lives.

Moreover, it can be added that the higher the (Harrod neutral)
technical progress, the greater the rate of increase in (real) wages and the
faster  the  rate of reduction in quasi-rents; hence, the lower the optimal
(equilibrium) physical durability (and economic lifetime) of equipment
would be (see also equation (II.2.44)).  Thus,  in  the  case of intensified
technical progress, it becomes profitable to reduce durability and to realize
higher quasi-rents on the equipment for a shorter period.

Finally, it should be noted that the stationarity conditions (II.2.41-42)
and (II.2.47-48) are not sufficient for a unique balanced growth competi-
tive equilibrium because the per capita net present value function (II.2.12)
is not necessarily (strictly) concave. P. K. Bardhan (1969) and (1973) and
R. Britto (1969) have shown that a sufficient condition for the strict
concavity of an objective function as (II.2.12) is that the ex ante elasticity
of substitution a be less than or equal to one. The corresponding equi-

44librium triplet for (r, ko, m) (or Ti instead  of m)  is then unique.

2.2.2.  Optimal investment behaviour in a putty-clay CES-model

In this section, optimal intertemporal investment behaviour will be
studied when the ex ante production technology is described by a CES-
production multifunction as in (II.0.9) (1 - s). It is not assumed a priori
that the economy is a balanced growth economy and/or a competitive
equilibrium economy, although reference will be made to economies in
balanced growth and competitive equilibrium in the course of the
discussion. Since physical durability is not involved in production
function (II.0.9) as an economic variable, investments are assumed to have
a (constant) economic lifetime m.

44. If a CES-production function as in (II.0.9) were the ex ante production function,
p 20 would be a sufflcient condition for the existence and uniqueness of a competi-
tive equilibrium. Note also that values of a greater than one allow production with
only one factor input, a situation which seems unreasonable for a model of a large
economy  (firm) to which this analysis should be applied.  See  also  P. K. Bardhan
(1969), op. cit., pp. 315-316 and D. Cass and J. Stiglitz (1969), p. 624, as to why
the elasticity of substitution is generally less than unity for a developing economy
where the per capita output on new machines is greater than the average per capita
output.
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The entrepreneurial objective is to maximize the present value of all
future net present values associated with all future investments, i.e.,
defining the investment model as an infinite horizon continuous time
model and taking account of the nominal equivalent for the net present
value function (II.2.11), an ex ante cES-production function as in (II.0.9),
but of arbitrary degree  v > 0, assumptions II.0.16-1,2,  3,4,7,  8,  9,  and,
for reasons of simplicity, a constant rate of discount r, we get the following
problem:

rT
max lim e-ris-t) X

T-u J i

f rs+m
Xil

e-'c'-A  [p (T) Q(T,  s) - w (T) L (r,  s)] dr - g (s) I (s)   ds/J,

eT                r,+m

-    max    lim  |   e-'cs-olp(s)Q(s, s) I      e-('+A-*°,('-')dr -
ICs), L(s, s),  T-+ 00  t                                                      J s
Q(s, s), m

fs+m

- w(s)L(s, s) I      e-('+4-*')('-Adr-g(s)I(s)  dsJs

rT
= max lim

e-'('-')  p(s) Q(s,
s) Fl-e-('+<-*°,ml -

Ils), L(s, s),  T-+ co .1 t L r+A_to JQ(s, s), m

- w(s)L(s, s) Fl-e-('+4-*'"' -g(,)1(s) ds (II.2.53)
L r+<_nl

subject to:
V

Q(s, s) 96 Ae4[(1-J) (evi'L(s, s))-P+8(eyl, I(s))-P]-7
=   F [L (s,  s),  I (s), s]. (II.2.54)

In the objective functional (II.2.53), 1:0 and 7rt are respectively the constant
exponential growth rates of the nominal price of output and the nominal
wage rate (see also equations (II.1.73) and (II. 1.74)), g(s) is the nominal
purchase (construction) price of investment I(s) and the expression
1-e- c'+4-'r°)m is a discounted value of one unit of ex ante output

rt 4 -1To

Q (s, 3) over m periods  of time, the discount rate being  rtf-lro.  If this
composite discount  rate  is  zero,  i.e;  if r t< - 7ro, the above expression
becomes m, the economic lifetime, because the output Q (s, s) remains
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constant over m periods (see also the integral in the second equation
of (II.2.53)). Also, Q(s, s) in (II.2.53) and (II.2.54) is not necessarily the
capacity-output at time s, but rather some feasible output brought about
at time s by the investment in new equipment at that time.

Since all unknown quantities are non-negative (except m which is
assumed to be strictly positive), the Lagrangian belonging to the above
putty-clay cEs-model can be written as:

TT f Fl -e-#+4-**1_
33(t;I, L, Q, m, 11,12,1 ,14): =  lim  1     e-'c'-')p(s)Q(s, s)  _T-go J' rtf- 0 J

- e-'c'-"w(s)L(s, s)   1-e-('+4-*')=1
1 - e-'c'-og(s)1(s) +

rt<-Al J

+ 11(s) [F [L (s, s),I (s), s] - Q (s, s)] + l2(s)I(s) + 13 (s) L(s, s) +

t 14 (S) Q (s, s) 
ds, (II.2.55)

where  /1,4,/3  and  4 are adjoint functions (the first of which represents
the shadow price of output  Q(s, s)). If objective function (II.2.53) is
concave and differentiable in {I(s), L(s, s), Q(s, s), m} and if the invest-
ment price g is independent of the amount of investment at each time,
sullicient conditions for the solution of the concave programming
problem (II.2.53-54) are given by the following equations:45

e-'cs-')9(s) + 11(s) aF[L(s, s),I(s), s]  f 0 (II.2.56)
BICs)

-   e -'(S-') 11,(S)
 1 -e-('+4-*1)'h-  + 11(s) SFIL(s, s),I(s),s]  5

0 (II.2.57)
r+4-7Et 3 aL (s, s)

Fl-e-('+4-SO)'h.1
e -'('-') p(s) 1 1 - 11 (S) 6 0 (II.2.58)

L r+4-xo 1

e-'('-Op(s)0(s, s)e-('+0-*°)*-e-'c'-') w(s)£(s, s)e-('+4-*,)'h = 0
(II.2.59)

45. See G. Hadley (1964), pp. 192-193, O. L. Mangasarian, op. cit., pp. 94-97 and
appendix C (Kuhn-Tucker).
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 - e-'cs-') g (s) + 11 (s) aF [L(s, s), I(s), s]  2(s)  = o (II.2.60)
BI (s)

[- e-'('-.).(s) [1 -e-('.,-,1).] -1-11 (S) 'F [Lj: : , I (s), s]] £(s, s)  = 0
rt 4-1ri

(II.2.61)

Ie-,(S-,)pcs) 1 - tics,] Q (s, s)  = O (II.2.62)It-e-('+<-%rt <-1To

F[L (s, s),1(s), s] - 0 (s, s)  2 0 (II.2.63)

[F [L(s, s), 1(s), s] - 0-(s, s)]11(s)  = 0 (II.2.64)

1(s)  20,  £(s,s)  2  0,  0(s,s) 20,   01> 0,11(s) 2 0. (II.2.65)

If, moreover, the constraint qualification is satisfied, i.e., if there exists
some feasible solution {I(s), £(s, s), 0(s, s)} for which there is free

disposal, i.e.,

Q(s, s)<FIL(s, s), 1-(s), 4, (II.2.66)
such that the strict inequality

[FIL(s, s), I (s), s]- Q-(s, s)] 11 (s)>0 (II.2.67)

holds, the above conditions are also necessary for a maximum of (II.2.53)
subject to (II.2.54), i.e., for a saddlepoint of the Lagrangian (II.2.55).

From combination of the inequality for output (II.2.58) and the
complementary slackness condition (II.2.64), we observe  that  0 (s, s)  is
the optimal capacity-output  Q' (s, s)  if the discount  rate  r is selected  so
that   r+4 2 no, because,   then, the optimal shadow price of output
satisfies:

11(s) 2 e-'cs-')p(s)
1 1>0, (II.2.68)
Fl-e-('+4-*0387
L r+2_no J

since the nominal price of output is assumed to be strictly positive
(ifr+4 - ;ro, and the term between brackets in (II.2.68) simply becomes ih,
the optimal lifetime, which is positive - see (II.2.53)).  On the contrary,
if  rt 4 < 7ro,   11 (s)    is   not necessarily positive,   so   that   Q (s, s)   can   be
different from the capacity-output 00 (s, s) by (II.2.64) and (II.2.65).

Hence, if the optimal shadow price of output is positive, free disposal

does not pay and moreover, (II.2.56) and (II.2.57) can be satisfied only if
optimal gross investment 1(s) and optimal labour input £(s, s)  are
positive, which implies by the ex ante production function (II.2.54) that
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capacity-output   0 (s, s)   is also strictly positive.   By the complementary
slackness conditions (II.2.60-62) and (II.2.64), the inequalities we have
considered thus far become equalities if 11 (s)>0, i.e., (II.2.56-58) become:

11 (S) = e-'(s-')9(s) (II.2.69)aF [L (s, s), I (s), s]
BICs)

11 (s)   aF[L(s, s),I(s),s]  =  e-'cs-') w(s) 1 1 (II.2.70)
Fl - e-('+2-*1)Al

aL (s, s) L r+4-*t J

11 (S) = e-,(s_t)   (« ['-re+-51."]. (II.2.71)

and the optimal scrapping condition (II.2.59) becomes:

p(s) 0(s, s)  =  w(s)£(s, s) ec"'-"°): (II.2.72)
From the stationarity condition (II.2.71), it follows that the optimal
shadow price of output at time s is equal to the present value of the current
nominal price p (s)  to  last  for R periods, discounted  back  to the initial
time instant t; hence, 11 (s) can be termed as the optimal discountedshadow
price of output.46

Substituting (II.2.71) into (II.2.69-70), it is observed that the 'current
values' of the marginal products of optimal new investment and optimal
capacity-employment, which are evaluated at the optimal shadow price
of output, are equated to the current nominal investment price and the
current 'effective' wage rate respectively, the latter being the product of
the current nominal wage rate and the annuity of one unit of capacity-
employment L (s, s) which is expected to require wage payments over
the entire (optimal) economic lifetime of equipment.

The optimal retirement equation (II.2.72) determines the (optimal)
economic lifetime as:

,h = 1         ln (P (s)  Q (s, s)j
, (II.2.73)

1T 1 - ir o        W (S) L (s, s))

which clearly implies that nominal wages should grow faster than nominal
prices  (:r 1 >  0 ;  7rl - Tro is equal to the Harrod neutral technical progress
rate 71 in a balanced growth economy with 72 =A=0) since at the time

46. Sometimes, it is also called the (marginal) opportunity cost of capacity-output

Q (S, S); then, from the complementary slackness (II.2.64), an upward jump in
spare capacity corresponds to a downward jump in the (marginal) Opportunity
Cost.
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of installation of machines the nominal revenue should be greater than
the wage costs (see also (II.2.44)).

The maximizing conditions (II.2.69-72) are not fully realized ex post,
because the socio-economic environment may be different from that
implied by the above 'ex ante' present value maximizing model, e.g.,
imperfect competition may exist in the markets, or the objective may
deviate from the maximization of (II.2.53). Suppose therefore that the
'ex post' maximizing conditions can be written from (II.2.69-72) as:

OF [L(s, s), I(s), s)] 9(s)[ r+4-lro 1 (II.2.74)
DI«) - z: Pis) [l-e-('+4-zo)'t]

and

OF [L(s, s), I(s),s)] w(s) [l-e-('+4-zi)*-1  r+A-lro
DL (s, s) = zi As)[1-e-('+4-10)"ll r+2-lrt '  (11.2.75)

where the parameters zl and zl may stand for imperfect competition
and/or for imperfect present value maximization and A is given by
(II.2.73).47

Conditions (II.2.73-75) jointly determine optimal values for m, ICs)
and L(s, s). Taking account of the ex ante production function (II.2.54),
the maximizing conditions (II.2.74-75) can be rewritten as:

OF[L(s,s),I(s),s]       - AeAS -1'h'[(1-8)e-
7
lps(L(s, s))-p +

BI       \I=kn           pl

Z.12
+ be- 71ps

(1(s))-p]       0    ( -p) a e

-72PS
(1(S))

-(P+1)

P+V
= vaA-fe-'(£+72)'(0(s,s))-7(1(s))-(P+1)

9(s)[ r+6-,ro 1 (Il.2.76)= ZZ -1
p (s) L l-e- (r +M*)t'

47. zi and zi may stand for oligopolistic competition in labour and capital goods
markets: when acting in an oligopolistic market, firms are supposed to put a mark-
up on their prices so that prices exceed costs in a way which is assumed to be
limited by the threat of entry of new competitors. These parameters are assumed
to be positive and independent of the installation time of the equipment.
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and

DF [L (s, s), I (s), s] |

=  A els  -  1:h| [(1-6) e -7'P'(L(s, s»-P +BL                 | L-L(s. s)                           pl

112
+ ae-'20'(1(s)-p)] p (-p)(1-6)e -71PS (L (s, s))-(B+ 1)

P+V

= v(1 -6)A-Ve-'('+71)'(0(s, s))-7-(1(s))
-(p +1)

w(s) Fl-e-('+4-*')*1   rt<-lro
- 21 PCs)[1-e-('+4-*°,A_1 r+4- 1 (II.2.7D

Hence, the capacity-output  Q (s, s)  is  in  fact an endogenous variable  (as
is also the case in expressions (II. 1.42), (II.1.60),(II.1.67) and (II. 1.92)).
In particular, capacity-output and desired investment are part of the same
decision: investment affects output and vice versa. Also, a fall in the price
of a factor of production will usually increase the firm's present value
maximizing level of output. Hence, the optimal time paths for output
supply and input demands and the (optimal) economic lifetime should
be jointly determined as a function of the exogenous variables, viz., out-
put and input prices and time.

To obtain these relations, first we conclude from conditions (II.2.76-77)
that:

/        2/  1

2(44 - C   z,A'   \FFiel  1(6+"), (0(s, s))ii,1239  /W(S)*h  x
L (s, s)       (v (1 -8)) Cp(S)/

x [1-e-(,+4_..,A-'Fi,T 1-,+t-1'0-151'T (II.2.78)Li-e-('+4-*0)'tl [r+4-x11

and

<1 -0(1-v)     /    ,    .      1
0(s, s) = <gZA' 1FFT eF  (2+70' (0(s, s)) '(p+ 1)     / 214 'IF: T  x

1 (S)             C   VO ) CP (S)/

x         r+t_x o      9+1 (II.2.79)
(1-e-#+6-*°)'9

Then, from the definition of total factor costs which originate from the
purchase and operation of an investment being installed at time s (see
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the second and last terms of each member of (II.2.53)):
rs+m

C (S):   =  J S
e-'c'-Aw(T)L(T, s)dr + g(s)I(s)

Fl-e-('+4-St)ml=  w(s) L(s, s) 1 , + g (s) I(s), (II.2.80)L rt<-Iri J
the optimal discounted average cost satisfies from (II.2.78-80):

0(s) [ r+2-*o 1
p(s)0(s,s) Li-e-(.+A-"0)*-1

= w(s) Fl-e-c'+4-*'M   r+4-1ro  L(s, s)  
-PCs) Ll-e-('+0-zo)'11 r+A-,rt Q(s,s)

+   g (S) F        , +t- 7ro        1        1 (s)

PCS) Ll-e-('+4-*0,11  0(s,s)

= [«(s) [  Je-».4-,0,4'.11-'+A-"01'.1 (5)," +
e-(r+4_1:1)157

P 7 -2.-      /      /   . \ -L

Lr+4-Al-|

+  bC')  1 -re . ,+4*.0.•,Jo-t_      )F*'] (0(s, s»,    (II.2.81)
with

P. 1

ziAV   )-FFT e-FfT ( +7,),a(s): = (II.2.82)
v (1 -6))

and
P     1

b(s): =  fil'  -F:FT e-FfT($+72)'. (II.2.83)
V3

From (II.2.81), it follows that the present value of the producer's optimal
marginal cost, associated with investment I(s), satisfies (holding factor
prices constant):

2{e-rcs-,)01(s)}  =e-,(s-,)    v+p    p(s)   1-e-(r+A-*0),h-1IX8 0 (s,s) v (P + 1) rtt-10 1

x  acs) [1-e-('+:-B,)"lp4 [r+4-,Tol T (wfs,)  +1-e-('+4-498  Lr+4-1 11 (p(s))
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+ b(s) I  r+<_;CO1-e-('+<-*°)*1],I-'   (ilil),i.11
(GC),s))I ,i'vi. (II.2.84)

Defining the Lagrangian for the relating cost minimizing problem as
(see also (II.2.55)):

2:  =   lim   fT {e-'c.-" [t,(s)L(s, s) 1-1-e-'..'-..'"]  + 9(s)I(s)] +T-*00 J ' L r+4-Al

V

+  11 (s) [Q(s, s) - A eis [(1 -6)e-7'P'(L(s, s))-P + 8 e-72ps(I(s))-p]-P]  +

t  12 (s) ICS)  +  13(s) L (s, s) 
ds, (II.2.85)

the optimal marginal cost at time s, as given by (II.2.84), is also found to
be equal to the optimal Lagrange multiplier 11 (S), since, at the optimum,
£(s, s)>O and l(s)>O and:

8 {e-'('-') C (s)}
20 (s, s)

2 {e-'('-') ((s)+11 (s)[0 (s, s)-Aels[(1 -6) e -Tlps (43, s))-P + ae- 7214 (1(s))-P]-P]}
20(s, s)

-   11 (s) . (II.2.86)

At equilibrium, the present value of the optimal marginal cost is equal
to the discounted shadow price of output (II.2.71), i.e., the supply function
in implicit form is obtained from combination of (II.2.84), (II.2.86)
and (II.2.71) as:

,(p." - [ac" [iI:I#+iI:::]0*  [:1-:2:o]p,T (Sr +V+P

+ b(s) F    '+ 4- 1:0    1Fer  (g (SPIFT ,0 (s, s,)2*8,Ll-e-(r+4-*0)'1'-1 G® C '
(II.2.8D

so that, under constant returns to scale (v = 1), the output supply (i.e., the
quantity of capacity-output under market clearing conditions) is found
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to be perfectly elastic at a price:

'Cs)- [.(4 [; 2: :1:i I:]'f'  [:I: 2::]'th (.(s»'*' +
- P p 7211

+ b(S)  I   r+4-*0    IFFT,  . -.+A
P

(Il.2.88)
1  -e-('+1-*0),t'              (9 Cs.Ir         ]            ,

which implies that the scale of operation must be indeterminate. This is
verified by deriving the optimal supply function, which is found when

raising both sides of (II.2.87) to the power - v (Ptl).
p(1-v)

0 (s, s)  =  f- (s) 1
f     rl-e-c'"'4-#'A IFf-1 [r+4-1,0-1 + 1 pe(s)'t f·i  

Li-e-(r+A-*o),h] Lr +4- Al_| cp(S))

,       . -,(pt 1)

+ 5(S) [1_uiuto,Ar (Sf-'1 pc'-')· C".2.89)
with

P -_1

a (s):   =  a (s) V+P     =  j   ZiA'   1   0+1     v+p     e-;f·r ( +y,),
v(Ptl) lv(1-6)J v (P + 1)

(II.2.90)
and

p -2-

5(s):  =  l,(s)    v-1-p     -  EAdj\  '+1     v-1.P    e-Ff-T ( +72)8V(P+1) va ) v(Ptl)
(II.2.91)

Substituting (II.2.89) with (II.2.90-91) into (II.2.78-79), the derived
demand equations for optimal capacity-employment and optimal gross
investment satisfy:

£(s, s)  =  v(P+l) a-(s) (w(s)\1-Fh [1 -e-('+4-·,)•-1-i:h x
V+P (p(S) 3 Ll-e-('+4-*0,11

x F,+2-"ol-Fh  a(s)[1-e-('+4-"')"l» fr+A-':4,$1 *Lr+4-Al] Li-e-#+4-*0 tl Lr+ 4 - *11

(w(s)\F 1 -. F 79 /6 ,\_f__7__'tprtd-lro   IFFT f gls) )9+1 I ,(1-v)X
(*6,) +  b (s) 1Ll-e-('+4-*0)a-1 gre J

(II.2.92)
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and

IC) = v(P+1) 5(s) /2.(4)-Fh r   ,+4-1:0   1-;:h x
V+P \«P (S)/ Li-e-(r+<-*o,tl

x acs, It -e-c'+4-*0)'n]' ' ['+4-"11  ( ;i,r +I_    -e-('+4-*,)*7-L Fr+<-.07*T c.(S)\Th
P      \P n  V+P

+ 5(s)  1.    r-1-<-71:0    1FFT  (Ofs)
'1,+1-1-,(1-v)

(II.2.93)Ll-e-('+2-so)'tl \,P (S),1'

Obviously, equations (II.2.89) and (II.2.92-93) are not the true reduced
form equations, since they contain the optimal economic lifetime in
a highly non-linear way. They have to be regarded together with equa-
tion (II.2.73) and can only be termed as 'reduced form equations' for
optimal capacity-output, optimal capacity-employment and optimal
gross investment, given the exogenous variables w, g, p and s and given
an optimal value for m.

Inspecting expression (II.2.89),it is immediately seen that - as already
stated above and implied by (II.2.88) - degeneracy emerges if there are
constant returns to scale and if p = 0. Hence, equations (II.2.89), (II.2.92)
and (II.2.93) fail to cope with the familiar tests of constant returns to
scale and of unitary elasticity of substitution (Cobb-Douglas assumption)
of the ex ante production function. This failure and the complex non-
linearity of the above system form the reason why equation (II.2.93) is
not selected as a basis for the dynamic investment behaviour in the putty-
clay cEs-model discussed.

Consider instead the following, purely cost-minimizing model with
exogenously given output Q(s, s) = 0(s, s). Suppose that the firm wants
to minimize the present value of all current and future costs of producing;
at each point of time, these costs consist of the operating costs of using
old and new equipment and of the purchasing costs of new equipment.
Hence, the entrepreneur is assumed to minimize:

tt fe-'r-"  [C') f_. L«·s)ds +,«)'«4 dir, (II.2.94)

subject to the following condition on aggregate output at time T (with
exponential depreciation):

rt                rt

0(T)- 1 Q(T,s) ds = 1 e-4('-s) 0(s, s)ds
Jr-m Jr-m
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-  _," e- Acr -s) A eb [(1 -6) e-71"(L(s, s))-Pt 8 e-72ps(I (s))-P]-p ds,
(II.2.95)

where r, m and 4 are respectively the rate of discount, the economic
lifetime and the rate of physical depreciation of existing capital, which
are all assumed to be constant as in the previous profit-oriented model.

From (II.2.94-95), the following Lagrange function is to be minimized
with respect to I, L and m, which are expected to have strictly positive
values:

rT       r    ex
%(t; I, L, m,  D:  =   lim   I       e-'cr-')   _w(·c)  *_  e-Ac*-s,L(s, s)ds+g(T)I('r)   +

T- 99  J t

v 7 
+ 1(T)  0(r)- I      e-Ac'-s,Ael'[(1-J)e-7,P'(L(s, s))-B+Je-72ps(I(s))-P]-Pds_  d

Jr-m

(II.2.9

where it is assumed that all values before time t are known to the entre-
preneur.

To compute the optimal time paths of I, L and m, it is convenient to
rewrite the Lagrangian (II.2.96) in its approximate discrete time notation
(with geometric physical depreciation):

T F '   C 1 \'-s
2,(I,L,m,0:        lim   IK*| W:   I      1-1      Ls.stgrIT   +T... T=t   L   s=T-m \1+4/

r   /  1 \T-, -h

+ 4  Gs -  S.,E-m  i-1 IL       A els [(1-00-7:P'LI,t  + 6e-72"I,-Pl p ,

(II.2.97)
C 1 \:-'with discount factor  ET:   =  1  -  1
\1 + r/

First order conditions for a minimum of (II.2.97) with respect to
Ie, Le,e and me are derived for any 0 2 t, using the procedure outlined in
(II. 1.22) and (II.1.27-29); i.e., denoting the terms after the summation
sign over T in (II.2.97) for increasing T as:

Fe-2  / 1 \0-S C l )1 C 1\0    1T =8:Kewel I 1-2 1  Ls.st 1-1 Le-1.0-1+ 1-1 Leel +
Ls=e-m \1+43 \1 + 4/ Cl + f)        .  J

1    re-2 / 1 \0-s                                  v
+ icog,I,+ le  00-  _,= -=11-I-       A ek [(1 -6)C-71"LI.Q+6e -72"I:-P]-P +
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Condition (II.2.101) is the scrapping condition of the cost minimizing
model which can also be verified from the continuous time version
(II.2.94-95) by differentiating the Lagrangian (II.2.96) with respect to m,
using the equalities (II.2.95) and Leibniz's rule (II.0.7):

e-'('-') w(T)e -<'h£(t-RA-4- 1#N-*0(T-,h, T-A)-0.
(II.2.102)

Obviously, (II.2.102) is equal to the scrapping condition (II.2.72) of the
previous profit-oriented model if and only if the Lagrange parameter 1(T)
equals the discounted nominal output price e-'('_op(#, given that prices
develop exponentially from the moment of investment on.

Dividing equation (II.2.99) by equation (II.2.100), we get, taking
account of the constancy of the discount rate r:

ge         =-J- e-P(72-71)#/ 10\-(P+1)
f  /_L)' t_LA' 1 -5                                    (L.2                   '

c=o (1 + r 1   1 +ty'
we+<

(II.2.103)

which implies that:
1

\ 1 -  we+ c              FFT

le  = (  8  Ip+1  <=o (ltrtftr4)4 -L (71-72) 0
eP+ 1

, (II.2.104)Le,e (1-63 _  9,  -
i.e., only the capital-labour ratio of new equipment can be varied (this
corresponds to the putty-clay characteristics, which imply that the capital
intensity only of the currently installed machines can be varied, inter alia,
as a function of current and future discounted wage rates).

To derive the reduced form equation for, say, the capacity-employment,
the production function constraint is rewritten, using equation (II.2.104)
with a future geometric development of nominal wages at rate 7rt (see the
exponential development in the previous model), as:

V

6.0 = Aele[(1 -6) e-7,0 L-
--

0'9 + ae-72* 4-p]  p

\P 1 -2

= Ael#LA.e  (1-8) e-7'pe -1- oe-7290  1. .8 *+i    p+1 x

CA    C \2 7-1
X I  I                1             )-0+

1
e-

(71-72) 8-   P

, (II.2.105)
\go (ltrtttrO '
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11tl AeA(0-1) ICi-O)e -7'p(8-1)LT.
-  1)  Ii.fi]-1   +*,0-1 +Be-hp(e

lt<

1   0                                      v71

-  -    AeA#[(1-6)e-"PeL;,petoe-Y2peIe-p]-p- ,1+t

r  0-1 i \8+1-3 C l )1 C 1 )0
-0+1:Kg+1100+11  I  1-1 1    Ls.st'-1 Lent'    1 Le+lie+1_ +Ls=0+ 1-„,\1+ 4/ (1 + 4)

'
Cl + 4/

-K,+190+1 IO+1+10+1<08+1-r  es    C  1 \0+1-3 XLS=B+1-m  ltt 

V

4  /1 eAS [(1 - 8) e-71Ps Li·Q -1- 6 e-72" Ii-p]-p  +

11
- A em[(1-J)e-np'Li,%+Je-YzpaIe-p]-3 +
1+g

10
- A exce+ 1) [(1 -b)e-7'pce+ 1) LW+B i.e+ i +8 e-72Pce+ 1)4--fi]-0     '
1+f

:                                                    (II.2.98)
it is seen that the cost minimizing first order conditions satisfy (using
(II.2.76-77)):

ff!    = Kege - vOA-5 e-'($+72)8 0 24(9+1) 6 1  /1 Y - 0
DI \I=le

(II.2.99)

:470 "*c U-Tbl -  '

861     *      /1 ): -2  -'(6+")' 7,9 X=  I Ke+Gw#+0 1-1- v(1-6)A  'e
aL |L-Le, e <=0 \1 + 43

Ye, e

x  42+1)   I  10+c (    1  -)C = O (II.2.100)
0=0 \1+t)

and the condition of labour cost absorption during the economic lifetime
of equipment, i.e.,

C l \* / 1 \8

Kew, 1-1   Le_A,e-A -1.1     11   08-A.,-8  - 0. (II.2.101)
\1 + 4/ -  Cl + f)
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so that, denoting the coefficient   1rt/(l + rt< + r<)   as    lr,   the    optimal
capacity-employment at period O k t can be written as:

1  A  1    tr

Le,0 - A-'e-'  010(1 - 8)3  e-" '0 + 3  x
/       \ -2-   t A  __L-il

x e-"Pe e-p'+ 1 (71-72)' (*)'+1 1 X 1,9 '+1-r . (II.2.106)
\C=O

Similarly, for the optimal gross investment rate when substituting for Le,0
in production function constraint (II.2.105) from (II.2.104):

1  _10 -1   -  r/i-Ap:h e-,1,0 e-,5 i·(71-71)0 x
4=A- .e  V   QL# w  LC  a  )

1  \-L / lit , _L          -11
x 1 5 j,+ 1 1  E   TE,)8+ 1  + e-"pe]p . (II.2.107)\ge/ \(=0

Transforming the optimal derived demand equations (II.2.106-107) into
natural logarithms, we get:

Into,0 = -llnA tlln(1-6)-A 8 +1lnG..0 + L tnxt.0
V p  V V  P

(II.2.108)
and

1            1           1       1               11nle = --lnA +- In 6 -- 8 + -lnG.,0 + -lnx2.0, (II.2.109)v p v v  p
with

/ \l ,  I _-2  / A \\ -2

xt.0:  =  e-"PO +     8    FFT e-[72 + F (7,-72)]Pe / 21,+1 1  I   1rc -P+11-A (Wel \C=o

(II.2.110)
and

1                                                         \ 1/  A        \P

X2•': =  1-8( FTT e-[71 +FfT (72-71)]P'CE,1,+1 C  I  *c/ P+1 + e-72,0.\ gj             \C= O
(II.2.111)

Equations (II.2.108-109) are the optimal factor employment equations,
expressing optimal capacity-employment and optimal gross investment

in a period 0 as a function of time, the expected demand for capacity-
output in period 8 and a composite 'variable', involving current factor
prices and future wage rates and the optimal economic lifetime.
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Hence, as was the case with the optimal factor employment equations
(II.2.92-93), (II.2.108-109) are not the true reduced form equations.
Moreover, from the high non-linearity of expressions (II.2.110-111), the
cost minimizing derived demand equations do not yield the clear-cut
separability which was hoped for, namely, the property that the influence
of relative prices and expected capacity-output can be represented by two
separate and relatively simple terms.

Simplifying matters by assuming that the technical progress par-
ameters  Yl  and  72 are equal  to each other  (at a value,  say, y),  the cost
minimizing factor employment equations (II.2.108-109) reduce to:

ln£,0,0 - - lnA tl ln(1-8) -  +7  0 + lnG.,0 +\V

_L i \ -p / \--2   7
t  1•[1+(i»" th'..1 th(,h)) p.' ] (II.2.112)\wel \

and

tnt. --: 1.,' + ;l.,-Bt,),t: l.('... +\V

+ "  ln[(1aa)FL(we)41 (, CA))46 +1] .
(II.2.113)/ \ge)

where h (nh) is a function of the optimal economic lifetime and is defined
as the  sum  of the linite geometric sequence  { 0,7rt, ir2, ..., 1#},  i.e.,  as:

"'     1-,t+1
h (A):  =   I    1rc = if  MI < 1

C=0 1-1r

lrIA+ 1-1 (II.2.114)
=             if  Ilrl > 1

7< -1

and simply as (01+ 1) in the improbable case that ir =  1.
Obviously, positive parameters representing imperfectness of the

competitive discounted cost minimizing behaviour of the productive
enterprise can be introduced into the price components of the last term
of (II.2.112-113); following the procedure in (II.2.74-75), this may be
done in a multiplicative way. Calling these parameters z3 and z  for
imperfections assigned respectively to the cost minimizing conditions for
capacity-employment and gross investment Gee also footnote 4D, the
still non-linear quantities between square brackets in the optimal derived
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demand equations (II.2.112-113) can be approximated by a Taylor's
series expansion about p=0 (i.e., the case of an ex ante Cobb-Douglas
production function), using logarithmic differentiation and setting:

r    / .1 \P -3-7

f(p): =ln  1 +  __a-_1FFI (fi.ge FT (h(/h)) '+1- =(1+Ylyzyj)1-3/ \,z3108
(II.2.115)

with

6 F*T / 6 )pji  1
yl:= - .> dyi = - ' -  ln <- |, (II.2.116)1-8 (1 -8/          (p + 1)2         \1 -3/

_L f \-Py2: - 2422 P+1.>dy2  (figer+1   1 ln<z*(Ze  (II.2.117)
Z3100 \Z 3 We, (p ..1)2        \Z3 We)

and
9 -p 1Yj: = (h(01))-P+1 I.* dyj - - (h(A)) P+1 In lh(,h)1 ;

 P   1)2
(II.2.118)

then,

<Z498\       6
- lit) in (1611 + Al· tz3wet - 113 in "(01)'f'(0) =

(1 +6)

=  _ 6 11    3   + 6 In <349 - 6 tn
lh(,h)1, (II.2.119)

\Z3 We/

so that Taylor's expansion off(p) about p=Ocan be written as:

f(p) = I f(k)(0)PR = p  -'31n(494_ a inlh(,h)1-,31Il(i-fa  +
k= 1         k!                  L       Cz3 wel

+ OUP' (II.2.120)

where  0 (p2) only involves terms of second and higher order  in p; these
terms quickly become complex since the derivatives are very laborious.

Hence, if the higher order terms can be neglected, the optimal factor
employment equations (II.2.112-113) may be approximately written
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as:

lnLe.9 . -llnA +  ln(1-6) -  +11  8 +1 ln Q-0,8 +V                   (V         V

+ 6 ln <zige  - a ln Ih(,h)1 - 6 111  1  5  (II.2.121)
\Z3 We/

and

Into - - llnA +1 ln(1-8)- -ty  Ot-ln 00,0 +
v        ,     

       d   j   
  J

+ (1- 8) In <El.EPI + (1-8)ln lh(,h)1- (1-6) 111  .l.5 . (II.2.122)
 Z499/

At this stage, it may be useful to state that the expressions for optimal
capacity-employment and gross investment corresponding to the profit-
oriented model (II.2.53-54) can be derived analogously to these of the
above cost minimizing model; however, the former equations contain the
optimal capacity-output 0, which is endogenous, instead of the exoge-
nously given expected capacity-output G in the cost minimizing factor
employment equations.

Indeed, from the ex post maximizing conditions (II.2.76-77) resulting
from the solution of model (II.2.53-54), the marginal rate of substitution
of the new capital stock to be installed for the labour input to be assigned
to this new equipment satisfies at the optimum (see (I.6.3)):

afl

A (s): = DI |I=,(s)  =  6  e-,(,2-7,)' f 1(s) )-(9+1)
El 1-8 ( 3>3
OL   L = L(S. S)

= Zig(s) 1-e-('+4-St)'h
(II.2.123)

Z 1 W (S) rtt-Al

so that only the future time path of the nominal wage rate involves
a difference with the discrete time expression (II.2.103) (note that
the positive parameters z3 and z  could already be introduced into
(II.2.103)).

Hence, the derivations proceed similarly to (II.2.104-107), so that, say,
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the optimal investment demand is found to be:

1(s)  -  A-te-*, 01.., 8 [(1-8);4
e -[71 + Fer(72-7,)]PS x

L< 6

 ziw<s) 3*r  1-e-('+A-.,)'9-T + e-"P' ,    (Il.2.124)(Z2 9 (S)/ , r+4-Tri 3
i.e., taking account of the continuous time formulation of (II.2.124) and
the discrete time formulation in (II.2.107), the net discounted profits
maximizing optimal investment demand (demand for capacity-employ-
ment) is similar to the cost minimizing optimal investment demand
(demand for capacity-employment); only capacity-output plays a different
role: it is the optimal supply for capacity-output, being endogenously
determined, jointly with 1, L and th, in the net discounted profits
maximizing model (see (II.2.89)) and the expected demand for capacity-
output, being exogenously given, in the cost minimizing model (see
(II.2.105)).

Consequently,  if the simplification stated (Yi - 72: =Y) and if the first
orderapproximation in (II.2.120) would be valid, the net discounted profits
maximizing factor employment equations are similar to (II.2.121-122),

1 -e-('+4-*1)1*with Q instead of Q and instead  of  h(th) as defined
rt 4 -iri

by (II.2.114). Note, however, that if the first order approximation would
be valid, degeneracy may emerge in the derived demand equations
(II.2.121-122), because,  then,  p.0  and the constant  term  (ln  (1 -3))/p
has either a very large negative value or a very large positive value
according to the small positive or negative value of substitution par-
ameter p. Hence, the 'quasi-reduced form system' may violate the simple
test of an ex ante Cobb-Douglas production function (note that the
transformation of (II.2.121-122) to differences of natural logarithms
implies that the substitutability between the factors of the underlying
production behaviour cannot even be tested at all). If p is (significantly)
different fromzero, thefirst order approximation involved in (II.2.121-122)
is not (very) accurate and statistical estimation would then be
very troublesome, if not impossible, because of the endogeneity of
the economic lifetime 01 in optimal factor employment equations as
(II.2.112-113).

This dichotomy may be the reason to base the desired demand for
gross investment on the ex post maximizing condition (II.2.76) alone;
raising both sides of (II.2.76)  to the power  - 1/(p+ 1) and rearranging
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terms, we get:
1

1(5) =  v,3(1-e-('+4-*0)5-IF  -P+1

+1 A-(p+1).ep+1 "     '  X
P       92_ d + 721 S

Z2(r+<-110) -1
P+V / , 1

AWB+-1)/g(s)\-FFT
X  W(S, S)      1 -1 (II.2.125)

\,P(S),/

Equations (II.2.124) and (II.2.125) may be called 'semi-equivalent': they
are both derived from the profit-oriented model (II.2.53-54) and they
both express the desired demand for gross investment at time s condi-
tional upon the (optimal) level of capacity-output at that time and upon
the value of the (optimaD economic lifetime; hence, equations (II.2.124)
and (II.2.125) express the desired conditional investment demand at
time s, the former equation derived however, from both ex post maxi-
mizing conditions (II.2.76-77) and the latter equation from (II.2.76) only;
the different inference of parameters and functions form the reason that
both equations are alternative expressions for a same quantity.
However, to summarize the above reasoning, expression (II.2.125) may

be preferred as the basis of optimal investment behaviour in a putty-clay
cEs-model because:
1. equation (II.2.125) possesses the attractive feature that all familiar

tests of the underlying ex ante production behaviour are possible
(no  degeneracy in either  case); for feasible values  for all parameters
and functions, it yields positive and finite values of the optimal gross
investment rate, and

2. equation (II.2.125) is log-linear in all time-dependent variables so that
it can conveniently be linearized without any (sometimes highly
improbable) simplifications and approximations.

In the following section, (II.2.125) (and also the first order approximation
to (II.2.124)) will be modified in such a way that an equation of the
demand for actual investment can be obtained.

2.2.3.  The transition to a real-type investment function

Denoting the expressions for the desired conditional investment demand
at time s a t i n (approximating) discrete time notation and transforming
to differences of natural logarithms, we get:

Dls = -IZE-  3 + 72  +   P+v   DOS·, - -L D
<221 (II.2.126)

ptl\v V(P + 1) ptl      CPJ
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from (II.2.125) and

Dls  =   -  3 + 7   +1  DO'. S -  (1 - 8)  D
1/91  (II.2.127

CV         V                      (W,1

from the simplified and linearly approximated version of equa-
tion (II.2.124) (see (II.2.122)); note that use has been made of the
property that A is constant over time and that DQ..s has to be substituted
for DGs,s in the case of cost minimizing behaviour.

The optimal investment demand equations (II.2.126-127) contain
a variable, viz., the capacity-output as. s (Gs.s), which is in general
difficult to be measured. Of course, if it can be measured, the dynamic
analysis of section 2.1.3 can be directly applied to (II.2.126-127). More-
over,  if the economy  is in balanced growth (i.e.,  if A = 72 = 0, 71 = B >0
and constant growth rates of the economic variables exist), the relation-
ship between optimal aggregate output and optimal capacity-output is
derived from (II.2.23):

/1-e-#+B+Am)
0. - Cs-*,s-* eca+B)* 1

1=  3,3 1-e-(g+B+4,8 \ 0+B+< 7 0+B+4 )'

(II.2.128)

with B being the assumed Harrod-neutral technical progress (equal
to 71)· In such a case, 0,,, can be expressed as being'proportional' to Os,
which is observable, so that the dynamic analysis of section 2.1.3 may
be  applied to (II.2.126) (with A=7 2 -0  and  v=  1;  see  (II.2.140-141)),
and not to (II.2.127) since 71 4 72 in balanced growth.

Suppose now that the economy is not in balanced growth. How can
Ow(Qw) be determined then? Since a decision regarding the optimal
(expected) level  of  QL,  can be considered as being a decision regarding
the optimal (expected) scale of production (at full utilization of existing
production capacity), 0„s (Q'.,) is principally determined by the develop-
ment of optimal (expected) aggregate output in the recent past and by the
expected rate of development of structural (i.e., long term) production.
The combined effect of these two developments is termed 'the optimal
expected rate of development ofproduction'. Hence, the optimal capacity-
output Os,, and-the expected capacity-output Q„s have similar develop-
ments (so that Qs.5 may be interpreted as being 'predetermined'). In this
respect, it is possible to distinguish two alternatives, which will be
indicated as:
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- the case of 'derived' optimal investment,
- the case of'pushing' optimal investment.
In the case of 'derived' optimal investment, i.e., the case of a 'static
entrepreneur' in Schumpeter's sense,48 the entrepreneur follows 'leading'
or 'pushing' optimal investment. The accent for the optimal expected
rate of development of production lies on recent change in optimal
(expected) output. In the case of 'pushing' investment, i.e., the case of
a 'dynamic entrepreneur', the entrepreneur bases his optimal expected
rate of output development more on the relative importance of his
optimal (expected) output with respect to his structural (i.e., long term
or equilibrium) output. Both cases are formalized below.

Alternative 1:  'derived' optimal investment
Optimal investment is called 'derived' if the production (optimally)
planned to be produced in period s with the help of the new vintage s of
capital goods is assumed to be related - in a multiplicative way - to:
- the structural or long term development of production of the firm

given by  Qi/Qz*_ 1 and
-  the development of optimal (expected) output in the previous period:

Qi- 1  <Q'-11
Qi-2 (Q.-2) 

as, for example,

C Q: )%, /03- 1 ,\011Q                                                           (II.2.129)
s·' =  Qi*-1j  <Qs-2/

with Zi and Qi being parameters establishing the relationship between
the optimal expected  rate of development of output and Q„,. Assuming
that the structural rate of output change, i.e., the long term rate of
growth of production, remains constant over time at a perunage B,
expression (II.2.129) can be written in differences of natural logarithms
as:

DOL, = 01 ADOS -1, (II.2.130)

for the optimal capacity-output and

DQ,.s=)*DO,-1 (II.2.131)

for the expected capacity-output.

48. See J. Schumpeter (1926), pp. 121-122.
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Alternative 2. 'pushing' optimal investment
Optimal investment is called 'pushing' if Os,s is assumed to be related - in
a multiplicative way - to:
-  the structural development of production and
-  the ratio between the previous levels of optimal (expected) output and

(long term) structural output of the firm, i.e.,

e...  -  (SY, (S,i... (II.2.132)
Ys- 1/ Vs- 1/

Since the rate of change of structural output is assumed to remain
constant over time, (II.2.132) can be expressed in differences of natural
logarithms as:

DOS.s= -02*+Or2DQ-s-1, (II.2.133)

where  Os,,  and  0,- 1  have  to  be replaced by 0„ s and  Q,_ 1  in the cost
minimizing model.

Substituting (II.2.130) and (II.2.133) respectively into the optimal
investment demand functions (II.2.126-127), we get:

Dia =-P     A + 7 1+0+V)Oll ADQ,-1 - _-L D(Q;\
ptl\v 3 v(Ptl) ptl       (Ps)

(II.2.134)
and

Di--      P 1 (pt v) 04# + (P+v)(2 DO.-1 -     D (21 1-+72 -
ptl v V (P + 1) v(P+1) ptl      (pa)

(II.2.135)
for the (preferred) equation  (II.2.126)  and

DI,-- 8+7 +51ADO,-1-(1-6)D 221 (II.2.136)
V            V                             CW,3

and

DI, = - 1+7 - Elf +32 DO,-1 - (1-6)D  21 (II.2.13D
V V V \WJ

for equation (II.2.127) (where   0,-1   in   (II.2.136-13D is substituted
by  0,-1  in the case of cost minimizing behaviour).

Taking account of (II.1.69-72), (II.1.73), (IL 1.75), (II. 1.77), (II.1.80-84)
and (II.2.134-13D, in which the moment for the decision of new invest-
ment  orders for optimal investment quantities in period s= , +C-O i s
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t- 0  ( (2 0)  and in which  the real aggregate output in period   t-0-1
differs from the optimal (expected) aggregate output in that period by
a stochastic (multiplicative) factor eEt-0-1 , the logarithmic change of
the investment demand realized in period t satisfies (see also (II. 1.93)):

P  /1   \DI: = - -1- +7 2 1    a(0)     02(0 +
ptl\v 1 0=0 C=O

(ptv)  alI   02(0    M
+ r=O

I a(O) ADQ:-0-1 -
v(p +1) 0=o

2 82(0 .
c=o

I  a(8)D zi  + irpl  ,a(0)D(1-a,_0) +
ptl e=o t-0/

+ B,  I  «(8) D (9,-ej + B,  I  «(8) D<&=4 -
0=o \P,-0/ 0=0 \P,-8/

(P+V)0(1 I 02(0 s
-   b(8)DI,-e - C=o I a(0)324-0-1,

e=l v(ptl) 8=0

(II.2.138)

when substituting 'derived' investment in expression (II.2.126) (see
(II.2.134)) and, also using price equations (II. 1.74-75):

DI, - - t y   E a (0) S 02(0 +5 1 I 02(0 I a (0) ADQ,-0-1 -0=0 C=O V <=0 0=0

(1-6) X v2(0   a(0)D<ge-  + 7:Bi I a(0)D(1-a,_0) +
C=O 8=0 \W, - 8/ 0=0

/G  \
+#2 I a(B)DI-L-elt B3   a(0)D <ZE-9 1 -

e=o \P,-0/ e=o Cpi-8/

-     b(0)DI,-8 - 6  E  02(0  I  a(e) 324 -0-19 (II.2.139)
e=1 V C=0 8=0

when substituting 'derived' investment in expression (II.2.127) (see
(II.2.136)).

As is clear from the desired investment demand expressions (II.2.135)
and (II.2.137), the case of 'pushing' investment implies that:
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1. the appropriate constant terms in (II.2.138-139) are respectively

-1--P--  1'.6  +  72\  +  (P +')  92 Bl    I     «(8)    i     v,(0        andLp + 1 (v ,11             v(p +  l)    1  0=0                 c= o

-11(2 +,111 + 'v']i ·c,) i '2(o ;
2.  the quasi-accelerators in previous production, ADQ,_o- 1, are replaced

by the usual rates of logarithmic change of previous production, i.e.,
by DQ,_e- 1, and, accordingly,

3. the stochastic error terms, occurring in the form of a second order
difference in (II.2.138-139), will occur as a simple first order differ-
ence, i.e., as 38,_0-1.

As already indicated in the previous section, it may be worth noting
again that expression (II.2.138) (and its analogue for 'pushing' invest-
ment), containing the real investment price and not the nominal wage
rate, is to be preferred.

Note also that if the optimal conditional investment demand (II.2.126)
were valid in a balanced growth economy, as defined in definition II.2.13,
the logarithmic change of the actual investment demand could be written,
using the same lag pattern as before, as:

DI, = (atyi) I a(0) 62 0-2(0 + lr#i I a(0) D(1 -a,_0) +
0=0 C=0 0=0

(II.2.140)

+ B,   I   a (0)  D»'1  +  #3   I   a (0) D  &=4 -   I   b (8) D,12t-0,
0-0 \ Pt-e) 0=0 \Pt-el 0-1

with (or+71) being the constant growth   rate of optimal investment,
oc being the growth rate of the labour supply and 71 being the rate of
Harrod-neutral technical progress. If only the optimal capacity-output
is  assumed  to  grow  at a constant  rate  (ort 71)  (with  v - 1, A = 72  = 0),
the relationship for the actual investment demand is derived from
(II.2.128) and the usual lag pattern as:

m

S El<  n In  \DI, = (outyl) E a(0) I 02(0 - (=0 I a(o)DiELT.2) 
e=0 4-0 ptl e=O \P,-9/

/G,- A+  Bl     a(8) D(1 -a,-0) t B 2    a(8) D I-1+
0=0 0-0 \Pt-0/

+ P,  I  «(8) D <Z -8'1 - s  t,(0) DIt-0, (II.2.141)
0-0 \Pt-0 e=l
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from which it is seen that, in comparison with (II.2.140), explicit use is
made of the development of relative investment prices and of the ex ante
substitution possibilities between new equipment and the relating
(capacity-) employment.

2.3. A NON-VINTAGE CES-INVESTMENT MODEL

Maximization of the expected profit function (II.0.21) implies as marginal
conditions:

BE (14)
1 =  ex°('-')  ao(mo + 1)  0;'O  x

BL |9,0..L=L. K-R.

x f123 e*(mo + 1,2,02 - e*'(*-'> a 1 (m 1 + 1) L™' = O, (II.3.1)

atz

DE(5)   = e"°(v-') ao(motl) 070 xDK |0-0.L=L„K-Z.

x  23 efc„,0+1)2,02 - e"1(*-') a2 (m24-1) Rr  - O. (II.3.2)

aK,

From production function (II.0.23), we obtain (see (II.2.76-77)):
2 _Apr

f23  =   v/)-r  A- '  e      '      (1-6)  L; c' +1 1
(II.3.3)

aLT =*
and

10+P P  _12 r

   =  voy- A-v e    ' 6.2;-(9+1). (II.3.4)

Substituting (II.3.3) into (II.3.1) and (II.3.4) into (II.3.2), we get:

ex°c'-') ao(mo+1) v(1-8) A-v e                               x' H"'0+1)1,02 -*T of5
+ mot l 

x 4 *+ 1)  = e*'(1-') a 1 (m 1 + 1) Irt = (ml + 1) li)1 (II.3.5)

and

e*°(*-') ao(mo + 1) vdA-5 ef ('"0+ 1)2,02 _ f T off + =0+ 1) R -(,+ 1)
= e=2(,-f) az (m2 + l) £=2=  (mu + l) 1*, (II.3.6)

so that the ex ante optimal quantities for labour and capital services are
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given by:
1        (5 + motl)

4 - (:' t'I  '(1-') A-fe,cm.+1,2.02 p.mo., 01'....1, x
Ap           (lro-zi)(r-t)

x e-v(P+mi+l) e P+mitl
(II.3.7)

and

1                          (    +    mo +  1)

12, - C::mm   1 ,OA-te.m.......I)-..,2.1
0, ,+m2+1 X

AP       r   CKO-x2)(r- f)
x e- v(P+mu+1) e P+"'2+1

(II.3.8)

respectively; the specifications (II.3.7-8) are conditional upon the level
of output.

The above optimal input demands are derived under the hypotheses
stated in section 2.0.3. Because of several imperfections in the (expected)
ex ante profit maximizing behaviour and possible differences between
anticipations and realizations, and because of the disadvantages belonging
to the 'quasi-reduced form' equations for 4 and 12, as also mentioned
in section 2.2.2 (certainly when prices are endogenous!), we assume that
the actual ex post investment demand can be derived from the optimal
conditional level (II.3.8) of capital services as follows:
1. A similar lag structure for real investment as in (II.1.69) and a lead

structure for investment orders as in (II. 1.71) are assumed.
2. A technical relationship between currently desired investment and

current and future optimal capital stock exists and is assumed to
follow a general rational distributed lead function:

00

4 =   11  (&, +*,0,(*). (II.3.9)
*=0

3. The optimal non-stochastic output develops exponentially from the
moment of the investment decision onwards, i.e., from (II.1.77):

0,+0+c-0 = 0,+0-0 e C (II.3.10)
Acknowledging the above assumptions, the equation for investment
realizations at period t becomes:

ao    ao Ir 7#G)

I, = Il  Il {l  II (12:+4+Q-er'(*)-      (1-a:_e)*#txe=o c=o LL*=0

/G,_A,2 /Z,-A,3101(0)
X (pz-,)  Cp-,) f

(II.3.11)
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in which, recognizing (II.3.8), (II.0.20) and (II.3.10), the optimal capital
stock variable is given  for  T  =  t t l# + C-e:

R.+0+ 0-0 = <ao(mo + 1) v6A - 5 ex"'O+lf,o: P+ 1+ 1  Q   . 11) x((12(1,12 + 1)

(S+ mo+ 1)-     4
v (p + mu +1) (,+4-(1) -

P+ i +1(,  -  go + *2  -0,- 01„0  - 0  C  e- P+M I+1 e:+4-e 49xe         e

(II.3.11

Note
If the (optimal) rental  rate at period  t t l# +C-0 is determined according
to an exponential development as:

i,+4+0-0 - e"2 4+4-0 50 ((>0), (II.3.13)

an expression similar to (II.3.11) is found for the real investment demand
(except that the product over C starts at C = 1), but the optimal quantity
of capital services at period  t+ 1// +C-0 is derived from the maximization
of the mathematical expectation of ex ante profits at period  t + 4 + A-0
(see (II.0.21)):

ECE,+*+C-e): = E(P,+0+<-e Q,+1'+C-e) - w,+0+0_0 Lt+0+C_e -

- lit+*+C-eK,+111,+4-8

=  eno Ca    A mo + 1 -*(mo +1)2602_Oxt+*+4-ee W:+0+0-04+0+C-O

- e*2 it+*-e K,+0+0-0. (II.3.14)
From the maximizing condition of (II.3.14) with respect to Kt+0+:-6
(see (II.3.2)) and from (II.3.4), we get:

e"° 4 ao(mo + 1) vaA -% e*(mo+ 1)2·02 - * ('+4+ (-0) of :+151) x
1>-(P+1)

X A:+0+(-0 = e'r2< it+*-9, (II.3.15)

49. Note the similarity between expressions (II.3.12) and (II. 1.78) where it is observed
that (II.0.20) is used in equation (II.3.12) for the relationship between optimal and
actual output at period t+9-8.

50. This price equation may imply imperfect competition at the moment of investment
decision   t t w-0, see footnote  40  on this topic.  The  wage rate equation  may  be
arbitrary;  the only restriction  is  that it should not depend on capital stock.
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so  that the optimal capital services at period  t+ 4 +4-0  (C 2 1) satisfy,
taking account of (II.3.10) and (II.0.20):

£,+0+C-9  =  ao(mo + l) voA- f e*(mo+1)2,02  +1    6 + mo+1)Q,+Al            x
4                1

x e- WFFIr(:+11'-8) 1- Fix4+111-0

6 + no+1)
><  e-p -i-(*-*0+*2-0  5-tmo-0)C -         P+1         4+4-0.  51

(II.3.16)

Using the same notational convention as for (II. 1.87) and (II.1.93), and
assuming that the distributed lead function (II.3.9) can be approximated
by a finite function of order k, we get for the demand for actualinvestment,
expressed in differences of natural logarithms:

(P

<I; + mo +1    I   132(C)    n                k
DIt = \ 1 4=0 I   a(e)   I    v3 (4) DQ,+4-0 -

ptmltl 8-0 *=0

m k
Ap I   a (O)   I   0-2 (0   I   83(111')

e=o ,=0 .=0     +
v(ptm2+1)

/G,-A+ Ir#i   a(8) D(1 -a,_e) + #2   a(0) DI-1+
0=0 8-0 CP,-8/

+ 03    a(0) D  Z,-f  _    b(8) DI,-0 -
0-0 \Pt-e/ 8=1

@ +  mo + 1 1   I    v,(0     .3 4=0 I a(0) E  03('P) AS, +4-8
p+mltl 0-0 *=0

(II.3.17)

51. If equation (II.1.73) is accepted for the output price, ao = 1 and mo = 0 in equa-
tion  (II.3.16)  and a price term pt +*_e occurs with exponent  1 /(p + 1).

Note also that (II.3.16) is not the true reduced form equation because of the
disadvantages involved in such an equation (see section 2.2.2) and the desired
comparability to (II.3.12) (see also the procedure followed in paragraph 2.1 and
footnote 50).
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for monopolistically competitive markets of output and investment
(price equations (II.0.17) and (II.0.19)), and:

8 +  mo + 1 j   I    v, CO     .
DI = ' ,   C= 1

62  (1(0)  I  v3(4) DQ,+0-0 -
P+1 0=o *=0

f e, co nC=1
I a(0)  I  03(0) Di,+0_e -

ptl e=o *=0

ip  I  «(0)  f  e,co  /  6(4)
8=0 C=1 ,=0     +

V (P + 1)

/G,-0\tgr#i   a(8)D(1-a,-e)t B2   a(0)01- I+
8=0 e=o \P,-0/

+ 0,  I  «(8) D <6=4 - I  1,(0) DI,-, -
0=o \P,-8/ e=1

¢ .  mo .,)  i  " CO    .
ptl 8=0 *=0

I  ace) I  03(1#) 218,+*-8
(II.3.18)

in the case of price equation (II.3.13).

The only basic difference between (II.3.17) and (II.3.18) is the inclusion
of the rental rate of capital in the latter equation (see also footnote 51).

2.4. A PETTY-PUTTY VES-INVESTMENT MODEL

Formulating (II.0.1-6), (II.0.10-13) and (II.0.24) as a discrete time
concave programming model as in section 2.1.2.1, the problem can be
stated as in (II. 1.13-14) subject to:

1 A 1-4

a .*·=ArperP (Dt_ S,_,Irr ets L.., +
1 1      1   1

+ Ab; e* V (p-1) (D3_,Sv_,Iz)3F ey2 8 - Q ,f = 0. (II.4.1)
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The optimizing conditions are found from (II.1.19) with Lagrangian
(II.1.18), where it is assumed that I„ 4,, and Q , are strictly positive.

Specifying the terms Zl and Z  as in (II. 1.20-21), and considering also:

looirr 1-OP

Z3:=Ar I Cap    I   4.,(1)3-,S,_,I,) ap e,"4.s (II.4.2)
.= f               S=-00

and 1   00 1,        1
Z4:=A33 (p-1) I eap    X 4,,(D _,Sr_,I,)'pe,2., (II.4.3)

r =t               S=-co

it can be verified that, according to the procedure in (II.1.27-28), the
partial derivatives of 73 and Z.: with respect to Ie are evaluated respect-

ively as:

€61    - 1-OpA 0(4+7,),1 '- 2 f: 1,+G.,(DiS:)1*Pe t ,1 '.c,0
DI |I=te    ap c=o

(II.4.5)

and

8141     = 1·46(P-1),(4+7')'1:ir I le.0,8(D SM)bpoip:    (II.4.6)
BI lii=to Op (=0

To summarize (II.1.24), (II.1.26) and (II.4.5-6), the optimality condition
for the gross investment rate in period 8 is written as (see (II. 1.29)):

02\ f       Tt

I|      = _("'2+ 1)#0· Ke - I Ke+Gu,+Ct'8+Cce+CLUSC +DI \I=le (=0

Ti + 1

+  I  Ke+cue+<(D SC- D -ls(-1)  +6=1

1 -4  1 r
+ 1-Q ,16 jal;+ ")0 1:.ipe  i  10+(,8(D£S F- ef'  Le+68 +

Op                  r=O

1     A

+1.4 (p-t)ed;+72)0 10  I  1,+49(D SC)3  e33c = O,      (II.4.7)
Op                      4.0

where Tt is the maximum (possible) lifetime of the capital goods.
Using the price-equations (II.0.11-12), the optimality conditions

for 4., and QI, are (see (II. 1.30-31)):

D61        = -4(1-u,) (mitl) 4+
aL| L-L...

1 A 1-62

+1 AFerp$(Dd_*s_*irre's=° (II.4.8)
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and

861
1       1-4

2(20IQo=Q  = - Kr(1-ur) (mot
1) A- 1,"Sap Ov.t    =  0.       (II.4.9)

Given assumptions a to e on pp. 56-57, the optimal Lagrange multipliers
satisfy (from (II.4.9)):

C 1 )0+C-,
4-1  1-4

le+G,0 x 10+0 =1-1 Op(mott) (1-u,) 00+C Oefl    Ti w    .
\1 + r)

(II.4.10)
Inserting (II.4.10) into (II.4.D, it can be observed that an explicit ana-
lytical solution for 4 (as a function of 00+4 and £0+Le) cannot be
derived unless   (1 - bp)/bp takes very simple values   as, for example,
0,1,2,3,4, or *, 1, *; in other cases,  only a numerical approximation
remains. Moreover, the stationarity condition (II.4.7) contains the
variable Le+Le, which, for increasing (, are the labour inputs to be
assigned, now and in the future, to currently acquired machines. Needless
to say, this is a variable which is not only difficult to observe but hardly
possible for an entrepreneur to predict when the production technology
is putty-putty.

Therefore, the optimal investment is found from substitution of (II.4.10)
into the optimizing condition (II.4.8), taking  T =0+C and s -8, i.e., for
all t 6 1)S T:
--

IS = 1 (bp(mo+l) 491 A3 -I (4 1-94 Q  e- (A,;1.-ICS) (Dd-S-D-1Ti C    mit l (A,
(II.4.11)

so that the optimal conditional current investment rate is positively
dependent upon current and future wage rates. Fiscal policy variables
do not occur in expression (II.4.11) (neither do the capital augmenting
technical progress rate 72 and the investment price); this indicates the
loss involved when substituting the multiplier (II.4.10) into the optimizing
equation  (II.4.8) and solving  for ts, instead of solving  (II.4.7).   On  the
contrary, the influence of the optimal (future) wage rate is clearly involved
in (II.4.11).52

Considering (II. 1.37-38) and assuming that the optimal aggregate

52. Since prices are endogenous, no attempt has been made to derive reduced form
equations as performed in section 2.2.2; therefore, the optimal conditional invest-
ment demand is based on one maximizing condition only (see also paragraphs 2.1
and 2.3).
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labour is forecasted to grow exponentially at a constant rate 0, we get
from substitution of price-equations (II.0.11-12) into (II.4.11) for
s -t t< -0   (period   (t-0) is assumed to be the decision period) and
T - St°=tt<-0+6 (see also (II.1.78)):

1
\  ap1   /Al ap (mo + 1)   ap-14+C-0 =-                      X

Tl \        m i t l        /

XI/ex,(C+6) al  tm.9 emal(C+a)\T.  A      .0(0+0) x
Ce*°(C + I, ao 07.90 e*mo(4+ a))

let-e v

xe- (Ace) (:+'-"e(- I-:64 + 0,
1

- ·t (A" It':I'IN;  a.)'3'4 *  G::F: -1     x
6p

xe                  xI(Zo -1-0 11 +0 10 + 7149-1  +0-  1-4 ] 4

(1+71 OP)
xeFe-,ri-o„„1+0mo)3;9-1+0+1,- 1-:5 Ilae-  1-4 '('-0) (II.4.12)

Manipulating lag and lead operators as in (II.1.80-84) and assuming
deviations between realized and optimal output and labour input as in:

L,_e = 14-8 eE,·'-e  and  Q,-0 - Q,-0 eel.,-8 , (II.4.13)

where  81, t-0  and  E2, t-e are random disturbances  with zero expectation,
constant variance and zero intertemporal covariance, the logarithmic
demand for actual investment at period t is derived as (see also (II. 1.85)):

tn  I.  =  -32-  ln  <A33  Jp(mo+l)  ao         a(0)        02 (0   
6p-1 / ap-1 /8=0 6-0\Tl ap ("11+1) al'

+mi-82  I  02(0  I  a(0) InL,-0 +
1-dp c-O e=o

 modp+bp-1  I  02(0  I  a(0) lnQ,-8 +
69-1 (=0 8=0
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+ (7t0-7rt-0(mi c  71) 10___1LI-1   I    a (0)   I    (4(0  +I        . 81'Op-1 1- apje=o (=0

1 1
+  (lrO -7rt - Gemt +  mo 

-- -+0+D-- la I a(0 I 02(0 -
Jp-1 1-JPJ 8-0 4=0

(A+Ylop) A (A+YIJA
1   a (0)  f   02(Ot 1 f viCI i Ga(G) +

1-Jp ,=o A=O 1-Jp C=o e=o

+ 1rpt  I  a(0) ln(1-a,-8) + B2  I  a(0) ln  -1-2   +
0=0 ... C-''

+ #3  I «(8) tn (&=4 -  I  b(B) 1n 4-0 -
0=0 \P,-8/ 0=l

- mioe f. 02(<)   a(8)61.,-0 - moop+Op-1 I 02(0 I a(8)82,1-0·
1-Op Fo e=o Bp-1 4=0 8-0

(II.4.14)
Taking differences of (II.4.14) for changing t, the logarithmic change in
the demand for gross investment is expressed as:

DI, = 522  I   2(0    a(8) DL,-8 +
1-Jp <=o 8=o

  mobp+Jp-1   02(0   0(0) DQ -0 -
ap-1 (=0 e=o

_(,1+713/') I a(o)I 02(4)+ ir#1  I a(0)D(1-a,_e) +
1-Op e=o C=O 8=0

+  B,   I    a (8)  D  <64-e 1+  B,    I    a (8)  D (&=4 -
8=0 \Pt-0,1 e=o \A-0

miop :- I  bCO) DI,-8 - -  1.  02(0 E  a(0) 381,:-0 -
e=l 1 - Jp Fo 8=o

modp + ap- 1     m1 02(0 I a(0) 382 ,:-0, (lI.4.15)
Op-1 (=0 0=0

from which it is seen that the (lagged) demand for labour and the Harrod-
neutral technical progress rate 71 are involved in the equation for the
relative changes of actual investment demand.
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Note
In the case of the exponential price-system (II.1.73-75), it is directly
verified (see also (II. 1.88-90) and (II.4.8-12)) that the optimal condi-
tional investment demand at period  t+ < -8  (C >0) is derived  as:

8p

t..,-0 - *(At; ap)iff-1· )1-ap 0.-ee[
(,rl-lro -71) ri:, +0- T#apl c x

[(•, --) Tifp + 0 + ' - 1-6;] 'e- (AII'll:P) (t-e)x e                                            '         (II.4.16)
or with a similar intertemporal structure of investment as above, the
realized investment at period t should satisfy:

ap A -  (w,-8)              -DIt =- 2.  v2(6)  S  a(0) LII-1+  I  v2(0     a(0) DQ,_0-1-Jp Fo e=o \P,-8/ &=1 8=0

(A+Ylap) A
L  a(0) I  02(0 + lr#t  I  a(8) D(1 -a,_0) +

1-32 0=o <=1 8=o

+ B'   i    a (8)  D (Gej +  4,   i    a (0  D » -e=o CA-e) 8=0 Pt-e/

-    b(0) DI,_9 - I  132(0 I  a(8) A£2 , t-8, (II.4.17)
e=l (=1 0=0

so that, comparing (II.4.15) and (II.4.17), it strikes that no previous
(aggregate) labour forces and corresponding error terms occur in the
latter equation; instead, the lagged real wage rate is involved, which
varies positively with gross investment.

2.5. A PUTTY-CLAY VES-INVESTMENT MODEL

Considering the ex ante vES-production function of arbitrary degree
v>0 from (II.0.24) and (II.2.1):
F [L(s, s), I(s),  s]  =  Aels (I(s))'(1 -ap)  [eY" L(s, s) + (p- 1) en, I(s)]v,p,

(II.5.1)

the ex post maximizing conditions (II.2.74-75) can be written as:

ff I        = v(1 -ap) 2(32) +
viI,=ic,)           1(s)
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              vap (p - 1)  0 (s, s) e72 s

[e'" L(s, s) + (p - 1) e72 s 1(s)]

g(s) /  rtt-xo )
(II.5.2)=12-1

p(s) \1-e-#+4-*°)"t/'
and

ffI                       vapo-(s,s) ey"
BL |L=Rs. s) - [e't S £(s, s) + (p - 1) e'2 ' 1(s)]

u,(s) (1-e-c'+4-=1)'R\1 r-1 0-7ro
(II.5.3)= zi PCs) (1-e-('+1-zo)'hy' r-1-4-lri '

where 0 (S, S) stands for the desired capacity-output at time s, which is
related  to the optimal quantities  L (s, s) and 1 (s)  as:

0 (s, s) = F[£(s, s), 1 (s), s], (II.5.4)

and where A stands for the (optimal) economic lifetime.

In the putty-clay CES-investment model, the maximizing condition
corresponding to (II.5.2) (i.e., (II.2.76)) has been preferred as a basis for
the optimal conditional demand for gross investment (see (II.2.125)).
However, as also indicated in the previous paragraph, (II.5.2) contains
strong non-linearities in the optimal factor employments so that a great
deal of the attractiveness of (II.2.76) does not exist for (II.5.2). Moreover,
since prices are assumed to be given in this putty-clay model, it is pref-
erable not to lose any information by deriving the optimal conditional
investment demand from the labour productivity condition (II.5.3) alone
(as has been done with the monopolistically competitive putty-putty model
in the previous paragraph; see also footnote 52). Instead, the optimal
conditional investment demand is derived as given in (II.2.123-124).

Consider, therefore, the optimal marginal rate of substitution of new
equipment for corresponding capacity-employment from (I.6.3) and
(II.5.2-3):

ffI

113(3):=- <(1£(s,
s)) -  aI If-,(S)

dl (s)    )0(s. i) constant  -afl I
a L 1 L = U ' ., )

= (1 - dp) [e 71 s f.(s, s) + (p- 1) e'2: 1(s)] e-71' + (p- 1) e(72-71) S
apICA

= Zl (S) ( rtt-74 )
(II.5.5)

Zi w(s) (1-e-('+L-*')m'/'
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or

1 (0                                    -[e'" £(s, s) + (p - 1) 072 s 1(s)]

-               /1-e-('+<-st),8,1         -Z l  W(S)  11- OP \ r+4-14 1 e-y,s

dP   _zi(1-A e(72-7,)# 10(s) i 1 +  Z2  9 (s)-
'1-e-(r+4-*1),A,
\ rtt-Al  /

(II.5.6)

Since the expression [ev' 3 £(s, s) + (p - 1) e72,1 (s)] occurs in production
function F, (II.5.6) can be written from (II.5.1) and (II.5.4) as:

1 A 1 -ap

1(S) [A;33  eTS (1 (s))ap]

/1-e-('+ 4-*1,8,
A;6  1 - ap Z i   W (S)  l         r+ < -7 T i   e-yis- Y(.,S)

aP                              /1-e-('+4-*1)'AlZi(1-p)
e#2-7,}su,(s)l 1

+ ZZ  g (S)-
rtf-Ai  1

(II.5.7)

so that solving for the desired gross investment rate iCs) yields,

1  /1 - Op'\ap                   1

1(s)  = A-'  -1    (0(s, s))'  xbp )

/1-e-('+4-*1)'h\ -Op

Zi W(S) < r+4-:Cl   e- (&+  t ap),X
/1-e-(r+ 4-*1) 8,

_Zi(1 -P) ec72-71)8 U,(s)   1 + 22  g (S)-
r+<-1Ti  /

(II.5.8)

which shows similarity to (II.2.124).
Expressing (II.5.8) in differences of natural logarithms in (approximate)

discrete time notation and taking account of the property that th is
a constant:

DA = -  + ylop  +  DO-&,s+OpDws-OPDIz(1-p) e(71-71)tvs+z20,1,53
(II.5.9)

where DO-s,, has to be substituted for DOS.s in the case of cost minimizing

53. The non-linear    term    inl (1 -p) zws e('2-71'St zug.1    can be approximated    by    a
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behaviour and the parameter z is given by:

/1-e-(r+A-n),h)
Z: = Zl I

(II.5.12)< r+4-1rt  Y| 
As in section 2.2.3, D0„s (DQ„s) in (II.5.9) can be expressed by the
alternative explanation of'derived' and 'pushing' investments. Substitut-
ing (II.2.130) and (II.2.133) respectively into (II.5.9) and taking account
of the time-structure of the investment process as specified in sections 2.1.3
and 2.2.3, where it is assumed, using Taylor's approximation (II.5.10),
that not only 71 - 72 (see paragraph 2.2) but also that factor prices are
similarly predicted in decision period t-8 (i.e., 1rl - ar2 in  (II. 1.74-75)),
we get for the logarithmic change of the demand for actual investment:

DI, -  -  8 +7,8P  I  «(0) I  02(0 +51  I  02(0  I  «(0) ADQ,-0-1 +
CV )8=0 (=0 V &=0 0=o

+ Op  I  12(0  I  a(0) Dw,-8-OP  I  02(0  I  a(8) Dg,-0 +
4=0 8=0 C=0 8=0

+ 8p(p- 1) z  I 02(0 I a(0)3 <EL=,  + ap(P- 1)2zz I 02(Ox
220=0 e=o Cg,_0/  21  C=o

x I a(8) A <5-ze 2 + 7T/11  I  a(0) D(1-a,_0) +e=o \g,-0/ e=o

Taylor's series expansion about p=l (Cobb-Douglas case) as follows:

f (P): =
1
111(1 -p)  Zw,  e#2 -7,) s  -1-  22 OSI

=ln(z2gs)  1- (p-1) zE, e(72-71)5 
Z29s

=  ln(z2 gs) + I n    1- (p-1) -fEL e(72-7,),  
Z2gs

= In(z203 - (P-1) 35 e(72-7,). _
Z298

*  _ 1)2 i .2£212 e2(72-71)3 - ···, (II.5.10)
\Z2 gs/

where terms of order greater than two may be neglected if:

0 <  I (p - 1)
-ZEi

e(72-„)S   <
1 (II.5.11)

Z293

(necessary condition).
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/G,_el
+  A  I    a (11)  D l-It#,   I    a (0)  D (&-0'1-8=0 Pt-e/ 0=0 \Pt-el

-    b(e) DI,-0 -6 I 132(0 I a(8)A 24-8-1 (II.5.13)
8=l V <=0 0=0

in the case of 'derived' investment, and:

FiDI,   = -1  -  (1 + 012 M)  +  Y l 8p-    I    a (8)    I    52(0  +
Lv 10-0 4=0

CX 2 * + - L 02(0  62 a(8) DQ,_0-1+JP I 02(0 I a(0) Dw,-0 -
V (=0 e=o 4=0 0=0

m m
- Op  I  132(0     a(0) Dg,_gtop(p- 1)-f-  I  12(0  I  a(8)di 5-e l +

C=0 8=0 12 4=0 0=0 \g,-0/

,2 2 m /   /2+Opo'-1  z  I 02(<) I a(0)315=el  t,r#i I a(8)D(1-a:_e) +
2 Z2 4=0 8=0 \g:-0/ e=0

+ P, I «(8)D  '  t  ,3 S «(8)D(&-»e  - I 1,(8)DI,_, -8=0 3 8=0 \A-0/ 0=l

02 &   , n- - 2, 02(0 I a(G) 84-9- 1 (II.5.14)
V <=0 0=0

in the case of'pushing' investment. 54

54. Obviously, if approximation (II.5.10) were not valid, the sum of the fourth, fifth
and sixth terms in (II.5.13-14) should be replaced by the non-linear term in factor
prices:

- 6p I 02(0 I a(0) D 1(1 -p) zw,-8 e('2-71) 0-0) + z2 9,-0|
C=O 0=0

or, alternatively, the sum of the fifth and sixth terms in (II.5.13-14) should be
replaced by:

-Op I  2(0 I a(8)D  1 -(p-1) EEL-e e(72-71)(1-0)   
C=O 8-0 22gve

provided that the non-linear term between absolute signs is predicted to develop
at some arbitrary exponential  rate from decision period t-0 onwards (the restric-
tions xt = 22 and  yl = 72 mentioned above imply constancy  of the non-linear
term  from  t-0  on).   Note,   also,   that  if the entrepreneurial predictions of factor
prices   can be approximated by their realized values, the variables   g,_e   and
w: _,/g:_,  involved in (II.5.13-14)  can be replaced  by  g,+0_,  and   w,+C-,/g,+C-,
(then, only yi = 72)•
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Comparing equation (II.5.13) with equation (II.2.139), it is remarked
that the substitutability behaviour can still be analysed from the VES-
equation (the substitutability parameter does not appear in (II.2.139)).
Moreover, second and higher order terms are not difficult to compute
for the vES-investment model and can easily be included in the final
equation for the demand of gross investment (this was not possible for
the CES-investment equation (II.2.139)); however, (II.5.13) (and (II.5.14))
implies that the technical progress parameters Yl and 72 and the factor
price growth rates Al and n2 are equal to each other while (II.2.139) only
implies that the technical progress parameters Yl and 72 are equal
(see also footnote 54).

2.6. A NON-VINTAGE VES-INVESTMENT MODEL

Maximizing expected profits (II.0.21) subject to the ex ante optimal

production function (II.0.25), yields the following necessary ex ante profit

maximizing conditions:

201 = VOp(lr -e(41-*o) cr-,) al (mt t l) t ''      e    &(mo + 1)2 a02

2£*      [4 + (p - 1).2,] ao (,110 + 1) 07° (II.6.1)

and

20                                   0              Vbp (p - 1) 0,r - v(1-dP) -2 +3.2,                          KT      [LT + (p- 1) RJ

= e                          e                        (II.6.2)(%2_*0) (r_,) (12(,112 + 1) •R r'
2

-*(motl ,  '02

ao (mo + 1) 0,
mO

Since optimal capital services Ii, are involved in (II.6.2) in an additive,
non-linear way, 12, cannot be derived as an explicit function of the other
(optimal) variables. Deriving the optimal conditional capital stock from
the marginal product of labour (II.6.1) as,

12 - vopao(mo+l) efc"'0+1)2"02070+ 1 -at (mitl) Itt+ 1  UI.6.3)
t (p- 1)  al (mitl)  4"1

we see that, although optimal capital services are expressed as an explicit
function of the other variables, the numerator of (II.6.3) involves a
difference between multiplicative functions. Aiming at an expression
being log-linear in the variables (for the sake of operational estimation
of the derived investment demand equation based on (II.6.3)), we follow
an approach which is similar to that used in paragraphs 2.1 and 2.4
(see also footnote 52).
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Hence, we have to maximize the Lagrangian (from (II.0.21) and
(II.0.25)):

9 · = elt°(T-t) aoormo+1 e*(mo+1)2(702 - enict-:) al·  1+1 -r.

- e-44) a2Km2+ 1 +

1 A 1-4 1 A 11
+  1, [Aa;  eap V K,FL, + A e;37;* (p- 1)  KF  -  Qf] ,

(II.6.4)

with   respect   to   Lr,   K,   and Qr. Differentiating the above Lagrange
function with respect to L, and equating to zero, we get:

DIe \ 1 A 1-4

--21 = -ex'<'-nal(miti)Lm,+1 RYp epr 27F = 0
DL| L=LI

(II.6.5)

where the optimal Lagrange parameter 1, is found by partially differentiat-
ing the Lagrangian with respect to the output and equating to zero, i.e.,

vapmo + vap - 1

1,  =  vapao(mo + l) ex°(r-') e*(mo+1)2,02 0,       vop        .                 (II.6.6)

Inserting (II.6.6) into (II.6.5), the optimal conditional demand for capital
services at time ·r satisfies:

8p

£* =  vapao(motl) e*(m°+1)2,02 *=T ARe--11
 --1) 01      '(op -1)         X

vapmo+vap-1

ai (mitl)
apmi         h         Jp(El -fo) (r- f)

x II-apev(3;FTY +
1-4                                 (II.6.7)

According to the assumptions put forward in paragraph 2.4 (the expo-
nential developments of optimal aggregate output and labour input at
rates 0 and oc and the relationships (II.4.13) between actual and desired
quantities, see also (II.0.20)) and applying a similar lag structure as in
paragraph 2.3 (inclusive (II.3.9)), the actual investment demand satisfies:

DI: =  Vop"10+vap- 1,\1 I  02(0 X a(8) I  03(0) 00+0-9 +v (Jp - 1) ) A=o 0=0 *=o

Opm m
+       1  F  132(0 I a(0) I  03(1#) DL,+0_0 -

1 -Op Fo e=o *=0

k

A   I   a (0)   I   02(0   63   03 (Il/)
8=0 4=0 *=0

+ n#t   a (0)  D (1  -a,_e)  +
v (1- Jp) 0=0
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/G,_9\                                                                       , -A+ #2 I  a(0) D I-l t#3   a(0) D  - 1-8=0 \Pt-e) 8=0 \A-O/

- I b(#) DI,_, _  '8pm,+vop-11 X v,(0 I «(8) x8=1 v (Jp-1)   / C=o 8-0

k
Jpm.     .T.><  I  03(Il/) 38,+0-0 -       1  1  02(0 I  a(0) x

*=O 1-Jp r=o 8=0

k

X  I 03(1/0 381.,+0-9. (II.6.8)
*=0

The principal difference between (II.6.8) and (II.3.17) is the occurrence
of the labour force  in the vES-investment model;   this term disappears,
however, in the case of perfect competition in the labour market (mt = 0)·

Note
Using exponential developments of the (optimal) ex ante wage rate and
the (optimal) ex ante rental rate, as in (II.1.74) and (II.3.13), the expres-
sion for the expected ex ante profits can be written from (II.3.14) as:

E(7:,+0+(_0): = ex° C ao Q-Tf;1Q-0 e*(mo+1)2"02-

- e 'cw,+*_,I,+*+C-O- e** it+*_,Kt+*+C-0,

(II.6.9)

where it is assumed that the equation for the output price isgivenby(II.0.17)
(see footnotes 50 and 51). The maximizing conditions of (II.6.9) are given
by (II.6.1-2) for r -t + 4 + (-0 (< 2 1), where the price equations (II.1.74)
and (II.3.13) have to be used.

Substituting (II.6.1) into (II.6.2) for  T= t+4 +C-8 giVeS:

v(1-ap)
 0+0+0-8

-1-  (p -  1)  ec"'-"°) 4 10£+*-8 X

1+*+C-e ao(mo+1) 0704+ -0

x e-*(mO+1)2, 02

= e(g2-Zo) C it+*-8 (II.6.10)e - *(mo + 1 12 00,

ao(,no+1) OR*+G-e
or

0,+,+c-8 enc i,+0_et (1-p) e':1 c w,+0-0  e-*(.0+1)2,e

R,+4+Cle v(1-Jp) e*°< ao(motl) 0,7,+c-e (II.6.11)
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so that the optimal conditional level of demand for capital services at
period t+4+C-8 amounts to:

K              v(1-6p) e"Or ao(motl) OR;lc-0 e*(mo +1)2 a02

t+*+C-0 =
en< 4+4-8 + (1 -p) e#' C

W,+4-8

(II.6.12)

Again applying the lag structure of the ex post model in paragraph 2.3
and the Taylor's series expansion of tn I (1 -p) extow,+ 0 -0 + e"29,+ 4-el
about p=1 (see (II.5.10)), the logarithmic change of the actual invest-
ment demand at period t satisfies, provided that the predicted growth rates
of the factor prices are equal (7rl =  2) (see also footnote 54):

k

DI, = (motl) I  02(0 52  a(8) I  83(111') DQ,+0-0 -
C=1 8=0 *=0

k

- I  02(0 I  a(0)  I  03(4) Di,+0-0 +
C=1 e=0 *=0

+ (p-1) 11  0,(0  I  «(8)  i  53(1') A (:'.'-') +C=1 0=0 *=0 \ 4+4-0/

   p-1 2    02(0    a(0     e,( ) "Put'.-0 12 +
2 4=1 8=0 *=0 \4+4-e)

/G,_ A
+ ir#1  X  a(8) D(1 -a,_e) +B i  I  a(8) D i -  +0=o 8=0 \P,-0

+ B,  E  «(8) D ( '-ej- I  b(#) DI,-, -
e=o \ t-8/ 0=1

k

-(motl) I 02(0 I (1(0 I  03(0) 34+0-8. (II.6.13)
&=1 0=0 *=0

Comparing (II.6.13) and (II.3.18), it can be seen that the non-vintage
vEs-model does not involve a constant term in the finalinvestment demand
but implies various terms in rental and wage rates. If, moreover, equa-
tion (II.1.73) is accepted for the output price, we find from substitution
of (II.1.73) into the expected ex ante profits  (II.0.21)  for  T =t t 4 +C-8

(the   period   t + 4 - 0   is the decision period)   that the final investment
demand equation contains a variable DP,+*-e (also with mo = 0).
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2.7. AN ADJUSTMENT COST MODEL FOR THE INVESTMENT
DEMAND

Problem (II.0.27-30) can be solved by utilizing theorem C.20 and
corollary C.31 of appendix C. Since the state function K and the control
functions L, I and Q are assumed to be non-negative, the Lagrange
function belonging to the above problem is defined as:

£(t;Q,L, I,  K,11,  12,  13,  14,  15,  16):
tT      

=   lim  I       {e-f, 40) de Ip(r) 9(T)- w(r) L(1)- aICT)- b (1(1))2] +
T",0.1,

+  li (r)[I(T)-  K(T)- Ir(T)] +  12 (T)[17(L(r),K(T))-Q(r)]+
+ 13(1)K(t) + 14(*r) L (T) + 15(T) I (r) + 16(1) Q (T), (II.7.1)

where 11 (T) is the discounted 'shadow asset price of capital', representing
the discounted value of all future investments in cash flow associated
with an increment in investment at time T, 4 (T) is the discounted shadow
price of output  at time  T and  13,  14,  15  and  16 are other adjoint functions.

If the Lagrangian (II.7.1) is strictly concave in  {K, L, I,  Q}, the unique
maximum of 92 corresponds to the constrained unique maximum of the
objective functional (II.0.27) or, alternatively, to the unique maximum
of the 'extended' Hamiltonian, defined for all T z t as:

i:  - e- firce) de [p(r)Q(T)- 10(Q)L(·r)- al(r)- b(ICT))2] +

+ 11(.c) [I(·r) -rK(«It 12(T) [17(L(T),K(T)) - Q(T)] +
+ 13(T) K (r) + 14(T) L (T) + 15(T) I(T) + 16(r) Q (T). (II.7.2)

According to theorem C.20 and corollary C.31, sufficient conditions for
a unique maximum of a strict concave jf are given by the following
equations, assuming that there is no (initial) dependency between prices

and quantities in the product and labour markets: 55

ji (1)       f 
  =   _ < 1(T) + 12 (r) -1 + 13(r),  (II.7.3)

afl

DK   I K= R(r) aK I K=R(T)

55. A sufficient condition for the strict concavity of the Hamiltonian (II.7.2), and,
hence, of the Lagrangian (II.7.1),is that the adjustment cost function (II.0.30) is
strictly convex  in  I (i.e., shows increasing marginal costs  or  b> 0) and/or  that  the
production function in (II.0.29) is strictly concave in L and K. Note that if the
Hamiltonian is not strictly concave, conditions (II.7.3-9) are necessary for a maxi-
mum of X Gee appendix C).
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Fil         = -e-•*'(8)deto('r)+12(1)L  + 14(T)  = O,
r

DL   |L= L(r) aL I L= L(*)
(II.7.4)

41      = -e-£40)a [a+2 bt(r)]+11(1)+15(r)=0, (II.7.5)
DI  1=1(,)

8.;fl -  e- f,rCe) de po) - 12(T) + 16(T)  = 0, (II.7.6)
ag  I Q= 0(,)

12(T) [F(L(T), 12(T)) - 0(1)] = 0, (II.7.7)

13(T) R (T) = 0, 14(T) £(r) = O, 15(T) 1(T) = 0, 16(T) 0 (r) = 0,(II.7.8)

R#) 20, LU) 2 0, 1(T) 2 0, QU) 2 0
 I(r) 2 0, 12(1) 2 0, 13(  J& 0, 14  2 0, 15(T) 2 0, 16(T) 2 0 

(II.7.9)

and

lim  11 (T) 2(T) - O. (II.7.10)
T -+ 00

Since the nominal price of output is positive everywhere, it is seen from
the combination of (II.7.9) and (II.7.6) that the optimal discounted shadow
price of output 12 (r)  is  also  positive.  Thus,  from  the  complementary
slackness condition (II.7.7), 0(r) is the optimal capacity-output, which
is also strictly positive. Hence, combining (II.7.3-5), the complementary
slackness (II.7.8) and the non-negativity conditions (II.7.9) it is found
that, at the optimum, the state and control functions take strictly positive
values, i.e., for all T 2 t:

 3(T) - 14(T) - 15(1) = 16(T) = 0. (II.7.11)

Consequently, from the differential equality (II.7.6), the optimal dis-
counted shadow price of output is equal to the nominal price of output,
discounted back to the initial point of time t at the instantaneous rate
of discount r, or:

 2(T) =e-£'(0)d, Ph). (II.7.12)

Deftning the optimal  discounted shadow  asset price  of capital 11(3)  ast

11 (r):   =  e- f: ,(8) de 1(1), (II.7.13)
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where  1 (T)  is the optimal current shadow asset (or acquisition) price  of
capital (stock), the optimal discounted loss that would be incurred if the
acquisition of a unit of capital (stock) were postponed for a short time
amounts, from the Euler-Lagrange condition (II.7.3), to:

I. ./

- 11(T)  -  r(T) e- Jerce) de  1(T) - e- J,rce) de 1(T)

-  < e- fi'(0) de  1(T) -1- e- firce, de p(T) El
DKIK=Ac,), (II.7.14)

so that the optimal current 'gains' 1(r) (i.e., the optimal rate at which
a unit of capital is appreciating) satisfy:

)(T) = [r(T) + 4] 1(1) - p(T) FK[L(T), 12(·r)], (II.7.15)

with FI[L(T), R (T)] equal to the marginal product of capital, evaluated
at the optimum. 56

Moreover, taking account of (II.7.11-13) and the differential equal-
ities (II.7.4-5) with respect to the decision variables, it can be seen that
the optimal marginal product of labour satisfies:

FL(liCT), 12(T))  =  ), (II.7.16)

which is the familiar marginal productivity condition under perfect
competition, and that the optimal current shadow asset price of capital
equals the optimal marginal adjustment cost:

1(T)=at 2bJ(T). (II.7.17)

Since the optimal current shadow asset price of capital can be interpreted
as the value of acquisition (or installation) of one unit of capital goods,
it can be viewed as being the optimal marginal return on investment.
Hence, it appears from (II.7.17) that, at the optimum, the demand price
of investment equals the supply price of investment, which is outlined in
the following diagram:

56. Note also that the transversality condition (II.7.10) requires that the terminal
condition on the optimal discounted shadow asset price of capital is such that, for
example, for a constant optimal current shadow asset price /(r) = /, a constant
rate of growth of optimal capital stock and a constant subjective rate of discount
r > 0, the latter being equal  to  the  long term steady state interest  rate, this interest
rate must exceed the rate of growth of optimal capital stock.
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Fig. II.7.18
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Rewriting the optimal current gains from (II.7.lD as:

1(T) = 2bj (T), (II.7.19)

we get from the equality between (II.7.15) and (II.7.19), taking account
of (II.7.17), for the optimal change of the gross investment rate at time
r(b>0):

p(T) FK[£(r),£(1)] - a[r(r)+4]
i(T) = [r(T) + 4] 1 (T) - 2b

(II.7.20)

Since production function F is assumed to be homogeneous of first
degree, the marginal productivity conditions are of zero degree, i.e.,
using (II.7.16):

DF /£(r)\ W(·r)- = FL[£(T), 12(T)] = fL 10'-. 1 --, (II.7.21)
DL                                                        CLU) 3 P(T)

or, denoting the inverse transformation, the optimal capital-labour ratio
satisfies:

R (T)  -   f-1 (10(T)  (II.7.22)
£('r)        - L     < (T)/

Hence, the differential equation (II.7.20) can be written as:

/.2 (T)\P(*r) fK I...1-a [r(T) + 4 1
i(T) = [r(T) + 4] 1('r) - \Ll'r)/

2b
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p(T)  T  ph) - a [r(T) + 4]= [r(T) + f] 1(T)
2b

- [r (T) + 4] 1 (T) - A (r), (II.7.23)

with the function 9 defined as:

IW(T)1 1-,- 1 /w(T))1
9 4-1: - fx LJL   1 -,1 (II.7.24)

l p (r)J \p(T)/

and A (r) being the second part of the right hand side of (II.7.23).
The differential equation (II.7.23) can be easily solved as follows:

i. the homogeneous part:

dICE, - [r(r) + f] 1(r)  = 0. (II.7.25)dT

Putting 1(T) = u(T)v(T) and [r(T)+4] = 9(T), we get:
tivt Ul)-0(UV = 0, Or (ti -0(U)V + Ul) = 0;

then 11 - du/dz - au, or grouping terms, integrating indefinitely for u and
over the region (To, T) for the time-index (where  To  is a fixed point  of
time) and taking antilogs:

u ('C)  =  cl  ef.0 <(8, de ,

with ci being a positive integration constant originating from integration
over the indefinite region of u.
Also, ut) = 0, or v = c2, i.e.,

I.

 (T) =  UD  =  (3 eJ.0 a(8) de, (II.7.26)

with the arbitrary constant c3 defined as the product between cl and c2 ·

ii. the inhomogeneous equation (II.7.23):
dl(11-' - 0:(T) /(T) + A(T) = 0 (II.7.27)
dT

with

J(T)  =  c3(T) ef:ox<e) de. (II.7.28)
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Substituting (II.7.28) into (II.7.27):

 3 (T)  ef:or,(8) de     P  T)  03 (T)  C :oa(B) de  -  0((T)  (3 (T)  ef:o a(e) de  -1.

+  AM)=0,
or

..

23 (T)  = - A (r) e- 1.0 40) de,     i.e.,

/ r                              .i
(3  T   -   - | A (C)  e- J.0 (II.7.29)9(0) de dc + 04,

J to

where c  is an arbitrary integration constant, originating from the
integration  over the indefinite region  of c3 · Hence, the general solution
to the inhomogeneous differential equation (II.7.27) can be written
from (II.7.28) and (II.7.29) as:

"            r r                ir
2 (r)   =    -e   .0 2(0) de A(0 e- J.0 a(e) de  d( + c4  ef:o aCe)

de (II.7.30)
j %O

so that:

1(To) = C4 = Io.

Equation (II.7.30) can be written as:

1(·r)  =   -ef:0<(8) de    T   /1(C)  e- f.oace) ded(-1-Io  ef:0)(e) de
j ro

=         ef.0 Gce) de . 0  A (0  ef:0 ((0) de dC  + Io ef'.O ace) de

r.:a

-  *    /1(C) efc ,(0) de d(+Io  e- ·| .00(8,
de. (II.7.31)

Since an infinite time-horizon is assumed in this adjustment cost invest-
ment model, the specific solution which maximizes the Hamiltonian
(II.7.2), given optimal K= R (T), L= L (T) and Q= 0 (T), is:

rT
1(1)  =    lim    I      A (0  efc [r(81 +4]ded(, (II.7.32)

T- I J,
which expresses the dependency of the current gross investment rate on
the entire future time-paths of wage rates, output prices and interest
rates.

However nice, equation (II.7.32) is difficult to handle from an eco-
nometric point of view. Therefore, the special case of constant prices
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over time is considered; (II.7.32) then becomes, taking account of
(II.7.23-24)  and  of the property  that  (r +0>0:

[wl

py' 1-2 - a(rt<)       fr
1(T)  -             l

PJ lim   I      ec'+0 ('-i)  dE
2b            T=00 JT

11)pg 1-1-„(,to
l PJ = I* (II.7.33)
2 b(r+A)

so that, under constant prices, the optimal gross investment rate at each
point of time is equal to the stationary value (II.7.33).

According to (A.2.3), (II.7.21) can be written for constant prices as:

fL (f< 1= fL[£(T)] = f [£(r)] - £(r) f '[£(r)] - w, (II.7.34)
CL Or)/                                                                                                 p

with £(T) equal to the optimal capital-labour ratio at time T. Also,
from (A.2.4):

FL[L(T), 12(T)] = fl[£(T)] = f"[£(r)]. (II.7.35)

Since, moreover, the derivative of the inverse functionf/ 1
liolpl satisfies,

from (II.7.34):

[f,-1 CE)1'  -          1
1

-                                          (II.7.36)L     Cp/_1    fL[£(r)] - - £(1) f"[£(T)] '
we can evaluate the partial derivative of the function 9 with respect to
the wage rate from (II.7.24), using (II.7.35-36) and the chain rule
theorem: S 7

2-t = f.k[£(1)] Ff-' CE)1' _-<f  =_-ACE)< 0, (II.7.37)aw              [     (p,] 8•, pk(€)

so that from the combination of (II.7.33) and (II.7.3D it can be verified
that, under constant prices, there exists an inverse relationship between
the wage rate and the optimal rate of gross investment. This involves
a difference with the vintage vES-investment models outlined in sections 2.4
and 2.5 (see (II.4.11) and (II.5.9); see also CES-model (II.2.127)). Similarly,

57.  See  O. L. Mangasarian,  op. cit., Appendix  D,  p.  202.
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from (II.7.33):

al*- - " 1 1 < 0, (II.7.38)
84          2 b(r + 4)2

so that there also exists an inverse relationship between the depreciation
rate and the optimal rate of gross investment. 58
Finally, from (II.7.3D:

0,  w L«) (II.7.39)-= > 0,ap   pl K«)

so that it can be seen from (II.7.33) that the output price and the optimal
gross investment rate move in the same direction.

Note:   Application   of  an   adjustment   cost   model   to   a   Leontief  production
technology
The   maximization of (II.0.27) with constant   r> 0 under conditions
(II.0.28), (II.0.30) and (II.0.31) is equivalent to:

nax  V(t; K, 1):  =  Tlfl f 0-4,-0 [7 1>(r) - Ef)1 K(,) - aI(·r) - b(I(,))21 dr,
(II.7.40)

subject to the exponential depreciation rule (II.0.28), the initial condition
K(t) = K: and the non-negativity conditions I(T) 2 0 and K(T) 2 O for
all TE[t, 00).

The sole control variable in this problem is I(T) (implying that the
labour input is relatively superfluous), and the state variable is K(T).

The  Hamiltonian  to be maximized  is  for each  T > t:

"f: - e-'(T-,)1> [p(,) - E;T)] K(,) -a,(,) - b(IC,))211+

   11(1)  [ICT) -  K(T)] +  12(T) K(T) +  13(1) I(T), (II.7.41)

where the discounted shadow asset price of capital 11 (r) is related to the
current shadow asset price l(T) as in (II.7.13); l(T) represents the marginal
contribution to the current nominal cash flow due to a unit increase of
the capital stock. Since the Hamiltonian is strictly concave in I(T)  (b > 0)

58. Obviously, the same can be said with regard to the discount rate r.
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and K(T), the following set of sufficient conditions for the constrained
maximum of (II.0.27) is provided by theorem C.20 and corollary
C.31:

a. -d[1(r) e-'c'-')] =  - rl(T) e-,cr-') -1- i(r)e-'(T-')dr

0Jf|

liK I K= R(*)

-e-'...,11,[p«) -wi*] - 1«, 4 -1,(43
(II.7.42)

i.e., the optimal current gains that would be realized if the acquisition
of a unit of capital stock were not postponed for a (short) time satisfy,
assuming that the optimal stock is strictly positive (12 (T) = 0):

*(I)  =  (r+ 01(T) - y Ip(T) - --F. 1.
(II.7.43)w (r 1

ajelb.-1 =e-'(*-,  [-a -2bl(T) + 1(T)] = 0, (II.7.44)
aI    I I = I(,)

or

1 (r)   -   1(r)  -
a

(II.7.45)
2b

C. k(T)  = icr) - t.t (r)  = fg   (II.7.46)
0/11/1=4(r)

d.12(T)> 0, 1(r)> 0,1(T) 2 0, R(t) =K,.

e. lim 1(T) e-«T-,) 12(T) = 0,  lim 1(T) e-,(T-') = 0
T -0 00 T-+ 00

since r>0. (II.7.47)

Rewriting (II.7.46) from (II.7.45) as:

£(r)      - - - - 4/(r), (II.7.48)1(T)   a

2b  2b
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the system can be summarized from (II.7.43) and (II.7.48) as:

-RM-  --4  1--R(,)-
-

__a
2b              2b

wool (II.7.49)
ler)                O       r+t 1#) -7  POr)--

-    - - --   B

so   that  for  the  long run equilibrium,   k (T) = 0  and  j (T)  -0  (then  also
p(T) and w(T) remain constant), the equilibrium demand for and the
shadow asset price of capital stock can be computed as:
---

1--1 -     a

2 b      2b

1*   0 r+t   y p-w/1
- - -    - - (  Bl

-1 1   a
--    -

--

4  2bt(r+4)      2b (II.7.50)

0 1  / w)
-              rt4-    -  J lip--BJ-

i.e., the long run optimal capital stock equals:

K.-,(„:)  a (11.7.51)
2 b A (r +6)        2 b<

and its long run optimal shadow asset price is

1.-,(,-0, (II.7.52)r+4

which corroborates the neoclassical hypothesis of equality between the
marginal return and the marginal cost of net capital investment. The
characteristic roots involved by the matrix in (II.7.49) are respectively - 4
and (r+0, which imply a saddle  point.

The adjustment process is pictured in the following figure:
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Fig. II.7.53.   The phase diagran:59
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It is clear from the above figure that the saddle point (K*, l*) is essentially
unstable,60 so that one has to choose a particular price and an initial
condition   such   that  the . optimal point is reached (which  can   only
be performed on the line 1(T) = 0).

Finally, it can be seen from (II.7.46) and (II.7.51) that the long run
demand for gross investment yields:

,(,-7)-a
r = Ttt (II.7.55)

2b    '

which can be compared with the expression (II.7.33), where the term
A

59. Fig. lI.7.53 is to be understood as follows: the equations A-(r) = 0 and /(r) = 0 are
A

derived from (Il.7.49), from which it can be seen that the equation K(T) = 0 implies
the line:

1(r)  =  a+2 b A R (t) (II.7.54)
and that /(r) = 0 implies equation (II.7.52).

A A

The region above the line AT) = 0 is the region where, /(r) > 0 (increase of /(T) = /(r)),
and the region below  1(r) = 0 is the region where /(T) <0 (decrease  of /(T) = /(r));
the same can be said regarding 2(T) = 0.

60. It should be noted that a saddle point is always unstable. See G. Birkhoff and
G. C. Rota (1969), pp 132-133.
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9(w/p)   represents  7(1 - w/p#).   It  can   also   be  verified  that an inverse
relationship exists between the wage rate and the long term rate of gross
investment. The same can be said with regard to the depreciation rate
and the interest rate.

The analytic derivation of an industry-level investment function, under
the hypothesis that the distribution of the parameters (y, B) of each firm
over the industry is characterized by a convolution of two Pareto prob-
ability distributions, is deferred to the next chapter.

2.8. CONCLUSION

In this chapter, the consequences of producing with a heterogeneous
capital stock on optimal non-myopic and actual myopic micro-investment
behaviour have been explored and a comparison has been made between
this and the investment of producers producing with perfectly malleable
capital goods. External market conditions have also been introduced.

The micro-investment models considered can be distinguished according
to three main properties:
a. the character of the production technology, be it either 'vintage' or

'non-vintage';
b.   the type of the underlying production function,  be it either CES  Or VES;
c. the market form of the markets for input and output, be it either

monopoly or perfect competition (or any intermediate form).

On the basis of these properties optimal solutions for the desired invest-
ment demand were established and a uniform intertemporal structure
of the investment process was imposed on each expression for the desired
gross investment rate. Hence, the equations (II.1.87), (II.1.93), (II.2.138),
(II.2.139), (II.3.17), (II.3.18), (II.4.15), (II.4.17), (II.5.13), (II.5.14),
(II.6.8) and (II.6.13) for actual investment demand were derived; all
these equations differ in specification.

Comparing them, the following statements can be made:

1. The equations for actual investment demand are not very sensitive
to the kind of entrepreneurial objective, be it either profit maximizing
or cost minimizing (see discussion in paragraph 2.2); the inclusion of tax
deductions in the specification of the objective functional, however,
generally permits a detailed analysis about the impact of tax and deprecia-
tion allowances on investment.
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2. The consequences of governmental fiscal policy can be conveniently
measured in the pUtty-pUtty CES-models only; different depreciation
policies (geometric, linear,   ...)  can   also be tested via (II. 1.43)   (see
chapter 4).

3. The lagged and/or unlagged values of the fiscal policy variable
(1 -u)/O have, by their definition as the non-taxed part of previous and/or
current profit incomes, a positive influence on the gross investment rate
(see (II.1.87) and (II. 1.93)).

4. Changes in the output rate generally have a positive influence on
changes  in the gross investment  rate 61;  note  that the putty-clay models
imply that there is at least a one period lag in the output rate variable.

5. The difference between the 'derived' putty-clay and the 'pushing'
putty-clay investment functions is mainly characterized by the occurrence
ofa quasi-accelerator ofprevious output in the former type of equations. 61

6. The (relative) prices of the production factors play a role only if
exponential price equations  as in (II.1.73-75) are  used;  on the contrary,
if there exists monopolistic competition in the markets according to
price-equations as in (II.0.11-13), the whole 'market-impact' is absorbed
by the quantities of the inputs themselves.

7.  In particular, the use of (autonomous) exponential price equations in

61. A negative influence can only occur in the putty-clay cEs-model (II.2.138)  if
- 1 <p< - v<0 (decreasing returns to scale)  and  in the non-vintage CEs-models

(II.3.17-18) if -1<p<-v (mot 1)<0.
Note that the accelerator principle, saying that (optimal) investment demand is

an increasing function of the changes in the level of output, is generally rejected if
the market for output is clearing, i.e., if the output which the firm plans to supply
can in fact be sold. Then, output is essentially endogenous and is interpreted as
a decision variable (see section 2.2.2). However, H. I. Grossman (1972) has shown
that if the output market is non-clearing in the sense that there exists excess supply
of output, sales should be viewed as a datum, even in a profit maximizing context.
Thus, the investment demand will become a function of the level of output which
is able to be sold (sales is some feasible output in a production multifunction).
Note also the considerable disadvantages involved in the quasi-reduced form
equations (II.2.92-93)  and (II.2.106-107), which are derived under market-clearing
conditions, and the similarity between the determination of optimal and expected
capacity-output in section 2.2.3. The essence of the income-investment quasi-
accelerator, involved in (II.2.138) and (II.5.13), is that the relative changes of
investment demand are dependent upon the rate of change of the relative changes
of output (which can be sold).
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the CES- and VES-mOdels instead of monopolistic price equations has as
its principal consequences that the demand nature of the investment
equation is verified by the negative influence of the relative changes of
(real) investment prices or rental rates on the relative changes of actual
gross investment and by the positive influence of the relative (real) wage
rate changes on the relative investment growth. 62

8.  The VES-prOduction models imply that the (relative) changes of labour
force are positively related to the (relative) changes of gross investment;
in the case of perfectly competitive labour markets, there is no direct
influence of the aggregate labour force on the gross investment rate
(mi = 0 in (II.4.15) and (II.6.8)).

9. Comparing vEs-investment function (II.5.13) and the corresponding
cEs-investment function (II.2.139), it can be seen that the VES-model shows
better properties than the CES-model since, inter alia, the substitutability
behaviour can also be derived from the former equation. 63

10. The autonomous investment growth, measured by the constant term,
is almost everywhere negative (or zero),64 although it may have a different
content from model to model; in general, it contains the Hicks-neutral
and the Solow-neutral technical progress parameters in the CES-models
and the Hicks-neutral and the Harrod-neutral technical progress para-
meters in the VES-models.

The above-mentioned investment functions imply that capital is acquired
without any adjustment costs. If an adjustment cost model as treated in
paragraph 2.7 is accepted, it follows from investment functions (II.7.33)
and (II.7.55) that there exist inverse relationships between wages, depre-
ciation and interest rates on the one hand and the (equilibrium) rate of

62. See, however, the possible negative influence of odd order terms for 3 5-9
Kt-9

in  (II.5.13-14)  and  for 3  51*2 in (II.6.13);   see  also the adjustment cost invest-
it+44

ment model (II.7.33).
63. Note, however, the strong restriction on the predicted growth rates of the factor

prices involved in equation (II.5.13) (i.e., xt = tr2), but see also a possible relaxation
of this hypothesis mentioned in footnote 54.

64. Only if the substitution parameter p is negative can the constant term be positive
in the cES-investment models (II. 1.84,(II. 1.93), (II.2.138), aI.2.139), (II.3.l D
and (II.3.18). See, however, footnote 44 for the reason why p is generally non-
negative.
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gross investment on the other. Output prices are positively connected
with the (equilibrium) gross investment rate.

In the following chapter the aggregation of micro-relationships to macro-
relationships for an industrial sector or a whole (country-level) economy
will be investigated. Obviously, if one were interested in entrepreneurial
investment behaviour only, the demand equations for actual investment
derived in this chapter could be directly estimated econometrically for
individual firms (or plants). Since I want to test the above investment
analysis on macro-economic data, the aggregation problem has to be
analysed first.
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3. The aggregation problem:
the utilization of micro-relationships
for macro-data

The investment functions in the previous chapter were derived under
alternative entrepreneurial goals and technical production structures.
Since the goals and the production structures were of a micro-economic
nature, the resulting equations of the demand for investment were also
micro-economic.

The question which must now be put is whether or not it is possible
to utilize these equations in explaining macro-economic (or sectoral)
investment. In other words, can they be directly estimated from macro-
data  without any 'aggregation error' being involved ?

The purpose of this chapter is to define conditions for aggregation and
to select those investment equations having no or minimum aggregation
bias. This will be done in both a deterministic and a stochastic way.
To construct a formal analysis of the problem, the concept offunctional
separability should first be clarified.

The plan of this chapter is thus as follows. In the first section functional
separability is studied; in the second section the deterministic aggregation
problem is discussed, and in the third section the aggregation bias for
this type of aggregation is treated. In the fourth section elements of
stochastic aggregation are investigated, while in the final section conclu-
sions regarding the investment functions retained are put forward.

3.1. FUNCTIONAL SEPARABILITY

In this section, necessary and sufficient conditions for the grouping of
variables into one function (e.g., into an investment function) are given
for three concepts of separability, viz..
a. strong separability,   b. weak separability, c. Pearce separability. 1

1.  See  I. F. Pearce  (1961)  and  S. M. Goldman  and H. Uzawa (1964). Especially  the
last article was an illuminating reference for the separability concepts, treated in
this section.
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Letfbe a three times continuously differentiable and real valued function
of a finite number of n variables, denoted by the set

N:  =  {1,2,3,..., n} or
y: =f<xl, X2,••.,x,i)=f(x) with.fe (3 and KERn. (III. 1.1)

Any grouping of the n variables can be conveniently described by a
partition of the set N into a class of m disjoint and exhaustive subsets

{Art, N2' - .' Nm}' denoted by the vectors:

XC 1 ) ,   X(2) ,    .  .  . ,   X(m).

Note that

N = Nlu N•lu Nau ...uNmwith N,nNs-0 for rt s.

Definition III.1.2

The function f is called strongly separable with respect to the partition
{Nt,  N2'    - . ' Nm}  if the ratio  of the first partial derivatives with respect
to two variables xi and xj, i andj being from different subsets N, and N„
does notdependupon the variables with subindices outside N, and N„ i.e.,

f (x) is strongly separable, if:

au·lfi)' = Ofor all  i €N„ jENs and k¢N,u N,(rts),
Dxk                  and    all xeR" where fj(x) 0 0.

Definition  III.1.3

The  function f is called weakly separable with respect  to the pattition
{Ni, N2 p  ' N™} if the ratio of the first partial derivatives with respect
to the variables  x,  and  xj,  i  and j belonging  to  the same subset N„ is
independent of the variables with indices outside N„ i.e.,
f(x) is weakly separable, if:

9(fi/fj) - O for all i, j€N, and k0N„ and all xeR"
Dxk for which fj(X)960.

Definition  III.1.4

The function f is called Pearce separable with respect to the partition
{Nt, N2, • • ·, Arm} if the ratio between the partial derivatives with respect
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to the variables xi and xj, i andjfrom the same subset N„ is independent
of all variables with indices different from  i and A  i.e.,

f(x) is Pearce separable, if:

0(Jilfi) = 0 for all  i, JEN, and  k t i, j,  and all  x G R"
Dxk                    for  which fj (x)  96 0.

Conditions for the specification of tbe function f; which are necessary
and sufficient for it to be strongly separable, weakly separable or Pearce

separable will be derived in the form of two theorems and one corollary
to these theorems.

It will be assumed that:

1. each indifference surface {xlf(x) = constant} is connected for all
constants;

2.  the complementary set Ec of a closed exception set E, defined as.

E = {xeR"13i€{1,2 ,2,..., n}  with fi (X)
= 0} (III.1.5)

is connected 2.
3.  in the case of strong separability, the limit:

f··(x)
(III.1.6)lim        9

' iEN„ je Ns(,r t s) and xe E 

x-:,0   fix) fj(x)
exists for any limit point x' of the set Ec.

Theorem III.1.7

The function f is strongly separable with respect to the partition
{Ni, N2' - .' Nm} of N: = {1,2,..., n} with m 2 3 i f and only if

f (x) = f (x<1: x(2; ..., x(m,) takes the form:

f(x) -  G[Fl (21,)+F2(x(2))+... +F"'(xcm,)1 = G(u) (III.1.8)

where G is a continuous and increasing function of one variable u, and
for each r, F' is a function of the subvector X(,j alone.

proof

Suficiency
If f takes the form given in (III.1.8), then for V ie N,  and V j e Ns (r  96  s),

2. This condition is always satisfied iff is specified as a utility or a production function
with positive partial derivatives everywhere.
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we  obtain,  when fj 960 and putting

u=Fl (x(19+F2(X(29+...+F'"(x(m)):

aflaxi = IL - dGCu)ldu· Bulxv'  - BF'lax\'1
(III.1.9)aflaxj fj dG(u)ldu· aul# aF'laxcf'

which  is  independent  of any xk, k*N,u N,(r + s).
Hence, f is strongly separable.

Necessity
Suppose that f is strongly separable with respect to the partition
i"Ni, N2,  -•, N„A of N.
Then by working out the partial derivative in definition III.1.2, we get:

fifik-fjjk = 0 for all ieN„ jeN, and  k EN:
(rts; ttr,s), (III.1.10)

or multiplying (III.1.10) by fk:

fjfkfik =fifkfjk (III.1.11)
so that taking account of the symmetry of the second order partial
derivatives: fj  = fk, CH. A. Schwarz), the following sequence of equalities
can be noted for ViGN„ VjeN, and Vk€Nt (rts; t#r, s):

  = fik  - fkj  = 111- (III.1.12)fifk fifk fjfk fifi'
where it is remarked that the subsets N„ N, and N, are chosen arbitrarily,
so that the sets N, and N, can be interchanged without any loss of
generality (this explains the last equality in (III.1.12)).

Hence, there exists a function a of xeEC satisfying:

fij = ctf,fj VieN„\IjeN, (III.1.13)
Vx EEC to be continued to its closure Ec on the basis

of the existence of lim  &L (see (III.1.6)).
z=le fifi

Since f6C3, the function  oe  is  differentiable  in  E:
Differentiating (III.1.13) with respect to xk, and applying (III.1.13):

fi jk = Otkfif j+Cl(fikfj+Lf jk)
= 0:Jifj + 02ft.,4.6 + 0(2ft.fjfk
- C(JJj+202fifjfk, (III.1.14)
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i.e.,

58 = _:6lk   - 20(2, (III.1.15)
A    fifjfk

for V ieN„ V je Ns andY kEN, (r t s, t t r, s).
As the sets N- Ns and N, arechosen arbitrarily, it follows from (III.1.15)

that there exists a function A such that:

6 - 1(x) for j - 1,2,..., n and Vx€Ec. (III.1.16)
fi

Since it is assumed that each indifference surface is connected, 01 is a
transformation off; i.e., there exists a continuous function 0 such that:

De(x) = 0(f (x)) for Vx€EC. (III.1.17)

The  statement in (III. 1.17)  can be made clear as follows:
Take x(·r) (0 6 r 5 1) to be a continuously differentiable path such that:
x(0) - xo,  x(1) - xi and f (xer)) =f (x )  for all 0 6 r S 1  (connected
indifference surface).3
Then:

.t [f(x(r))] =  I  fj(x(r)) - =0 for all O S T#S t        (III.1.18)dx,(4
dT           j=l         dr

and since from (III.1.16):
01, (x(·r)) =A(x('r) )fj(x(r))  01= 1,2,...,n,  0 5 1 51) (III.1.19)

we get, multiplying (111.1.18) by A(x(·r)) and taking account of (III.1.19):

A(x (r))   I   fj(x(T)) dxif:Q=    I   g,(x(T)) flitfr)  = .d  IG(x(r))]= 0 0
jil         dr    j-1         dt    dr

(III.1.20)

Hence,  ae (x (r)) remains constant for O S T S t,s o  that  a  can be written
as a (continuous) transformation off (verification of (III.1.17)).

Define now a monotonously increasing function 9 of one variable u
as:4

'F(u):= 1 U e-f'.00(.)d.(iv. (III.1.21)
3 UO

3.  If the path from xo to xi contains points of E, then a should be continued on E in
a differentiable way. Since in each interior point of E, A j= 0 for i and j from
different subsets, there are no problems if the path completely belongs to the
interior of E.

4.  See  P. A. Samuelson  (1945),  p.  178,  for an outline  of such a procedure.
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Then,  according to Leibniz's  rule for the differentiation of integrals 5

9'(u) = e-flo(.)di (III.1.22)
and

9"(U) = -e-f:00(w)dwib(U). (III.1.23)
Hence, for all u:

T" (U) + 9'(U) 0 (U) = 0. (III.1.24)
If B is a function defined as:

000: = T (f(x)), (III.1.25)
then:

n    _ 0(P'(f) f)
Pij - = T„(f)£fj+T'(nfu, (III.1.26)

axj

so that substitution of (III.1.13) and (III. 1.11 into (III.1.26), taking
(III.1.24) into account, yields:

1111 = w"(f)fifj+W'(f),ifj - 9„(f)fJ1+9'(f)$(j)fdj
=fjj(F"(f)+ F,(f)0(f)) = 0 (III.1.27)

for VieN„ Yj€Ns (r t s) and Y xeEC.
Therefore, the function # must take the form:

#(x) =F l (X 1))+F2(X 2))+...+ F (X(m)), (III.1.28)
where  for  all  r - 1,2,..., m, F'  is a function of subvector xw alone.
From (III.1.25) and the positivity of the derivative (III.1.22), we get

f(x)=  9- 1 (4(x)):  = 6 01(x)), (III.1.29)
with G monotonously increasing  as a consequence of (III.1.21)  so  that
it is concluded that iffis strongly separable, it can be written in the form
given in (III. 1.8). A

Theorem III.1.30

The function f is weakly separable with respect to the partition
{Ni, N2' . . ; Nm}  of N: = {1,2,...,n} with m 2 3 i f and only if

f(x) = f (01), 02),..., X("')) takes the form:

f (x)  =  H[Fl (x(1)), F2(X 2))'...,F (X m))], (III.1.31)

5. See footnote 6 in chapter 2, p. 38.
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where H is a function of m variables and for each r, F' is a function of
the subvector xe alone.

Proof

Sulliciency
Ifftakes the form (III. 1.31), then for V i,jeN,and  for  fl 96 0:

SH DF'

D f 10 x t  = It - Q f 18,4,   = 'EP .8 29)  = 0 F l 0 x\4 (III.1.32)Bf loxi   fj   Of 18xP     DF'   DFIDxcl)
OF 04)

which is independent of any Xk(k*N,). Hence, f is weakly separable
according to definition III.1.3.

Necessity
lf f is weakly  separable  with  respect  to  the  partition  {Nt, N2,   - . ' Nm}
of N, then  the  continuous  partial  derivative.ft (x) (ieN,) can be written,
according to definition III.1.3, as:

f = y'(x) zi'(xcrD = 1,1 z" (III.1.33)

where y' stands for the partial derivativeft and depends on all components
of xEEc, and z" stands for the ratio Lift, which depends only on com-
ponents of :r(').

Since l is an arbitrary index belonging to N, (but different from i),
we may conveniently drop it in (III.1.33) for reasons of simplicity in
notation.

If (III.1.33) is partially differentiated with respect to xjUEN,),we have:

fu = 7 jz'+74. (III.1.34)

Since fe (3 the integrability condition: 6

fiUjk- fkj)+ fj(fki- fu)+ fk<fij- fib -0 (III.1.35)

is satisfied for all i, j, keN„so that, substituting (III.1.33) and (III.1.34)
into (III.1.35), we get:

Yzi(ykZ  + yz - yj Zk - YZD + YZJ(yizk tyz -YkZ, - 7Zl) +

+Yzk(yjzityzj- yiz'-yzi) - O (III.1.36)

6. See P.A. Samuelson (1950), pp. 379-381 and H. Wold (1943), pM 109-116.
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i.e.,

Zi(Z -ZD+Zj(Zi-Z )+Zk(z -ZD =0 (III.1.37)

for  all  i, j,  k€ N,.

Since the integrability condition (III.1.37) is valid for any triplet
(i,j, k) EN„ we know from the theory of Pfaffian partial differential
equations 7 that condition (III.1.37) is necessary and sufficient  for  the
existence  of  an  integrating factor, say  W , and  a potential function, say  F',
both dependent on the complete subvector X(r), such that the following
relationship exists between the functions z' and the elements of the
gradient vector of the potential F':

zi- 1'F' (Nie N,) . (III.1.38)

Substituting (III.1.38) into (III.1.33):

fi = 71' Fl (ViENA. (III.1.39)

Replacing the product y(x),1'(xc'D in (III.1.39)  by,   say  B' (x),  we   can
rewrite (11I.1.39) as:

ft(x) - P,(x) Fi(xc')). (III.1.40)
Then, according to the same argument used in the proof of theorem
III.1.7 (see (III.1.16-17)), f is a transformation of all F' (r = 1,2, ..., m),
i.e., there exists a function H such that:

f (x) = H[Floccl)), F2(x(2,),   -., Fm(xcm))], (III.1.41)

which completes the proof of the theorem. A

Corollary  III.1.42

The function f is Pearce separable with respect to the partition
{Nt, N2, ···, Nm} of N: = {1,2,... n} with m 2 3 i f and only if

f (x) =f (xcl), x(2),..., xcm)) takes the form:

f(x) = H[Fl (x<1)), Fu(x(2,), -  0, F"'(xcm))] (III.1.43)

where H is a function of m variables and fo  each r, F' is an additive
function of xcu.

7. See W. Haack and W. Wendland (1969), pp. 379-383.
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proof
The theorem is easily proved by combining theorems III.1.7 and III. 1.30
since f is Pearce-separable if, and only if, f is weakly separable with
respect to {Nl, N2'   ' . Nm} and if it is at the same time strongly separable
in each subset N, with respect to the point-wise partition  of N,.  A

3.2. DETERMINISTIC AGGREGATION

The above discussion centred on functional separability so that the
deterministic aggregation problem can now be tackled. In other words,
we will be looking for the conditions under which an aggregate of the
individual dependent variables - for example, the aggregate demand for
investment - can be consistently expressed as a function of aggregates of
the independent variables - for example, aggregates of prices, outputs,
liquidities, etc.

The notion of consistent aggregation can be defined as follows:

Definition III.2.1

An aggregation is said to be 'consistent' (or 'unbiased') if the macro-
(economic) behaviour uniquely results from the micro-(economic)
behaviour.

Consistent aggregation is only possible under rather severe restrictions.
In this paragraph, conditions for deterministic consistent aggregation
will be given, and in the following paragraph, conditions for minimum
aggregation inconsistency (bias) will be defined.

To construct a formal analysis of the consistent aggregation problem,
consider a set of n individual functions:

Yk =fk(Xlk i X2ki ···i Xik, ···, Xmk) (k = 1,2,..., n) (111.2.2)

which are to be written as:

y -FOct, X2, •••, XJ, (III.2.3)

where y and xi, x 2, • • • ,X m are defined by the aggregating functions:

Yi  - Y(YN Y2,···,Yk,···i y„) and (III.2.4)

Xi: = xi(xit, xi2, ···i xik,···, xin) (1= 1,2,..., m). (III.2.5)

Proposition III.2.6
A necessary condition for functions (III.2.2) to be aggregated to func-
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tion (III.2.3) is that for all i - 1,2,..., m and all k - 1,2,..., n:

ff  ax, = Dz  Dfk   (III.2.D8Xi 8Xik  Oyk 8Xik

Proof
We must have:

dy =  I   ff- dx, =  I     I   ff  .2 L dx. and (III.2.8)
i = 1 8Xi i=l k=l 0Xi 8Xik

dy = i    .fy dy,  -                fE.    DEs ds„  -   2      i    -4-   afk  dxik
k. 18Yk k= 1    1= 1    8Yk OXik 1- 1  k- 1  8yk  Oxik

(III.2.9)

for finite sums.
Since the variables dxik can take any value, the coefficients of dxik in

the 2 expressions of dy must be equal for each pair of values of i and k
(i= 1,2,...,m; k -1,2,...,n). A

Theorem III.2.10

Necessary and sufficient conditions for the consistent aggregation of
functions (III.2.2) to function (III.2.3) are that there exist functions G,
H, gi, hk, Gi, Hk, gik, hik such that:

y = H[hi (yl)+/12(Y2)t···thk(YA)+···+h„(Yn)]
= G[91(Xl)+92(X2)+···+gi(Xi)+···+gm(Xm)j (III.2.11)

where for all k - 1,2,..., n:
yk - Hk[hlk(Xlk)+/121,(X21,) ·· · +hmk(Xmk)1 (III.2.12)

and for all i - 1,2,..., m:
Xi - Gi[git (Xil) 912(Xi2)+ ···+gin(Xin)], (III.2.13)

i.e., the functions y, Yk and xi are strongly separable by theorem III.1.7
(each partition contains one element).

proof

Sulliciency
Obviously, if functions (III.2.11-13) are valid, condition (III.2.7) is
satisfied.
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Necessity
Following Nataf and Green,8 the necessity proof will be given in four
parts:

i. From proposition III.2.6 it follows that consistent aggregation requires
that for all i, j = 1,2,..., m and for all k, l = 1,2,..., n,

ay  ayk -axilaxik laxilaxil -axilax,|axjlax,
(III.2.14)aylayl  afkjaxikl D.fllaxu  afklexjk  afllaxil

Now, we have to look for the variables on which the last two expressions
of (III.2.14) both depend such that the equality sign between these
expressions holds. Thus, in the first place, we represent equations (III.2.2)
and (III.2.5) by the following table, where the rows indicate the dependent
variable of equation (III.2.5), and the columns indicate the dependent
variable of equation (III.2.2).

Table III.2.15

A               h··               YE               Yl                ·········          Ya

X1 X11 X12 Xlk X11 .........    XiI

X2 X21 X22 X2£ X21 .........   X2n

Xi Xil Xt2 --- Xtk XIi                     "           Xin

XJ XJI Xju ••••••••• Xjk XJ1 4.

Xm Xml X.2           -' - - Xmk Xml ...-'.-      XII

In the second place, we note from the second and the third member
of (III.2.14), that k and l are fixed indices, whereas i is a running index.
As k and l are fixed indices, the independent variables determining the
second and third member of (III.2.14) contain at least the variables of
the Yk- and Yrcolumns of table III.2.15. Since i is a running index, those
variables of the Xi-row other than xik and xii are excluded, because
otherwise the second and third member of (III.2.14) would depend on
different variables, which dependence is excluded by their identity.
Finally it can be observed that the second and third member of (III.2.14)
depend exclusively on the independent variables appearing in the Yk- and
yrcolumns.

8. See A. Nataf (1948) and H.A. J. Green (1964), pp. 36-38.
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As these variables are the independent variables  of y , respectively yt,
the first member of (111.2.14) depends exclusively   on  Yk  and yi, which
means that the function y(Yl i y z i· · ·i Yn) is strongly separable (since each
partition is assumed to contain one element), i.e.,

Y -Y(Yl,Y2, ···, Yn) -H[hi (Yl)+/12(Yi)+···th„(yn)]. (III.2.16)

ii. From proposition III.2.6, it also follows for all i, j, k and i that:

0F laxi _ afklexik 1 8.fklaxik  - aftiaxit  1 8.filaxit- (III.2.17)aFIBxj- axilaxik| exjlaxlk   exilaxill axiloxjt

Equations (III.2.2) and (III.2.5) are again represented in table-form below:

Table III.2.18

h              72            ·········           A              h··           YR

X1 X11 X12 tk Xll .-....     4
X2 X21 X22 X2k X21 Xh

4 41 Xil .........            X tk 41 XiI

XJ Xll 42 XJk Xjl Xj.

Xm Xml Xm2 X.k X.1 Xmn

From the second and third member of (III.2.17), we note that i and jare
now fixed indices, whereas k is a running index. Reasoning in the same
way as in the preceding case, we observe that the second and third member
are   determined   only   by the variables determining xi respectively  x j.
Therefore, the first member of (III.2.17) depends exclusively on xi and xj,

which implies that the function y = F(xt,xz,  • • • , xm) is strongly separable,

i.e.,

y = 17(xl, X2, •••, Xm) =  G[gl (Xl)t92(X2)+···+gm<Xm)1. (III.2.19)

iii. From proposition III.2.6 (or from (III.2.17)), we have:

afjaxlk - aFFxt . axilaxik (III.2.20)afjaxjk 0Flaxj exjmxB
From (III.2.2) and (III.2.5), the table for equation (III.2.20) can be
represented as:
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Table III.2.21

Yl               Y2                                      A                .........            Y.

X1 Xll X12 Xlk .........    Xln
X2 X21 X22 Xlk X2n

 

Xi Kil Xn*Jclk .....   4. 1
i

XJ Xjl XJ2 Xjk .........  XJ. 1

Xm Xml X.2 •••••.... Xmk                ·····....Xma

This time, indices i and j are fixed, since the function F is strongly
separable  in  x1, x2, • · · , xm (see (1II.2.19)). Hence, as k is also a fixed
index, the sole variables which are common to both sides of (III.2.20)
are xik and xjk (see table Ill.2.21). Therefore the functionsA are strongly
separable in xlk, x2ki · · ·i xmk, i.e.,

Yk = .fk(Xlk, X2ki ···,Xmk) - Hk[hlk(Xlk)+hlk(X2k)  ···+hmk(Xmk)]·
(III.2.22)

iv. Finally, from proposition III.2.6:

0XJIBXB =ay|0Yk =0.fklaxlk
axilaxil     aylay,     8.f,laxj, ' (III.2.23)

and from (III.2.2), (III.2.5) and (III.2.16) the following table can be
constructed:

Table  III.2.24

h YG ········· A h ••••••••• Yn

Xl Xll X12   ·········    Xlk    Xli     ·········   X111
X2 X21 X22

i
X2k X21 i Xln

1
E

X, X.,1

.,2       ---       1 7         41       -           4
Xm Xml X.2 ......... 16" X.,1 ......... X-
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Since the function y(Yl, Y 2, · · · , Yn) is strongly separable in Yl, Y2 i · · · ,Y n

(see (III.2.16)), DY 0Yk and Dylayl depend only on Yk respectively yi.

Therefore, k and l are fixed indices. Moreover, as the functions
f (k =1,2,...,n) are strongly separable in xlk, X2ki···, Xmk according
to (III.2.22), index j is fixed. Thus, the right-hand side of (III.2.23)
depends only on xjk and x j, (see table III.2.24). Hence, the functions xj
(left hand-side of (III.2.23)) are strongly separable for all j = 1,2,..., m,
or:

X J = x j(X jl, X J2, . - ·, X jJ - G j\.g il(Xjl)+9 Ju(X ji)+ · · ·+ 9 jn(X JJ1·

(III.2.25)
From equations (III.2.16), (III.2.19), (III.2.22) and (III.2.25), the necessity
of the theorem is proved. A

Proposition III.2.6 and theorem III.2.10 will now be applied to various
models. From these (simple) applications, the importance of the linearity
hypothesis of the underlying micro-functions will become clear.

Corollary  III.2.26

If all aggregates are simple sums, a necessary and sufficient condition for
consistent aggregation is that all micro-functions be linear and have
identical slopes.

proof
If all aggregates are assumed to be simple sums:

7- I yk and xi- I xik   (i=l, 2,...,n), (III.2.27)
k=1 k=1

then we get for all i and k:

f:K -axi-1 (i = 1,2,...,m, k- 1,2,..., n) (III.2.28)
8Yk 2Xik

so that, according to proposition III.2.6, a necessary condition for

consistent aggregation is

 f: =.fz = .afk= (Vk, 1 - 1,2,...,n). (III.2.29)8Xi Oxt Oxik 2Xit
Since:
1. 0FIOx, depends only upon the totals xi, x 2, • • · , xm

(from equation (III.2.3)) and
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2. the values of 24/8Xik should be equal for all k, i.e., the derivatives
should be independent of k (from equation (III.2.29)),

it follows that, for consistent aggregation, all individual functions must
be linear and have identical slopes, i.e.,

Yk  =  ak  +   I    bixik · (III.2.30)
i=1

The condition expressed in equation (III.2.30) is also suljicient for
consistent aggregation, because

y=I y,-s «, +  2  i D,x"
k=1 k=1 k=11=1

=I a, +I b,(I Xi,)-a+I bix, (III.2.31) A
k=1 i=l k=l i=1

where  a  =   I   ak.9
k=1

Corollary III.2.32

If the aggregate y is a simple sum and the aggregates xi are weighted
sums, a necessary and sufficient condition for consistent aggregation is
that all individual functions be linear with the slope coefficients holding
a constant proportion to the individual weights.

proof
If

Y  -    I    Yk          and          x,  =   I    wik Xu, (III.2.33)
k=l k=1

i.e., az = 1   and      fEL = wik i (III.2.34)
0Yk                0Xik

the following necessary condition can be found from proposition III.2.6:

ff:  = fk = 1   2.A   = 1  .al (III.2.35)
ax,       axi     lou  ax,     lott  axit '

from which it follows that the individual functions fk must again be

9. Obviously, the linear micro-functions (III.2.30) are strongly separable so that
theorem III.2.10 is also satisfied. Unfortunately, the latter theorem is not tharp'
enough for the case under consideration here.
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linear but need no longer have identical slopes. However, a suljicient
condition for consistent aggregation of the above-defined linear rela-
tionships:

m                        m

YA - ak + I bu,xik   and   y, -att I buxu (III.2.36)
i=l i=1

is that for all i, k and l:
b btl (III.2.37)-lk--=ci   (i -1,2,-..,m; k, l -1,2....,n)
Wik Wit

because then:
n           n           n    m

Y- 63 Y k-I a k t I  I buxtk
k=l k=1 k=l  i= 1

-a+  I   -!2  I  wikxik =a+  I Cixi (III.2.38) A
i= 1    Wik k=l i=1

Corollary III.2.39

If aggregate y is a weighted sum and aggregates xi are simple sums,
a necessary and sufficient condition for consistent aggregation is that all
individual functions be linear where the 'nominal slope coefficients',
i.e., the products of the weights and slopes, are constant for each item.

proof

From   y  =    I    ukyk    and    xi  =    I    xit     implying   - E  =uk    and   - EL  =  1 k=1 k= 1 2Yk OXik  
and from proposition III.2.6, we get:

BF.-Dy afk aft- . - - =v k- =v t- (III.2.40)
8Xt OX; 2Xik 8 Xii

from which it follows that the individual functions must be linear
(necessity):

m m

Yk = ak + I biAXik   and   yi - 4 + I bux„ (III.2.41)
1=1 i=1

with the slope coefficients relating to each other as:

vibit = Vk ik = Ci · (III.2.42)
Suppose that the micro-relations be linear and depend on each other as
given in (III.2.42)  for  all  i = 1,2,..., m, we observe that conditions
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(III.2.41-42) are also sullicient for consistent aggregation since then:

y-I •,y, =I v,«, +I   i v,bi,x„
k=t k=1 k=1 1=1

-x ·,«, +   C,f: Ki,-«+   C,Xi. (III.2.43)
k=1 i=1 k=1 i=1

this time with a weighted sum of constant terms and weighted slopes. A

3.3. BIAS IN DETERMINISTIC AGGREGATION

How serious is the inconsistency if the conditions outlined in section 3.2
are not fulfilled ? Also, what is the 'aggregation bias' if the micro-relation-
ships are estimated  by OLS (Ordinary Least Squares) with macro-data ?

These questions will be treated in two alternative ways:
a. by postulating a priori a linear aggregate regression model
b. by a suitable choice of the slope coefficients for the aggregated data.

3.3.1.  The a priori linear aggregate regression model

From a regression point of view, we assume that T observations are
available for each variable in the k'th micro-relation. Since it is initially
assumed that the aggregates are simple sums, corollary III.2.26 implies
that consistent aggregation is only possible if the micro-relations can
be written for each t as:

m

A(t) = I 440 (t = 1, 2, ..., T) 10
(III.3.1)

i=1

or in matrix notation:

Yk- Xkb, (III.3.2)

with Yk being a T-vector, Xka(Tx m)-matrix of rank m of non-stochastic
observations of the explanatory variables and  b an m-vector of unknown
fixed coefficients.

Assume now that the micro-relations are stochastic with different
slopes:

Yk=Xkbk + Ek, (III.3.3)

10. It can be assumed, without loss of generality, that the constant terms ak are zero.
The following approach is based on the work of H. Theil (1954) and (1971),
pp. 556-562.
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with ck being a T-vector of mutually independent error terms with zero
mean and constant variance 4, and assume that each micro-relation
has the same number of explanatory variables. Since the macro-variables
are obtained by simple sums:

Y= 62 Y,  and  X=I X, (III.3.4)
k=1 k=1

one can postu/ate the following relationship between the macro-variables:

y=Xb+8 (III.3.5)

with b being  an  (m x 1)-matrix of non-stochastic coefficients  and  8  a
(Tx 1)-matrix of macro random error terms, each with zero mean and
constant variance 1 1.

In determining the aggregation bias, from an oLs-estimation of (III.3.5),
the basic question is to define the dependency between the mathematical
expectation of the macro-coefficients estimator and the micro-coeflicients
bik in (III.3.3). The oLs-estimator of b in (III.3.5) can be written as:

6 = (x'x)-lx'Y=(X'X)-lx'(I Yk); (III.3.6)
k=1

utilizing (III.3.3), we get:

E(6)=(X'x)-1X'E[  I   (Xk b*+ak)]
k=1

= I (X'X)-1.X'Xkb  = I Pkbk (III.3.7)
k=1 k=1

with n (m x m)-matrices Pk defined as:

 k: =  X' X')- 1 X'Xk =   PlikA·12 (III.3.8)

From (III.3.7) it follows that the mathematical expectation of one single
coefficient of 6, say 6„ depends upon both the corresponding and non-
corresponding micro-parameters:

E(6i)=   I   Pim bik -1-  I  (I   Puk bjk)          (i=  1,2,..., m) (III.3.9)
k=1 j#i k=l

11. Notice that (III.3.5) does not follow from the aggregation of (III.3.3), taking
(III.3.4) into account, but can be supported by macro-economic theory.

12. Note that, in terms of linear specification error analysis, the matrix P, may be
regarded as the coefficient matrix belonging to the auxiliary regressions in which
the left hand variables are the independent variables of the k'th micro-relationship
(III.3.3) and the right hand variables are the simple aggregates X in (III.3.5).
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where the first right  hand term is a linear combination of the correspond-
ing   micro-parameters   bit, bi2,··; bi„   having   weights pill, Pill,  ·· ·,  P iin
and the second right hand term concerns the non-corresponding micro-
pararneters b ji, b.12, ···, b J"  for  all j t i with weights pi ji, PI,12, · · · 'P i in·

Since  I  Pk = Im, these weights obey the following sum rule:
k=1

I   Puk = OU, (III.3.10)
k=1

where Ji j is the Kronecker Delta.
Hence, the weights of the corresponding micro-parameters add up to

one, whereas those of any set of non-corresponding micro-parameters
(foranyi#j) addupto Zerol:

The aggregation bias involved in estimating the aggregated relation-
ship (III.3.5) whereas the micro-relations (III.3.3) are valid, is directly
obtained from (III.3.9):

E(6,) -1  I  bik = I Plik - - lbik +  I   (  I   Pijk bjk),      (III.3.11)n  /     1)

n k=l k=l       n      jti k=l

which expresses E(6,) as a deviation from the arithmetic mean of the
corresponding micro-parameters bit, b i 2, · · · , bin. This deviation is called
the  aggregation  bias  of the macro-coefficient  6t.  It  can  be  directly  seen
from (III.3.11) that this aggregation bias consists of two components:  the
first component bearing on the corresponding parameters and the second
component bearing on the non-corresponding parameters. With respect
to the latter component  (jt i),  this bias component takes  the  form
I Pijkbjk,  and since Pill, Pijl,···,Pijn have a zero sum, and, hence,
k

a zero mean, in view of (III.3.10), we can regard this bias as representing
the 'covariance' between the two series:

Ptili Pij2, · · ·, Pijn and b Ji, b J2,. · ·, b in•

Hence, the aggregation bias vanishes:
- either when for each pair (i, j)   all n weights  Pijk are equal, which

implies, from (III.3.10), that for i =j they are all equal to  1 /n and
for  i 9=j they  are all equal to  zero;

- or when all n micro-parameters are equal: 14

bit = b12 - ··· = bi„ for any i = 1,2, ..., m (III.3.12)

13. Notice that the p,  are not ordinary weights since they are not necessarily non-
negative.

14. This result confirms corollary III.2.26.
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-  or when the weights pijk and the micro-parameters bjk
(Vj= 1,2,...,m; V k= 1,2,...,n) are uncorrelated.

3.3.2.  Suitable choice of the slope coellicients for the aggregated data

If we rewrite the micro-relations (III.3.3) with a constant term for each t
as follows:

Yk(t) = bok+bl I,Xlk (t)+b2AK2k(t)+ . . . +bmkXmA(t) +Ck(t)
t -1,2,...,Tik= 1,2,...,n (Ill.3.13)

then the macro-relation looks like:

IblkX..(0 Ib2k X2k(t)I Yk(0 - I bok I ·-  Ixlk(t) 1 Ex21,(0 + . . . +
k=1 k=1 .rxlk (t) EX2k (t)

  Ibmkxmk(t) IX'nk(t)+1.4(0 (III.3.14)
IX„,k (0

or

y (0 = Do + Xl t    X2(0+...+
Iblk X ,•(t) Ib2k X.•(t)

Exlk (t  IX2k(t)

+ Ebmkxmk(t) x (t)+8(t) (III.3.15)
.Exmk (t)

from which it is seen that the coefficients of the macro-variables
X1 (t), X2 (t),..., X (t) are weighted means of the micro-parameters. The
aggregation bias only disappears if the weighted means are constant over
time (time-invariant).

If, on the other hand, the weights change over time in such a way that
the weighted averages also change, then it is difficult to know what is is
we are estimating when we regress y(t) on xl (t), X2(t),..., Xm(t), since
the usual regression model assumes fixed non-random coefficients.

3.4. STOCHASTIC AGGREGATION

3.4.1.   The  random  coeficient  approach

Theorem III.4.1

If the micro-relations are linear with random coefficient  vectors  bk,  then
the oLS-estimator of the macro-coeflicient vector b:
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i.  is an unbiased estimator of the mean of the micro-vectors bk so that
no  aggregation  bias  exists:

ii. is a consistent estimator  of the  mean  of the  micro-vectors  bk,  if these
vectors have a scalar variance-covariance matrix and if the micro-
variables xik(t) have finite variation coefficients for an increasing
number n of items, so that in this case no aggregation inconsistency
exists. 15

proof

i.  If bk in (Ill.3.3) is taken to be random, then, according to the assump-
tion underlying the theorem, we can write:

bk =5+Nk (k= 1,2,...,n) (III.4.2)

with 5 being the arithmetic mean of the micro-coefficient vectors bk and 'lk
a random 'error' vector with E(qk) = 0, i.e., E(bk) = 5 for k = 1,2,..., n.

Then, the micro-relations (IlI.3.3) can be rewritten as:
yk=Xk(5+'lk)+Bk (k =1,2 ,..., n)                                         (III.4.3)

or, aggregating over all items:

f; y,-C f; X35+ f; Xm,+ s 4, (III.4.4)
k=l k=1 k=1 k=1

i.e.,

y - X5 + I Xk'lk+Z. (III.4.5)
k=1

Then the OLS-estimator of the macro-vector b:

6 =tx'X -1 X'y (III.4.6)

is an unbiased estimator of the mean b of the micro-coefficient vectors,
since substituting (III.4.5) into (III.4.6) and taking the mathematical
expectation, we get:

E(6)=E[(X'X)-IX'y]=(X'X)-1X'E(XS + I Xk'lkta)= 5,
k=l

(III.4.7)

15. Note that, contrary to the (mathematical) definition III.2.1, a distinction has been
made between 'aggregation bias' and 'aggregation inconsistency'. As it is clear
from the formulation of the above theorem, this distinction corresponds to the
statistical difference between bias and inconsistency, evaluated respectively by
E( ) - b    and    plim b-b, where   b   is   the   oLS-estimator   of the macro-vector   b.

n -+ 00
H. Theil, op. cit., pp. 570-571, terms the second type of aggregation the 'conver-
gence approach' to the aggregation problem.
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so that there is no aggregation bias. Then, the macro-coeRicient vector b is
equal to the arithmetic mean of all micro-coefficient vectors bk
(k= 1,2,...,n).16

ii.  Here  bk-(5, Q)  (k = 1,2,..., n),  with  Q = {co,j}  a scalar variance-
covariance matrix. Then, the weighted coefficients ofxi (t), X2 t , •••,Xm(t)
in (III.3.15) are also random with mathematical expectations being given
by:

-           -

I bitxlk(t)  I Xlk(OE(bik)  51    Xik(t)
E k=l           k               k

"                 I.      12 Xact,      -   I xact,I xik(t)      kk=1
-          -

(i  =1,2,...,  m)  for  any t (III.4.8)

and variance-covariance elements:

-  1 bikXQU) k  bAXA( COV

f XBCO I    xjk (t)

n

k=l k=1
-                       -

I    I  Xlk(t) Xj:(t) cov (bikbji) I Xik Oxjk(t)
= k=11-1 = 211 k=l

n n·Si(OR,(0C I  xt,(0) C I  Xjk(0)
k=l k=l

1 .2,-  1  (xlk(t)-X-1(0)(Xjk(t)-SJ·(0)
= Ey 1 + nk= 1

(III.4.9)n_ St(0 Xj(0                       -

where use has been made of the property that bik and b j, are mutually
independently distributed for k 0 l, and x,(t) is the mean of all micro-
variables x,k(t) (k - 1,2,..., n).

From  (III.4.9), it appears  that the variance  of the coefficient of xi(t)

16.  Even if the elements ofXk are assumed to be stochastic but independently distributed
-

of the a and e, b is still an unbiased estimator of b.  If,  moreover, the Xk S contained
-

lagged dependent variables, plim b=b would have to be read instead of (III.4.7).
T-*00

Then, no aggregation inconsistency exists.
The above statements can be verified along the same lines as for the first part of
the proof. See also J. Plasmans (1970), pp. 77-78.
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can be written as:

1-I bikxik(t)1
var      k                         1 - "L (1 +02(0) (III.4.10)

L   Exik(0   J       n

where ci(t) is the coefficient of variation of the numbers

Xil (t), X12(t), ...,Xi„(t).
If

lim ci(t): = 2,(t) (III.4.11)
M -+00

where 2,(t) is finite and non-zero, we observe from (III.4.10) and (II1.4.11)
that:

FI bikxik(0 linn  var I 1=0. (III.4.12)
n -+ 00 L   Exik (t)    _1

Combining (III.4.8) and (III.4.12), from which it can be seen that the
variance of the coefficient of xi(t) in the macro-equation (III.3.15)
disappears asymptotically, we can conclude that the oLs-estimator 6 is
consistent and that no aggregation inconsistency exists in estimating
(III.3.15) by the method of OLS. Then the macro-coefficient vector b is
also equal  to the arithmetic mean of all vectors bk (k = 1,2,..., n).

Theorem III.4.13

If the micro-relations are non-linear in the parameters, then sufficient
conditions for consistent aggregation are that the parameters be random
and the non-linear micro-functions be conveniently linearized. A

proof
Consider the non-linear model:

yk(t) =f[xk(t), ekl +Ek(t)    k - 1,2,..., n, (1II.4.14)
t = 1,2,..., T.

Ifthe functions (Ill.4.14) are not essentially non-linear, we can conveniently
approximate (III.4.14) by a first-order Taylor's series expansion around
the means of xk(t) and ek, say E(t) and 8:

af IYA(t)=f[x(0,01+[Jek( )-S(t)]'-           +
2Xk C t) | xkc,) - xc,)

+ [ek-0]'  I +14(t)· (III.4.15)
Bekl•*-8
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Aggregating over the individual functions:

YCO= I Yk(0= n f [3(0,0]+u(0, (III.4.16)
k=1

with u (0 -  E   uk(0,
k=1

i.e.,

9(t) =f[S(t), 0]+11(t), (III.4.17)

I y,(0 I 14(0
with ·   t) =k=

1

and       u (0  -  k-1
n                     n

Finally, the parameter vector    0    in the macro-relation (III.4.17)    can
be consistently estimated by a non-linear Least Squares algorithm. A

3.4.2. The probability distribution approach

Let the simultaneous probability density function for the stochastic
variables xlk, x2ki . · v Xmk (k = 1,2,..., n) be given by:

D(Xl, X2,•••,XJ. (III.4.18)

If, moreover, the n micro-functions .4 are assumed to be identical in
functional form (i.e., .4 -f, Vk, or only the variables xiA (i - 1.2,..., m)
vary), we find the aggregate function to be:

y - n F   F  ··· F f(x, X2'  -; Xm) D(xl, X2, ···, Xn,)dxi dx2 ··· dxm .
j x,  j *2      J *™

(III.4.19)
If a certain stochastic aggregate  xt  is now found  to be independently
distributed (say for its micro-elements over an industry) of the random
variables  x2, X 3, · · · ,x™ , then (III.4.19) reduces to:

y=n           ...     f(xl, x2, ···,xm) Di (xl) D'(x2,···,xm) dxidxz ··· dxm,
J *ij %2 Jxm

(III.4.20)

where  Dl (Xl)  is the marginal probability density function  of x1  and
D'(x2,•·•,xm)  is  an (m-1) -variate density function  of the stochastic
vector (x 2, · · · , Xm)'.

If all stochastic variables are assumed to be mutually independently
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distributed then, obviously, the aggregate y can also be written as:

y=n            ...    f(xi, x2,··•,Xm)Di(xl)D2(x2)···Dm(xm)dxidx2  -.dxm
jx,jxl J*"

(III.4.21)

where Di(xt) is the marginal probability density function of xi
(i = 1,2,..., m).

3.5. CONCLUSION

The micro-relationships (II.1.87),(II.1.93), (II.2.138), (II.2.139), (II.3.17),
(II.3.18), (II.4.15), (II.4.17), (II.5.13), (II.5.14), (II.6.8) and (II.6.13)
derived in the previous chapter, are in log-linear form. Using either of
corollaries III.2.26, III.2.32 or III.2.39, consistent deterministic aggrega-
tion  is made possible by replacing Yk  by  tn Yk  (equal  to the (natural)
logarithm of the investment 4 of each frm k in the industry,
k = 1,2,..., n) and each explanatory micro-variable xik (i = 1,2,..., m;
k= 1,2,..., n) by tn xlk· Notice, however, that in this case the aggregates

yandx,(i -1,2 , ...5 m) should be products or weighted products.
This implies two major disadvantages:

a. although it may permit consistent aggregation, the aggregation
formulation is often of little intrinsic interest to the economist;

b. the value of such an aggregate is zero if any of its components is
zero.

However, usual aggregation techniques, discussed in this chapter, can
be applied if the geometric means of the micro-variables approximate the
arithmetic means of these variables in a (relatively) satisfying way.

Consider, therefore, an arbitrary positive micro-variable xik (Or Yk)
(k =  1,2, . . . ,n;  i= 1,2, . . . ,m) being written as an exponential function:

Xm: = ezik - e'lez":-2,, (III.5.1)

with  zik =inxik  and  zi =1  E zik· Expanding (III.5.1)  in a Taylor's
/1 k=1

power series about the point zik - 51 = 0:

Xik = es,  1 + (zik- 21) + 1 (zik- i.)2 + 1 (zik- 2,)3 + -. 
(III.5.2)

2!      '    3!

and writing the geometric mean of the micro-variables x'k from (III.5.1)
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as:

G, i   =     "1  fI    xik  =  e" , (III.5.3)
\1 k=l

the arithmetic mean of the micro-variables can be expressed as:

1      n                                         1    .I   (Zik - 21)2         1      I   (Zik - 51)3At:=-IXik=Gi 1+-  =1 +1 k. l
1- ...

n  k= 1 _   2!      n        3!      n

(III.5.4)

or the ratio Ai/Gl is expressed in higher order sample moments of zik,i.e.,
of the logarithms of the originally observed micro-values xik
(k -1,2, . . . ,n;  i-1,2,...,m).17

If the expression between square brackets in (III.5.4) (which is always
greater than or equal to one) approximately equals unity for all variables
and observations, involved in the micro-relationship, the above mentioned
corollaries can be applied straightforwardly. 18

Moreover, stochastic aggregation in the sense of theorems Ill.4.1 and
III.4.13 is possible if the appropriate micro-coefficient vectors bk are
assumed to be randomly distributed. The probability distribution
approach can even be applied in some well-defined cases. To demonstrate
this, consider micro-investment function (II.7.55) and assume that the
output-capital ratios and the output-labour ratios, denoted by ak and Bk

17. If xik is assumed to be lognormally distributed, the arithmetic mean in (1II.5.4)
can be written as:

f   (Zik- 51,1
At  =  G,  exp     ·

k.1
(III.5.5)

n    ,
where the mathematical expectation of a lognormal variate has been applied (see
footnote  11   on p. 44). Since the distribution of micro-values is usually  very  much
the same from one period to another, it may be assumed that the second order
moments of the stochastic variables remain constant over time. Then, the term
between curly brackets in (III.5.5) is time-invariant and the use of arithmetic
means for the variables in the macro-equations instead of geometric means for
these variables will merely result in the addition of unknown positive constants
to both ln x, (t) (i -1,2,...,m) and Iny(t) (t=1,2,..., T). Only the constant
term will be changed, but this is of no importance because differences of loga-
rithms are taken.

18.  L. R.  Klein  (1953),  pA 191-193, 221-225 and 265-272, has shown that  in  many
economic cases sums and products, arithmetic means and geometric means move
together.
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respectively, of individual firms are distributed over the industry according
to a convolution of two Pareto probability distributions: 19

f(y, B)=cy-4#-0   11>2, co>1 (III.5.6)

where c is a constant and 4 and co are parameters. According to (III.4.19),
the (optimal) aggregate industry investment can be found from:

I° -nff I*Cp, B) f(7.11')d",dll (III.5.7)

with I* (y, B) representing the optimal micro-investment (II.7.55) and n the
number of firms in the industry.

Rewriting I* (7, m as:

7(,-WB-:)
I* (7,11) = (III.5.8)

2(r + 4) b

withs:  = (r +Oa,the relevant region for  y  and # can be seen to  be:

11)         S
p--2- or 72

B - 7

(      -                                             (,I'.5.9,
and

PkE or
B         p

Taking account of (1II.5.6), (Ill.5.8) and (III.5.9), the aggregate invest-
ment (III.5.7) is found to be (denoting a new constant c as the product of
the old constant c and the number n of firms, divided by 2(r+Ob):

rqo rw  c
Ia == C

.1,  ''-B ·1  ·   t'-'+i'-7-'+1  -7-'s),1,dB
P                              .

P-3

TOO F -4+2 7-4+2 W  y-0+1 700
1 -CO y

= p-          - -          s l     dp
E L-'1+2 -4+2 B -4+1 J_L
P                                                                                                                                 10

P-3

19.  See  H. S. Houthakker  (1955).  For the use of skew-symmetric probability distribu-
tions as industry distributions, see R. Gibrat (1931). Note, also, that the prices
involved in micro-equation (II.7.55) are market prices, which are assumed to be
equal for each firm.
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C F- '-9+2 r.  / s -4+2-- 1  #-0' -2  \    pd#+-c- 1  #-0/-     -d#+
4-23. WI 2-4 JE

(,-:) :P        \P- 3/                            P

+- .-, sdBc  f°° -_., s \-,+1
1-9

  \P--)\ Bl
/ 1 -4+2 , 1   1-4+2

-_SL  F%  B-.
1.-Lwl       dp + 2-qj: B---,1-2.-wl       d#+

1  -SB ' 1 -S# 1cw     r °°

4-2 JE
P        v - -1                          P           l#- -1

/  1      1-4+1

.lrg J,,-, 1Bgr )
r-

dB

= Cpo-132-9
co 

W\4-2-0-4+2 <B--\  d#+
f

P

+ C.,;--2 32-, f: ,---'.1 (,- !4.-2 d"p)
P

Cpn-ls2-9 roo
+ IB-0-4+1

(,-9,-i,B
(III.5.10)

1-4  JE
P

Substituting a = 1/B,  or d# = -(1/92) dai (III.5.10) becomes:

Ia - cpv-isz-4   0 010,+4-2 (1 _ E)4-2 /    1 \
4 -2        3 2                 01      p1 \ 1/

1    -  -2 j do: +
to

  CWP,1-2 S2-4  0 aet"-1 (1 -3  l- 21"t
W  4-2 /     1 1

2-4 Jp rt. 1
10

  Cpq-ls2-4  0
/1         w,9-1/          1  \Or'+4-11---1 1-3jdg

1-4 Jf Ca P/ \  9/
10
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p             4 -aw\4-2
-  Cpq-132-4   1.Wae'+4-4              P/1         do  +

9-2 Jo \ a

P             /1    - W\'-2

. 'W';12,S'-9 f  '0+'-3 t»,1     "t

  cpn- 1 S2 -"  1.= 0 co+9-31 P    da1-11 ':  <1-:7-1
P

- Cpq-1S2-'1  fwor-2  1-0  '1-2 (101+4-2  Jo

P

+ "122-, f '.-1 (1-, )'-'d'+-.,

P

 Cp'1-152-4    0 -2  •      W\'1-1
1-4 Jo 11-a;) da. (III.5.11)

If we substitute a (w/p)  = p, orda  =  (p/w) dp,  we get for the aggregate gross
investment (III.5.11)

I° =cp'1-1 32-4( E 0-1 fl
1 p'0-2(1-p)'1-2 dp+

4-2  (w)  Jo

  Clopl'-22-, (19 f 1 pe'-1(1-pr-2 dpt
2-4  (w) Jo

  Cpn-1 S2-4 60-1 rl
1 pOB - 2 (1 - P)'1 - 1  dp

1-4  (w)  Jo

= C'p'1+0-2S2-Vwl-0 (III.5.12)
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with the constant c' satisfying:

'.= c  B(co-1, 4-1)  B(co, 11-1)
 B(co-1,11) 

(III.5.13)
c.  I )-2 2-9     1-4

where B(60, 4) is the well-known Beta function, satisfying the following
relationship with respect to the Gamma function:

B (co, '1) = (III.5.14)r(co) rot)  = (co-1)!('1-1)!.
1-((0+11) (c°+11-1) 1

Hence, the industry investment I  is only determined by the exogenous
price triplet (p, s, w). Given data on these price triplets, the aggregate
gross investment rate could be directly estimated econometrically.

Applying the restrictions on,1 and co in probability distribution (III.5.6)
to the aggregate investment expression (II1.5.12), we can easily verify that,
also on the industrial level, there exists an inverse relationship between
the wage rate and aggregate gross investment and between the deprecia-
tion and the interest rates on the one hand and aggregate gross investment
on the other hand. 20

Comparing the various micro-investment models with each other, it
soon becomes clear that only the model with monopsonistic adjustment
costs under a Leontief production technology provides an example of
a natural 'symbiosis' between micro- and macro-investment analysis in
a real dynamic and stochastic way. In general, one can say that the
distribution of the individual firms over an industry could be described
by a skew-symmetric probability distribution of their main characteristics,
which occur in the micro-investment functions of Chapter 2, e.g.,
- the production parameters measuring the degree of substitutability,

the economies of scale, the relative distribution between the factor
inputs, the various types of technological progress, etc...;

-  the variables or parameters  for the price formation system;
-  the  ratio of capacity utilization;
-  the variables measuring the financial system  of the firm;  etc.

Therefore, the production technology and its principal 'externalities', on
which most investment decisions are based, is so complicated that it is
very doubtful whether a realistic industrial investment demand can be

20. See also the conclusions drawn about the adjustment cost micro-models (II.7.33)
and (II.7.55).  Note that s: = (rt #a, where r is the interest rate, 4 the depreciation
rate and a a constant in the adjustment cost function.
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derived - in an analytical but tractable  way - via any known  skew-
symmetric probability distribution. Moreover, because of the lack of
empirical data, this probability distribution is sometimes difficult to
define.

Only deterministic aggregation or stochastic aggregation in the
random coefficient approach can mostly be applied for this reason.
Here, the macro-equations estimate the means of the micro-parameters.

Some particular estimation problems and various empirical results about
aggregate investment demand in six EEC-countries will be discussed in the
next chapter.
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4. An application on postwar
investment behaviour of
six EEC-countries

4.0. INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, the investment functions derived in chapters 2 and 3 are
empirically tested with postwar aggregate annual data of six countries
of the European Community, viz. Belgium (B), France (F), Germany
(Federal Republic) (D), Great Britain (GB), Italy (I) and the Netherlands
(NL).

If geometric sums are approximated well by arithmetic sums (see con-
clusions 3.5 of previous chapter), the micro-investment equations
(II. 1.87), (II.1.93), (II.2.138), (II.2.139), (II.3.17), (II.3.18), (II.4.15),
(II.4.17), (II.5.13), (II.5.14), (II.6.8) and (II.6.13) can be tested with
EEc-country  data. 1 Equation (III.5.12) is directly tested without  any
additional aggregation hypothesis as data on prices need not be aggre-
gated in a situation of perfect competition.

This introductory section will be subdivided in two parts. The first
part will deal with problems of measuring the utilization of capacity and
the fiscal depreciation allowance. The statistical estimation procedures
utilized in this study will be discussed in the second part.

4.0.1.   Measuring  the  rate  of capacity  utilization  and  the fiscal  depreciation
allowance

Since, in general, rates of capacity utilization are not available from
the statistical data published by the National Bureaux of Statistics in the
EEC member countries, the aggregate rate of capacity utilization should
be approximated. This can conveniently be done by the perunage of
unemployment   U:. This approach stems  from   A. N.   Okun   (1963)   and
has been applied  by  M. K. Evans  and  L. R. Klein  (1968).  It is based  on
the following rationale. First, one should observe that there is a distinc-

1. The data sources are listed at the end of the Bibliography and the equations are
repeated in appendix D.
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tion between full-capacity and full-employment output; full-capacity
output can be two to three times as large as full-employment output
because this is the maximum feasible output an economy can produce if
it operates 24 hours a day all year round. Nevertheless, the utilization
rate of labour can be used to represent cyclical influences on investment
orders instead of the utilization rate of capital, since the latter rate can
generally be expressed as a linearfunction of the former rate (see, for
example, W. Driehuis (1972), pp. 48-52)). This approach was selected
because a procedure to determine full-capacity output within the sample
as proposed by figure II.1.39 implies that there was precisely one period
in which there is no idle capacity and that the sample full-capacity output
is a smoothly developing series which is not necessarily confirmed by
reality. It should be noted, however, that whenever data on capital utili-
zation rates are available, these should be preferred to labour utilization
rates.

Before proceeding to a brief discussion of the statistical estimation of
the investment functions, a further comment should be made concerning
the contents of the fiscal magnitude, involved in the putty-pUtty CES-
investment equations (II. 1.87) and (II. 1.93). Indeed, apart from (II. 1.61)
and (II. 1.68), alternative fiscal depreciation policies can be substituted in
expression (II.1.43); in this way,  one can test which depreciation allow-
ance corresponds best to the data of each country.

Recalling that D:-S denotes the non-depreciated part per unit of
initial investment allowed by public authorities at time s on an asset of
age 1-s= C, the following depreciation allowances  for tax purposes  are
compared with each other:

a. a linear depreciation allowance at rate f x 100% per period, i.e.,
D;-ss*-= D)c -1-<C, (IV.0.1)

which is the (neutral) straight line method, implying that there is a
constant stream of depreciation over the lifetime of the asset. Lifetime
in  this case is equal to the inverse of the depreciation rate (Ti  =  1/4);

b.  a geometric depreciation allowance at constant rate  4 x 100%  per
period, i.e.,

DES,
 = Th ,

(IV.0.2)

which implies  that the (theoretical) lifetime  of the assets is infinite;

c. an accelerated depreciation allowance is permitted for tax purposes
such as, for example, the following version of the 'sum-of-the-years-
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digits' method, which implies that the deduction for depreciation declines

quadratically over a known lifetime Ti:

DESQ =  (Ti
-02 (IV.0.3)
T12

The consequences of the above alternative fiscal depreciation policies on
the specification of the fiscal magnitude Oe as given in (II.1.43) are now
evaluated, assuming that the entrepreneur predicts the unit capital cost,
being accepted as tax-deductible, to remain constant in future (from
period 0 on), i.e., v,+Cc,+G = vece for all C 20.

a.   0, for  a  linear  fiscal  depreciation  rule

If tax provisions only permit tax payers to use the straight line formula
(IV.0.1) for depreciation, expression (II.1.43) can be written as:

1/d / 1 1, (1/4)+1/ 1 \C08-1-ueveces 1-1(1-<Otue I 1-1(-4)
c = o \1 + r/ (=1 Cltr)

1/4 /1) ( 1/4 / 1 \C       (1/1)+ 1 /  1  \r=1-uevece 62 1-ltuevece<IC'-1 -ued I 1-1.
c=o \1 + r/ 4=0 Cltr) (=1     \1 + r)

(IV.0.4)
The combination of the arithmetic and geometric series involved in the
third  term  of (IV.0.4) is separately evaluated; denoting this  sum as:

lit / 1 \< 1/4 / 1 \4 Ti   / 1 \CI  (, -j  =  I  (1 -11  =  I (1 -1:=sr„ (IV.0.5)
4-0 \1+r/ ( =1       C l t r)            4=1       C l t r/

we find, subtracting  -121 sT, from (IV.0.5),
(1 + r)

ST,
-(_13+2(_132+3(_Lj'+    -     +T,(_Lj"

(1 + r) Cl + r) \1 + r) (1 + r) (IV.0.
/1) -    _Lj'-2 _Lj'-... -CT,-1)(_LY'- T,(--L\Ti"-
<ltr  (1 + r) \1 +r/ (1 + r) (1+J

STl

(IV.0.

ST,- (_-LAST, = (-13+ (_132  /__1\3  -  +1-   _Ti|-|  
C 1 \T, ( 1  T,+1

\1 + r/ \1 + r) (1+d (ltd \1 + r) \1 + r)
(IV.Oj
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so that series (IV.0.5) satisfies:

1 _ /_LAT,
fltrj

C 1  T,+1

(PS) 1-t 1.) _ Ti' -  
(1 + r,/

(1+J -
STl = T

1+r

/ 1 )r,
1

(1 + r)        _Ti (1 + r) f   1    )Ti + 1

1-1-1
--r r   r (1+rj

1+r
-           -

1+r     /   1   \T,/1 t r      Ti)
= -;2  - (TTV   UT- + 7)

1      / 1 \        1
=-Iltr-1-1 (ltr+TIr) (IV.0.9)

r2 L \1 + r)

Substituting (IV.0.9) with Ti = 1/< into (IV.0.4), the fiscal magnitude 00
becomes in the case of a linear depreciation allowance for tax purposes:

'  1  \.i + 1
1  - (1+rl                                         :0 8 -1-u e             , /

(v. ce  . -1.r                      1+r)
1+r

-             -

+u'vece< [1+r-(_LA' (1+,+r)-1 (IV.0.10)
r2 L \,1 + r) \ 41

b.  Oefor a geometric fiscal depreciation rule

Substituting (IV.0.2) into (II.1.43), the fiscal magnitude becomes in the
case of a geometric depreciation allowance (with  Ti = 00):2

0 0 1 C 1 4 0 0 1 & 1 0-1 -<
08  = 1-U e v e c e I   ._1_ +Ue E-  -

4=0 1+r 1+4 4=1 1+r 1+t lt<

2. Note that, if function S satisfies (II.0.5), the lifetime is not infinite and the sums in
(IV.0.11) run from 0 to  Ti and from  1  to  Ti + 1  respectively.
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0            1                     2   /1\«°            1=  1  - u,vice I -Ue-1-1 I(=0(1+r+<tr4)£ 1 +4 \1 + r/<=0 (1 + rt 4 + rt)4

1              tue            1
=  1 - ue ve ce                                             -

1 -   1     1+r+4+r41     1
1 + rtftr< 1+r+ftr<

= 1 -ueueee 1+rtftrf _ <ue (IV.0.11)rt<tr< rtftr<

c.   00 for a quadratic version of the *sum-of-the-years-digits' jiscal deprecia-
tion rule

Substituting (IV.0.3) into (II.1.43), we get:
T, /  1 \b T, +1  C   1   \4

00 = 1 - M lce I 1 2- 1 (Ti -Q2 +     t  l 31 I(Ti-02-(Ti -C+1)2]it  <=0 \ltr)

-  1 - ue.,G   f   (--L-'1' +  2444   2   c C--1_)'_  ue&4   2   62 (_-LY-
4 = 0  \,1 + r/ Ti <=0 (ltr) 77 c=o (ltr,/

2 T 1 +1  T, +1  /     1    \C 2 u e
Ti + 1 / 1 )&

-U e       .          | - |    T   I   <1 -1
77       0-1   \,1 + r,/       Ti    C= 1      (1 + r)

T, / 1 \(r
2 T i+1(   1   \1      2      F         T,     /   1   \C=  1 -ue   I   1 -  1   I  ve ce +

-11+-Uelvece  I  <1 -1+c=o \1 +r) L 77  1 tr)1 Ti (= 1    \1 + r)

1   T i+1    /

+  -1-     I      (1  -1»),]  -  ueve.Se    i:   62
(-1--)'. (I V.0.12',

11 (=1 Cltr T12     4= 1      (1 + r)

The arithmetic-geometric series involved in (IV.0.12) can be rewritten in

the  form (IV.0.9).  Only the  sum   I  (2  _1_\1 has to be made explicit.
A = 1          (1 + r)

1                                    LDefining  -  as  or and rewriting the  sum   I   (2 j  as:
1+r 4=1

71

I ( 2 = CZ+22 2+32£13  -,  (7 -1)2CCT,-1+1791''
C=1

= 0[1 -1-22(K-1·3202..1- ... -1-(Tl-1)2  T,-2. .1' EXT,-1 
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-  ,  d. (0)+2 -d. (02)+3 -fL (03) +  . . .  +
Ldo     do      do

t  -  .   (Tl- 1) i (OLT,- 1)  7'1 -d  (OCT,)- 
do          do    3

= act [01+2012+3013+ ...+(Ti-1)0:T,-it TioeT,],da                                                   (IV.0.13)

we know from (IV.0.9) that the sum between the square brackets can be
expressed as:

'i , [11--a 2] - Ti 24+ 1 1-ab           T'+1
=0 - Ti a.    (IV.0.14)

j=1 1-2 (1 - 0)2 1-a

Differentiating (IV.0.14) with respect to 9, we get:

i -  jo:j  - 1-0:T, +20:(1-OCT,)- TlaT,
Tto T,+1 -  Ti (Ti + l)-OCTi

do Lj = i (1 - 002 (1-0)3 (1-002 (1 -0)2 1-9

1-       [(1_aT,) (1-00+20(1-pT,)_Ti(1-000'T, -
(1 -9)3
_ Ti (1 -01)0(T,+1_Ti (Tl +1) (1 -0020:711

=         1         [l t,-(1 + Tl)2 acT, _(1 -2 Ti -2 71) acT, + 1_ TitacT,+21 .
(1 -9)3

(IV.0.15)

Hence, substituting (IV.0.15) into (IV.0.13), the fiscal magnitude (IV.0.12)
in the case of a quadratic version of the 'sum-of-the-years-digits' fiscal

depreciation rule can be written, taking account of (IV.0.9), as:

1  - /_LAT, + 1-  \1+rj
00=1-ue   ,- 1 v, c, + 2 T, + 1 /-131 +

r                                      17      <1 +rll
1+r

  1 )T,

+ 3- u, v,ce -1 1+r- 1 -1- 1    (ltrt T,r)  +Ti l r' L \,1 + r)

/ 1 \T,+1  1 F C 1 )Ti

+ t (T,+1) li-*bl  +Ii[1+,-1 -1 (1+,+Tir)]_}-\1 + r)
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uevoce(1 + r)2 F         1                      /  1   \TiItt--(1+T1)21-1-1 -ra Ti L 1+r \1 + r)

/ 1 \T,+1 / 1 \T,+21

- (1 - 2 T. - 2 T.') li-i-9            - T., li-irj j' (IV.0.16)

from which it is seen that, in opposition to (IV.0.10-11), the a priori
knowledge of the lifetime Ti of equipment plays a central role. If this
physical lifetime is assumed to be very long, the fiscal magnitude
(IV.0.16) simplifies considerably, because Oe becomes:

1+r08= 1-uevece- (IV.0.17)
r

The above fiscal depreciation policies will be tested empirically on EEc-
country data. Of course, other depreciation policies could also be verified.
Nevertheless, a priori information about existing fiscal depreciation
allowances lead to the selection of the above three alternatives.

In the sequel to this paragraph, a description of the various estimation
procedures used and the accompanying statistics selected will be given.
This selection is made in such a way that an overall as well as a detailed
statistical judgment is possible.

4.0.2. Statistical estimation procedures and accompanying statistics

In principle, four types of statistical estimation procedures will be used:
1. Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) to estimate functions (II.1.87), (II.1.93),

(II.2.138), (II.2.139), (II.3.17), (II.3.18), (II.4.15), (II.4.17), (II.6.8) and
(III.5.12)  on an aggregate level;

2. A Corrected Cochrane-Orcutt (ca)) and a Maximum Likelihood
Scanning (MLs) procedure if autocorrelated errors are present or if
autocorrelated errors and an autoregressive structure in the dependent
variable jointly occur;

3. A best linear least squares estimator if there is (nearly) perfect multi-
collinearity among the explanatory variables of a linear relationship
with non-stochastic regressors;   in   such   a   case only identifiable   (or
'estimable') functions of the original parameter vector can be esti-
mated; it will also  be seen that the existence of a so-called 'best-linear
Penrose-unbiased estimator' (P-OLS), involving the computation of a
Penrose-generalized inverse, is a sufficient condition for establishing
a best linear unbiased (BLU) estimator of an identifiable function.
Equations (II.5.13), (II.5.14) and (II.6.13) in particular will be esti-
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mated by such techniques since a Taylor's expansion about p=1
causes strong multicollinearity (the same variables occur in 'absolute'
and 'relative' differences; the former  in ever increasing order);

4. Non-linear estimation procedures as Box's Complex method (1965),
which is a Constrained Direct Search (CDS) algorithm, and gradient-
like methods for unconstrained optimization as Marquardt's algo-
rithm   and a Quasi-Gauss-Newton algorithm, proposed   by   W. C.
Davidon, R. Fletcher and  M. J. D. Powell, will be used to estimate the
original vES-models 2.5 and 2.6 without any (Taylor's or other)
approximation.

1. Although almost all investment functions mentioned under   L   are
non-linear in the unknown parameters, an oLs-procedure for the general
linear model:

y = X11 +8, (IV.0.18)

of which the particular assumptions will be explained further, has been
chosen because these relationships are linear in the explanatory variables
so that the use of a non-linear estimation procedure would be very
'expensive' (in computer time) and would complicate the empirical
investigation unnecessarily (see also E. Malinvaud (1970), Chapter 9).
Model (IV.0.18) is subject to the following assumptions:

4.1.1.  X is a (Tx k)-matrix of sample observations on the explanatory
variables, which are assumed to be drawn from a Tk-dimensional pro-
bability distribution; the rank of this random matrix is with probability
one  equal  to its number of columns; 3

4.1.2.  g is a random error vector of T components, each element being
drawn from an identical univariate probability distribution, which is
independent  of  {xl, X  ,  · · • , Xr}  and  has  zero mean, constant variance
az and zero covariance, or,

E(8)  - 0,   V(E) = E(88') = 0  IT,   Cov(X, 8) =0,4 (IV.0.19)

3. Note that the explanatory variables may include fixed variables as, for example,
constant terms, dummy variables, trend terms, etc... These variables are degenerated
stochastic variables with variance equal to zero (they follow one-point probability
distributions).

4.  Hence, the matrix (X, e) is a stochastic matrix, assumed to be drawn from a  T(k + l)-
dimensional joint probability distribution, which is equal to the product of the two
'marginal' probability distributions of X and 8.
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where a&2 is a positive scalar and 4 is an identity matrix with T diagonal
elements (equal to  one) ;

4.1.3. # is an unknown k-vector (BERk) and

4.1.4. the mathematical expectations  E{(X'X)- 1}   and  E{(X'X)- 1 X'}
exist.

The oLs-estimator of the parameter vector B is found from the uncon-
strained minimization    of   8, 8 - (y - XP)' (y- rft) with respect   to   B,

yielding:
B  -  (x'  x - 1  X'  y, (IV.0.20)

so that an oLs-estimator of the error variance 02 is given by:

81   =  -  e B  -   =  ('Y -X 8')'  61 -X B.) (IV.0.21)T-k T-k
Hence, the oLs-estimator of the variance-covariance matrix of # is
given by:

f(19)  -  82(X' X)-1. (IV.0.22)

Under assumptions 4.1.1-4, estimators (IV.0.20-22) are unbiased esti-
mators of B, aj and 1/08)=  02E{(X'X)-1 } respectively. Note that
(IV.0.20) is not a linear estimator of B. Since formulas (IV.0.20-22) will
be applied for functions which are linear in the variables but non-linear
in the original parameters, interpretations about the magnitude of these
original parameters are derived from these estimators. 5

Familiar sample statistics, accompanying the oLs-estimates (and some-
times other estimates too) and used in this chapter to discriminate
between models, are now given together with the underlying hypotheses.

5.  If the original parameter vector b can be written as a differentiable function, say 0,
of the parameter vector  # in linear model (IV.0.18), components of 6, say 6, (i =  1,
2,.., p), can directly be derived from the oLs-estimator B by simple decomposition
and,  if the non-linear model can be linearized satisfactorily, the variance of 6, (i =  1,
2, . . . ,p)   can be derived   from the 0Ls-variance-covariance matrix (IV.0.22)   as
(see also H. Theil, op. cit., pp. 373-374):

k      /n.1.  C #\ 1           \2
var(6,) = var(0,09))  -   I  1 51£71 1  var (#j) +j= 1   \ 2Pi \B=Bl

+  I·   I  (80-,-Pl      j(RIPI  =j,ovqj, A). Cly.0.23)j-11=1  O j  0=0)  Op  B #/
j*t
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These sample statistics  are: 6
a. The multiple correlation coefficient adjusted for degrees of freedom:

R: = V(R2 - (1-R2)[k-(1-R2)(1+2R2)], (IV.0.24)

where R, T and k are respectively the sample multiple correlation coefli-
cient, the number of observations in the sample and the number of
parameters  to be estimated; under assumptions 4.1.1-4 and given  the
property that a (multiple) correlation coefficient exists in the population,
equation (IV.0.24) exists and is valid.

b. Given that assumptions 4.1.14 hold and that also the following

assumption, which  is an elaboration of assumption 4.1.2, holds:
4.1.5. all error terms   8,(t =  1,2,...,  T)    are mutually independently
normally distributed with zero mean and constant variance, i.e.,
8 - N(0,  af 4),   a2 > 0,   the conditional distribution   of the magnitude
TT0 - #),  given a certain realization  X, is k-variate normal with mathe-
matical expectation equal to zero and finite variance-covariance matrix
4 TE<(X'x)- 11  -9 T(X'X)-1.

Hence, the conditional probability function of the quantity
Bi-B,'      ·(j = 1,2,..., k),where (X'X)j' is equal  to  the j-th diagional

6:JiX'XY j
element  of (X'X)-1  for  each  realization  X, is normal  with  zero  mean  and

unit variance, and since --2 - is %2-distributed with
r t-(y-XBY Cy-XB)
6*          02

( T- k)   degrees of freedom and independent   of  #j,   we   find   that   the
quantity

81-Bj
6*joc'xyj -     B i- Bi (IV.0.25)

4     W
t ae\/cx' Xyl

92(T-k)
is Student t-distributed   with   T- k degrees of freedom. Test statistic
(IV.0.25)    can    be    used    to test whether a particular parameter   Bj 0' =
1,2,..., k) is equal to zero or not (i.e., Ho: #j = 0).

c. The percentual contribution of each explanatory variable xj into the

6.  See E. W. Borghers and J. Plasmans (1970), Chapter  1,  for a fuller discussion o f these
statistics.
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*explained' (sample) standard deviation of the dependent variable y:

el:     =          k|   1   si             x 100, (IV.0.26)
I  IAls,
j=1

where sj is the sample standard deviation of explanatory variable
xj (j =  1,2,...,  k).

d. Given assumptions   4.1.1-5,   a   (1 -00 x 100% elliptical confidence
region for the parameter vector BeR  can be defined for each realization
X as the set:

{BIC,-B)..C, C'T ( )-B)l, AS '.,4-kl, (IV.0.27)

where  Fll·-k  is the tabulated critical  a x 100% point  of a Fisher-
Snedecor F-probability distribution with k and  T- k degrees of freedom.
From the joint confidence contours, defined by (IV.0.27), a (conditional)
test on the entire parameter vector B, testing whether either Ho: # =O o r
Hi: B 96 O should be accepted, can be formulated in terms of the multiple
determination coeficient R2 because:

8, oc' X) B  =  _R2_ (IV.0.28) ' a 1-R2

e. Under assumption:
4.1.6. the rows x,-(x,1, X,2,·••,x,„) (t=1,2,..., T) are  an n-variate
random sample of size T, drawn from a non-degenerated n-dimensional
normal probability distribution with expectation p and non-singular
variance-covariance matrix  t. 7
It has been shown by J. Wishart (1928) that the elements of the matrix

T

TS„ =   I   oct - S)' (x, - S), where  Sx= is  the sample variance-covariance
t=1

matrix, are jointly distributed according to a non-standardized n-variate
Wishart frequency function with  T- 1  degrees of freedom and variance-
covariance matrix E, denoted by lf T- 1. n(10. Since E is positive definite,
there  is a positive definite matrix   W so  that  WW- E- 1,  or the matrix
TWS**W follows an n-variate standardized Wishart probability distri-

7. Hence, n is equal to the number of stochastic explanatory variables possessing a
finite and positive variance.  Thus,  n = k  if no fxed variables occur  and  n= k-1
if only a constant vector of ones occurs among the explanatory 'variables' (and no
other degenerate stochastic variables as, a trend, a dummy, etc. occur).
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bution   with T-1 degrees of freedom. Hence, the ratio                            lSdet (TS„)
det(I)

isomorph with the determinant of the above standardized Wishart
statistic, represented by  det (fT- 1.n)· Transforming the sample variance-
covariance matrix Sxx into a sample correlation matrix Rx* with parti-
cular elements     rij - su/sisj     and the population variance-covariance
matrix I into the population correlation matrix P with particular ele-
ments  Pij =  oij/aiaj,   we   see  from the above result  that the ratio   of  the
determinants of the sample and population correlation matrices is
asymptotically equivalent to T-" det(*/'T- 1, n)  (Rxx  and  P  are  both  of
dimension n). Starting  from this property, S. Wilks  (1932)  and   M.S.
Bartlett (1950) have derived that the following transformation of the
determinant of the sample correlation matrix Rxx is approximately Chi
Square distributed  with  *n (n- 1) degrees of freedom   (see   also   D. E.
Farrar and R. Glauber (1967), p. 101):

-[T-1 -*(2n +5)] log(det(Rx*)) - Kinc"-1)· (IV.0.29)

Expression (IV.0.29) can be viewed as a test statistic testing under Ho
whether   det (P) = 1 (the hypothesis of orthogonality) against   Hi:
0<det(P) < 1. Low values of (IV.0.29) suggest only moderate depar-
tures from orthogonality. Very high values of (IV.0.29) may suggest
significant multicollinearity  (if det(ID = 0, there is perfect multicolli-
nearity or linear dependency among the explanatory variables). However,
this %2-test has a very low power, principally for small sample sizes
(so that the probability of erroneously accepting the null hypothesis
is very high). Hence, the null hypothesis will seldom be rejected for small
significance levels.

f. Under assumption 4.1.6, S. Wilks has also shown (pp. 491-493) that
the statistic:

ej:=(rjj - 1) -           (j -1,2,..., n), (IV.0.30)

where rjj is the j-th diagonal element of the inverse sample correlation
matrix  *Al, is F-distributed  with  n-1  and T-n degrees of freedom.

Since rj·' stands in the following relationship to  R J.z, the sample
multiple determination coefbcient between the j-th explanatory variable
and all other explanatory variables:
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1
rjj. = (IV.0.31)

1-RL.x '

statistic (IV.0.30) can be formulated as a test statistic, testing under Ho
whether variable xj is subject to (or causes) multicollinearity in the regres-
sion relationship, as follows:

R    T-,1
ej: == Xj.X (j =1,2,...,n), (IV.0.32)

1-Rt,x n-1
from which it is seen that, except for a term involving degrees of freedom,
coj is the ratio of an explained to a corresponding non-explained variance.
It is not surprising to see then, that (IV.0.32) is distributed as F so that it
can be used for the localization of a multicollinear subset of explanatory
variables. 8

g. Assume that 4.1.1 and 4.1.34 hold and, instead of 4.1.2 and 4.1.5.

the following assumption about the error terms g, can be made:

4.1.7. the error terms 4 follow a first order autoregressive scheme with
autoregressive (or autocorrelation) parameter p:

4- pg,- i-1- 11,(t-  - GO,...,  -1,0,1, . . . . T), (IV.0.33)

where  - 1 <p< + 1,  E(g,) = 0  and  4, are random error terms which  are
mutually uncorrelated   with   E(4,)=0   and   V(11,)=a2>0(t=-00,...
. . . , -1,0,1,...).

Then, (IV.0.33) can be rewritten as:

z,=   p V,-j    (t= ... -2,-1,0,1,2,...), (IV.0.34)
j=0

so that the variance of the autoregressive error terms satisfies:
2

F(61) =   Pli'F('1,- j) = a2 I p2, = i- p = cr · (IV.0.35)
j=o j=0

If, moreover,

4.1.8. the model contains a constant term (if there is no constant term,
there is added one to the xj-variables);

8.  If statistic (IV.0.32) is larger than  the 5 % right-hand side critical point  of an  F-
probability distribution with n-1  and  T- n degrees of freedom, the corvalue  will be
marked with an asterix in the empirical equations to be discussed in the following
section.
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4.1.9. the 4,'s are mutually independent and normally distributed with
zero mean and constant variance a2 for each t=1,2, . . . , T (observation
periods  {- 00,...,   - 1,0}  are not considered);

a test statistic testing under Ho: p=0 against the alternative hypothesis
Hi: p 96 0 is given by:

T

I (4-4-1)2
t=2

(IV.0.36)T

X 22
:=1

where 8,(t =  1,2,...,  T)  are the OLS-residuals. Test statistic (IV.0.36)  is
commonly called the Durbin-Watson test statistic and will be denoted,
henceforth,  by  DW. 9

h.   The Performance Index (PI) On the standardized prediction error (within
the sample) of the dependent variable:

PI: = (IV.0.38)
j T  11(y.-9.)2

/1  T-Imz y 
N  ·1  := 1

where 9, is the estimated value of y,(t =1,2, . . . , T).

2. The cco-procedure, yielding under certain regularity conditions con-
sistent estimators of the parameters if first order autocorrelation and
autoregression jointly occur, is a two-step procedure, working as follows:

- in the first step oLs is applied to the 'linear' investment relationship,
assuming that the autocorrelation coefficient p is zero;- in the second step, the equation is transformed as follows (see
(IV.0.33)):

9. Critical values for the DW-test statistic (IV.0.36) are tabulated in E. Malinvaud,
op.  cit.,  p.  508.  Note  that  this test cannot  be  used if (a) lagged dependent variable(s)
occur(s) among the explanatory variables.
A convenient estimator for the autocorrelation parameter p is given by:

T

I  44-1
IG:  =            t=

2 (IV.0.37)
1 T IT
/I e /I eli
  t=2   :=2
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k

y:-py,-1 - E Bjoct.j-px,-1, j)+'1,  (t= 2,3,...,T) (IV.0.39)
j=1

where x1., is equal to one for all t in the case ofa constant term and where
one or more x's are lagged values of the dependent variable in the case
of an autoregressive structure.

Applying oLS to the transformed model (IV.0.39), with p substituted
by the following measure for autocorrelation, being corrected for positive
oLs-bias: 10

11

O -,+Tti· (IV.0.41)
-

the resulting estimator 18 of # is consistent under certain regularity
conditions.

The MLS-method is based on the transformed model (IV.0.39), which,
for fixed p and all t, can be written in matrix notation as:

p(p)-X#,B+11, (IV.0.42)

where the variables are denoted explicitly as a function of the auto-
correlation coeflicient p.

Under assumption 4.1.9 on the random error terms 4, (t -2,3, . . . ,  T),
the logarithm of the likelihood function can be written as:

2.(p): - - IT-1 ln(21') - -T21 1, 02 - iS X

x  [y(p)- X(p) B]'  [y(P)- X(p)B]. (IV.0.43)
The MLs-estimators for (0, p, 92) are found by step by step maximization
of (IV.0.43).

First, for fixed p, (IV.0.43) is maximized with respect to (#, 02) to obtain:

Blp) = IxCp)' x(p)1- 1 X (,p)'y(p) (IV.0.44)

10. See E. Malinvaud, op. cit., pp. 519-520 and pp. 550-569, D. Neeleman (1970), p. 5,
and J. Plasmans and R. van Straelen (1970), appendix B.2, pp. 77-84. When the
process of the error terms & is considered as stationary and the initial value 80 as
random, when-p is small in absolute value and  T is large, the expected value of the
oLs-estimator p is given, to the first order of approximation in p and in  1/T, by the
formula:

Eq) -,(l -  ). (IV.0.40)

11.  Note  that F is equal to  the oLs-estimator of p from the first round (it may also be
equal to (IV.0.37)).
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and

82(p) = - -,   (IV.0.45)
[y(p)-x(p) 8(p)]' [y(p)-X(p) 18(p)] _  4,4

T-1 T-1
where the estimators are denoted as a function of p since they depend
upon a fixed p.

Substituting (IV.0.44-45) into (IV.0.43), we get the concentrated
likelihood function:

9(p):=   -  I.2-l  [ln (210 +1]  -Tilln #2(p) (IV.0.46)

which has to be maximized with respect to p. Maximizing (IV.0.46)
means minimizing  82 (p). Since   - 1 < p < + 1,  the  MLS-estimator  of p  is
given by:

B  =  9-1  [ max 2 (p)], (IV.0.47)
-1<p<+1

i.e., that value of p€(- 1,1) which maximizes (IV.0.46), or, alternatively,
which minimizes 82(P). This estimator is unique since 82 (p) is a strictly
convex function of p.

Hence, the MLS-estimator of (#, p, 92) is found by selecting a reasonable
number of trial values for p in the open interval (-1, + 1);12 then, for
each (fixed) value of p, OLS iS applied on equation (IV.0.42) to obtain
(IV.0.44-45); finally, that equation is selected where the estimated
residual variance  82 (p) is minimal. 13

Denoting the unknown vector   (B', p, a2)'   as   a   (k +2)-dimensional
vector 0, the variance-covariance matrix of the asymptotic probability
distribution of j94(0 - 0),  with  0  the  MLS-estimator  of 0,  can be defined
as the following matrix-generalization of the Cramer-Rao lower bound:

12. This interval should not include  - 1 or  + 1, since the variance of the autocorrelated
error terms should be finite (see (IV.0.35)).
The computer program used selects values of p starting from  - 0.99 and increasing
p each time with 0.1 until it becomes  + 0.99.  In a second round, the interval  of

length 0.2 around that value of p which shows minimal residual variance is *scan-
ned' again with steps of 0.01.

13. Although MLS will usually lead to a sample performance which is generally worse
T T --

than  that for OLS (resulting in a higher value  of  E   (y, -9,)2   =   E      & i), the above
t= 1 T=1

MLs-procedure should be preferred since it does not restrict a priori p=0 and it
may generate better predictions outside the sample period. Only if p is moderate
(or, alternatively, if the DW-teSt statistic (IV.0.36) does not suggest significant
autocorrelation provided that no lagged endogenous variables occur among the
explanatory variables) 0Ls will generally be preferred because of its simplicity.
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TV(0):  = -
T{E P,

2'(0)1 11-1

L 2828, le=e  ' (IV.0.48)

provided that F (0)  is the log-likelihood function (IV.0.43), written   as  a
function of the complete parameter vector (B', p, a2)' = 8, and that 00 is
the true value of B ; under certain regularity conditions (for example,  con-
cerning the suitable convergence in probability of the exogenous varia-
bles, etc.) 0 is a consistent estimator for 8. Defining an estimator of F(0)
as:

pco): =  -1-8,3'(.1       1-'
(IV.0.49)

L DGDo, le= ]  '
where the term between square brackets is the Hessian matrix of the
log-likelihood function evaluated at the ML-estimator of 0,  and a positive
definite matrix C as:

C:  = lim TV(0), (IV.0.50)
T -0 00

the estimator TRO) is under regularity conditions a consistent estimator
ofC. 14

The particular submatrices of this Hessian matrix can be evaluated,
from (IV.0.43) and taking account of (IV.0.44-45), as follows:

229(0)1    -  a F   1
i - --:[X(p)'x(p) B - x(p)'y(p)]  

2/1 202   1 0=9       8(2 L 06 -ile-6

= -ls [X(p)' X(P) 8-x(iD)' y(p)] = 0; (IV.0.51)
G

22 9(61)
1

8 1  1
Di,202 le=0   802 l   2a2

-1- - I-Y(P)'Y- 1 - Yf- 1 YCP) +

+2 7(py  X - 111 +2 7'- 1 X Cp) B -

-B'Xfil XW)#-B'XU)' 1(-10]10=0 
1-

= 7 1-Y'-1[Y(ID)-X(18)18]+B'xil IyW)-X(P)B]}

-  i [Y-1 -X-1181' [y(B)-x(p)#]

14.  See P. J. Dhrymes, op. cit., and H. Theil, op. cit., Chapter 8, and the references made
there, for the validity of the above argument. Note also that, according to (IV.0.48),
F(0) is equal to the inverse of the information matrix.
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1-- 2,, i), (IV.0.52)
&4

where  X_ 1   is the matrix  of the tagged explanatory variables   (i.e.,
 -1  -(Xl.-1, X2. -1, ···, Xk• - 1))  and  y- 1  is the observation vector  of

lagged values of the dependent variable y;

22 %(8) 1           -   _ 15 [xVI)'xq)], (IV.0.53)
8#011'\8=6     8

829(0)1     = - - i[-XGO)'X-iB-x'_txq)#+XGB)'y-1+X'_ty(A]
Dllop \0.6    8

-   [-XG)'(X-18-y-t)+X'-10'(0,-X(0)8)1

- &2[xe),8-1+x,-14] = Ca219(0)1 Y, (IV.0.54)
  0p011'  e=63

229(01   = - 12(x-18-y-1)'(x-119-Y-1)
Dp Dp \8=6

8'-18-1

82  ,
(IV.0.55)

and, finally,

22 9 (0) 1

T-1
  2 202 10=0 284       86

= - _1 [Y(18)-X(18)19]' [3'68)-XW)B]

T-1 _ (T-1)8 2 T-1
-  -                             =  - - .                                   (IV.0.56)

2 84                      86                               2 84

Substituting (IV.0.51-56) into the Hessian matrix 02 g (0) 1      , 1/(0) can
0028'  le=6

be estimated by (IV.0.49), which is explicitly written as a function of 8,
B and 82 through the terms (IV.0.51-56).

3. If model (IV.0.18) satisfies the following conditions:

4.3.1. X is a (Tx k)-matrix of observations of k non-stochastic explana-
tory variables of arbitrary rank r E k;
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4.3.2. the observation vector y of the dependent variable and the obser-
vation matrix X of the non-stochastic explanatory variables are fault-
lessly observable and

4.3.3. the random error vector 6 is unobservable and has an expected
value of zero and variance-covariance matrix aj4(Gj> 0), a best linear
unbiased (BLU) estimator of an identifiable (or estimable) function of the
unknown parameter vector BERk can be derived.

Dejinition IV.0.57

A parameter function w'  it,   11 e Rk, is said to be identijiable (or estimable)
if and only if an unbiased linear estimator of w'# exists, i.e., if there  is a
linear function p'y so that

E(p'y) =w'B for all BERk. (IV.0.58)

Theorem IV.0.59
The BLU estimator of an identifiable function te'B of BERk in model
(IV.0.18) satisfying conditions 4.3.1-3   is:

p' y - 10' (X'X')-  X' y = lU' B. (IV.0.60)

in  which  (X' 4-  represents  a  generalized  inverse of X' X.15

proof
See D. Neeleman (1973) , theorem 2.4.4, pp. 20-21.

Notes
1. If L is normally distributed with expected value equal to zero and
variance-covariance matrix al IT, P' p = 10' B is also normally distributed
with  expected  value  w' B  and variance 91 to' Of' X')- W,
Although the generalized inverse (X' X)- need not be unique, estimator

.'.

(IV.0.60) and its estimated variance --5-IL w'(X'X)- w (with r equal to the
T-r

rank  of  X) are always unique; hence, these estimators  do not depend
critically upon the choice of tx' XY .

15.  A generalized inverse  of an  (n x m)-matrix  A  is  an  (m x n)-matrix  A -
satisfying:

AA-A = A (IV.0.61)
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2. Identifiable vectors w can be collected in an identifiable On x k)-matrix
W. The familiar tests can be carried out on the matrix function W#, as,
for example:
Test under Ho: H/# - WBo against  Hi:   W# 96 H/Bo ( FF 96 0), where Bo is a
known vector belonging to Rk.

Since, however, identifiable functions are difficult to define for investment
relationships (II.5.13-14) and (II.6.13), given the property that there is
nearly perfect collinearity between 'absolute' and 'relative' differences
of the same variables, a 'best-linear Penrose-unbiased estimator'
(P-OLS) 16 of # is defined as:

8 -tx'XY X'y-X+y (IV.0.62)
with variance-covariance matrix:

vqi) - e (X' X)+, (IV.0.63)

where    X +     is     a     (k x T)-Penrose-generalized inverse (p-inverse)     of    X
satisfying:

XX+X-X      -
X+ XX+ = X+
CXX+Y=xx+ (IV.0.64)

(X+XY =X+X-
Through these conditions, the p-inverse of a matrix X of any rank is
uniquely defined. Obviously, (IV.0.62) satisfies theorem IV.0.59 so that
if # = Cy is a p-olls-estimator of B (hence, C = X+), then w'B = w'X+y is
a BLu estimator of the identifiable function w' B. Note that tx' 10- =
(X' X)+ - (X'X)- 1  if the observation matrix  X is  of full  rank.

A particular problem in the computation of the p-inverse is the deter-
mination of the observed rank of the X-matrix. Since the procedure used
generates mutually independent vectors, starting with the 'most indepen-
dent' ones, it was decided to use as a criterion the fraction of the 'longi-
tudinal length', i.e., the length of the projected vector in the subspace
already constructed, with respect to the total length of the vector.
Indeed, each vector (i.e., each explanatory variable xj) can be decomposed
into a perpendicular projection 4 on a linear subspace (spanned by
16.  See D. Neeleman, op cit., pp. 25-32, and J. Plasmans (1970), pp. 58-60 for a deriva-

tion  (of the properties) of P-oLs-estimators. These estimators are preferred because,
if identifiable functions cannot be defined, they still uniquely determine a class of
estimators with minimum  bias, and within this class, that estimator  of # which  has
minimum (generalized) variance (see D. Neeleman, op. cit.). Moreover, a thoroughly
tested computer program for p-inverses is available at the Tilburg Computer
Centre.
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mutually independent explanatory variables) and a projected vector
x JI

in this linear subspace (see figure IV.0.65):

1
b                                         x
2                                                              J

X

Xj'

T-

0                                                                           b,

Fig.   IV.0.65

According to Pythagoras, we may write for any vector xj:

||Xj  2 -  Xj. 112 -1. 11 Je.1/112, (IV.0.66)
with the quadratic longitudinal length equal to:

||Xj. 1 2 - (bix,)2+(b6Xj)2+ ... +(b;x,)2, (IV.0.6D
where the vectors b,(l-  1,2,...,  r)  form an orthonormal basis  for  the
X-matrix and r is the dimension of the subspace, spanned by this basis.

If the fraction lixilll exceeds 0.95, the vector xj is interpreted to be
Ilxjll

spanned by the previously constructed subspace, for which the vectors b,
form a basis.

4. Investment functions (II.5.13), (II.5.14) and (II.6.13) are based on
non-linear relationships, which is observed from the VES-models 2.5 and
2.6  when the Taylor expansion about p=1 (Cobb-Douglas)  is  not
applied. These non-linear relationships can be written as:

0)  Putty-Clay vEs-investment model

DI,=- +71Jp [a(0)+a(1)]  02(0+
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t il X 112(0 [a(0) ADQ,-ita(1)ADQ:-21+
V (=0

top  I  02(0 [a(0)Dwita(1) Dw,-11-
C..0

- 6p  X  02(0 {a(0) [lnl(1-p)z'w,tg,I-lnl(1-p)z'w,-1+91-1|l+
C=O

+ a(1) [lnl(1-p)z'w,-1 91-1|-lnl(1-p)z'w,-2+91-2|13 

+ #[a(0) D(1-a,)ta(1) D(1-a,- 1 |+B2 a(0) D - L  +

+ a(1)D 64-1- t #3 a(0) D + a(1) D 24-1  -b(1) DI,-it'l:\ P,- 1 /J \Ptl CP,-1/J
(IV.0.68)

with z' = z/z2) and B = ir#1 (it is assumed that 71 - 72 and that one year
is the greatest lag) in the case of derived investment and

DI,= - 1(1+02 51)+716  [a(0)+a(1)]  I 02(0+Lv                          r=

a2t-  I 02(0[a(0) DQ,-ita(1)DQ,-2lt··· (IV.0.69)
V C=0

in the case of pushing investment.

m Non-vintage vEs-investment model

DI,=(motl)   02(O [a(0) v3(0) DQ,ta(0) v3(1) DQ,+1+
4=1

ta(1)  03 (0) DQ,-ita (1)  03(1) DQJ -

- I 02(0 {a(0)03(0) Ilnli,+(1 -p)w,1-lnli,-1+(1-p)W,-ill+
(=1

+ a (0) 03(1) [lnli,+ 1 + (1-P) w,+1|-lnlit +(1 -p) w,1] +

ta(1) 03(0) [lnlit-1 + (1 -P) w,-1|-lnli,-2 + (1-P) w,-211 +
+ a (1) 03(1) [ln Ii,+(1-p) w,1 -ln li,-it(1 -P) w,-11]} +

t#[a(0)D(1-a:)ta(1) D(1-a,- 1)]+02 a(o)D fiL   ta(1)D  L=.1.  +\A/ \A- 1/3
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t#3 0(0) D + a(1)D   -b(1)DI:-it'l,· (IV.0.70)

Equations (IV.0.68-70)   can be estimated   by   M. J. Box's Complex
Method. op. cit., which determines iteratively the minimum of the sum of
squared residuals of a non-linear function subject to constraints of the
type:

r, S b, 64(i- 1,2,..., p); vt S F(b) 6 w,(1= 1,2,..., q), (IV.0.71)
where  F is a q-valued function of the non-linear parameters and where the
lower and upper bounds are supposed to be given to the researcher.

The following constraints on the parameters, involved in equations
(IV.0.68-70), have been selected for Box's CDS-method:

Table IV.0.72

Putty-Clay vps-derived Putty-Clay vEs-pushing Non-vintage ves
(IV.0.68) (IV.0.69) (IV.0.70)

A                 0    - 0.10                    A            0    - 0.10 mo -1-0
v               0.5 - 1.5 v          0.5 - 1.5 X132 (0 0 - 1.5
8     0 -11 8    0 -11 a (0) 0-1

3 0*Sop 6 1 3 0 Sop 56 1p     0 -5J p    0 -5j a(1) 0-1
a (0) 0 -1 a(0) 0 -1          p     0-5
a(1) 0 -1 a (1)     0   - 1 03(0) 0-1

m
E  52(0   0 -1.5 I&©     0     - 1.5 T3 (1) 0-1
4=0
Gl                0    -1                         oft          0    -1                             B               0-10
z'             0   - 1.5                  z'         0   - 1.5                     #2            1-3
8     0 -10        B    0 -10         #3    0-382   0 -3      #2  0 -3 b(1) 0-1
83            0-3                    #3        0-3
b(1) 0 -1 b (1) 0 -1 11   parameters

U    0 -1
13 parameters

14 parameters

All restrictions are known from a priori knowledge, either from the
properties of the underlying VES-production function (see (I.7.4)) or
from the lag structure and prior experimentation on the linear models.

Since a minimum had to be found in many dimensions (at least 12),
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the required computer time was considerable and only a few examples
per function with different starting vectors (drawn by a random generator
in the feasible region) were performed; the estimators resulting  from  the
cDS-procedure were then used as initial values for two types of gradient
methods for unconstrained minimization, viz. Marquardt's algorithm and
a Quasi-Gauss-Newton procedure (with Quadratic Lagrange and
Cubic equidistant interpolation).17  It was verified then whether  the  sum
of the squared residuals could still be decreased for a (still) feasible (i.e.,
interpretable) region of the parameters.

An additional comment should be devoted to the computation of the
estimated asymptotic variance-covariance matrix of the non-linear
estimators.

Consider therefore the following general non-linear form which
represents equations (IV.0.68-70):

Y, =f(xt, b)+4,(t -1,2,..., T) (IV.0.73)

where the error terms 4 are assumed to be normally and independently
distributed with zero mean and constant variance   and where x, and
b are respectively a k-dimensional vector of observations on the explana-
tory variables at period t and ap-dimensional unknown parameter vector.

Hence, the logarithm of the sample likelihood function can be expressed
as:

9(b, 4): =  - ln(270 -   In af - =15  I  [y:-foct, b)]2.
Las :-1

(IV.0.74)
Under suitable regularity conditions (for example, the existence of rele-
vant derivatives and the convergence of the mean moment matrix of the

explanatory variables,   etc.), the MIcestimator  of 8:  =  1 b,j, which   is
\a;/

found from the solution of 02 (0)100 - 0 according to a gradient-like
procedure as mentioned above and which belongs to the maximum of
9 (0),is a consistent estimator of parameter 8. Note that 0 can only be a
consistent  estimator  of 0  if 9 (0)  is the maximum maximorum of  Z (0).
Further, it can be shown that under some additional restrictive conditions
the quantity 47'(0 - 0) is asymptotically normally distributed with

17. See L. Dieben (1971) and J. Plasmans (1972) for a description of Marquardt's
procedure  and a relating computer program  and   R. M. J. Heuts  and   P. J.    Rens
(1972) for the Quasi-Gauss-Newton procedure and program.
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expected value equal to zero and variance-covariance matrix equal to the
matrix generalization (IV.0.48) of the Cramer-Rao lower bound (see
R. I.  Jennrich  (1969)).

Computing the partial derivative of log-likelihood function (IV.0.74)
with respect to parameter vector b at the true value (b - bo, a&2 - at):

09 1      1
T

a (x:, b)1=-2   I   [Y:- f (x:,  b)]
f (IV.0.75)

-Di; 1,-bo 00 t=l ab   |b=bo'
42= a02

the matrix of second order partial derivatives can be expressed as:

82 3'1 1 IT
82.f(xt,  b) 1- =  3 1  I   [y,-f(x,,  b)]                                        -

abablb=bo .  Go Li=1 Db ab' |b=bo
662= ao'

    af(x„  b)'          af(x,,  b) 1         1,            (Iv.0.76)
,=1 Ob |b=bo 0b' |b==DJ

so that the information matrix in terms of the unknown parameter vector
b can be written as:

-E  8239(b,
92) 1  =  1   +   af(x:,b)1           .  af(x:,b)1

ab ab' 1 382(02.J
'

9g :fl ab I b=bo ab'
1 b=bo.

(IV.0.77)

where use has been made of the property that E(8,) =0(t - 1,2, . . . .  T).
The complete information matrix can be expressed from (IV.0.74-77)

as:

-E["Z·'2)1.-4 ] - E['2"C'·'51  TDbga,2  b=bo J
-E [azE (e) 1 1

682 = 802 682 = 602

L ae aG' 10=.o_1

-E  9(b,
02)1

1     - E  822(b. «2)1            1Da:Db' lb=bo   803 84       1:39.0-1--                                                     6.2 =002

-1   +  af(x"  b) 1          .af(X„  b) 1            1      0
ag :51    ab    |b=bo     ab'   |b=bo

(IV.0.78)

T0      1 
-                                    -

/T \
where   use  is   made   of the property   that   E l   I   g f l=   Ta2 and where

\t= 1     /
(bo, aD  is  the true value  of (b, aj).
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Hence, the asymptotic variance-covariance matrix p'(6) of the
ML-estimator 6 of b can be consistently estimated (under certain regularity
conditions) as (see also (IV.0.48)):

9(6)  =  02 F jf   af(x:,  bM          .  af(x:,  b) 1        1- 1

(IV.0.79)
Li=i    ab |b=6 ab' |b=6)

with 4.-ENT.
An alternative estimator of F(6), which is also consistent under certain
regularity conditions, is based on (IV.0.49). From this expression and
from (IV.0.74) it follows that the asymptotic variance-covariance
matrix F(0) can be estimated as:

Pco):     - fa,9(6)1     1-1
L 8880' 1,=8_1

-   r T
I.) 27

--1

1   02  31 0,-f(x"  U,)  -1                  0
2842                  ab Ob' b=6

(IV.0.80)
T

0 -
-                              284_

so that an estimator f(6), which is asymptotically equivalent to (IV.0.79),
is given by: - rT 7   --1

821 I (y,-f (xt, b))2
P(6) = 1, Lt = 1 (IV.0.81)

-                   ab ab' b=6

Since the computation of (IV.0.79) is usually much less laborious than
that of (IV.0.81), the former estimator will be used for Marquardt's
procedure. If a Quasi-Gauss-Newton method is followed, however, an
approximation to the Hessian matrix, denoted between square brackets
in the right-hand side of (IV.0.81), is computed in each iteration so that
(IV.0.81) can, then, also be used. If however, no partial derivatives are
available (because, for example, a CDS- and not an unconstrained optimi-
zation method has been used), the following procedure for a direct
estimation of the elements of the Hessian matrix in (IV.0.81) can be
followed. 18

Expand log-likelihood function (IV.0.74), denoted as a function of b
alone, in a Taylor's series around b = 6, i.e.,

18. This procedure is followed in S. Schim van der Loeff and R. Harkema (1974).
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.Se(b)= 19(6)+(b -6)'  Dle(01       1 +  1(b-6)' P'Le(b)1       1 (b-6)+R,Db lb=d L abab' |b=6_1
(IV.0.82)

where R3 denotes the remainder term involving terms of order being at
least three in b.

As  6 is the ML-estimator, the first order derivative of.F (b) with respect
to b a t the point b=6 i s zero. In addition, taking b i n a sufficiently small
neighbourhood around 6, it may be assumed that the remainder term
in (IV.0.82) is small. Hence, equation (IV.0.82) can be written as:

2(b)-9(6)     1(b-6)' Fa269(b)1       -  (b-6), (IV.0.83)2     Labab' |b=61
where it is noted that the right-hand side of (IV.0.83) is linear in the ele-
ments of the Hessian matrix. Since the non-linear ML-estimator 6 is a
vector  of p components,  the  *p (p + 1) distinct elements  of the Hessian
matrix can be arranged in a *p (p + 1)-dimensional vector, say, a.

Similarly, after attaching a factor  *   to the squares   (bi - bi)2   (i =
1,2,...,p),  the  *p (p +1) products (bi-6,)(bj-bj)  (i,j= 1,2,...,p;
i Ij) can be arranged in a *p (p + 1)-dimensional vector, say, z. Therefore,
(IV.0.83) can be rewritten in the form of a classical linear model as follows:

2' (b)-9 (6) = z'atv, (IV.0.84)
where v can be interpreted as a random error term with zero mean and
constant variance (eventually standing for the approximation errors).

In order to estimate the vector a we can proceed as follows: vectors
b' (r =  1,2,...,  R) are randomly drawn   from a p-dimensional uniform
probability distribution within a sufficiently small neighbourhood of the
ML-estimator 6 and the differences 1(b')-9(6) (r= 1,2,...,R) are
computed. The vectors b' are used to construct vectors z as above and
these vectors are arranged in the (R x *p(pt 1))-matrix Z (R>*p(p t 1))
and the differences   £ (br) -% (6)   in   the R-dimensional vector  y.   The
oLs-estimator   of Er provides the desired estimators    of   the   Jp (p + 1)
distinct elements of the Hessian matrix.

The small neighbourhood of 6 from which vectors b' have to be drawn
has to be selected in such a way that the estimates of the elements of the
Hessian matrix are not too sensitive to changes in the boundaries chosen.

The above estimation procedures are applied on postwar data (sample
period: 1950-1970) of six EEC-countries. If certain variables  of the theore-
tical models, which are linear in the explanatory variables, are found to
be non-significant for the explanation of the dependent variable, these
variables will not be included in the tables given, in order to save space.
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To test the prediction performance of the models retained, the relative
growth of aggregate non-autonomous investment for 1971 and 1972 will
be predicted, using the observed values of the exogenous variables as
predicted values. The following three criteria will be computed:

a. The Mean Absolute Error (MAE):

MAE: = (IV.0.85)121971| + 121972|
2

b. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE):

/A2
/G1971 +81972

RMS' i  =  \1, 2 (IV.0.86)

c. The Janus quotient CD:

J: =   l*(2 971 +8 972  (IV.0.87)i l T11   - I BAv        T ,= 1
where  T i s the length  of the sample period,  2,(t =1,2, . . . ,  T)  are  the
observed residuals within the sample  period  and  21971  and  81972  are  the

predicted errors outside the sample period. Criteria (IV.0.85-87) have
been chosen because of their appealing simplicity or their ability to
compare sample and prediction performances  (if  J< 1, the prediction
performance is better than the sample performance).

4.1. BELGIUM

If we test equations (II.1.87) and (II.1.93) for the postwar Belgian
economy, a considerable amount of multicollinearity between the relative
growth rates  of the measure of current capacity utilization  D(1 - a,)
and the lagged fiscal magnitude (II.1.68) of the equilibrium control model
seems to be present. This can be verified if we examine the OLS-equations
in table IV.1.1, which also shows that other variables such as relative
real output changes   DQ,-0   and the relative growth   of real retained
profits D(Z,-0/p,-e) do not significantly contribute to the explanation of
the relative growth of postwar real induced investment in Belgium. 19

19. The aggregate investment to be explained in this empirical part is the rate of real
gross induced investment, i.e., total private investment minus residential investment
and autonomous investment in transport and communication (made by public
enterprises). Note that the insignificant variables are not included in the tables and
that all significant variables, occuring in the theoretical relationship, are included.
The theoretical relationships are repeated in appendix D.
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Table IV.1.1.  Equations (II.1.87) and (II.1.93) for Belgium (1950-70)

I:* D  &*A 1,/11\      /°AB ct D

(17)     C 0:-, 7     Al       D('..t) DVT)
Statietics

iII. 1.87)
8 -2.069 5.884 0.733 i - 0.576 PI - 0.60
I

t" (-0.553) (3·192) (1·988) DW" - 1.41 3 - O.26
8                                                                                                         2

•j         -                              161.621  [38·38]   DET - 0.86.   ·X 2 . 1.25
R            - 0.375 0.375

F;  - 5.,46
Ij•I

-1 . F:, - 12.781 [ 2. 7 8 1

(II.1.87)

Bj
-7.819 10.827 6.355 1.249 i - 0.670 PI - 0.53

tls (-1.790) (2·096) (3.762)   (3.004)   DW ' -
1.95 p - -0.03

aj

ej            -
124.391 [38·181 1 37.421 DET - 0.55

X  = 4.20

R            - 0.598 0.394 0.663     F's - 5.88.j..

ej - '26     - 14.451 [ 1.4 7 1 16.271

(II.1.87)

Bj
-13.545 8·805 15.077 10.979 1.646 i - 0.772 PI - 0.44

ti' (-3.104) (1.961) (2.544) (4.727) (4.236) Dwl' - 1.86 8 - 0.04

5                                                                             
         4

ej            -
111.751 [19.941 [39.081 [29.221 DET - 0.20 x2 - ll.07

R             - 0.614 0.797 0.820 0.728 F' - 7.63I.*I 1.

w. . F' - 13.03] 18.721' [ 10.281 15.641
1        15

(II.1.93)

ij
-13.092 13.594 15.753 -0.607 11.832 1.664 1 - 0.824 PI - 0.38

t" (-3.362) (2.968) (2.977) (-2.152) (5.614) (4.803) DWI' - 1.88 8 - -0.06

8j                                                                               s

ej            - 114.851 [ 17.051 19.471 1 34.471 124.171 DET - 0.12 X 2  . 14.27
1.

- 0.724 0.798 0.621 0.827 0.728 '5  - 8.62:j.'                                                                        18

.j . F:.
- 13.861 16.14] 12.191 [7.591 13.951

In comparison to the explanation of real investment changes in other
countries, the Belgian case does not appear to be very satisfactory
(see below), although the last three equations of table IV.1.1 for the putty-
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putty cES-model and the first equation of table IV.1.2 for the putty-clay
cES-model yield multiple determination coefficients being significant at
a 99% confidence level. This general observation could suggest that
serious aggregation problems exist; a feature which will be studied further
in this section.

First, equations (II.1.87), (II. 1.93) and (II.2.138-141) are studied
empirically on the basis of the oLS-estimates reported in tables
IV.1.1-2.20

Table IV.1.2.   Equations (II.2.138-139) for Belgium (1950-70)

B             ct ADQ,-2 D(1-a,) D(1-a,-2) Statistics

A 6.861 0.913 - 5.302 R = 0.616 PI = 0.58

4/6 (4.981) (2.270) (-3.203) DHt' = 2.08  p  = -0.04
e,            - [41.48] [58.52] DET  - 0.96  Zf =   0.29
Rxj.* - 0.204 0.204 F/6 = 6.49
COJ= Fil - [0.74] [0.74]

8, 6.239 0.720 2.144 -4.448 R = 0.625  PI = 0.56

t&  (4.241) (1.665) (1.143) (-2.468) D 149  =  2.05      P    =   -0.03
e, - [31.14] [22.151 [46.71] DET  = 0.73  Zi =   2.21
R.J•X

- 0.433 0.493 0.454 FA   = 4.85
m j = Ft. - [1.841 [2.57] [2.08]

From the insignificant contribution of the relative growth rates of (tagged)
real output DQ,_e, it follows  that  ptl - -mo in equation (II.1.87)
(since a(0) and also a(1) are found to be different from zero). Add the
negativity of the constant terms and it follows that the substitution param-

eter    p is slightly positive  C  I 02(0 should be strongly positive)   and
0=0

that the (average) price elasticity of the commodities  in the output market
lies in the neighbourhood of -1; hence, empirical application of a putty-
putty cES-investment model on the postwar Belgian private economy
could suggest that the output market is monopolistically competitive,
with an elasticity of substitution between production factors, 0, being
(slightly)  less than unity  (note  that  a = 1/(1 +p);  see  (I.6.7b)).

20. Since relative factor prices are found to be insignificant, a discrimination between
relationships (II.2.138) and (II.2.139) has to be made on the basis of the contents
of the estimated coefficients.
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If monopolistic competition in the output market were to exist, then
one would expect equation (II.1.93) to be rejected. The last OLs-estimation
of table IV. 1.1 does indeed verify this, since, from (II.1.93), the coefli-
cients  of the relative changes of the fiscal magnitude D((1 - u,)/0,)  and
the real investment price D(g,/pt) should be approximately equal in
absolute value. This is not found however (compare the point estimates
13.594   and    - 0.607)    so that relationship (II. 1.93)    is not accepted   for
postwar Belgian private economy.

A look at the estimates of relationships (II.2.138-141), contained in
table IV.1.2, reveals the following:

1. the substitution parameter p in (II.2.138) seems to be negative (satis-
fying  -v<p< 0), which follows  from the positive coefficients belong-
ing  to the quasi-accelerator  ADQ,-2  and the positive constant terms

(note  that p>  -1) ;
2. relationship (II.1.139), which imposes a non-positive constant term,

is  rejected;
3. relationships (II.2.140-141) are rejected because of the significant

impact of ADQ,-2 in the estimated equations of table IV.1.2, a
property which is not allowed by (II.2.140-141).

The first implication is in contrast with that made for putty-putty
cEs-model (II.1.87). However, from the considerably lower explanation
of equation (II.2.138) and the improbable negative influence of the rela-
tive   changes    of the proxy for lagged capacity utilization   D (1  - a, - 2),
equation (II.1.87) performs significantly better than equation (II.2.138);
this confirms the hypothesis of a monopolistically competitive output
market, a specification which is not allowed for in putty-clay model
(II.2.138).

Estimates of homogeneous CES-mOdels (II.3.17-18) and putty-putty-
vEs-models (II.4.15) and (II.4.17) do not yield significant results at all.

As already suggested previously, the relatively poor explanation of
Belgian induced investment may partly be due to the existence of con-
siderable aggregation errors. To obtain some insight in this matter, the
investment behaviour of the selected model, i.e., of the putty-putty
crs-model under monopolistic competition, will be studied for six
manufacturing sectors of the Belgian economy, their total GNP repre-
senting on the average about 70% of the aggregate induced GNP being
studied. The six industrial sectors are:

1. Food, Beverages and Tobacco (FBT)
2. Textiles, Clothing and Leather (TCL)
3. Wood and Paper (wp)
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4. Chemical Industry (CI)
5. Building Industry (except Housing) (BI)
6. Metals (M)
Data sources are listed in the Bibliography. For lack of sufficient dis-
aggregated data, the sample period was shortened to 1953-1968. This
will entail a very limited number of degrees of freedom,  so  that the statis-
tical estimates should be interpreted with due caution.

The best estimates of equation (II. 1.87) for each manufacturing sector
are given in table IV. 1.3, where it is noted that whenever there is signifi-
cant autocorrelation indicated by the DW-test statistic, a two-step
Cochrane-Orcutt procedure with an autocorrelation coefIcient cor-
rected  for  bias  is used (cco-procedure; see (IV.0.39-41)).  To  be as brief
as possible, only regression coefficients and relating t-values and some
essential sample statistics are tabulated in table IV.1.3. No explanatory
variable shows a significant multiple determination coefficient, as
implied by (IV.0.32),  at  the 95% confidence level  so that multicolli-
nearity is judged to be non-harmful.

A glance at table IV. 1.3 reveals that the explained variance of the
manufacturing investments differs from sector to sector: the sector
'Wood and Paper' performs very poorly whilst the sector 'Textiles,
Clothing and Leather' and the big industrial sector 'Metals' (38% of
total manufacturing investment on the average) perform very well. This
difference in behavioural pattern is also seen when the contributions
of the individual variables are examined.

Since the constant terms are significantly positive in the Chemical and
Metal industries, the substitution parameter p should be negative in these
industries (because the other terms, 61 + 72), m2, Ia(8) and 2:02(0, which
are involved in the constant term expression of relationship (II.1.87), are
also strictly positive). Comparing the contents of the constant term of

this relationship, i.e., - .ra (e) Ev2 (0, with these of the coeffi-(Aty')p
ptm2+1

cient belonging to the relative changes of real output DQ,-8 in the

relating industries, i.e., v2 (0  a (0) (020),   it   is   seen   that,p + mo + 1  z_
p+m2+1

taking account of the strict positivity of the inverse price elasticity m2 of
investment (cf. supply function (II.0.13» and of the sums of lag and lead
parameters  Ea (0)  and  I 02 (0  and the strict inequalities:  p> - 1   (see
(I.6.7b) with elasticity of substitution a> 0) and  - 1 <mo< 0 (see footnote
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Table IV.1.3.   Equation (II.1.87) for six Belgian industrial sectors (1953-68)
to
-

      B       ct   D  D   Nt    Nt.i    DQ,-2    Da-at) Da-fd) Da-at-2)  I)    D     D    D    DI
Statietice

t-1

1. F.B.T. (1490 of'total; O.L.S.)

Bj      -0.025   12.394    2.713
2.201 2.092 4.978 1.324 -0.230 0.412 R - 0.895

ts  (-1.600) (4.023) (1.007) 0.284) (2.348) (3.984) (1.307) (-4.600) (4.556) DW ' - 1·97

F;  -7.5 1

2. T.C.L. (1190 of total; C.C.0.)
8

1

1.-1 1.090 0.980 0,790 0.340 0.221 0.149 -0.190 i - 0.981

tA (1.808) (4.739) (3.920) (9.875) (3.778) (1.833) (1.667) (-1.583) F,6  - 40.3

3. W.P.   (9% of total; O.L.S.)

Aj 19.643 1.481 -0.322 1 - O.702

tli
(1.925) (3.524) (-1.883) D W  '  -  2.2 0

Bj

12„ - 4.45

4.  C.I.     (2190 of total; C C.0. )

Bj       0.430 40.904 6.820 2.878 -6.191 -1.317 1 - 0.851

t' (3.909) (2.272) (4.263) (2.969) (-2.120) (-4.552 3 N '  -  2.6 4
8

F  - 7.38

5. B.I.   (790 of total; O.L.S.)

B 
-O.134 13.327 2.821 1.343 R - 0.812

tio (-1.625) (0.803)  (3.760) a.861) DW;' - 2.26

F;,- 10.1

6. M.     (3896 of total; C.C.0.)

Bj
0.666 13.693 -1.840 -2.220 -4.249 5.402 -2.593 -0.674 i - 0.949

:I (6.-1 (1.316) (-3.608) (-3.041) (-7.456) (4.000) (-6.317) (-2.393) m '- 1.65
j



22 in chapter 2 on the price elasticity of the output market), the negative
substitution parameter satisfies for the Chemical and Metal industries
respectively -m o-1<p<0   and p< -m o-1<0, since the coefficients
for  DQ,_ e  are significantly positive  for the first sector and significantly
negative  for the second sector. Hence,  for a given  mo, the elasticity  of
substitution a, being equal to  1/(1 + p) and more than one in both sectors,
reaches its highest value  in the Metal sector;   for a given  p < 0,   this
experiment might suggest that the Chemical industry has a (slightly)
lower degree of monopoly than the Metal industry. Note that through
the non-positive signs of the other constant terms and the strictly positive
influences of D Q,-e, the other four industrial sectors show elasticities
of substitution which are less than one or equal to one.

The reaction patterns of capacity utilization and financing behaviour
also vary considerably. A positive sign of the compound elasticity :r#i of
capacity utilization implies that unused capacity is available to cope
with any (permanent) increase in the demand for capacity. On the other
hand, a negative sign of ir#1, which appears in the Chemical industry in
Belgium, indicates the existence of a strongly diversified output produced
by different production processes. This is very reasonable for the21

Chemical industry, because it is known that technical substitutability
between different capital goods is very low in this sector. In such a case,
an increase in the demand for capacity will often lead to an increase in
the capital stock installed (although capacity may still be idle for other
products produced by different technological processes). Heterogeneity
or diversification of output, is generally accompanied by a higher degree
of monopolistic competition. Only the Metal industry has a higher degree
of monopoly and this probably explains the fact that the very hetero-
geneous capital stock of the Chemical industry is delivered by a few large
suppliers of equipment.

Finally, the financial variables   D(G,_e/p,-e)   and   D(Z,- 0/p,-e)   have
behavioural patterns, which vary strongly from sector to sector: see the
important positive and negative influences of both external and internal
means. Only the sector 'Textiles, Clothing and Leather' shows the a
priori expected positive signs for debt and equity capital.

All these differences suggest that, aggregating to the whole, non-
autonomous private economy would entail serious aggregation problems
of the log-linear relationships.

Since data on entrepreneurial activities in investment, output, financing,

21. As can be the case in a vintage production model with strongly different types of
vintages.
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etc. are not available, let us consider the six above-mentioned industrial
sectors as micro-units, as defined in chapter 3. Although this is already
a very optimistic view on the problem of aggregation (because it presumes
that the whole industrial sector behaves as an individual enterprise,
which is producing according to a putty-putty CES-technology), it can
be seen that aggregation from the industry level to the aggregate economy
level is not even allowed from the theoretical point of view. Indeed,
table IV.1.4, where the second and third order terms of the expression
between square brackets in (III.5.4) are presented, shows that the geo-
metric means per period of observation differ strongly from the relating
arithmetic means for the financial variables: real liquidities (G,-elpt- 8)
and real retained profits  (Z,-0/p:-0)

Hence, aggregation of log-linear relationships from the industry level
to the national economy level leads necessarily to a specification error,
at least with respect to the aggregate linancial behaviour.

Table  IV.1 A.     Second and third order terms of ( III.5.4) for some economic
variables  of  six  industrial  sectors  in  Belgium   (1953-48).

Non-distributedInvestment Output Liquidities Capacity-Utilization
Tear Profits

2nd order 3/d order 2nd order 3/d order 2nd order 3rd order hd order 3rd order 2nd order 3rd order
terms terms terms terms terms ter.. terms terms terms terms

1953 0.187 0.003 0.218 O.Oil 0.244 0.048 0.222 0.028 0.0004       0

1954 0.118 0.012 0.206 O.Oil 0.215 0.034 0.247 0.034 0.0003       0

1955 0.082 0.003 0.}87 0.003 0.174 0.014 0.240 0.032 0.0002       0

1956 0,072 0.003 0.196 0.013 0.301 0.056 0.360 0.081 0.0001       0

1957 0.110 0.002 0.201 0.009 0.322 0.123 0.277 0.078      0          0

1958 0.174 0.005 0.194 O.Oil 0.310 0.102 0.326 0.068 0.0004       0

1959 0.155 0.007 0.182 0.010 0.307 0.084 0.296 0.052 0.0006       0

1960 0.158 0.029 0.171 0.011 0.347 0.081 0.267 0.056 0.0005       0

1961 0.172 0.027 0.169 0.013 0.298 0.055 0.228 0.042 0.0001       0

1962 0.190 0.030 0.175 0.015 0.249 0.073 0.221 0.036 0.0002       0

1963 0.194 0.044 0.176 0.012 0.290 0.068 0.264 0.039 0.0001       0

1964 0*132 0.030 0.166 0.016 0.315 0.061 0.264 0.062      0          0

1965 0.187 0.045 0.176 0.019 0.227 0.033 0.288 0.038      0          0

1966 0.208 0.036 0.179 0.016 0.293 0.035 0.249 0.039 0.0003       0

1967 0.197 0.021 0.171 0.018 0.258 0.029 0.285 0.033 0.0004       0

1968 0.154 0.010 0.184 0.020 0.347 0.021 0.302 0.047 0.0007       0

0.152 0.018 0.180 0.014 0.295 0.043 0.271 0.047
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The VES-mOdels yielded no satisfactory aggregate *linear' estimates
which had not already been discussed in tables IV.1.1-2. Estimation of
the aggregate relationship (III.5.12) was not interesting either. Non-linear
estimation of equations (IV.0.68-70) yielded the results reported in table
IV.1.5, where it should also be noted that the degrees of freedom are
very limited.

Comparing the Constrained Direct Search (cDs) estimates, it is clear
that the homogeneous VES-mOdel (IV.0.70) performs best (it has the
lowest residual sum of squares: 521.2) and that the pushing putty-clay
investment model is better than the derived putty-clay investment model.
A comparison between the Quasi-Gauss-Newton estimates leads to the
same conclusion; the performance index  (PI = 0.53) belonging to  the
estimated equation (IV.0.70) is even lower that that of various OLS-
estimates contained in tables IV.1.1-2.

Table IV.1.5.   Non-linearvES-functions (IV.0.68-70)for Belgium (1950-70)

B                   Putty-Clay Vintage Model Non-Vintage (Expectationa) Model

Derived Investment Pushing Investment
1 Q.. ::t::....

Quasi-Gauss-             |Quasi-Gauas-     bi
C.D.S.

t

(Quadratic)
bi

C.D.S. Newton C.D.S. Newton
(Cubic) | (Quadratic)

A       0.0,0 1 0.062
0.050   0.050 (0.027)   m     -0.953 (0.062) | -0.949 (0.031)

v o.soo 0.499

0.978   0.500 (0.269)  62(4)   1.462 (0.173)   1.520 (0.141)
6       0.051 1 0.060 0.181   0.033 (0.007) a(O) 0.592 CO.065) I  0.799 (0.066)

O       1.244   1.244 2.198 1.883 (0.989) .(i) 0.001 (0.0001)| -0.318 (0.031)

a(0) 1.000 1 1.007 0.808 1.000 (0.373) p 1.101 (0.174)|  1.101 CO.247)

8(1) O.000 1 -0.057
0.002   0.002 (0.002)  5 (M    ' ·972 (0.121) |  1.060 (0.427)

I. (c) 1.500 1.500 0.282 | 1.500 (1.058) G,(1)
0.134 (0.017) 0.125 (0.012)

2

1                                                                                        10.047
|

0.048 0.240 0.060 (0.020) B 8.910 (0.991) 8.910 (0.792)

I
1z' 1.500 1.417 0.585 0.404 (0.155) B 0.811 (0.099) 0.853 (0.083)1 2 1

8       4.965   4.967 6.396 1 4.934 (2.481) B 0.113 (0.013) 0.136 (0.013)

1

82
0.475 0.481

0.521 I 0.482 (0.188)
b(I) 0.012 (0.001) -0.117 (0.012)

83      0."Ol
1 0.107 0.134 | 0.097 (0.033)

*1)  0.000 1 -0.024 0.016 | 0.001 (0.001)

1                     0.031 1 O.909 (O.367)

T      1           1                 1
/ 22 578.2

 

565.9 572.3 527.3 521.2
1

452.4
'.:                                          1
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The coefficients of the estimated vEs-expectations model in the last col-
umn oftable IV.1.5, show that the Belgian private output markethas indeed
a monopolistically competitive character since the (aggregate) inverse
price elasticity is estimated    to    be    - 0.949   with a standard error   of
0.051.22 Hence, using either a putty-putty cEs-production model  (as
assumed in(II.1.87))oranhomogeneous VES-prOduction model(as assumed
in (IV.0.70)), the conclusions regarding the degree of monopoly in the
output market are similar. The Quasi-Gauss-Newton estimates of model
(IV.0.70), being obtained in 6 iterations, also show that the underlying
production technology is approximately Cobb-Douglas 1.1) and that
there is a strong impact of immediate (i.e., 'timeless') adjustment (a(0)
and  03 (0) are large) and capacity utilization;  the high positive value  of
the composite parameter B = ir#1 is also implied by the high coefficients
of the relative rates of change of capacity utilization, which are involved
in the equations of table IV.1.1.

In conclusion, one may say that CE -function (II.1.87) and VEs-function
(IV.0.70) are adapted best to postwar Belgian private economy. The
corresponding estimates contained in tables IV.1.1 and IV. 1.5 suggest
that capacity utilization and the availability of external liquidities are
the principal indicators influencing the rate of gross induced investment
in  Belgium; tax allowances,  on  the  side  of the income  tax for companies
as well as on the side of fiscal depreciation allowances (according to
formula (II. 1.68)) also seem to play an important role. Since the output
market is found to be strongly monopolistic in general (owing to the
relatively small   size  of the country ?) reasons of investment incentives,
which are not contained in our theoretical models (for example, social
indicators such as prestige, power, etc.), may exist.

Finally, an ex post forecast experiment is conducted in order to test the
forecasting performance of the best equations contained in tables IV.1.1
and IV.1.5. Interpreting the observed data for the exogenous variables
in 1971 and 1972 as forecasted values, the relative rates of change of
aggregate gross investment is predicted for these two years. The second
and third equations of table IV.1.1 have been selected as forecasting

22. Standard errors of the non-linear ML-estimators are computed as given in (IV.0.81)
for the Quasi-Gauss-Newton procedure and as in (IV.0.82-84) for the CDS-prO-

cedure (with R = 1000 or 2000).
If Marquardt's procedure is used, the asymptotic variance-covariance matrix of the
non-linear estimators is computed according to (IV.0.79). To save computer time,
only the best non-linear ML-estimators have been subject to standard error computa-
tion. All standard errors are denoted between brackets after the coefficients.
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equations of model (II. 1.87) and the coefficients in the last column of
table IV.1.5 as estimates for unknown parameters of equation (IV.0.70).
Forecasts, forecasting errors and forecasting criteria (IV.0.85-87) are
tabulated in table 1V.1.6, where the above-mentioned equations are
denoted respectively as Forecasting Equation 1, Forecasting Equation 2
and Forecasting Equation 3.

This table reveals that Forecasting Equation      2,      i.e., the third
equation of table IV.1.1, yields the best ex post forecasts for 1971 and
1972. The forecasts of this equation seem to be very good (with a mean
absolute forecast error of about 2%), especially if one considers that the
observed 1970-growth rate of aggregate investment was 11.71% with a
lowest forecasting error of 3.17%; the Janus quotient also suggests that
the unexplained variance of the sample period 1950-70 is larger than that
of the forecasting period 1971-72 (see figure IV.1.7). Note also the bad
performance of the non-linear vEs-model for the 1972-growth rate of
investment.

Table  IV.1.6.     Forecasting results for  Belgium  1971-72

Forecasting Forecasting Forecasting
Equation 1 Equation 2 Equation 3

1971 1972 1971 1972 1971 1972

Forecasted
value of DI, -2.86 6.79 0.49 4.56 - 1.92 11.33
Observed
value of DI, 0.71 0.64 0.71 0.64 0.71 0.64

Forecasting error 3.57 -6.15 0.22 - 3.92 2.63 - 10.69

MAE 4.86 2.07 6.56

RMSE 5.03 2.69 7.78

J 1.04 0.67 1.60

4.2. FRANCE

For about 20 years, the majority of the French enterprises have had to
I cope with a shortage of financial means to pay their investment realiza-

tions (see A. Galesne and G. Legris (1974) and B. Piganiol (1974)). An
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Fig. IV.1.7.   Graph of equation  (II.1.87) for  Belgium  (1952-72)
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immediate consequence of this situation was the restriction of investments
to the level of available financial capital so that some of the remunerative
investment projects had to be cancelled. This financial capital consists
of two complementary monetary masses: internal financial means repre-
sented by retained profits (self-financing) and external financial means
represented by banking and government credit. The major part
of entrepreneurial profits is designed for self-financing and external
financing is only necessary when internal financial capital has been
consumed. It has been observed (for example, by B. Piganiol, op. cit.,
p. 10) that during the postwar period, entrepreneurial debt capital
(external means) has increased at about the same speed as entrepre-
neurial equity capital (internal means) so that the leverage ratio (debt/
equity) has remained relatively constant during the sample period. It is
only during the last years (in particular from the early seventies on) that
internal financing has increased more rapidly than external financing,
so that the leverage ratio is decreasing somewhat now.

The relative constancy of the leverage ratio can be explained by the
rule (of thumb D, government and banks  use when granting loans  to
enterprises: the leverage ratio should generally not exceed one so that a
credit will not be granted if the total amount of debt capital were to
become larger than the amount of equity capital. In this respect it has
to be particularly stressed that public authorities have a direct influence
on entrepreneurial external finance in France, principally on credit control,
control on the accessibility of the capital market, control on foreign
investment and the granting of subsidies to firms. All these types of
administrative control imply, inter alia, that the French financial capital
market is very imperfect so that the two means of investment financing
will play important and different roles. Also, because of the shortage of
financial capital, investment has only been undertaken when really
necessary so that the postwar French economy has been characterized
by  a fairly constant degree of (nearly full) capacity utilization;   a  real
increase in the demand for capacity has almost always induced an
increase of capacity itself if there were no extreme financial limitations.
Interpreting the empirical results for the aggregate French private non-
autonomous economy for the sample period 1950-1970 in the light of the
above, it seems natural that both external and internal financing possi-
bilities are important for the explanation of aggregate French induced
investment. Both financing means together are responsible for about
70%  of the explained standard deviation of the growth rates of aggregate
induced investment.

The results tabulated in tables IV.2.1-4, show further that :
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Table IV.2.1. A general equation and equation (II.1.87) for France
(1950-70)

ct

.,1-·., ·(k)   ·(;S)  ·69 ·(:S) 19(»)
"·-, Statistics

O.L.S.

Bj      -5.138   0.278   0.300   0.283   0.847 0.703 E-0.960 I22-30.069 PI-0.14

t<     (-4.726) (2.036) (3.641) (2.831) (6.868)

(3.753) DW".1.94 3--O.05

03        - [9.96] 115.191 [14.981 130.88] [28.99] DET-0.43 x2 .5.68
10

1         - 0.560 0.233 0.642 0.431 0.593 /5 -43.37
.j..                                                                       1,

j-,1. -      [ 1.60] 10.201 [2.461 to.801 1 1.901

M.L.S.

Bj       0.033   0.442   O.too   0.294   0.519 0.339
i-0,982  ES -18.107   PI-0.09

t"     (0.021) (4.777) (1.568) (4.232) (5.287) (3.099) 8-0.18   P' -109.0
8                                                                                      :i

ej     -   t 22.801 [7.301 122.441 127.321 [20.141

O.L.S.

8. -5.409 0.377 0.380 0.238 0.793 0.496 1.308 0.146 1-0.973  I£ -21.615   PI-0.11

tlI (-5.215) (3.102) (5.136) (2.864) (7.571) (3.742) (2.257) (2.242) 8--O.38 8-0.04
8j

ej     -   Ill.69) 116.65] 111.821 [25.05] [17.731 [9.Oil 18.05] DET-0.16 x 2 ./ .01
2 1

R         - 0.642 0.453 0.714 0.487 0.792 0.690 0.593 F' -46.97.... 11

wj-F;2   -    11.401  10.521  12.081  [0.621  13·381' 11.821  11.091

C.C.0.

Bj      -1.888   0.433   0.197   0.280   0.617   0.374   0.713
0.061 R-0.926  In -41.920   PI-O.19

22'    (-1.077) (4.320) (2.071) (3.787) (5.680) (3.181) (1.380) (0.954)  F  •16.55
Dj

e      -   [17.64] [11.38] [16.89] t 25.631 [17.561 16.461 14,441

M.L.S.

8. -1.991 0.376 0.305 0.216 0.795 0.414 2.033 0.105 1-0.990  In -10.602   PI-0.05

ti     (-5.026) (5.175) (6.590) (3.728) (12.711)(4.870) (5.498) (2.622) 8--0.78 F'-134.58
Bj

ej      -   [12.31] [14.13] [10.461 [26.571 [15.631 114.811 16.091

1. the adjusted multiple correlation coefficients are very high so that the
estimations yield very good sample performance;
2. the residuals generally show strong negative autocorrelation, cer-
tainly when a lagged dependent variable is contained in the equation
to   be estimated; hence,   the   cco- and MLS-procedures described   in  the
introductory paragraph of this chapter (see (IV.0.39-56)) have been
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Table IV.2.2. Cost minimizing non-monopolistic investment equations
for   France    (  1950-70)

.1  .63.(3 .Cl...) D ,9 'GS) 969.(:S) "t., Statistics

O.L.S.

8. -4.750 0.202 0.349 0.206 0.268 0.745 0.610 1-0.965  It -24.144  PI.0.13

4:* (-3.758) (1.715)(2.602)(2.1881(2.834)(5.764)(4.844) DW"-1.99 A-O.04
'i

/1

- 19.751 [12.391110.34]I 14.29]127.431125.401 DET-0.20   X 2 .10.602.

K. . . .
- 0.741 0.614 0.610 0.647 0.597 0.686 /6 -42.02"

w.-F. - 13.16121.581 11.541 11.871 11.44] 12.311
J    I

M.L.S.

8. -O.170 0.022 0.440 0.102 0.296 0.518 0.336 i-0.981  ER -19.332  PI-0.11

t 0
(-0.103) (0.210)(4.478)(1.423)(4.089)(4.973'(2.855) 8-0.i, /0 •84.18

10..

ej
- 11.511 122.361 7.351 122.221126.85]119.71]

O.L.S.

8. -4.561 1.129 0.195 0.453 0.290 0.230 0.690 0.432 0.157 1-0.980  IE -11.920  PI-0.09

t *   A-4.605)(2.201:(2.107)(4.044)(3.759.(2.888&(6.650;(3.610)(2.744) 8--0.56 8.-O.0,5
..

e.     -  17.851 18.17] 114.181112.851[10.65]122.001115.58]18.71] DET-0.07 x2;=16.75

R         -      0.700 0.754 0.688 0.667 0.723 0.639 0.807 0.597  F' -54.31
Xj.X 1 0

...,7 -   11.511 12.071 1 1.411 (1.261 11.721 11.08] 12.94] to.871
, ,

C.C.0.

8. -2.944 1.052 0.101 0.441 0.244 0.244 0.666 0.406 0.111 R-0.962  In •19.683  PI-0.08

t     (-1.444)(2.110)(0.732)(4.290)(2.951)(3.254)(6.565)(3.574)(1.623)  F -29.13

e.     -  18.17] 14.74] 115.441{12.05]112.631[23.72]116.35116.911

M.L.S.

B. -1.940 1.817 0.155 0.417 0.267 0.197 0.741 0.392 0.130 R-0.993  IB -6.707   PI-0.03

t'  (-6.498>(5.904)(2.757)(6.739)(6.121)(4.228)(12.711)(5.480)(4.149) 8--0.87 F"-186.48
a

e .     -  1 12.881 t 6.641 1 13.301 [ 12.041[ 9.281 1 24.091 [ 14· 39]1 7.39]

applied, where it is noted that the MLS-procedure generally leads to better
results  than  the  ca)- and OLS-procedures;

3. the amount of multicollinearity involved is very moderate (for only a
few cases, the 5% critical value of the F-distributed statistic (IV.0.32) has
just been reached);
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Table IV.2.3. Equation (II.1.93) or equation (II.2.138) for France
(1950-70)

F c t D ell      D AL-    p( , -I   )      D All     D fllzll      Del\      D 21=!.1 Statistics
P,/ \pt-1/ I \P,/ (Pt-2/ \,4   \P,-,/

O.L.S.

8 
-2.657 -0.290 -0.414 0.307 0.166 0.298 0.699 0.473 i-0.976  ZE ·15.279   PI-0.10

t"      (-1.965) (-1.890;(-2.594)(2.778) (2.053) (3.742) (6.595) (3.862) DW"-2.65 8--O.39 6-0.04

4                                                                                  7

ej          -     I 6.621 [13.061 111.021 18.41] 115.80] [25.55] 119.541 DET-0.14 x2 -12.67
.1

R           - 0.437 0.780 0.607 0.638 0.665 0.582 0.782 F' -53.09
I.·I 1 1

wj•F;2   -  1 0.47] 13.It]' It.171 11.381 It.591 11.021 13.15]

C.C.0.

Bj
-O.758 -0.060 -0.224 0.385 0.093 0.297 O.590 O.380

8-0.929  IR:-40.570   PI-0.10

t"      (-0.475) (-0.342)(-1.335)(3.724) (1.162) (4.271) (5.489) (3.310)  F' -17.15
Bj                                                                                  le

ej               -
11.701 [8.841 ill.25] 15.881 t 19·691 [26.971 1/9.66]

M.L.S.

Bj
-1.305 -0.226 -0.392 0.340 0.151 0.274 0.610 0.480 1-0.981  E  -13.350   PI-0.07

t'       (-1.562) (-1.368'(-2.884)(3.559) (2.193) (3.690) (6.511) (4.023) 8--0.40   , -74.028j

•1          -     1 3.471 1 13.15] 1 12.991 18.141 115.441 [23.71] 121.It]

4. relative changes of real output and quasi-accelerators in output have
had no influence at all on the relative growth rates of postwar aggregate
induced investment in France (they are not included in the empirical
tables - see also footnote  19)  so  that the impact of a possible increase
in the pressure of demand can be neglected (no acceleration principle);

5. application of the property mentioned under 4 leads to the following
conclusions concerning the CES-investment models 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3:
a. ptmotl -0 in equation (II.1.88 and since the substitution para-

meter p is generally positive (negative constant terms), mo is smaller
than  - 1, which is not compatible with the net present value maximi-
zing conditions. The estimates, contained in table IV.2.1 for putty-
putty investment function (II.1.87), are therefore rejected. There is,
however, one exception, i.e., the MLS-estimate of the first equation
reported in table IV.2.1, where the constant term is slightly positive
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b. the perfectly competitive CES-mOdel (II.1.93) is (also) rejected since a
zero coefficient of relative real output changes is incompatible with
the joint occurrence  of a negative constant term and significant influen-
ces of current and lagged relative real investment price changes and
relative real financial variable changes,  so  that I 02 (0  as  well as a (0)
(0  = 0,1,2) are different from zero Gee table IV.2.3);
- ai is equal to zero in the putty-clay models (II.2.138-139) (p gene-

rally remains positive),  so that these equations  can be accepted; 23

- the balanced growth model (II.2.140) can only be accepted in the
above-mentioned notable exception   of an MLS-estimation;   in   all
other cases the constant terms are found to be negative so that
(II.2.140)  and its transformed version (II.2.141) are rejected;

- finally, p/vt motl.Ofor the homogeneous cES-investment model
(II.3.17), but because of the positive substitution parameter (nega-
tive constant term, again with one exception: the above-men-
tioned MLS-estimate)   and the inequality    -1<m o<0,   the   homo-
geneous cEs-investment model is also rejected due to incompatibi-
lity of coefficients (a similar reasoning can be employed with
respect to relationship (II.3.18), this time with no exception since
table IV.2.4 indicates that the relative changes of the lagged

capital cost variable have a significant influence on the relative
changes of aggregate investment).

Hence, the only CEs-investment model which can be accepted by the
three estimation procedures utilized is the putty-clay model, no longer

having balanced growth. If we compare the particular coefficients of the
estimated relationships, which are contained in tables IV.2.2-3, with
the parameters of equations (II.2.138-139), we see at once that no distinc-
tion can be made between derived and pushing investment. Thus,
according to the postulated relationships (II.2.129) and (II.2.132), we see
that the current optimal capacity-output is independent of the develop-
ment of previous optimal aggregate output and of the ratio between
the previous levels of optimal aggregate output and (long-term) struc-
tural output of firms.

Comparing the coefficients of the relative changes of current and lagged
real investment prices D(g,_ elpt- e) with those belonging to the relative
changes of current and lagged retained profits D(Zt-elpt- e), it is observed
from table IV.2.3 that relationship (II.2.138) should also be rejected
since the above-mentioned coe cients move in opposite direction when

23.   2 is interpreted to be zero in the case ofa pushing putty-clay cEs-investment model.
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Table IV.2.4.  Equation (II.3.18) for France (1950-70)

F ct

Di,-1 0(1-.,) D    DG:3  0 k  D(:S  DI,-2 Statistics

O.L.S.

8. -2.323 -0.176 0.271 0.225 0.282 0.675 0.516
i-0.966  te'e•23.700  PX-0.13

t"       (-1.052) (-1.794)(2.142) (2.580) (3.053) (4.533) (3.369) )W '-2.27 6--0.21 8.0.165

ej           -     1 13.611 1 10.231 Ill.981 1 15.75) 125.961 f22·471
DET.0.12   X s.13.97

R           - 0.853 0.560 0.525 0.642 0.723 0.805
/*2-42.85.j./

w 4„       - [6.96]'it.19] 10.991  [ 1.831 [2.85] 14.80]*

C.C.0.

8. -0.794 -0.066 0.419 0.088 0.297 0.495 0.307
1-0.878  X6 -74.272  EI-0.11

t"       (-0.379) (-0.899)(4.385) (1.196) (4.457) (4.376) (2.573) 77 -11.12
. 11

•j          - 16.831 121.231 16.291 122.221 [25.53] 117.91]

M.L.S.

B.        -0.748 -0.252 0.381 0.166 0.174 0.335 0.551
i-0.981  In -13.420  PI-0.Oe

tie      (-0.684)(-3.273) (4.021) (2.557) (2.235) (2.565) (4.190) 8--0.64  F' -83.01
./ 10

e        -   [21.841 [16.Ill 19.92] 110.871 I 14.421 [26.841

O.L.S.

8. -2.339 -0.188 0.357 0.267 0.218 0.613 0.491 0.122 R=0.972 Ii'-17.952  PI-0.11

"
t        (-1.165)(-2.104) (2.886) (3.248) (2.402) (4.399) (3.509) (1.877) B--O.36 0-0.06
..

.i -    113.521 [12.541 113.27] [11.31] [21.911 [19.861 [7.60] DET-0.08   X2 -16.27
.1

R           - 0.854 0.640 0.576 0.705 0.742 0.807 0.565   F' -44.96
Ij•. 1 1

wj-'62     -    15.391 ' [1.381  10.991  1 1.971  12.441  [ 3.741' 10.941

C.C.0.

8. -0.242 -0.104 0.421 0.119 0.266 0.506 0.347 0.040
R-0.915  En -48.220  PI-0.10

t"      (-0.122)(-1.383) (4.224) (1.398) (3.609) (4.379) (2.854) (0.652)  F' -14.18
pj                                                                          

  10

ej          - [9.801 ;19.311 [7.72] 118.01] (23.62] [18.321 13.221

M.L.S

8 -0.658 -0.275 0.433 0.210 0.128 0.309 0.516 0.083 i-0·987  I£(412.696  PI-0.04

t'        (-0.783) (-4.380)(5.324) (3.851) (1.923)  (2.864) (4.869) (1.954) 8--0.75   F -110.778

ej           - /22.261 - [11.701 17.451 112.401 [23.391 I 5.80]

and almost zero so that, for this equation, either p + mo t l  or I 02 (0
is approximately equal to zero (in the latter case, investment orders
are only placed for current optimal investment plans; no decision
lead (II.1.71));
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their absolute values are taken (cf. 0.290 and 0.414 in comparison to
0.699 and 0.473); this is not allowed by relationship (II.2.138).

If we examine the coefficients of the first equation of table IV.2.2 and
compare  them  to the parameters of relationship (II.2.139),   we   see   that
the   oLs-estimates  of #2 a (0),   #2 a (2),   #3 a (0)   and   #3 a (1)   are   respectively
0.206, 0.268, 0.745 and 0.610, so that, together with the assumed nor-

2

malization  rule   I    a (8)  =  1   (the  long term elasticity  of  the lag pattern
8=0

is normalized to unity), the derived oLs-estimates of a(0), a(1), a(2),
#2 and 03 are respectively 0.321, 0.263, 0.416, 0.642 and 2.321. Since the

oLs-estimate  of (1-3)   I   02(0  a (0) is equal to 0.202,  it is observed  that,
C=0

given the normalization rule  X    2 (C) =  1,  the oLs-point estimate  of the
Cio

distribution parameter is 0.629 with an estimated asymptotic standard
error   of  0.303; 24 although the point estimate   of 8 seems somewhat
exaggerated, the rather considerable estimated standard error implies
that acceptable values of 8 are within a suitable range. In conclusion,
it can be said that, given the accuracy of the above assumption concerning
the normalization rules, the present value cost minimizing cES-model is
found to be 'consistent' for the explanation of postwar French induced
investment. 25

How well do the vES-investment models coincide with postwar French
data ? This question will be answered in three stages:
- first, 'linear' estimates for putty-putty model  2.4 are discussed;
- then, best linear p-unbiased estimators (corresponding to estimates

of identifiable functions) of the parameters involved in equations
(II.5.13-14) and (II.6.13) are compared with each other and,

- finally, non-linear estimates of models 2.5 and 2.6 are presented.

24. This estimate of the asymptotic standard error has been computed with the help of
formula (IV.0.23).

25. Considering the MLS-eStimate of equation (II.2.139) (i.e., the first MLS-estimate of
 able   IV.2.2),    we get respectively   d (0)  = 0.220,   d (1)  = 0.142, d (2) = 0.638 and
8  = 0.99, which yields an estimate  of the distribution parameter which is definitely
too high.
Note also that the MLS-estimate of the first equation in table IV.2.1 is the sole
other equation which  does not lead to a priori rejection (there, d(0) = 0.217,
a(1) = 0.142,  d(2) = 0.641, 91 = 2.037,  A = 0.460  and  A = 2.392, where  more
weight is placed on large completion lags of investmenO. A graph of this equation
is given in figure IV.2.10 at the end of this section.
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Table IV.2.5.  Equation (II.4.17) for France (1950-70)

··   'Gs)  ·, -··, 0(:9  ·Gs)  ·(k) ·Gs) ···-2 Statistics

O.L.S.

81
-4.593 0.288 0.248 0.256 0.242 0.655 0.581 R-0.967  Ic -23.244  PI-0.13

t<      (-3.626) (1.876) (1.964) (3.237) (2.564) (4.307)

(4.502) DW/9-2.40 8--0.27 3-0.09

.        -   113.521 [9.31] , 13.581 113.401 125.061 125.141 DET-0.13 22 -14.03"

1           - 0.841 0.570 0.372 0.667 0.743 0.717 16 -43.73
..•. 12

w •F       -    [6.31]' 11.251  10.421  12.091  13.211'12.751
C.C.0.

8. -0.449 0.157 0.402 0.103 0.269 0.477 0.346 i-0.900  I52,-61.479  PI-0.10

'11 (-0.285) (1.466) (4.311) (1.511) (4.154) (4.207) (3.285) F' -13.85

Bj                                                                     
              i i

5          - 19.7,1 119.821 [ 7. 211 [19.381 [23.981 119.691

M.L.S.

B. -1.149 0.430 0.296 0.165 0.120 0.380 0.582 R-0.985  6 -15.219  PI-0.05

It, (-1.908) (4.169) (3.626) (3.092) (1.749) (3.437) (6.333) 8--O.60  F' -108.62

Bj                                                                               
                to

•j       -   [23.341 [12.861 110.16] [7.691 [16.831 129.12]

O.L.S.

8 -4.782 0.303 0.332 0.301 0.176 0.595 0.562 0.120 R-0.972  IE -17.644  PI-0.11

t 1      (-4.132) (2.168) (2.692) (3.967) (1.899) (4.191) (4.770) (1.869)    8--0.40    8-0.046

9        -    [13.241 111.591 IN.85][9.08] 121.181 122.621 17.451 DET-0.09 x 2 .15.31
21

1           - 0.842 0.644 0.475 0.725 0.758 0.720 0.563 F' -45.77
Ij.Z "

.1.':. -   14.871* 11.421 [0.581 12.211 [2.71] 1 2.1 5 1 LO.931

C.C.0.

8 -1.174 0.198 0.408 0.139 0.235 0.479 0.383 0.043 R-0.921 IA'-44.960 PI-0.09
j                                                                                                                                                   t

t '      (-0.723) (1.786) (4.222) (1.724) (3.217) (4.163) (3.543) (0.751)  F' -15.3210
Pj

e       -   111.231 118.511 18.931 [15.73] 122.14] [20.01] 13.441

M.L.S.

8 -1.349 0.448 0.330 0.208 0.078 0.382 0.560 0.075 R.0.990  IA -9.823   PI-0.04

t'    (-2.927) (5.337) (4'.705) (4.523) (1.336) (4.302) (7.573) (2.001) 8--0.71 F'-145.37
8                                                                                                          'j

.        -   [22.74] Il].371 Ill.911 [4.671 [15.78] 126.141 15.391

The section will be closed by a remark on the estimate of the aggregate

relationship (III.5.12) and by a prediction experiment.
Since the relative growth rates of labour force are found to be insigni-

ficant, equations (II.4.15)  and  (II.6.8) are rejected  (m 1 = 0, which  is
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contradictory  to the maximizing condition  0 < mo < 1).    OLS-,   cco-   and
MLS-estimates of relationship (II.4.17) are presented in table IV.2.5, from
which it is seen that, although the relative changes of tagged real wage
rates introduce a fair amount of multicollinearity, all coeficients have a
good sign and interpretable magnitude (except, probably, one coefficient
which is of minor importance,  viz., b (2) < 0).

The best results up to now, i.e., the first MLS-estimate of table IV.2.1, the
first oLs-estimate of table IV.2.2 and the six estimated equations con-
tained in table IV.2.5 are given per individual parameter in table IV.2.6
below. The performance index (IV.0.38) is repeated for each estimate.

Simple inspection of table IV.2.6 reveals that, although the various
estimation procedures for equation (II.4.17) sometimes yield considerably
differing results, the substitutability behaviour is conspicuously stable:
the point estimates of Jp vary between 0.448 and 0.485, which is a
range of less than 9%. The cco-procedure has the tendency to lengthen
(overestimate ?) the completion   lags of investment  and to increase  the
elasticity of capacity utilization. Table IV.2.6 also shows that internal
financing is elastic and external financing is inelastic; this means that
own capital, reserved for investment, gives rise to a more extensive

Table   IV.2.6.     Estimated  parameters  for   France   ( 1950-70)

First equation of Second equation of
table IV.2.5 table IV.2.5

MLS OLS

OLS CCO MLS OLS CCO MLS

a (0) 0.217 0.321 0.353 0.230 0.307 0.395 0.286 0.352

d(1) 0.142 0.263 0.313 0.167 0.470 0.373 0.229 0.516

a (2) 0.641 0.416 0.334 0.603 0.223 0.232 0.485 0.132

P - -
0.479 0.485 0.478 0.448 0.464 0.465

-          0.629          -            -            -            -            -            -
 I 1.037 1.087 0.703 1.748 0.964 0.841 1.427 0.938

82 0.460 0.642 0.725 0.448 0.537 0.762 0.486 0.591

 3 2.392 2.321 1.856 2.074 1.238 1.506 1.675 1.085

6(2)         -         -         - - - -0.120 -0.043 0.075

pl 0.09 0.13 0.13 0.10 0.05 0.11 0.09 0.04
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Table IV.2.7.    Best linear p-unbiased estimates of equations  (II.5.13-14)  for France  (1950-70)

,    ··  ·(t) '2:3 'e el <8 '23 ··-le).e .e) .0 e Statistici

Rj
-0.007 0.332 0.210 0.254 0.161 0.411 -0.002 0.291 0.131 0.193 P-inverse; rank - 8

68j (0.014) (0.163) (0.059) (0.123) (0.068) (0.154) (0.074) (0.067) (0.072) (0.094) R - 0.925 PI - 0.16

R              - 0.960 0.971 0.958 0.972 0.693 0.744 0.675 0 726 0.798 DW ' m 2.39I. X 8. -0.28
J

aj -0.008 0.283 0.367 0.333 0.138 0.397 0.004 0.243 0.299 O.119 P-inverse; rank . 8

BJ  (0.013) (0.144) (0.104) (0.178) (0.160) (0.146) (0.083) (0.068) (0.130) (0.053) i - 0.937 PI - 0.15

R              - 0.986 0.905 0.989X.·. 0.946 0.690 0.879 0.656 0.890 0.793  DW ' - 2.21 0 - -0.25

Bj
-O.004 0.304 0.226 0.162 0.057 0.430 0.058 0.253 0.183 0.099 P-inverse; rank - 8

4 (0.014) (0.163) (0.118) (0.080) (0.153) (0.147) (0.077) (0.065) (0.068) (0.103) R - 0.928 PI - 0 16

R              - 0.752 0.988 0.989 0.917 0.731 0.783 0.660 0.722 0.859  DW '- 2.31 8 - -0.25X.•X



effort to invest in own equipment. This corresponds with the observations,
made at the beginning of this section. It is also seen that completion lags
of new investment projects are important during an interval of a mini-
mum of two periods (years); only the 'own' lag elasticity, i.e., the magni-

tude  of b (2)  can be neglected.
The best linear p-unbiased estimates of equations (II.5.13-14) are

tabulated in table IV.2.7 (see formulas (IV.0.62-63)). A common feature
of these best linear p-unbiased estimators, which are all of order ten and
of observed rank equal to eight, is the complete insignificance and irre-
levance of the relative changes of current real liquidities and the constant
term. In this respect, it has to be noted that a time series experiment on
the best equations of tables IV.2.1, IV.2.2 and IV.2.5 revealed that these
coefficients showed a very unstable pattern within the sample period when
separate observations were deleted successively. However, this implies
no causal interpretation for the insignificance in table IV.2.7, but rather
an absorption of the influence of current liquidities by real factor price
changes. The third equation of table IV.2.7 is the best one, since it
contains no incompatibility  in the coefficients  (a (0) should be greater
than  a (1);  see  the  coefficients  of  the (relative) changes  of real retained
profits and relative factor prices).

Non-linear estimation of vES-investment equations (IV.0.68-70)
yielded results which were definitely inferior to those of the 'linear'
equations mentioned: the residual sums of squares were greater and,
moreover, many boundary solutions were obtained. Therefore, these
results are not reported.

Estimates of relationship (II.6.13) assuming that p=1 (Cobb-Douglas
case) are presented in table IV.2.8. These estimates show better sample
performance than the p-unbiased estimates, contained in table IV.2.7
with ptl. Although the relative changes of lagged capital cost introduce
some multicollinearity in the regression pattern, the equations were
observed to be of full rank at the 95%-criterion for the measure given in
the previous paragraph (see (IV.0.65-67)).

The results also show better sample performance than those obtained
when  p # 1 and terms in absolute changes of relative factor prices

(originating from a Taylor's series expansion) were considered in the
estimation. Hence, the underlying Cobb-Douglas production behaviour
was not rejected a priori.

The estimated parameters of the financial part of the model and of the
lag pattern for completions of investment are comparable to those

reported in table IV.2.6. Therefore, they are not reported individually.
Estimating the aggregate relationship (III.5.12), no better results were
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Table IV.2.8.   Equation  (II.6.13)  with p =1 for France  (1950-70)

F Di

.-· ·(·-·.) 0(k) ·(:S) ·(k) ·(:S) 0,
Statisticst-2

O.L.S.

8,
-0.264 0.294 0.167 0.262 0.558 0.410

1-0.966   It -28.883   PI-0.13

2;'    (-5.295) (2.351) (2.460) (2.887) (5.604) (3.547) p--0.34 3--0.02
P.

0. 121.681 111.76] 19.431 115.30]   [ 22.74] [18.901 DET-0.12    x2 .13.97t.

R 0.853 0.560 0.525 0.642 0.723 0.805 F' -42.32.j.. 1.

wj-F;, I 6.961' 11.191  [0.991 11.831 I 2.851 14.801

C.C.0

8. -0.103 0.390 0.112 0.279 0.539 0.383 i-0.931 I£ *46.992   PI-0.09

tt' (-1.954) (4.462) (2.348) (4.574) (7.982) (4.890) F' -20.46

Bj                                                                        ':ej   [9.781 [18.04] 17.31] [19.051 [25.401 [20.421

M.L.S.

8. -0.080 0.399 0.108 0.290 0.536 0.363
R-0.984   EA -14.929   PI-0.10

t"    (_1.577) (4.621) (2.314) (4.289) (8.022) (4.046) 8-0.07 F0 -97.22
P. 1 1

•j           [ 7.781 [18.911 1 7.25] [20.30] 125.931 [19.83]

O.L.S.

Bj      -0.277   0.381   0.209   0.198   0.495   0.384 0.122 R-0.971 EE -20.172   PI-0.12

t
12

(-5.973) (3.067) (3.151) (2.189) (5.076) (3.585) (1.845) p--0.51 3--0.14
Bj

•. 121.051 [14.09] [10.951 [10.831 118.691 116.391 18.001 DET-0.08 X2 .16.27.1

&.1 0.854 0.640 0.576 0.705 0.742 0.807 0.565 F' -43.47
,,

Wj-,62 [5.391' [l.38]  10.991  11.971  I 2.441  [3.741' [0.941

C.C.0.

8. -0.162 0.418 0.157 0.220 0.502 0.399 0.071 &0.954 I 49.381 PI-0.08

/11 (-3.340) (4.817) (3.132) (3.541) (7.074) (5.124) (1.541) FI -26.71

5                                                                        18
•· 113.88] - 19.261 113.601 121.351 [19.181 [5.271

M.L.S.

8. -O.232 0.406 0.229 0.147 0.395 0.541 0.086
i-0.988   I52,-12.673   PI-0.05

41'     (-7.223) (5.169) (5.450) (2.286) (6·150) (6.305) (2.039,) 3--0.70 F'-112.17
.j

•j    118.291  {15.61] [12.441 18.361 <15.461 [23.981 15.851

found than those presented in previous tables, principally because the
relative changes of output prices had erroneous (i.e., negative) signs.

Summarizing, we can say that the financing of private investment
plays a central  role in postwar French economy; changes in factor prices
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and moderate changes in capacity utilization show that substitutability
between labour and capital exists and that cyclical elements influence
the investment behaviour.

The best equations are those reported in tables IV.2.6 and IV.2.8.
Although various sample statistics (such as tests for multicollinearity,
sample performance) (slightly) favour the estimates of relationship
(II.4.17) (particularly the last MLS-equation in table IV.2.5), an ex post
prediction experiment will be carried out on all the equations reported
in tables IV.2.6 (except the inferior cco-estimates) and on the MLS-
estimates of equation (II.6.13), which are reported in table IV.2.8.

The observed 1971- and 1972-growth rates of real non-autonomous
investment in France are respectively 5.84% and 7.44%. These relative
growth rates, which are rather considerable in comparison with the rela-
tive growth rates of real non-autonomous investment in other European
countries, were predicted best for the last MLS-estimate of relationship
(II.6.13) (table IV.2.8) when the observed values of the exogenous varia-
bles were taken as predictions for 1971 and 1972.

This becomes clear when looking at the following table, where the
forecast-residuals 21971 -Y1971-91971  and  81972 -y1972-91972  and
criteria (IV.0.85-87) are computed for the above-mentioned equations:

Table  IV.2.9.     Forecasting  results for  France  ( 1971-72)

Table IV.2.5 Table IV.2.8
Table Table
IV.2.1 1V.2.2

MLS OLS

OLS MLS OLS MLS MLS            MLS

61971 2.71 2.64 2.26 0.57 1.46 -0.18 0.58 0.34

81972 3.20 3.47 3.97 2.21 3.76 1.89 2.64 1.67

MAE 2.95 3.06 3.11 1.39 2.61 1.03 1.61 1.01

RMSE 2.96 3.09 3.23 1.62 2.85 1.34 1.91 1.21

3 3.04 2.74 2.92 1.81 2.96 1.86 2.02 1.48

PI 0.09 0.13 0.13 0.05 0.11 0.04 0.10 0.05

The above table reveals that MLS-estimates generally yield better sample
and prediction performances. The best MLS-estimates of tables IV.2.5
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Fig. IV.2.10.    Graph of equation  (II.1.87) for France (1952-72)  (Mu)
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(equation (II.4.17)) and IV.2.8 (equation (II.6.13)) yield mean absolute
prediction errors of about   1% , the latter equation without  any  sign
error. Since factor prices occur in both equations, the underlying sub-
stitutability behaviour between capital and labour is described by the
magnitude of the relating coefficients.

Hence, the underlying behaviour is found to be characterized by
vEs-production possibilities. More particularly, since the last MLS-estimate
yields better predictions (with only slight underestimations of the con-
siderable growth rates) it is decided that the underlying production
behaviour in France is Cobb-Douglas (p =  1; see earlier).
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4.3. FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

The constant pressure for demand, so characteristic for postwar German
economy, is illustrated by the central role which the relative growth rate
of real output plays in the estimates presented. This feature is verified
by the estimated equations contained in tables IV.3.1-3. From the equa-
tions listed in tables IV.3.1 and IV.3.3 it follows that the relative growth
rate of real output constitutes about 50% or more of the explanation of
the relative growth rate of induced investment.

Table  IV.3.1.     Equations   (II.1.87)  and  (II.1.93)  for  Germany  (1950-70)

" .53 ·'. « ·(63 Statistics

O.L.S. (-I.1.87)

Bj
-5.448 0.213 2.223 i.0.845   IE -287.384   PI-0.33

t"       (-2.260) (2.075) (6.446) DW"-1.39 8-0.to
8                                                              2

.j
- 24.35 73.63 DET-1.- x 2-0.-_

R.j.x
0.044 0.044 ,2 -23.56

16

.j.':, - 10.031 10.031

M.L.S.

8 -6.652 0.144 2.472 i-0.903 IT  -202.692 PI-0.27

t"       (-3.401) (1.789) (9.153) B-0.05 F' - 43.17
1.

.            -     116.361 183.641

O.L.S.  (II.1.93)

8 -13.992 0.181 2.117 1.022 0.739 R-0.917   IE:-141.120   PI-0.23

tt. (-4.798) (2.327) (8.096) (3.420) (2.689) DW '-1.53 8-0.13
Bj

0            -     [13.161 148.001 [21.60]
116.641 DET-0.85

X:.1.,2

R           - 0.145 0.160 0.376 0.325 74 -24.64
.j.. ' .

j..5,
- 10.111 10.131 [0.821 10.591

M.L.S.

8 -IS.869 0.186 2.110 0.924 0.628 1-0.912 I -186.732 PI-0.25

t':       (-4.332) (2.398) (8.131) (3.118) (2.294) 8-0.20 FI -25.36
8                                                                                                        12

.j           -     114.821 150.001 120.401 [ 14.771
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te
Table IV.3.2.  Equations (II.2.138-139) for Germany (1950-70)W

N

AN  'Nt-, Mt-1 ,(t) <;3) ,(t) 'Q:9 'e) .8 statistic.t-1

O.L.S. C. M.L.S.) (II.2.138)
8 -0.372 1.560 1.414 -0.659 -0.404 0.545 0.714 i - 0.904 IE - 137.688 PI - 0.23

t
12

(-0.130) (4.617) (3.908) (-3.611) (-2.867) (2.223) (4.193) L '
. 1.90 8-0.02

e            - [21.171 [19.201 [19.461 (11.631 19.501 [18.931 DET- 0.19
X 2 5.  1 0.9 4

R             - 0.674 0.721 0.775 0.544 0.605 0.657 '12 = 14.48Ij..

i.':,
- 12.161 [2.821 13.921' 11.091 11.501 Il.981

O. L.S. (II.2.138)

8 -2.543 1.290 -0.652 0.562 i - 0.773   IE: - 379.995   PI - 0.38
1 5 (-0.822) (3.209) (-3.364) (2.834)    W '- 2.13 3 - -o.is
8.

2
ejj          -

133.921 136.831 [29.251 DET - 0.82 X,- 1.39

R            - 0.342 0.421 0.272 P:..  9.93.j..

/j-Fi. -
[l.061 11.721 10.641

M. L.S.

-Ii
-3.743 1.482 -0.548 0.660 i - 0.798   4  - 364.894   PI - 0.33

tt, (-1.4041 (3.926) (-3.023) 0.564)   = -0.09   F , 0 12.69aj

ej            - 137.38} [29.681 132.941

O. L.S. (= M. L.S.) aI.2.139)
8;-- -4.735 1.398 1.099 0.624 0.313 0.432 0.744 R = 0.933    IWt - 97.432    PI m O.19

Cl: (-2.099' (5.728) (4.197) (5.393)   (2.925)   a.974)   (5.429)    Di ' - 2.09 P - -0.06
B.

ej            - 120.961 [16.411 121.661 Ill.001 18.281 [21.681 DET  -   0.30             Xts-  7.93

R             - 0.509 0.592 0.620 0.546 0.660 0.615
F 2 - 21.28Ij•X

j.':, - 10.911 [1.411 [1.631 [1.10] 12.001 11.581



Since a fiscal magnitude involving expression (IV.0.11) influences the
variation of postwar aggregate investment in Germany significantly it
may be suggested that a geometric depreciation allowance for tax
purposes has been applied by public authorities during the postwar
period;  this  type of accelerated depreciation was probably allowed  to
restore quickly a war-damaged industry.

It   is also noted that relative factor prices   g,- 8/P,- 8   play an impor-
tant role; their impact gives a measure   of the relative importance   of
competitive production factors capital and labour. Moreover, the
negativity of the constant terms gives rise to positive substitution para-
meters, while their magnitude would suggest that the elasticity of sub-
stitution between factors might be significantly smaller than one.

Since it was observed that the rate of unemployment is strongly
inversely related to the rate of real output in Germany, the capacity
utilization variable does not occur in the estimated equations selected
(moreover, this variable was insignificant too).

oLS- and MLS-estimates of relationships (II.2.138-139) for German
aggregate non-autonomous investment are presented in table IV.3.2.
This table suggests that the case of derived putty-clay investment is
significantly better than that of pushing putty-clay investment (see the
relating residual sums of squares, viz., 137.7 and 378.0, and the F-tests
on the multiple determination coefficients, viz., F162 - 14.48 and 175 -
9.93). Because of the observed stability through time during the sample
period (which was not found for the second oLS-equation of the previous
table, where two early - 1950 observations  play a central  role),  the
absence of autocorrelation and the interpretability of the estimated
coefficients, the first and last oLs-estimates of table IV.3.2, which were
also found to be equal to the MLS-estimates, could be selected as tractable
hypotheses.  How to discriminate between these two equations ?  A judg-
ment can be based on sample (and prediction) performance and on indi-
vidual parameter estimation.

The first equation, which is an estimation of the relative rate of growth
of non-autonomous investment according to relationship (II.2.138) shows
a sample performance which is worse than that of the second equation,
estimating the cost minimizing putty-clay investment relationship
(II.2.139). Although both equations yield two non-identilied parameters,
viz., 91 and v, the first equation leads to the following point estimates
and corresponding standard errors (see formula (IV.0.23)) on the condi-

1

tion   that the normalization rules     I   a (0)  =  1    and     I   i)2(0  =  1   are
8=0 (=0
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Table IV.3.3.    Equation (II.4.17) for Germany (1950-70)

D ct DQ, D tl 0(5-11 Statistics
\Pt/ \Pt-1/

O.L.S.

Bj
-8.597 1.924 0.935

R - 0.847  XE  - 285.072  PI - 0.33

t" (-3.111) (5.105) (2.118) DW" - 1.52 3 . O.10

Bj                                                       2

e           -
[70.681 129.321 DET - 0.83 X 2 . 1.34

R           - 0.414 0.414 F'  = 23.84
.j.I 16

W..pl - [3.52] [3.521J  17

M.L.S.

81
-8.537 2.304 0.499 R - O.897  I   - 218.462  PI - 0.28

t;'
(-3.596) (7.276) (t.270) 8 - 0.07 F'  = 41.33

1.

ej          -
184.39] |15.611

O.L.S.

Bj
-9.246 1.524 0.976 0.152 R - 0.870 I£2 - 229.995 PI - 0.30

t s
(_3.576) (3.732) (2.380) (1.895) DW" - 1.44 8 - 0.19

ej          - [49.581 [27.Ill 123.311 DET = 0.59 2 . 3.70
X8

Rxj.x
- 0.627 0.417 0.540 F' = 19.66

15

W.-F' - 15.171' [ 1.681 13.2913  16

M.L.S.

Bj
-to.316 1.969 0.584 0.097 R - 0.896  EA  = 219.431  PI - 0.30

t" (-3.656) (5.347) (1.487) (1.345) 3 - 0.20 Fs = 27.74

aj                                                                 13

e           - 167.271 [17.021 [15.711

.-. .-.
postulated    (see    last four coefficients:   a(01  -  0.659,  -a(11  =  O.404,

ptl ptl
M-.I --.
#2a(1)-0.545 and #3 a(0) =0.714); a(0)-0.620 (0.203), a(1) -0.380
(0.146),  2 = 1.434 (0.891),  3 = 1.152 (0.357) and B = -0.059 (0.020) so
that the elasticity of substitution (i.e., a =  1/(p + 1)) is equal to  1.063 with
standard error equal  to  0.452 and the inference of both financing means is
approximately elastic. Since the constant term is found to be negative, the
individual parameter estimates  of the first equation are rejected because
a negative constant term implies a positive substitution parameter.
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Investigating the coeRicients of the second equation and comparing
them  to  the  form of relationship (II.2.139),  one  sees  that  a (0) = 0.666
(0.193),  a(1) = 0.334 (0.179),  182 - 1.380 (0.779), 1 3 - 1.192 (0.321)  and
3 = 0.063  (0.020) (5 equations  in 5 unknowns). Although the point
estimate of the distribution parameter seems somewhat too low, this
equation does not lead to any incompatibility so that it is preferred to the
first 0Ls-estimate of relation (II.2.138). Moreover, the sample performance
(compare R = 0.933 to R = 0.904) was better too, with only two turning

26point sample prediction errors (1961 and 1965: see figure IV.3.8).
The homogeneous CES-models (II.3.17-18) were not relevant for the

explanation of postwar German induced investment growth. Equation
(II.4.17) is estimated for the aggregate non-residential private economy
of Germany in table IV.3.3. From this table it is seen that the influence
of the real wage rate changes confirms that there is substitutability
between labour and capital in the labour and output markets charac-
terized by 'near perfect competition'. The almost perfectly competitive
character of the output market is also verified by the non-linear estimates
of relationships (IV.0.68-70). These estimates are reported in table
IV.3.4, from which it emerges that the Marquardt-estimation of the
non-vintage expectations model yields  very good results  (PI = 0.25);   the
inverse price elasticity of the output market is estimated to be pretty
small   (- 0.20),   so  that the degree of monopoly  in the output market
seems to be very moderate. The non-linear estimates confirm that the
underlying production technology is approximately Cobb-Douglas
(p =  1.2);  also the elasticity of capacity utilization is found  to  be  con-

10.
siderable  08 = ir#i = 2.99).

Since p.1 (Cobb-Douglas case), equations (II.5.13-14) can be con-
siderably   simplified;  the best estimates are already contained in table
IV.3.2, since the CES- as well as the VES-investment models lead to similar
investment functions if the production technology is Cobb-Douglas.
Relationship (II.6.13)    is also considerably simplified    then;    its    best
oLs-estimation yields:

26  Note that the underlying approximation about p=O i s not improbable since the
first 0Ls-estimate already implies a Cobb-Douglas-type production function.
Remark also the elastic influences of all the financial constraint variables in both
equations. It is known from sample observation that smaller firms in particular
tend to accelerate long run or less urgent investment projects if disposable financial
means grow.
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Table IV.3.4.   Non-linear VES-models (IV.0.68-70) for Germany (1950-70)
t 0

D                                                   Putty-Clay
Non-Vintage

(Expectations Model')
Deriued Inuestment Pushing Investment

Quasi-Gauss- Quasi-Gauss-
CDS Newton CDS Newton CDS Marquardt

Cquadratic) (quadrati0

A 0.045 0.064 (0.011) 0.049 0.087 (0.014) mo -0.099 -0.201   (0.010)

v 0.685 0.985 (0.203) 1.301 1.302 (0.049) Iv-2 (0 1.379 1.777 (0.080)

8 0.403 0.496 (0.099) 0.231 0.174 (0.025) a(0) 0.997 1.266 (0.058)
p 1.580 1.572 (0.322) 1.563 1.572 (0.219) a(1) 0.001 0.107 (0.006)

a (0) 1.000 1.195 (0.092) 1.000 1.370 (0.146) p 1.117 1.198 (0.057)

a(1)           0         -0.356 (0.037) 0.001 - 0.382 (0.072) U3(0) 0.840 1.179 (0.055)

/02(0 0.599 0.552 (0.098) 1.492 1.472 (0.188) 53(1) 0.013 0.394 (0.021)

0.843 0.755 (0.090) 0.001 -0.141 (0.021) p 4.363 2.990 (0.143)
z' 1.381 1.402 (0.470) 1.423 1.401 (0.269)     182 0.010 -0.590 (0.029)

# 4.997 5.052 (0.920) 4.998 5.086   (0.685)                 #3                           0                              - 0.091   (0.024)

A 0.302 0.301 (0.055) 0.189 0.190 (0.041) b(1) 0.007 0.152 (0.008)

B3            0          0.008 (0.003) 0.001 -0.015 (0.005)

b(1) 0.002 - 0.135 (0.022) 0.001 - 0.254   (0.043)

B 0.996 0.995 (0.241)

T
E 4 321.9 255.3 430.4 328.2 322.1 152.9

:=1

PI = 0.25



DI,=  1.636 DQ,-0.372 Di,-1. (IV.3.5)

4; (12.094)         ( - 3.529)        R = 0.866  Ief = 268.55     PI  =  0.32

R 0.268 0.268 DW 9 - 1.80     B = -0.04Xj.X

Coj= F#7 [1.32] [1.32] DET = 0.93    zf = 0.52
Finally,   the   best  oLs-estimate of relationship  (III. 5.12)  is:

DI, = 0.706 Dw,-0.465 Di,- 1 + •205 D . L- 1  + 0.313 Di'& 1,
\Pt- 1/ \P:/

45 (3.171) (-3.560) (2.125) (1.655) (IV.3.6)

R 0.300 0.311 0.456 0.435Xj.X

coj= Fts [0.49] [0.54] [1.31] [1.16]

R = 0.825   22,2 - 302.61   PI = 0.34

D 1719  - 1.55 0 =0.21    DET= 0.72    zi = 5.90
where all coefficients satisfy the a priori (expected) restrictions (for
example, with respect to the bivariate Pareto probability density).
However, the sample performance of previously mentioned estimates is
better.

To obtain some idea of the prediction performance of the various
models, the third and fourth equations of table IV.3.1, the first and last
equation of table IV.3.2, all equations of table IV.3.3 and the Marquardt
estimate in the last column of table IV.3.4 are compared with each other
for a prediction experiment for the period 1971-72 according to criteria
(IV.0.85-87):

Table  IV.3.7.     Forecasting  results for  Germany  (1971-72)

IV.3.1 1V.3.2 IV.3.3 IV.3A
(Marquardt)

OLS MLS OLS OLS OLS MLS OLS MLS

MAE 3.90 3.85 7.10 5.20 5.23 5.21 2.79 2.89 2.78

RMSE 3.94 5.30 9.11 7.01 6.04 5.97 3.75 3.76 3.73

J 1.44 1.69 3.38 2.92 2.58 2.21 1.08 1.12 1.30

pi 0.23 0.25 0.23 0.19 0.33 0.28 0.30 0.30 0.25
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Table IV.3.8.    Graph of equation  (II.2.139) for Germany  (1952-72)
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From the above table it is seen that the third equation of table IV.3.3 and
the non-linear vES-expectations model estimated by Marquardt's pro-
cedure yield the best prediction results, although the oLS-estimate of
relationship (II.2.139) showed the best sample performance. Usually,
it was observed that the 1972-observation (showing a quasi-constancy of
the real investment rate) was predicted much more accurately than the
5% increase of the rate of real aggregate investment in 1971, which was
always underestimated.

In particular, the best sample estimate (equation (II.2.139) of table
IV.3.2) showed a very bad prediction for the 1971-increase: it underesti-
mated  it with  9.9%. The 1972-prediction error  for this equation  was,
however, only 0.50% (see figure IV.3.8 where the very strong underesti-
mate  of the 1971-observation   is   illustrated).

4.4. GREAT BRITAIN (INCLUSIVE NORTHERN IRELAND)

Especially since the sixties, the British economy has known structural
difficulties of investment expansion: structurally idle capacity, a pro-
gressively deteriorating currency (expressed by consecutive devaluations
of the pound) and a relatively impertant flight of capital for (more
remunerative) foreign investment projects are characteristic for this
period. In such a business climate, investment incentives such as retained
profits may contribute 'negatively' to an investment growth, because an
increase of real retained profits only increases capacity utilization if there
is an increase in the demand for capacity (labour-employed economy)
and stimulates capital export so that it does not necessarily increase the
available capital stock if there is a lack of confidencein the home economy.

The estimates presented in tables IV.4.1-2 show that models (II.1.8D
and (II.2.138-139) yield OLS-estimates with relatively bad sample per-
formance. Only cES-models (II.1.93) and (II.3.17-18) give a more satis-
factory global sample performance. Comparing, however, the theoretical
structure of relationship (II.1.93) (see appendix D) with the OLS- and
MLS-estimates in table IV.4.1, it is seen that, given that Ii32 (O and Ia(0)
are pcsitive, the elasticity of substitution is found to be less than
unity (see the negative constant term, so that the substitution parameter
is positive) and that the polynomial lag parameters would possess reverse
signs:  a(0) > 0 and a(1) <0 (positive coefficient of the relative changes  of
real investment prices  D(g,_ e/p,_ 0));  herce, the elasticity  of real invest-
ment with respect to real retained profits (i.e; parameter #3) would be
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Table  IVA.1.     Equations  (II.1.87),(II.1.93)  and  (II.2.138-139)  for  Great  Britain  (1950-70)

PE
G.B.

··    ·63   -·   A-·-,   ·(t)   :s)   ·69  D,·4.-2, ·69  0(;s)  ·69  ·(*j "·e
Statiotics

8 1.435

DI:..1.96

0.205 0.203 0.299 R-0.734 FI-0.49

' '
(2.689) 8.-0.06

tiJ
(1.512) (2.141) a. 138)

e* (30.381 £30.621 138.991 DET*0.90 X -0. 74

R           _ 0.210 0.248 0.291 ,; ,-8.02.;..

10.371 [0.521 IO. 741

aj -0.477 0.675 0.145 0.212 0.285 i;0.771 PI-0.45

'i' <-0.,3,) 0.739) (1.506) (2.375) (2.827) Ow:'-1.70
0-0.15

ej - 120.931 118.471 [27.491 133.10] DET-0.78 X:-'.7'

R 0.367 0.409 0.254 0.292 ':..l. 58.··I

'.':, - 10.78] 11.001 10.34] 10.47]

O. L.S. (,I.1.93)
8

1
-4.000 0.286 2.221 1.865 -0.174 0.341 1-0.869 3  -83.577 PI-0.33

t '    (-2.52,7) (2.088) (4.534) (4.257) (-1.890) (2.723) DW '-2.41 8--0.25

p.                                                                                                               X '.1 1.91e j   -  115.911 134.611 123,521 112.131 1/3.841 DET-0.17

R           - 0.791 0.792 0.536 0.687 0.397    F ,-12.12....

w -F -  IS. 851' 15.881' 11.411 13.14] 10.661.·

M. I..S.

8j        -2.409   0.273 1.938 2.075 -0.129 0.354 R-0.884      Iot.80.738     PI.0.23

"
(5.155) (-1.353) (2.850) 0--0.34 1;1-15,25rAj    (-2.080) (2.173) (4.263)

e. - 115.991 [31.801 127.571 19.521 115.12]

O.L.S. (II.2.138:

8. -0.529 -0.455 0.583 3.431 0.245 0.218 0.317 i.0.790 PI-0.40

t 1 2 (-0.331) (-1.448) (1.504) (1 455) (2.253) (2.466) (3.008) DW '-1. 63 0.0.17
Bj

e           -
111.82 Ill. 791 Ill.471  120.391 118.481 124.051 DET=O. 38

X,2,-6.17

R           - 0.509 0.443 0.651 0.630 0.347 0.476 ':,-5.99I ./

w .,5 LO. 911 [0.631 11.911 11.71] 10.361 [0.761
,.



Table IVA.2.    Equations (II.3.17-18) for Great Britain (1950-70)

/Z \
G.B. ct

DQt+1 Dit D(1-at) D(1-at-1: DI F 
Statistics

O.L.S. (II.3.17)

8. 7.660 -1.243 7.079 4.214 0.311 1 - 0.819  Ii  - 120.848  PI - 0.40

'I;

('.'43) (-2.604) (3.759; (2.301) (2.892) DW" . 2.21 8 - -O.14

•j         - [24.161 [29.191 [18.011 [28.641 DET . 0.49 X2. 4.90

R          - 0.639 0.394 0.411 0.693 F' - 10.20
xj.I 1.

i-' ,
13.451. 10.92] [ 1.01] [4.631'

M.L.S

8. 6.534 -1.072 · 6.660 4.741 0.304 i • 0.822 I£ 
- 120.328 PI - 0.36

t
12 (5.314) (-2.312) (3.682) (2.676) (2.642) B . -0.13  FI  = 11.45

Bj

ej         - [21.591 128.44] [20.991 128.981

O.L.S. (II.3.18>

4 9.524 -1.396 -0.230 7.433 4.605 0.267 R - 0.833  IE: - 104.468  PI - 0.37

t" (5.007)  (-2.952) (-1.428) (4.053) (2.576) (2.464) DW 19 - 2.24     8 - -0.14

d                                                            
           s

e         -    [ 23.761 110.631 126.851 [17.24]  121.521   DET - 0.32  X28 - 7.67
R          - 0.662 0.586 0.413 0.434 0.723    FS  - 9.18
.j.. 1,

W =F',4     -      [
2.741 [ 1.831 [0.721 to.811 I 3.841'

M.L.S.

8. 8.874 -1.574 -0.288 7.802 4.212 0.267 R - 0.823 I t
- 98.656  M - 0.34

t" (5.445) (-3.333) (-1,806) (4.294) (2.356) (2.266) 8 - -0.17  F'  * 9.49
8                                                                                11

ej - 1-25.37] 112.621 [26.681 [14.93] 120.401

---
negative because the estimated  coe&cient #3 a(0) is also negative. The ex-
planation of this phenomenon may be found above. A posteriori, one
could   say   that an increase   of   D (Zt/p,) may immediately induce  an
increasing export of financial capital (cf. the open monetary market in
London);  only a sustained increase  of real retained profits,  i.e.,  also  of
D(Zi- l P,-1), might stimulate real investment growth because,   then,
the degree of confidence has been enlarged.

However, the above phenomenon is not confirmed by the estimation of
relationships (II.3.17-18) and (IV.0.68-70).

Although the elasticity of real non-distributed profits is moderate, it
remains positive (see, particularly, the estimates of  3 in table IV.4.3). A
final judgment will be made when comparing the prediction performan-
ces, although a significant negative lag parameter a (1) is very unlikely.
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Table  IV.4.3.      Non-linear  VES-models   (IV.0.68-70)  for  Great  Britain  (1950-70)

Putty-Clay vES-investment Non-Vintage (Expectations ModeD

Derived Investment Pushing Inuestment
GB

CDS MarquardtQuasi-Gauss-
CDS Marquardt CDS Newton

CQuadratic)

A 0.001 0.060 (0.020) 0.004 0.036 (0.029) mo                      0                         - 0.144  (0.098)

v 1.498 1.123 (0.628) 1.440 1.295 (0.850) Iv-2 (0 1.460 1.272 (0.121)
8 0.418 0.892 (0.167) 0.132 0.250 (0.099) a(0)       0           0.989 (0.102)
2 1.106 2.260 (0.371) 3.986 3.894 (0.376) a(1) 0.820 0.491 (0.059)
a(0) 1.000 0.951 (0.153) 0.958 1.402 (0.277) p 5.000 1.021 (0.155)
a(1) 0.623 0.668 (0.132) 0.570 0.851 (0.451) 63(0)                        0                                         0.999   (0.104)

XE2(0 0.587 0.155 (0.025) 0.532 0.431 (0.254) 03(1) 0.997 0.027 (0.003)
at             0         -0.117 (0.024) 0.052 -2.397 (1.029) B 3.188 4.081 (0.430)
z' 1.085 0.142 (0.022) 0.055 0.057 (0.007)     B2 0.193 0.052 (0.006)
B 4.996 5.079 (1.046) 4.760 5.343 (2.661)    #3 0.212 0.068 (0.017)
#2 0.096 0.098 (0.019) 0.103 0.180 (0.072) b(1) 0.063         0

A 0.194 0.207 (0.037) 0.187 0.187 (0.054)

b (1)                                    0                              -0.015   (0.005) 0 -0.364 (0.183)
B 0.031 0.810 (1.374)

T

E 2/ 150.7 132.4 160.4 112.6 156.6 142.1
t=l

P/- 0.43



Note also the significant influence of the fiscal magnitude in the OLS-
and MIs-estimates of equation (II. 1.93) and the positive impact of the
relative changes of previous real investment. The latter observation
implies a negative lag parameter  b (1), which is confirmed  by   the   non-
linear estimates, contained in table IV.4.3. The former observation
suggests that an accelerated fiscal depreciation has been followed by
public authorities since a fiscal variable involving the 'sum-of-the-years-
digits' rule with very large lifetime, as found in (IV.0.17), was seen to
perform best.

oLs- and MLS-estimates of relationships (II.3.17-18) (see table IV.4.2)
suggest that, contrary to the previous findings for the putty-putty CES-
model, the elasticity of substitution between aggregate (and homogeneous)
labour and capital will be more than one (significantly negative substitu-
tion parameter); moreover,   03(1)  will be negative (negative influence  of
DQ,+ 1)· The measure for unused capacity seems to have an important
effect, which is conceivable from the above reasoning related to economies
with structural quantities of idle capacity (see also equation (II.2.138) in
table IV.4.1). All 'linear' estimates carried out for the three vEs-investment
models yielded bad results; either the coeflicients  were not feasible  (for
example, positive constant terms) or there was incompatibility among the
coefficients and/or the global sample performance was very small.

Only the non-linear models (IV.0.68-70), and, especially, the pushing
putty-clay model (IV.0.69), showed more satisfactory results (see table
IV.4.3). This table also shows that the inverse price elasticity mo is very
small. Hence, the large price elasticity indicates a high degree of (quasi-)
perfect competition in the postwar British output market; this phenomenon
is confirmed by the significant influence, which the factor price variables
D (g,_ 0/P,-e)     (8  =  0,1),     D (w,/g,)     and Di, possess      on the relative
growth rate of postwar British real non-autonomous investment (see
tables IV.4.1-2). Table IV.4.3 also indicates that there are increasing
returns to scale (not perfect competition in all markets) and that the
impact of capacity utilization seems to be extremely elastic (coefficient
# - see above). The negativity of of 1 (inference of output) and b(1) (for
lagged real investment rate) has already been noted for the estimated
cEs-relationships.

The prediction performances of the estimates of relationships (II.1.93),
(II.3.17-18) and (IV.0.69), contained in tables IV.4.1-3, are computed
for the period 1971-72 now. Taking the realizations of the exogenous
variables as predicted values, we obtain the following picture for criteria
(IV.0.85-87).

Real British non-autonomous investment decreased with 4.45% in 1971
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Table IVAA.    Forecasting results for  Great  Britain (1971-72)

UI.1.93) UI.3.17) UI.3.18) UV 0.69)
Quasi-
Gauss-

OLS MLS OLS MLS OLS MLS Newton

MAE 3.63 5.51 7.58 7.13 7.82 8.30 8.78

RMSE 3.86 5.56 8.21 7.66 9.48 9.34 8.89
J 1.84 2.41 3.26 2.72 4.04 3.34 3.03

pI 0.33 0.25 0.40 0.36 0.37 0.34 0.43

and with 3.79% in 1972 (in 1970, there was still an increase of 1.74%). The
sudden decrease  in  1971 was overestimated; the oLs-estimate   of  rela-
tionship (II.1.93), which performed best, for the sample period as well
as for the prediction period (see tables IV.4.1 and IV.4.4), resulted in a
forecast of a 0.5% increase in real non-autonomous investment in 1971.
The 1972-decrease was forecasted better: the OLS-estimate of (II.1.93)
yielded a decrease of about 1.50% (see also figure IV.4.5, where the
sample and prediction estimates of this equation in table IV.4.1 are
traced). This was also the general feature for the forecasts of the other
equations: the '72-decrease in real British non-autonomous investment
was predicted better than the '71-decrease.

4.5. ITALY

The best estimates for Italian non-autonomous investment for the sample
period 1952-7027 are given in tables IV.5.1-2. These estimates   show
that the constant terms are very strongly negative. This seems natural
when considering the contents of the constant terms, given in the rela-
tionships of appendix D and when taking into account the great lags
belonging to the relative changes of real output, capacity utilization and
lagged real investment which are involved in the equations tabulated in
tables IV.5.1-2. In particular, the greater the lags, the more negative the

27. Sufficient data for 1950 and  1951 of the Italian economy are not available.
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Fig. IVA.5.  Graph of equation (II.1.93) for Great Britain (1952-72)
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constant terms become. 28 These large constant terms could indicate  a
kind of overinvestment; it suggests that through the impact of technical
progress, the required level of investment could have been attained
automatically without any additional capital investment. Moreover,
it implies a posteriori that in a situation where all current and lagged

28. Compare, for example, the three different forms of the equations of table IV.5.1
and the forms of the last two equations of table IV.5.2, where the sums of lag
coefficients, i.e., Ea(0) and I.172 (0, become larger.
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Table IV.5.1.   Equations (II.1.87), (II.3.17), (II.1.93) and (II.2.138) for Italy (1952-70)
te

      I       ct      Dqt    DQ:-1   Dot-2   DQI:-3   D  1=1   D(1-at-1) Da-at-2) D 11 DI
t-2 DIt-3

Statistics
\Vt-V \Vt#

p.L.S. (iI.1.87)-:II.3.17)
Bj -27.333 3.709 3.419 -1.737 -0.318 0.555 i - 0.948   /4

- 87.868  PI - 0.21
1 1

8 - -0.16CB.      (-5.215)  (7.011) (7.422) (-3.766) (-3.042) (4.532)
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variables are constant, the Italian non-autonomous gross investment rate
would decrease very substantially.

Inspecting the estimates more carefully, it is seen that a(3)  is  always
negative  or zero (see coefficient of DQ,-3)· The capacity utilization  also
has a negative impact (# = lr# 1 <0) which can be explained by the strong
diversification of Italian non-autonomous output, requiring different
production technologies having a limited substitution capability.
Although this strong diversification is present, perfect competition
apparently occurs, at least in the Italian capital market, because of the
elastic and very significant implication of tagged real investment price
D(g:- 1/P,- 1)  in the estimated equation of relationships (II.1.93)  and
(II.2.138) in table IV.5.1.29

Tables IV.5.1-2 show clearly that the best sample performance is
noted for relationship (II. 1.87)  (or (II.3.17)); especially, the MLS-estima-
tion performs well, although the MLS-estimation of relationship (II.1.93)
(or (II.2.138)) performs better. Relationship (II.1.87) is preferred to
(II.3.17) because great lags of DQ, are generally not allowed by the latter
relationship (where also future values of DQ, should be likely to occur;
see the terms in DQ,+4- e   in this relationship). Moreover,   the  MLS-

estimate of relationship (II. 1.93) or (II.2.138), although showing very
high sample performance (PI = 0.08), will not be accepted since it suggests
that the relative rate of growth of real non-autonomous output, lagged
with two periods, becomes negative and significant which is contradic-
tory to the sign of the relative rate of change of capacity utilization,
lagged with two years for relationship (II. 1.93) or with one year for rela-
tionship (II.2.138); indeed, a negative sign of lr#1 a(2) implies for model
(II. 1.93)  that a(2)>0 since  Bl < 0  (note  that  ir is always positive  from
(II. 1.70))  and a negative  sign  of 1(01 a(1) implies for model (II.2.138)
(pushing investment) that a(1) > 0 so that DQ,-2 cannot have a negative
impact, neither for (II. 1.93) nor for (II.2.138), when DQ,- 1 has a positive
impact.

Hence, only the oLs- and MLS-estimates of (II.1.87) and the OLS-
estimate of (II.1.93) or (II.2.138) could be accepted as working hypo-
theses. A choice between (II.1.93) and (II.2.138) is easily made because
the coefficient belonging to the relative rate of change of lagged real
investment price D(gt-iII't- 1) should be of opposite sign and equal
(absolute) magnitude as the coefficient of the lagged fiscal quantity

29. Equations (II.1.93) and (II.2.138) (version of pushing investment) occur jointly
in table IV.5.1 because the same variables were found to be relevant for both
relationships when investigating the Italian case (see also (II.1.84 and (II.3.17)
in this table).
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p                         Table IV.5.2.   Equations (II.2.138),(II.3.18) and (II.4.17) for Italy (1952-70)
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D((1 -u,-1)/0,-1) in model (II.1.93). The latter coefficient, however, was
found to be insignificantly different from zero for any depreciation policy
tested so that the last oLs-estimate of table IV.5.1 cannot describe rela-
tionship (II. 1.93).

Consequently, the pushing putty-clay model (II.2.138) is preferred to
the putty-putty model (II. 1.93), so that the hypotheses retained are
putty-putty cES-model (II.1.87) and putty-clay CES-mOdel (II.2.138).
Since the constant terms are found to be significantly negative, the above
vintage cEs-models imply that the substitution parameter p is positive
so that the elasticity of substitution  1/(1 + p) between capital and labour
is less than one. Since relative factor price changes DOut-olg,-0) are not
significant, the cost minimizing putty-clay model (II.2.139) is not taken
into consideration.

Estimation of relationship (II.3.18) introduces some multicollinearity
between DQ, and Di,- i (the relative growth rate of tagged capital cost).
Finally, vEs-model (II.4.17) is estimated, where the influences   of   real
output and real wage rate imply the substitutive character of production
factors (but a< 1, see above). The other VES-models and also the aggregate
model (III.5.12) yielded bad estimating results.

Our conclusion is that the pressure for demand is very strong for the
postwar Italian non-autonomous economy because current and lagged
real output changes are responsible for about 50% of the explanation of
the rate of change of non-autonomous gross investment. The rapid
expansion of industrial capacity in the northern part of the country
probably explains much of this phenomenon.

The important negative impact of the relative changes of lagged capa-
city utilization is peculiar for the highly diversified character of Italian
private output (the influence of lagged capacity is greater for vintage
models of investment than for non-vintage models as (II.3.18)).

Finally, a forecasting experiment is given by taking the observed
values of the exogenous variables in 1971 and 1972 as predicted values.
Although real non-autonomous investment increased by 7.64% in 1970,
it decreased in  1971  by  1.32%  and in  1972 it decreased further by  1.86%.
The deceleration of economic activity in Italy in 1971, however, caused the
1971-decrease to be seriously underestimated owing to the strong negative
constant terms   in the above equations. The 1972-decrease   was   also

generally underestimated for the same reason as can be seen from
table IV.5.3, where criteria (IV.0.85-87) are also computed for all
equations of tables IV.5.1-2.

Table IV.5.3 reveals strong underestimations in several cases (large
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Table IV.5.3.   Forecasting results for Italy  (1971-72)

Table IV.5.1 Table IV.5.2

((II.I.87)- ((II.1.93)-UI.1.87) (II.2.138) (Ii.3.18) (II.4.IT)UI.3.17)) (II.2.138))

OLS MLS OLS MLS OLS MLS OLS  MLS OLS MLS OLS MLS

61971 13.33 7.30 14.46 2.40 16.39 5.01 3.67 22.17 12.91 15.99 16.43

 1972 20.60 19.71 21.90 6.06 -8.18 9.92 2.48 13.10 2.60 22.46 21.96
MAE 16.97 13.50 18.18 4.23 12.29 7.47 3.08 17.64 7.76 19.23 19.19

RMSE 17.35 14.86 18.56 4.61 12.95 7.86 3.13 18.21 9.31 19.50 19.39
J 7.63 6.23 9.03 2.40 5.55 4.09 1.28 6.65 3.61 9.37 9.40

pl 0.21 0.17 0.19 0.09 0.22 0.08 0.23 0.26 0.14 0.19 0.20



5.
residuals   4:    = DI, - DID although the sample estimates were rather
satisfactory. Only the MLS-estimation of relationship (II.1.87) and the
OLS- (and MLS-) estimation of relationship (II.2.138) yielded predictions
with average underestimates  of  less  than  5%. The latter equation
predicted best although the former has a (far) better sample performance
(see figure IV.5.4 where this equation is illustrated). The difference,
however, is not very substantial so that a vintage cES-model is accepted
for the Italian economy for which it is difficult, however, to discriminate
between putty-putty and putty-clay (see also the comparison between
the third, fourth and fifth equations of table IV.5.1  made in the beginning
of this section).

4.6. THE NETHERLANDS

Private non-autonomous gross investment in the Netherlands is princi-
pally determined by the rate of capacity utilization, measured by the
rate of employment, and by real investment prices. This becomes clear
when inspecting the best estimates of CES- and VEs-models contained in
table IV.6.1. It is also verified that a dummy variable, being equal to one
in    1969   and zero elsewhere,   has   a very significant contribution.   This
dummy variable had to be introduced because 1969 was a very special
year: it was a year with a very high output level, tensions in the labour
market showing very low unemployment and very considerable price
increases owing to the introduction of the Tax on the Value Added
(TvA) at the beginning of this year. The consequence was a sudden
decrease of real investment, although economic activity was at a top
level. Hence, the introduction of the TVA induced a large overestimation
of the relative growth  rate of investment (about   15%)  so  that  it  was
decided to represent this exogenous measure with exceptional conse-

quences by a dummy variable.
Since the relative changes of current and lagged private non-autono-

mous real output were highly correlated with the relative changes of the
employment rate in the corresponding economic sectors, only the latter
variable was considered, except for model (II.3.17), where the current and
future relative changes  of real output  (viz.,  DQ,  and  DQ,+ 1) could  be
considered jointly; a posteriori, this future output change DQ,+ 1  can be
interpreted as a measure for anticipated output.

Not only the relative changes of private non-autonomous real output
but also the relative changes of real (banking) liquidities are found to be
correlated with the relative changes of the employment rate in the relating
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Fig. IV.5.4.    Graph of equation (II.1.87) for Italy (1954-72) (MIB)
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economy. Moreover, the rate of retained profits in the private non-
residential economy is completely non-significant for the explanation of
the rate of postwar Dutch non-autonomous gross investment.

Since the first seven estimated equations of table IV.6.1 involve positive
constant terms, these are incompatible with relationships (II.2.139),
(II.4.15), (II.4.17), (II.5.13) and (II.6.8). Hence, all 'linear' vEs-investment
models can already be rejected a priori. What is the position regarding
cEs-models (II.1.87), (II.1.93), (II.2.138), (II.2.140-141) and (II.3.17-18) ?
Their empirical behaviour is discussed now in the following five points.
1.  A positive constant term suggests a negative substitution parameter p,

because the sums of lag parameters and lead parameters are assumed
to be positive and technical progress parameters are always positive. 30
The elasticity of substitution between labour and capital is therefore
more than one in such a case.

2. Relationship (II. 1.87) is not likely to occur for the postwar Dutch
economy since it follows from the first equation of table IV.6.1 that

the composite term - is estimated as 7.344 and
(A + 72) p Ea (0) Ev-2 (0   ·

p+m2+1
that  Bl a(0) is estimated as 10.309. Since the coefficient for the current

fiscal magnitude, i.e., ,  is about zero (it is completely non-a (0) It32 (0
p+m2+1

significant),  the  sum  p + m2 + 1   should  be very large with respect  to
a(0) 1 02 (0. This is not impossible but is very improbable, especially
since maximizing behaviour constrains the investment price flexibility
as  0 < m2 < 1.  See  also the large positive value  of the constant  term
implying  p W O.

3. The above reasoning can be repeated for relationship (II.1.93), where
mz = 0. Moreover, given the normalization rules  Ia(0) = 1   and
2;02 (0 - 1 and assuming  that  no lags occur (overall instantaneous
adjustment), the coefficient of the relative changes of the real invest-
ment price in the second equation of table IV.6.1 suggests that the
elasticity of substitution can only be slightly larger than unity. This
presumption is, however, contradictory to the observation that a
similar composite coefficient for the relative changes of the current
fiscal magnitude is approximately zero.

4. Relationship (II.2.138) is not incompatible with the estimated equa-
tions contained in table IV.6.1. The lagged quasi-accelerator in real
private non-autonomous output is not very significant and implies

30.  Note  also  that the price flexibility  of investment,  i.e.,  mz, is always positive.
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Table IV.6.1.   Equations (II.1.87), (II.1.93), (II.2.138), (II.2.140), (II.3.17) and (II.5.13) for the Netherlands
(1950-70)

tu
9'
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Table IV.6.1.  Continued
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that  a (1) is (slightly) different  from  zero  so  that the second  MLS-
estimation, which gives the best overall sample performance, will be
considered. An elasticity of substitution of more than  one is confirmed
by the coefficients of the relative changes of current and tagged
investment prices (under the usual normalization rules Ia(0)./ 1 and
I 02 (0 = 1, the elasticity of substitution is equal  to  1.193 + 0.886 -
2.079, then, also 8(0)= 1.193/2.079= 0.574 and a(1)= 0.426); more-
over, *Bl is estimated as 9.568/0.574 = 16.669, which illustrates  the
very elastic influence of the rate of capacity utilization.

5. Relationship (II.3.17) is also estimated by OLS and MLS; the significant
negative constant terms indicate elasticities of substitution being less
than  one ! The occurrence of relative changes of future real output  has
a favourable influence on the explanation of the relative rate of change
of real private non-autonomous gross investment (increase of sample
performance). The elasticity of capacity utilization is also more
moderate than in the previous equations while real lagged liquidities
seem to have a significant influence. This equation contains elements
of investment and production behaviour which are also discussed in
J. H. F.   Schilderinck   (1970)   and S. Schim  van der Loeff  and   R.
Harkema,  op.  cit..

Equation (II.5.13) is estimated by P-OLS, which yields the last equation
of table  IV.6.1; the observed  rank  of the  (19 x 6)-matrix of explanatory
variables involving relative and absolute changes of relative factor prices,
viz., D (wt- elg -e) and 3 (wt_ 0/gt-,), was 5; the small negative coefficients
of Atwjg) and A(wt-llgt- 1) imply that the vEs-parameter p would be
slightly smaller than unity (approximate Cobb-Douglas case).

This feature is not fully confirmed by the non-linear estimation of
relationships (IV.0.68-70), notably not by the non-linear estimation of
the non-vintage expectations model (IV.0.70) which yields an unexplained
part being considerably smaller than that of the p-oLs-estimations (see
last two columns of table IV.6.2).

From the Quasi-Gauss-Newton estimation of model (IV.0.70), con-
tained in the last column of table IV.6.2, it follows that the degree of
monopoly in the Dutch output market is very high (see also the Belgian
case), that there seem to be increasing returns to scale, probably caused
by the importance of some large monopolistic companies, and that the
vES parameter p is more (but not significantly!) than one. The high
elasticity of capacity utilization is also verified.

Finally, a prediction experiment for the period 1971-72 was conducted;
although there was still a 13.6% increase of non-autonomous real
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Table IV.6.2.   Non-linear YES-models (IV.0.68-70) for the Netherlands (1950-70)

Putty-Clay vEs-investment Non-Vintage (Expectations Model')

Derived Investment Pushing Investment
NL Quasi-Gauss-

Newton
Quasi-Gauss- Quasi-Gauss- CDS

(CubicNewton Newton
CDS CDS interpolation)

(Cubic (Quadratic
interpolation) interpolation)

1 0.032 0.020 0.050 0.047 (0.024) mo - 0.267 (0.027) - 0.955   (0.035)

v 0.510 0.564 0.503 0.518 (0.175) It12(0 1.500 (0.596) 4.645 (2.045)

3 0.389 0.455 0.119 0.153 (0.075) a(0) 0.850 (0.471) 2.353 (0.597)

p 1.982 1.998 1.008 1.748 (0.938) a(1) 0.215 (0.110) - 0.293   (0.232)
a(0) 0.999 1.051 1.000 1.213 (0.462) p 5.000 (2.848) 4.910 (3.463)

a(1) 0.910 0.859 0.873 0.683 (0.720) 03(0) 0.225 (0.127) 1.084 (1.025)

Ev-2 (0 0.067 0.185 0.829 0.917 (0.870) 53(1) 1.000 (0.436) 2.990 (2.466)

at 0.785 0.739 0.010 0.019 (0.009) B 9.980 (5.394) 3.618 (1.148)

z' 0.016 0.281 1.337 1.445 (1.373)     A         0            -0.205 (0.135)

p 2.982 3.000 3.000 3.911 (2.410) #3 0.047 (0.023) 0.061 (0.037)

#2 0.362 0.456 0.385 0.318 (0.385) b(1)              0                       -0.348 (0.259)
B3 0.279 0.223 0.299 0.268 (0.160)

b(1) 0.11 0.111 0.102 0.100 (0.044)

B 0.097 0.092  (0.035)

T

51  E Q 1037.7 935.1 980.3 803.9 455.9 396.2

--1         t-l



investment in 1970 (after the unexpected fall of 1.72% in 1969), there was
again a sudden and very considerable fall of real non-autonomous
investment in 1971, which continued in 1972 (the respective decreases of
the volumes of investment were 5.27% and 4.7%). The Dutch economy
was the only economy studied in which such large declines in real
investment appeared. Obviously, a forecast of such sudden decreases of
investment in periods of accelerated economic activity is a precarious
business (see also the bad predictions of the Central Economic Plans
in the years 1969 and 1971). Hence, jt is not at all astonishing that our
prediction experiment also yielded less satisfactory results. Only non-
linear model (IV.0.70) (homogeneous vES-expectations model), sur-
prisingly enough, forecasted (slightly) better than it could explain the
sample variance of non-autonomous real investment. This becomes clear
when one considers the following table where criteria (IV.0.85-87) are
also computed.

The best forecast  of a 'linear' relationship is obtained for the last MLS-
estimate of (II.2.138) (see table IV.6.1 and figure IV.6.4). It is principally
the 1972-decrease of 4.7% which is not well predicted; the accelerated
economic activity elsewhere in the world and the increase of the Dutch
output and capacity utilization suggested an increase of real private
non-autonomous investment and certainly not a decrease of about 5%.

Table IV.6.3.    Forecasting  results for  the Netherlands  (1971-72)

Non-Vintage
UI.1.93) UI.2.138) (II.3.17) vEs-Model

UV.0.70
«II.1.87')-NL UI.2.140))

Quasi-Gauss-
OLS MLS OLS MLS OLS MLS OLS MLS Newton

81971 9.37   • 8.15 5.03 8.51 5.30 6.58 3.52 10.55 11.24 5.04

61972 10.87 12.88 11.99 13.12 12.19 10.95 9.82 10.33 9.13 1.87

MAE 10.12 10.51 8.51 10.82 8.75 8.76 6.67 10.44 10.19 3.46

RAISE 10.14 10.78 8.56 11.06 9.40 9.03 7.37 10.44 10.24 3.80

J 2.17 2.22 1.79 2.39 1.95 2.07 1.69 2.53 2.52 0.93

pi 0.43 0.40 0.35 0.37 0.33 0.35 0.30 0.33 0.20 0.33
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Hence, the 1972-observation was generally largely overestimated;  only
the non-linear homogeneous VES-model overestimated by less than 2%.
The latter model predicted better ex ante than it fitted during the sample
period. Can this feature be an indication of a growing tendency towards
monopolization in the output sector, which this model takes account of
explicitly ?  Is this tendency accompanied  by a slight worsening  of  the
general business climate, starting at the end of 1971 and probably causing
the sustained decrease of the volume of private non-autonomous invest-
ment  in   1972 ?

4.7. CONCLUSION

The two most popular explanations of investment behaviour are the
flexible accelerator model and the standard neoclassical model. The
accelerator principle, where the rate of investment is principally deter-
mined by the change in the volume of output (capacity), ignores, inter
alia, the influence of factor and output prices, economies of scale (which
are quite pronounced in most of the basic industries) and the indivisibili-
ties on which these economies are based. On the other hand, the pure
neoclassical explanation contains the following axioms:
-  the maximization of profits over the long run;
- the existence of perfect competition, implying complete knowledge,

perfect capital markets and prices being freely determined by market
supply and demand;

-  the application of perfect rationality;
- the availability of complete flexibility in terms of wages and prices

as well as the choice of means of production;
-  the constancy of the economic depreciation rate and
- the homogeneity of the production technology, often represented

by a Cobb-Douglas production function.

It is clear that such a formulation, as a description of the real world, is
also open to criticism. To begin with, the economy is not made up of
buyers operating with perfect knowledge in perfect capital markets.
When there is administrative control over input or output prices or both
and/or when there is a considerable degree ofmonopoly in the economy,
the investment decisions can be affected by these facts in several ways.
These types of imperfection can be reflected in price formation equations
of factors and output, which may become complex under the pressure
of the changing economic structure caused by internal factors such as, for
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Fig. IV.6.4.    Graph of equation  (II.2.138) for the Netherlands  (1952-70)
(MLS)
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example, the shift in the balance of power among trade unions, govern-
ment and companies in a negotiating economy, the minimum wage, an
increased tendency towards mergers, etc., and external factors such as
import barriers, political and economic measures taken abroad (cf. oil
prices),  etc..

Nevertheless, simplicity in expression should be pursued in order to
maintain operationality of analysis. As regards factor substitution, in
an ex ante sense, firms are able to choose any capital-labour combination,
but once the combination has been determined, this flexibility is often
limited. Therefore, heterogeneity of capital stock should be recognized
according to its time of acquirement.

Investment models considered in this study, take account of the above
remarks and relax most of the above-mentioned axioms. These models
lead to log-linear or even strongly non-linear micro-functions. Applying
such functions on aggregate data either implies the approximation of
non-linear micro-functions by linear functions or suggests that the micro-
model is representative for aggregate behaviour. In the latter case,
the difficulty of aggregating non-linear micro-relationships can be
removed since it is assumed that there is joint (discounted profit) maximi-
zation or joint (discounted cost) minimization subject to a certain (multi-)
production function of the whole economy and certain price formation
equations. The principal conclusions, drawn from the empirical appli-
cation on postwar investment behaviour of the private non-autonomous
economy of six EEc-countries, can be summarized as follows: 31

1.  Perhaps the major disadvantage of most statistical series available for
West European economies on the industry level, is the absence of a
breakdown between structures (plant) and equipment. Since, however,
plant and equipment are to a large extent complementary to each other,
a stimulation of equipment generally generates an increase in expendi-
tures for plant so that the theory of this study, although it is shaped for

equipment investment, may (probably) be applied on structures as well.

2. The sample performance for smaller countries (B, NL) is generally
worse (see also A. Barten and G. d'Alcantara (1974), p. 34): in a small
economy a single large investment project affects the national total much
more noticeably than in a large economy. Consequently, a deviation
from 'average' behaviour, for which the aggregate econometric des-

31. Note that these conclusions do not claim absolutism since they may depend on the
statistical procedures utilized and on the limited number of degrees of freedom
implied.
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criptions are formulated shows up in the aggregate much more for a
small than for a large economy.

3.  In almost all countries the technology is (strongly) heterogeneous in the
sense that a vintage production model is generally preferred. It is found
that most economies produce under a putty-putty CES-production
(multi-) function; particularly, Belgium, France and Great Britain  show
elasticities of substitution not significantly different from one (Cobb-
Douglas case). For Italy, it is difficult to discriminate between putty-putty
and putty-clay (the (ex ante) elasticity of substitution is less than one),
while the technology in the Netherlands seems to be CES putty-clay with
an elasticity of substitution being more than one.
There is a strong pressure for demand in the Federal Republic of Germany
and Italy, where the relative growth of real non-autonomous output
accounts for about 50% of the explanation of the relative growths of
real induced investment. For France, however, the pressure for demand
seems to be completely irrelevant. It is possible that the strong pressure
for demand in Italy might be somewhat 'biased' by the influence of the
industrialized northern part of the country.

4. As already suggested by the second conclusion, monopolistic com-
petition in the (heterogeneous) output market is very strong for small
countries (B, NL) and is very weak for large economies (F, D, GB).
In France, the output market is almost perfectly competitive, which is
also the case, but to a somewhat lesser extent, with the German output
market.

5. The investment behaviour of Belgian industrial sectors varies greatly.
The elasticity of substitution between capital and labour is less than
or equal to one, except for the Chemical and Metal industries, where it
seems to be significantly more than one. Although the Chemical sector
is characterized by a high degree of substitutability between capital and
labour, there is a low degree of substitutability between capital goods.
This feature may be illustrated by the negative influence of the capacity
utilization variable in the Chemical sector. Despite this rigidity, which is
implied by the wide diversification of the Chemical industry, it does not
show the largest degree of monopoly. It is the Metal industry which is
characterized by a lower price elasticity of output (so that a limited
number of suppliers of equipment in the Metal sector probably strengthen
the natural substitutive rigidity of capital goods in the Chemical sector).
Also the financing behaviour and its impact on investment differ con-
siderably from industry to industry.
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6.  The adjustment mechanism of actual to optimal investment functions
almost instantaneously in Belgium, which can be verified from the very
low estimates of the lag and lead parameters a (0),  i)3 (0)  and b (0) (0>0).
This phenomenon is undoubtedly caused by a great variety of factors
such as the restricted administrative control, the advantageous tax
system, the existing business climate, etc.. Important completion tags
do, however, seem to exist in France, which may be a consequence of
the scarcity of financial capital and the considerable influence of public
authorities when granting banking credits to enterprises. Finally, very
considerable completion and decision lags are observed for the private
non-autonomous Italian economy.

7.  There is a positive and elastic impact of (the measure of) capacity
utilization on real non-autonomous investment in Belgium, Germany,
Great Britain and the Netherlands. This influence is negative in Italy,
which may illustrate the diversification of the Italian industry.

8.  In all six EEC-countries, internal financing is more elastic than external
financing. Especially in France, the elasticity of equity capital (measured
by real retained profits) with respect to the rate of real gross investment
is estimated to be significantly more than one. The Federal Republic of
Germany also shows an elastic reaction pattern of equity capital. In all
European countries considered (except the Federal Republic), it was
observed that the rate of real gross investment was inelastic for changes
of the real debt capital (measured by the amount of deflated credits,
granted to enterprises).

9. Accelerated depreciation allowance has been noted for the Federal
Republic of Germany (geometric depreciation) and Great Britain ('sum-
of-the-years-digits' over a large period); in other countries, such as
France, there are many rules of depreciation allowances such that the
impact of a particular type of allowance on aggregate investment is not
very clear.

10. The prediction performance for the period 1971-1972 of the various
equations retained was very good for France (Mean Absolute Error of
1.03%), good for Belgium (MAE = 2.07%) and reasonable for the Federal
Republic of Germany  (MAE = 2.78%) but pretty bad for Italy (MAE =
3.08%), the Netherlands (MAE = 3.46%) and Great Britain (MAE = 3.63%).
The non-linear homogeneous vES-investment model for the Netherlands,
however, has shown a better performance outside the sampling period
than inside the sampling period (the Janus quotient was smaller than one).
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Appendix A. Derivation of CES-
and VES-production functions

A. 1. DERIVATION OF THE CLASS OF
CES-PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS

In this appendix, production function (I.7.2) will be derived from
definition (I.6.7) of the elasticity of substitution a and it will be shown
that three very well-known production functions can be derived from
it as special cases:

1 SubstitutionProduction \                               C\ parameters    P
functions j

CES                                                              P                        G
Linear -1 CO

Cobb.Douglas                             0                 1
Leontief CO                   0

Consider the general neoclassical two-factor production function 1

Qi: = max  Q = F(L, K), (A.1.1)

where QI can be kept constant, say at a level Q*, so that K can be
expressed as a non-increasing function of L

K-f(L), (A.1.2)

where the marginal rate of substitution is (see I.6.3)

R: =- dK   -  - f'(L), (A.1.3)
dL I Qo= e.

1. The derivation is based on M. Brown (1966), pp. 192-196.
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and the elasticity of substitution (see definition I.6.7):

0. = d(KIL)IKIL
L FL(dK/df'(L)) - K(dL/df'(L)) df'(L)If'(L) - f'(L)  K                                 I,2

- f,(L)   L(f'(L)/f"(L)) - K(1/f„(L)) (A.1.4)e
with

d2 f      d2 K df'(L)f"(L): =-=-= f'CE) (A.1.5)dV dV dK

From (A. 1.4), the non-linear second order differential equation

(ILKf" CL) = LU' (L)12 - Kf 'CL) (A.1.6)

is obtained, the solution of which is the equation of an isoquant con-
taining, apart from two arbitrary integration constants, a as a parameter.

From the solution of (A.1.6), three types of production functions can
be derived, which are all special cases of the CES-production function.

a.   a=0     Leontief or  fixed proportions  production function

When a -0, we obtain from (A.1.6) :

f'(L)=0-*K=f (L)= Cl, (A.1.7)

where  Cl  is an integration constant;
or,  when f' (L) 96 0,

dK  KLf'(L) -K=0- * - = - -, ln K + ln C2 - lnL + ln (3,(A.1.8)dL  L

where C  and C  are integration constants.

Function (A.1.7) shows that, given the output Q*, the input of K is
uniquely determined.

Function (A.1.8) implies a homogeneous production function of degree
zero. As a homogeneous production function of degree zero does not
satisfy the conditions of a neoclassical production function (see defini-
tion I.6.1) we may leave (A.1.8) out of consideration. As a consequence,
if a -0, the isoquants can be written as:

L = Lo for K 2 Ko (excess capital),
and

K= Ko for L 2 Lo (excess labour); (A.1.9)
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these are right-angled curves (see fig. A.1.34). Production functions with
right-angled isoquants are called fixed proportions or Leontief production
functions.

If a>0, (A.1.6) has to be solved.
Thus, substituting L: =2 or h=l n L,

dh= 1 =e-h and  /1 =_1 =-e-a.
dLL dL,2        L2

Then:

f"(L)=dlK = .d_(dK\-d (dK.dE\dL  dL (dL/ dL (dh  dL)

=   d     dK   .dh + dE. dz h
dL dh dL dh dI,2

--d     dE    dhdh + dE. d2 h
dh dh dL dL dh dL2

=  d2 K (dh)2  + dK  d2 hdh' 41Lj dh dL2

=dpKe-2- dKe-d. (A.1.10)dh2       dh

Substituting (A. 1.10) into (A.1.6), and taking account of

dK    dK dh _ dK  -hf'(L) -_    _o__-e   ,dI,  dh dL  dh
we get:

tdlKae„KI- e-2h _ flK e-2A = e A: 12 e-2h - K flK e-h
(dh2      dh    j    (dhj        dh

or

. id2 K      dK)       /dK\2 h dKaKe-°1---1-1-1 e- -K-e-: (A.1.11)
(dh2   dh)  (dh)        dh

Since e-h 96 0, we can eliminate it from (A.1.11), which gives:

d2K dK _ (dK 2 dKOK --aK--,-, -K-,
dh2 dh  (dh)    dh
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or

d2K dK (dK)2aK-+K-(1-a)-.-, =0. (A.1.12)
dh2     dh       Cdh)

Since h does not occur explicitly in (A.1.12), we can reduce the second
order differential equation by putting dK/dh:  = s, so that (A.1.12) becomes:

dsaK-+Ks(1-0)-s2=0; (A.1.13)
dh

and because

ds  ds dK  ds
-=-•-=-S (A.1.14)
dh  dK dh dK

and   K =f(L) =f(ek) is assumed   to   be a decreasing function   of   h
(a>0), i.e., s<0,(A.1.13) becomes:

ds
aK-+K(1-a)-s-0. (A.1.15)dK

Equation (A.1.15) is a non-homogeneous linear differential equation
which can be solved by putting the function s as the product of two other
functions, say u and v:

ds     du    dv

s:  =  111,, i.e.,  Ii E  =  U   -1-  "'  IiR'

or substituting into (A.1.15):
C   du    )        dv
laK--ujutaKu-+K-aK=0. (A.1.16)
\  dK 3 dK

Putting
du

aK dK -u  =  0,
or

du  dK
9-=-,u K

we get:

alnu=lnK,
or

u =Klia.
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Substitution of u: = Ki/, into (A.1.16) leads to:

aK Kt/,   + K-a K  =  0,
dK

or

dv
CKila-= 6-1,

dK
or

adv   =   (a- 1)  K - 1/"  dK,
so that, integrating both sides, we get:

at,  =  (a- 1) 1         K-1+1  + C#,
--+1

G

where Cl is an arbitrary integration constant, or:

v - K-#+ 1 + Cs
with Cs: = (4/9, which will appropriately be chosen negative.
Since s: = uu, the solution to differential equation (A.1.15) becomes:

dKs= - = K+CSKi/, (S, Cs < 0)· (A.1.17)
dh

b.  a=1    Cobb-Douglas production function

If a = 1, the first order differential equation (A.1.17) can be solved as
follows:

dK
-  = (1 + CS) dh, or ln K  =  (1 + CS) h + (6,K

where C  is an arbitrary integration constant, or
K = (37 e(1 + C,)h,

with
(7:  = ec6;

since L: - ek,  we get

K = C, L(1 +cs) (Cs< - 1) (A.1.18)
as the equation of the isoquant.
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Deriving a homogeneous production function of degree v, we may inter-
pret  1 /C  = z  as a value  for an isoquant production,  or:

/1\ /Lf 1 + cs)'\

Qo=Gl-I=Gl 1
= G(z), (A.1.19)

<(7  C K)
with G being a non-decreasing function possessing neoclassical properties.
From Euler's theorem (lemma I.5.10), we find the differential equation:

DG aG L(1+C,)dG Ll +CS) dG dG
vQp  =  L DE + K FK  -  (1 + Cs)  - r Ii; -       K       dz-  -  Cs z  dz  ,

(A.1.20)
which has as solution:

QO  =  (8 Z'/Cs  =  C8 (L(l +Cs)/K)'/C, (A.1.21)

((8 representing a positive integration constant), which is equal to the
Cobb-Douglas function:

Qo - CBL#+V K-# = C8·[7KB (A.1.22)

with 01:= (vt vCs)/Cs and B:- -v/Cs, so that at#= v (Cs< -1).

c.  a = any  constant  value:  CES-production function

Making use of:

dK dK dh _ dK -hf'(L): = _ - _ _ _ -e   ,
dL dh dL   dh

or

dK = eh dK  = L dK,
dh dL dL

we rewrite (A.1.17) as

dKL - -K+Cs.Kl/r
dL

or

dK K+CS.Kl/"-=

dL     L    '
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which, in the form of a Bernoulli differential equation, can be written as

 5 _K= 9 Kt/,,
dL  L  L

or
1

1 dK      K-3+ 1       C
KG - =5. (A.1.23)dL         L           L

Putting Kl-1/a:-w, so that:

dw =(1_1'11;-11·dK,   or  li-'t' dE=/  a ) dE,
dL       \         a)                 dL                                 dL       (a- 1/| dL

a linear non-homogeneous differential equation of first degree is found
via substitution into (A.1.23):

(  a  ) dE _E= €5 (A.1.24)
(a- 17 dL       L         L

(A.1.24) can be solved by putting w: = uv. Then:

dw    dv    du
-=U-+V-, or substituting into (A.1.24):
dL dL   dL

(a du u\ a    u d l- (5  = 0. (A.1.25)I--- -IV+
(a- 1  dL L/ a-1 dL L

Proceeding in the same way as before, we put
a du u
-Ill = -

9-ldL  L'
or

flu         9-1  dL,     i.e.,     u  =  2 - u a L
,1

Substituting u = L- -; into (A.1.25):

a     Li -3 flE _ (5=  0,0-1 dL L

or

1-2
       dv  =  C5 La        dL,a-1
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so that:
1          1.

     v  =  Cs -1      LZ- 1
-1

+ (9 (Cg = integration constant)0-1     1
--1
G

or

1-,   (  -1 /v  =  -C5 La       + Cio (10  = 1-1 (91.
C     )

Since

w:  = Ki-3 = uu,

we get:
1-1 -1- K   a -CloL = - (5 (A.1.26)

as the implicit equation of the isoquant.
According to the result for the Cobb-Douglas function (see (A.1.19)),

a homogeneous cEs-function of degree v can be written from (A.1.26) as,
denoting  - C5 as a certain isoquant production value z:

Cl-11 1   h

Qo = G(Kc   a' - Clo.Lci--d,) = G(z); (A.1.27)

1-a·
putting p = -,a

Qo=G(K-P-CloL-P). (A.1.28)

Applying Euler's theorem (lemma 1.5.10) for homogeneous production
functions of degree v to (A.1.28), we get:

vQo = L-+K- = PicloL-P - K-9- (A.1.29)
OG BG dG
aL    OK               dz

Since

C10 17 P-K- P = -z,

vQo  =  -z p d z,    or     Qo  -  -7 -z
dG dG v dz

Integrating, we find:

ln Qi t l n C i i  -   - ·v 1nz - v tn C12 i
9 9
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or

In go Cl t  =   - Z  tn zcl 2,
9

so that:

QO = C13 Z-V/P = C13(K-P - CloL-P)-'/P,  (c13 >0)
which can be written as:

Qo = C14[JK-P + (1-6) L-pl-'IP (A.1.30)

putting Ci-f/' = 8(J/,  and  CIS/'Cio -  -(1 -6) CJ/v, which ensures
that with  Cl 4>0 both  J and  1-5 are positive, or 0<8<1, if the arbitrary
constant Clo in (A.1.26) is chosen to be negative (slope of a convex
isoquant z is negative), so that (A.1.30) is exactly the previously defined
cEs-function  (I.7.2) with  (14:  = A·

d.  a = 00     linear  production function

From equation (A.1.26) of the isoquant, it is clear that it tends to a straight
line  if a tends to infinity;
in the limit

2-K- Ct o L (A.1.31)

Transforming to the production function

Qo = F(z*), (A. 1.32)

and making use of lim  p =  lim  i .1-1  - -1,
6 -*00 0„ 0   \9          /

we can directly substitute  p=  -1 into production function  (A. 1.30)
to get:

Qo = £14[oK+(1 - 8)L]v, (A.1.33)

so that a linear isoquant is always attained, but a linear production
function only if there are constant returns to scale (v = 1), at least when
production is expressed in its original dimension.2

The CES-ClaSS of production functions can be summarized diagram-
matically as follows:

2  Indeed, by convenient 'normalization' of the production data, a linear production
function is always obtained,  also when v#l  (see also note on p.  14).
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Fig.  A.1.34.    cfs-class  of isoquants3
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A.2. VES-PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS

Taking account of the definition for the elasticity of substitution between
two factors, capital and labour (see (A.1.4) and (I.6.7)), it can be noted
that, if the capital-labour ratio varies (for example due to changes in the
factor price ratio), it is possible that the elasticity of substitution will
vary (if the marginal rate of substitution does not vary in the same
proportion).

Two approaches are then clear:
a. either a is assumed to be a straightforward function of the capital

intensity K/L ('direct' approach);
b.  or a theory of the firm is introduced (say profit maximization or cost

minimization under perfect competition) where the output-labour
ratio is dependent not only upon the relative wage ratio, but also upon
the capital-labour ratio (the 'indirect' approach)4.

3. The isoquants in fig. A.1.34 are parallel to the axes because capital intensity is
assumed to be equal to labour intensity (8 = 0.5).

4. This is the Liu-Hildebrand approach; see M. Nerlove (196D.
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It is obvious that both approaches are based upon empirical relevance.
For several reasons, only the 'direct approach' is used in this study:
1. a production function is preferably constructed from purely techno-

logical relationships;
2. an additional theory of the firm based upon profit maximization or

cost minimization under perfect competition in the product and factor
markets implies a rather strong restriction on the resulting structure
of production;

3. the 'indirect' approach leads to somewhat complex expressions for
the elasticity of substitution.

The explicit 'direct' VES-production function will be derived by solving
the differential equation involved in definition (I.6.7b) for the first degree
homogeneous production function (v = 1):5

Qo  =  F(L,K)  =  LF  1,     = Lf
(k), (A.2.1)

or

qo   =  f (k)     with      qo:   -  2_     and      k:  = K. (A.2.2)LL
The marginal products with respect to labour and capital are:

OF                       df (14. ak                   K--f(k)+L-  -=f(k)--f'(k)=f(k)-kf'(k)aL    dk aL   L       (A.2.3)
and

ff  =  L dffk)  fE.  =  f '(k); (A.2.4)OK dk OK

i.e., the marginal rate of substitution is equal to:

R: = DFIBL = f(k)- _k, (A.2.5)
OFIOK f'Ck)

and the elasticity of substitution (following (I.6.7b)):

a:  -  dklk  =. 9(k), (A.2.6)
dRIR

5. The idea of this derivation is based upon the work of R. Sato and R. H. Hofmann
(1968).
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so that the (second order) differential equation

dR    dk
-=- (A.2.7)
R ka(k)

with  R  =  ff81 -  k has to be solved.  This yields On 2 steps):
f'(k)

R = Ci exp F dlnk = L.(81 -k= f(k) dk -k (A.2.8)
j (Ck) f'(/0 df (16)

and

f (k)  =  q°  =  c2  exp                                                                                                  (A.2.9)
dk

f d 1nkJ ktc, exp J -
a(k)

where  Cl  and  C  are arbitrary positive constants of integration. To work
out the integral term in the right hand side of (A.2.9), we have to specify
the function a(k). Empirical relevance 6 has shown that, for most
economies, a will first increase to a certain level (above unity) if the
capital-labour ratio increases, and then decrease (until a value below
unity) if capital accumulates faster than labour.

This dependency implies a parabolic function,

0(k) = ao + alk + aik2, (A.2.10)

where a2 is the form parameter denoting non-linearity of (A.2.10).7
Provided  that a  >4 aoa2, substitution  of (A.2.10)  into (A.2.7) yields,

dR        dk              dk
-= = (A.2.11)
R     k(aotalktaik2)    a2k(k-0:1) (k-02)'

where a 1 and 012 are the (positive) real roots of (A.2.10).

6. See J. Wise and Y. Yeh (1965).
7.  In view of the integrations involved in (A.2.9), it is clear a priori that explicit forms

for a(k) other than polynomials are quite difficult to handle. If a(k) is, for example,
an exponential function of type klia, the integrand on the right hand side of (A.2.9)
becomes

dk
1

k+Cl exp(-ak-a)
which is a very difIcult term to integrate.  In the case of polynomials, no exponential
terms appear in the integrand and exponential and logarithmic terms nicely
*compensate' each other.
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The differential equation (A.2.11) can easily be solved by partial fractions
as follows,

1                    =    A_  _  B      -C     ,                            (A.2.12)azk(k-01) Ck-02) a2k  k-al  k-22
or

1 = ACk-al) (k-02)+B(aik)(k-92)+C(a2k)(k-01)·

Substituting in the above equation,

1
k= 0,       then     1 = A(-0£1) (-02),      Or     A  =-  ;

0102

1k= 01,   then    1= B(a201) Cal -0 20    or   B=                       ;
(1221(21 -22)

1k =012, then 1 =C(a202)(92-911 or C=      ;
(1204 (06 - al)

substituting A, B and C into (A.2.12) and integrating both sides of
(A.2.11) we get,

111 R t l n C 3  -      1     1 1 n k +               1 1nlk-0:11 +
01 a2 a2 a2 Oil (Oel - 0/2)

1

+                                           1nlk-(12 It  ln (34•
a2 02(012 - Gel)

Since 91 2 - ao/al, we obtain the solution to  (A.2.11),

R =  Cs kl/aolk-O:1101/"Olk-0:21#2/"0, (A.2.13)

with  Cs  > 0, Bi:  = -czz          and     #2:  = -aei.
(11  - 0(2 )2-91

Taking account of (A.2.5), we get finally (see (A.2.9)),

qi - (2 exp                   dk
(A.2.14)

J  k+Cski/#olk-ocilB'/"0 lk-0121/2/=0

Even if ao is put equal to one, it is an almost hopeless task to integrate
the term on the right hand side of (A.2.14), unless Bl  and B2 take special
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values  such  as  0,  ao or simple fractions  of ao, which would obviously
involve too great an assumption.

Therefore, it will be assumed, a priori, that the parabolic has in fact
a very flat top so that az of (A.2.10) may be neglected. The basis of the
reasoning involved here is that the elasticity of substitution only starts
to decrease when the capital stock is accumulating at an exceptionally
high rate. So, (A.2.11) becomes:

dR     dk
-= (A.2.15)R k(ao+alk)

which is directly solved by partial fractioning, putting:

1  =A+ B , or 1 =A(aotalk)+Bk.
k(ao+alk) k  ao+aik

Substituting in the above equation
1

k  -0,             then     1  -  ao A or  A= -
a0

k  =   -2 2,     then     1  -   - 22 B     or     B  =  _2 1.
at              al              ao

Hence, from (A.2.15):

f 1    1  f dk   1  f (1(ao+alk)
J  R - ao J  k - ao J   aotaik  '

which gives a solution to (A.2.15)

R = C6ki/ao (ao+alk)-1/ao = C61 (A.2.16)C             k           )iIso

Caotalky'

so that production function (A.2.14) becomes:

qo = c2 exp
F ( 2' C6> 0) · (A.2.17)

dk

J ktc, (    k   )"mCaotalky|

To perform the integration on the right hand side of (A.2.17) analytically,
we have to assume simple values for ao:
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CASE  I:  ao = 1
The integrand of (A.2.17) is then simply rewritten by partial fractions as:

dk                             (l t a l k)d k                   dk                                C 6 a l  dk

C k )=k(ltalk+C6)-(1+(6)k (1+(6)(ltalk+C6)'
k+C'll+aild (A.2.18)
or as

qo - (2 exp 4 -lnk --- ln(ltalk+C6)  +  C7       (A.2.19)
f 1    C.
11 + (6 1+C6

1                    4

-   CB kT+G6(l t a l k t C6)1+£6   ;

or, for the original production data, and taking account of (A.2.2) as:
1                          C6

Qo  =  CBKT+   I(1 + (6)  L t a l K]TTEd
-EL.

-  C.Kric' [l + i-fk *-11.,6.
(A.2.20)

with
C6

Cg:   =  C8 (1 -1- C6)17+26.

Production function (I.7.4) can be derived from (A.2.20) as follows:
Take    Cg: =A (scale parameter)  and   ae: = 1/(1 + C'6)   (or  0 6 oz E  1),

(A.2.20) then becomes:

Qo = AK (L+al CLK)1-*, (A.2.21)
sothat for al : - (P - 1)/(1 - Jp) and 01 : = 1 - Bp (or o S bp S 1 ), the 'direct'
vEs-production function becomes:

Qo = AK(1 -ap)[Lt (p- 1)K]8, 0<a<1. (A.2.22)

Production function (A.2.22) is homogeneous of first degree and can
be compared to 0 (y)   in   (I.7.4),   so that, introducing a homogeneity
parameter v, production function (I.7.4) is ultimately obtained (see also
note on p. 14).

CASE  II:  ao = i
Rewriting the integrand of (A.2.17), we get:

dk                                    (* + alk)zdk (*+aik+alk2) dk

k+C6 < k  2=k(*talk)2+C6k2-k[*-1-(al+C6)ktaik2]'
\*taik/1 (A.2.23)
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and since (al + (6)2> al is always satisfied,  we can apply partial fractions
to solve the differential equation.

Hence,

*taiktaik2  = A(k-oil) (k-012) + B(aik) (k-012) + C(aik) (k-oel),
and substituting in the above equation for

1

k  =  0,     then     1  =  01 92 A     or     A  = -
4 9 1  02

and

k =011,  then  *+a1011 +a O t= B a 011 011 -0 2 '
or

1 F    1         ai      aial
2 7

B=-1 + +
ail. (tl(Oll-0(2   (11-OW2   afl-02 _|

k = 02  *tala2+ajotj = Cajo 2(04,-ab,
or

2 7
C   =     1.                   1                  +          a l           +       a 1 Ouz        I

a  1_402(0 2-Pt)   (0 2-91)   (0 2-Pl  

As a consequence, (A.2.14) becomes:

Lt- 1( 1
.     al    -1-  a,2011 )

 0 = (10k4611a2 lk-Otila'2\4011(611-012)   Cal-912)   (011-012)3 X

1( 1
al       a 1222

x  lk-0£21012 Cz:a2(04-al)   (012-al) (0 2-91)  (A.2.24)

with

_(al + C6) ZE \/((11 + (:6)2 - ai. (A.2.25)=                      2at
Since (A.2.24) implies a very complicated explicit production function
for Qo, it will not be used because it is of essential importance in this
study that the production function used is easily manageable. It is also
obvious  now  that  even  for very simple values   of  ao, the eXpliCit  VES-

production function becomes quickly complex.
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Appendix B. Necessary conditions
for the supremum of the functional
(II.1.6)

If the pair (L, I) is defined in a vector space  W, or (I, I)€ H/cR2 and if
the real-valued functional   F: W-+ [O, 00)  in  (II.1.6)  has a Gateaux
differential on this vector space, a necessary condition for F to have
an extremum at (LI, Ii) is that the Gateaux differential at that point:

dV(IP, Io; G, H): = lim (B.1)
V(Loto:G,Io+0:Ii) -  V(Lo, 10)

a-*0                                       0

is equal to zero for all pairs (G, H)€ W.1 Such a point (Lo, /5 is called
a  stationary  point.

Hence, the expressions for L(T) and I(T) (T 2 t) for which the Gateaux
differential:

(11/(L, I; G, JI) =  lim  1/(I.-1-0EG, I-1-0:Ii) - I/(L, I) = linl P(a)- P(0)
a-DO           (1             a"O    a

d
= - V(LtaG,ItaH)1 =o = p'(0) (B.2)
do

is zero, have to be determined.

To execute this for the functional (II.1.6), F(L + a G,  ItaH)  = p (00   is
computed first, its Gateaux differential is evaluated at the point o - 0
then and, finally, the necessary conditions for a supremum of I/(L, 0
are stated.

From (II.1.6) it follows that,
rT f        F        r

V(LtaG, Ito:H)=lim  I   (fi(r)  _Aeir  (1-6)(L(r)+GG(·r))-P +T-IN J: l
1r rr

to [I     e"D'(1-3)S(*-s)(I(s)+G:H(s))dsl -' |--4 ""   -0 -00

1.  See  D. G. Luenberger (1969), theorem  1,  p.  178.
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- ACT)(L(T)+ aG(·r))mltl - .6 (r)(I(·r) + OH(T))02+ 1  --

r rt
+ f.:(T)1   1      qi(T, s) (I(s)+EtH(s))ds +   ' 42(1, s)(I(s)+0£H(s))"'2+ 1  ds  -

Lj -w                                                        j t

- f,(,)FF' q3(T, s) (I(s)to:H(s)) ds +
LJ -00

rr

t. ,  q4(1, s) (I(s)+QH(s»"'2+1  ds  dr  =  p(,)                                        (B.3)

with

fi(r):    = e-f:40)de (1-u(1)) eR°(T-') ao
It

f2(T):    = e-J.rce)de (1-u(T)) e*'('-') at

.6('0:    - e-Er(mde e*2(T-,) a2

f4(r):    = e-E'(0)de u(T)O(T)((T)
qi(T, S):  =  Da(T-s) S(T-s)g(s) (S < 0

42(r, s):  = Da(r-s)S(r-s) e"2(8-0 a2 (S 2 t)

fs(T):    = e-Cr(e)de u(T)

43('c, s):  = ba('r-s)S('r-s)g(s) (S < 0
q.:Cr, s):  = b"(r-s)S(r - s) e':2(S-,) az      (s 2 0.

Hence, the Gateaux differential is evaluated  to  be:

eT 1
p'(0) =  lim  I    fi(r) (motl)  Aels  (1-6) (L(1))-p +T-40 jt

1

r r 7   -pl-plmo

+ 8 [      e"D'(r-s) S(,-s) 1(s) ds]       _    --=

r'                          7-4- -1
_1AeAT   (1-6)(L(T))-t'+3 l eY'Dd(1-s)SCT-s)1(s)ds_  _   xP                                      LJ-=

7-p-1

x   -p(1-8)(£(r))-i'-1  6(T) + 8(-p)            e7' Dd(1-s) S(T-s) 1(s)ds-               x
- 90

f1

x I     e"Dd(1-s) S(r-s) H(s) ds   -1-90
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- f2(T) (mitl)(£(r))"" G(T) - f3(1) (m2+1) (1(1))"'2 H(1) +
r r t                      r

+ .ACT)1   1       qi(T, s) H(s) ds + :  q2(T, s) (m2+1)(1(s))"'2 H(s) ds  -LJ-=
r n                     r1

-fs(Z)1 1 43(1, S)
H(s) ds +    44(1, s) (m2+1) (1(s))"'2 H(s) ds  dr -0.L.1 - w

(B.4)

Putting:

01(T):  = fl(T) (motl)  Aek  (1-3) (£(r))-P +
1

r  f 7  -pl - 97mo

+8 [ _ge"D'(1-s)SCT-s)1(s)ds]  J  ]  x
1

1-Pl-3-1

x AeAT (1-3)(L(r))-P+6   I    e"Dtr-s)S(·r-s)1(s)ds_    _ 3-00

02(T):    - (1-8) (Ler))- (P +1)

03(1):        =  a F F*     e 'Dd(T-s) Ser-s) (s) ds_ 

1-p-i

LJ --

04(T, s):    =  e"Dd(T-s)S(T-s)
05(1): = - f2(T)(mt + 1)(L(T))",1
06 (T) i -  - 13(1) (m2 + l) (1(T))'"2
 7(T, S):    = f4(T) 41(T, S)

 8(T, S):    -  .6(1) 42(1, s) (m2+ 1) (1(S))™2
09(r, S):    =  -fs(r) q3(T, S)
010(T, S):  =  - fs(r) q·:(T, s)(m2+1) (1(S))"'2,

(B.4) becomes:
rT

p'(0)  =   lim   I      01(r)  02(r) G(r) + 03(T)  1       04(43)H(s) ds  +T-99 Jt J-=

r                      rz

+ 05(1)GET) + 06(r)H(r) + 1     07(T, s)H(s)ds + : 08(T,s)H(s)ds +J-00
r,

+          09( ,s) H(s) ds + :  010(43) H(s) ds  dr= 0.                          (B.5)J-go
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Writing:

Y1(1)i   - 01(T) 02(T) + 05(T)
Y2<T, S)i - 01(T) 03(T) 04(T, s)

Y3(1, S):  =  07(T, S) + 09(·r, s)

3'4<'C, S):  =  08(T, S)+010(t, S),

(B.5) becomes:
rT 1           0p'(0)=lim I   iyl(T) G(T) +

1 Y2(T, s) H(s) ds + 06(T) H(T) +
T-oojt l J-go

r,                          er
+  I        y3(T, s) H(s) ds +  I      y4(T, s) H(s) ds  dr=  0    (B.6)

3-00                           jt

which should hold for all (G, H).  If H = 0,  we  get for  all  G:
r T

lim   I     yl (*c)  G(T) dr  = 0, (B.7)
T„ w Jt

hence yl (T) - 0, i.e.,

e"°('-') ao(motl)  leAT  (1-0 (LAD-p +

+ , [f. eFDd(T-s) SCT-s)1(s)
ds ]-,]-8]mox

rT                     7-p l---1-1

x  Ael,  (1-6)(LCE )-P + 6 F I        eY'Dd(T-s) SC
I-S

) 1 (s) d,J         ]     '            xLJ--

x (1 -8) (L(·r))-(p+1) = exiC'-') al(mi + l) (L(T))'„1, (B.8)

which is the first necessary condition for the supremum of (II. 1.6); it is
noted that the integrals in (B.8) over the range  - 00 <s< r can be split
in two parts, one part with a completely known time path (I(s), s < t) and
the other part with an unknown future time path (I(s), s 2 t):

If G = 0, one gets from (B.6) for all H:
rrf 'r                                                                  r,

lim' 4 1 Y2(T, s)H(s) ds+06(*r)H(r) + Y3 (T, s) H (s) ds  +
T-=J'  lJ -go J-00

rs
+  |   Y4(43) H(s) ds   dr  = 0. (B.9)

Jt
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Giving the four integrals in (B.9) a number from I to IV, one obtains for
each integral, provided that the integrals are (absolutely) convergent:

rT 9
I.    lim   I                Y2 (r, s) H (s) ds dr

T„00 Jt J -00

= lim f f'   Fl.'y,(r,s)dr H(,)ds + |  F F y,(r.,)d, |H(,) d.,T-•wW-OOLJ: 3, Us
rt                   r

- |     xi(s) H(s) ds + lim  I   x2(s) H(s) ds (B.10)
3-90 T-90 jt

rT
where  xi (s):  =    lim    I       y2 (r, s)  dr

T-*COJ:

and
rT

X2 (s):  =   lim I 3'2(T, s) dr
T-90 ja

rT
II.  lim I 06 (S) H(s) ds. (B.11)

T-, ao j t

rT et  t   i      TT
III. lim 1        Y3(r, s)H(s) dsdr =           I  lim   I     y3(r,s)d H(s)ds

T= %    t   J - . J - 00 \T- w  J,
e,

- 1     x3(s) H(s) ds. (B.12)
J-=

eT er                     eT
IV.   lim   I         j,4(r, s) H(s) ds d*r =  lim   I    x4(s) H(s) ds (B.13)T-0. jt Jt T- 90  Jt

where
eT

X3 (s):         lim   I      Y3 (r, s) dr
T== J t

and
rT

X4(s):  = lim 3'4(T, s) dr.
T-w  j a

Substituting (B.10-13) into (B.9), one obtains for all H:
et                                            rT

1 (xi (s)+X3(s))H(s)dst  lim  I    (x2(s)+ 06(s)+X4(s))H(s)ds=0.
J-- T- =J,

(B.14)
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Hence,  for s < t,  we  have:

X2 (S) +  06 (S)  + X4(S)  = 0, (B.15)

which implies from (B. 14)

X1 (S) +  X3 (S)  = 0. (B.16)

For 3 2 t, we have:

X1 (S)  +  X3 (S)  = 0, (B.172

which implies from (B.14):

X2(S) + 06(S) + X4(S) = 0. (B.18)

Therefore, the second necessary condition for the supremum of (II. 1.6) is
found from (B. 18) (3 2 t):

rT
X2(s) + 06(s) + X4(s) - lim  I    1(r) 03(r) 04(T, s) dr +

T„= J,
rT

t 06(S) +  lim   I     (08(T, s) + 010(1's)) drT-g'Ja
r T= lim {01(T)03(T)04(T, S) + 08(T, S) + 010(r, s)} dr + 06(S)  = 0,

T"=js
(B.19)

or

eT

lim  I   fi(T) (mo+1)  AeAT  (1-3) (£(r))-p +T=90  j a

r rE mo
1-,

+ a [J     ,"D'(,-,}S(,-,) 1(,) ds] -1-'l   x- 00

r1                          1-pl-1-1
x Ael, (1-8)(£(r))-t'+8 1  eY'Dd(T-s)S(T-s)1(s)ds_  _  p  x

LJ- 40

x a   '   eys
Dd(T-s)SCT-s)1(s)ds  -'-1

e"Dd(r-s)S(T-s) +
- 00

+ .6(T) q2(T, s)(m2 +1) (2(s))'"2 - 15(T) q.:(1, s)(mit 1) (2(s))'"2'   dr

- f3(s) (m2+1) (2(s))„'2, (B.20)
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where it is repeated  that I(s), s< t, is known to the researcher and where
the f and q-functions are known functions  (see  (B.3)).

Equations (B.8) and (B.20) determine the future time paths of L and I,
such that the functional (II.1.6) reaches an extremum.

Obviously, the complexity of these equations does not allow any
operational analysis for the investment behaviour of the firm.

Even an equilibrium situation defined by (see (II.0.6)):

K"(·r) = 9(T) I(r) - Der) = 02 (B.21)

does not simplify matters significantly. Because then (B.3) becomes
from (II.0.6), (II.1.6) and (B.21)

rTi     F     r
F(Lt,G, It,H) = lim  I   {fi(r)  _AeAT  -(1-J) (L(r)+acG(T))-p +T„«0 J,    l

r rt
t a               eys Dder-s) S(·r - s) (I(s) + pH(s)) ds  - -  -  '"'+ 1 -- 00

"

- fz(T) (L('r) + LeG(·r))mi+1 -e-j,rce) de (1- u (r)) e':2(*-,) x

x a2(I(T) + 0(H(t))"'2+ 1 + K; f4(T)  dz  =
p(00, (13.22)

with A (r), A (T)  and .4 (r) defined  in  (B.3),  so  that the Gateaux differ-
ential (B.5) becomes:

rT                                            r
p'(0) =  lim       <01 (T)  02(T) G(T)+03(T)  1

7-  #31                                                                        
                                   J  - 99 04(T, S) H(s)  ds  +

r'

+ 05(1) G(r) - e -3, rce) de (1 - u (r)) e*2(T-,)  x

x a2(m2+1) (1(T))"'2 H(T)  dr =
0, (B.23)

and necessary condition (B.8) remains the same while necessary condi-

2.  An arbitrary state is defined   as   an  equilibrium   state   if   k = f (x,  t) = 0   for   all   t;
see  R. E. Kalman  and  J. E. Bertram  (1960),  p. 374. Remark  that  K" (r) remains
constant  for  all  r  in  such a situation  (Kn (T) = Kb.
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tion (B.20) becomes:
r T

lim   I     e-E'(0)de (1-u(·r)) e"°(T-')   ao(mot l)  xT-00 j.

7 -P  -47mo
x IAe"I(1-8)(f,(,))-'+6 [J_.e"D'(*-s)S(*-s)1(,)ds.1  1  ]x

7-Pl-1-1

x AeAT   (1-6)(L(I))-'+6 1  e"Dd(T-s)S(1-s)1(s)ds_    p  xLJ-=
F r, 1-p-i

x 61 I    eY'Dd(T-s)S(T-s)1(s)ds_      e"Dd(r-s)S(t-s)  drLJ- oo

= e-E'(e)de (1-u(s)) e"2(:-') a2(m2+1) (I(S))",2. (B.24)

Obviously, the determination  of the optimal L(r) = L (r) and ICS)- 10)
(s 2 t) from (B.8) and (B.24) still remains an extremely laborious task,
which can only be performed by tedious numerical integrations, given
values for all known functions and parameters.
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Appendix C. Optimal control problems
with an infinite time horizon

Definition C.1

If I is an interval in R and if 0 is a function from I into R', then 0 is said
to bepiecewise continuous on I if 0 is continuous on the set I\E, where E is
a subset of I having a finite number of points common to any compact
interval [a, b] c I and for which cLEE involves:

1.   that  lim  0 (t) exists
tia

2.   that  lim  0 (t) exists  and is equal  to  0 (a).
tia

De»ition C.2

If I is an interval in Rand if F isa function from I into R', then 9 is said
to be piecewise continuously d(1Rrentiable on I if a piecewise continuous
function 0 from I into R' exists such that for almost every t€I (i.e., for

Fig. C.3

A piecewise continuously difer- A piecewise continuous but not
entiable function W  on I. piecewise continuously diferen-

tiable function on I.

9-                         9.

4--                                   Wtal      :

--«-/\\
O 5 '. O a

t---- -------r------------- 
I                                                                            I
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all te I with the possible exception of a set I* such that I*n [a, b] is finite
for every closed and bounded interval   [a, b] c 0 the function    F   is

d
differentiable at t and - 9(t) = 0(t).

dt
d

The notation *(t) instead of - 9 (t) will also be used.
dt

Problem C.4 (The Injinite Horizon Problem)
Given n state variables x1 (t), X2 (t), ..., x„(t), represented by the column
vector x (t) ER" (the n-dimensional Euclidean state space), where x is

a continuous, piecewise continuously differentiable function from the
interval J: - [O, 00) into R", and given m control variables (instruments)
Ul (t),  1,2  t ,•••, Um(t), represented   by the column vector   u (t)€Q   (a
compact, time-invariant subset of R"'), where u is a piecewise continuous
function from the interval J into the control set Q, the aim is to find
a pair (2, fl) such that the following problem is solved:

eT
max lim 0(x(O, u(t),0 di, (C.5)

T-®JO

provided that the limit and its maximum exist, subject to :
n differential equations :
2(t) =f(x(t), u(t), t) for almost every t E J, (C.6)

x(0)=xo, lim x(T) exists and isfree, (C.7)
T-* co

u€Q  for all t€J. (C.8)
In the objective functional (C.5), 0 is a continuous function from
R" x Q x J  into   R;   also, for every   pair   (x, u) satisfying   (C.6-8),   0   is
piecewise continuous in t over J and Riemann integrable in t over [O, T]
for  every  TE J.

Problem C.4 can be generalized to the following problem: defining
a set S as the set of all pairs (x, u) such that the above conditions (C.6-8)
are   fulfilled,   find   a   pair   (2,0)€ S   such   that for every   (x,  u) E S, every
T€J and every 4>0, a T€J with T 2 T exists such that:

A                      R

1

0(x(t), u(t), 0 dt <   0(2(t), 0(0,0
dt+V. (C.9)

J0

Note that the formulation (C.9) does not require the existence of the
limit  of the integral in (C.5) or of lim 2 (T).

T-+cO

Dejinition C.10
The Hamilton function or Hamiltonian belonging to problem C.4 or to
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the generalized problem is defined as:
78(x, u, t, p, y): = p0(x, u, t)+yy(x, u, t), (C.11)

where p is a non-negative number and yi (i = 1,2,- .., n) are the co-state

or   adjoint uariables, with y a continuous, piecewise continuously differ-

entiable function from J into R".

Theorem  C.12

If a pair (2, u) Es is optimal for the (extended) Infinite Horizon Problem
(C.6), (C.8-9), then a non-negative number 0 and a continuous, piecewise
continuously differentiable function 9 from J into R" exist such that,
for x(0) = 0,
i.      (p,  9 (0))' 960 (non-triviality condition);

ii.  9(0 - - -2- .38(x, 11(0, t, P, 9(t))x=*(,) for almost every       te J,
0X

where X is the Hamilton function (C.11) 1
iii. 7/(2(t), 0(t), t, , 9(t))21/(x(t), u, t,  , 9(t))   for   all   t€J  and

all u€0.

proof
See H. Halkin (1972), pp. 8-10.
Since a 'transversality condition' (a condition on the terminal point
of 2  and/or 9) cannot uniquely be given for the problem  (C.6), (C.8-9) 2
and the necessary conditions i-iii of theorem C.12 are generally satisfied
for too many pairs (2, 0)€S, it is of interest to derive more explicit
conditions   such   that   the   point   (2,0) E S   is a maximum of the infinite
horizon problem. Since problem (C.6-9) is too general, conditions for
a pair (2,0) determining a maximum of (C.5) subject to (C.6-8) will be
derived. Moreover, the constraint set will be extended in such a way that
all types of restrictions on both the control variables and the state
variables (including non-negativity restrictions, initial conditions on the
state variables, etc...) can be explicitly included in the model as:

9(X(t), uct), t) 2 0, (C.13)
where  g  is  a  vector-valued  function  defined  as  g:  R" x Rm x J_*Rk
(k restrictions).

1. Along the optimal control path, the co-state or adjoint variables can be interpreted
from condition ii as the shadow prices of a unitary increase of the state variables.
See R. Dorfman (1969) and Chapter 2 of this study.

2. Sec H. Halkin, op. cit.,  p.  1 1,  and the example (C.35-52).
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Summarizing the conditions (C.6-7) and (C.13), the constraint set is
defined as:

S: = {x, ulk(t) =f(x(t), u(t), t), 9(x(t), u(t), t) 2 0, teJ} (C.14)

Conditions  for  a  pair  (2,0) e S determining a maximum  for  both  con-
tinuous and discrete time optimization problems are given in the form of
two theorems now.

The theorems are formulated for finite horizon problems, but are
extended to infinite horizon problems in corollaries afterwards.
The continuous time control model maximizes the functional:

rT

14(x,u):  =  1     0(x(t), u(0,0 dt (C.15)
JO

subject to:

*(t) =f(x(t), u(t), t) for almost all  te J: - [O, T] (C.1 0
and

9(X(t), uct), t) 2 0, including x(t) 2 0,  for  all  te J. (C. 17)

The 'extended' Lagrange function belonging to this problem is given by:
rT

9(x,u, y, z): = ,{0(x,u, t) + y'[f(x, u, 0 - 2] + z'g(x, u, t)} dt,
(C.18)

with corresponding 'extended' Hamilton function:

i (x, u, Ly, z):=0(x, u, t)+ yy(x, u, t)+ z '9(x, u, t), (C.19)

where the adjoint functions y and z are respectively a 'co-state' vector,
being a continuous, piecewise continuously differentiable function
from  J into  R",  and a 'co-constraint' vector, being a continuous function
from J into Rk.

In the following theorem (and corollaries) a set of sufficient conditions
for the maximum of the finite and infinite time horizon problems is
derived under the hypotheses that the functional 0 is a concave and
differentiable function  of  the  pair  (x, u)€S  for  all  t€J  and  y7+ z'g  is
a  concave and differentiable function  of  the  pair  (x, u)€S for almost
all t€J.3

3. Then, obviously, the Hamiltonian i is concave in the pair (x, u). Note also that
this concavity condition is fulfilled  if each component of f is a concave and differ-
entiable function of (x, u) for almost every t€J and if each component of g is a
concave and differentiable function  of (x,  u)  for  all  t€J.
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Theorem C.20

If 0 is the optimal control function and if f is the generated optimal
control trajectory such that (2, 0) ES and if vector-valued functions 9:
J -+ R'  and  2:  J -0 Rk exist with the following properties:

a.  -2- *(x, 0,t,9,2)1*.2= 17*Jf'(2,0, t,9,2)=-94
8x

b.  3- Ye(2, u, t, 9,2)1.=0 - Vurk(2,0,1,9,2) = 0
8u

c.  29(2,0, t)=0
d. 920 and 2 2 0,

then, for each other pair (x, u)eS and for each T>0:
IT

VT(X, U)- VT(2,0)  li  -9'(X-2)   
. (C.21)

0

proof
From the definition of the Hamiltonian in (C.19) and from conditions a
and b:

Vx.*'(2,0, t, 9,2)
=17*0(2,0, t)+[V*f(f, 0, t)]'9+[Vxg(*, 0, t)]'2 - -9 5     (C.22)

and

VN*(2,0, t, 9,2)
=vua (2,0, t)+ [v„f(2,11, t)]'9+ [vug (2, a, t)]'2 - 0, (C.23)

so that from the concavity and differentiability of 0 in the pair (x, u)€ S:6
rT

VT(x, u)- 4(2,0)=  1     {0(x, u, 0-0(2,0,0} dt
JO

4.174,(2, 0, t, 9, f) is the gradient vector of the Hamiltonian (C.19) with respect to
the state vector  x, the partial derivatives being evaluated   at the point  x  =  2 = f (t)
and the Hamittonian being written as a function of x for optimal u, y, and z and for
almost every te J.

5.  F.g(f, 0, t) denotes the (kxn)-matrix of partial derivatives <BgJ (x, 0, t)1
exi   f

61= 1,2,...,k, i= 1,2,...,n) evaluated at the point x = f = f (t).
6. The inequality between the integrands in the second member of (C.24) denotes that

the tangent hyperplane to a concave and differentiable function (here 0) lies above
the function; see J. J. J. Dalmulder (1973), pp. 250-251, on this point.
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rT

6 0  {(x- 2)' Vx#(2,0, t) + (u-0)'Vu 0(2, 0,0} dt
rT

- - 0{(x-2)'9+ (x-2)'[vxf (2,0,0]'9+ (x-2)'[Vxg(2,0,01,2 +

+ (u-0)'[Vu f (2, 0,0]' 9 + (u-11)'[v  9(5,0,0]'2} dt
 T   T            rT

= - (x-2)' 9    + 1   (2-2)' 9 dt - 1   {(x-2)' [vx f(2,0,01' 9 +o  Jo           Jo

+ (x- 2)' [V* g (2,0,01' 2 + (u- 0)' [vu f (2,0,0]' 9 +
+ (u- 0)' [Vu g (2,0,0]' 2} dt. (C.24)

Since 9'f+2'gis assumed to be a concave and differentiable function of

the pair (x,  u) E S for almost all t€J, the last integral in (C.24), provided
with a minus sign, is smaller than or equal to:

e T

- 1   {9'(f (X, u, 0 - f (2,0,0) + 2'(g(x, u, 0 - 9(2,0,0)} dt,
Jo                                                                                                     (C.25)

where use has been made of condition d (9 2 0 and 220). Combining
(C.24) and (C.25) and taking account of (C.16) and condition c, we get:

IT  fT

VT(x, u)-VT(*,0) 5-(x-2)' 9       -1     2'(g(x, u, 0-g(2,0, t))dtO  JO

 T   rT

-   - (x - 219          -  I       2'  g (x,u, 00 00

IT

= - ec-*), 9
 0'

(C.26)

because 2 2 0 (condition d and g(x, u, t) 2 0 (constraint (C.17)). A

In the sequel, su#icient 'transversality conditions'.1 are derived in the
form of corollaries to theorem C.20.

Corollary  C.27:   Finite  horizon, jixed  starting  point  and,fixed  end  point

If both  x (0)  = xo  and  x ( T)  =  xT are fixed,  then
FT (x,  u)  6  VT (2,0)  for  any  (x,  u) E S.

7. Condition a) in theorem C.20, (C.16) and the transversality conditions are called
the 'canonical equations' of the continuous-time control model.
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Proof

Equation (C.21) becomes:

VT(x, u)- VT(2,0) S  -9,(X-2) T0
-  -9(T)'(x(T) - 2(73) + 9(0)'(x(0)- 2(0))
= -9(71'(XT-xr)+9(0)'(xo-xo)=0. A

(C.28)

Corollary C.29:  Finite  horizon, fixed starting  point  and free  end point

If x (0)  =  xo is fixed and x(T) is free, then

FT(x, u) S FT(2, 11) for any (x, u)€S if 9(T) =0.

Corollary  C.30:   Finite  horizon, free  starting  point  and free  end point

If both x(0) and x(T) are free, then F (x, u) 6 1/ (2,11) for any (x, u)€S
if 9 (0) - 0  and  9 (T) = 0.

Corollary C.31:  Infinite  horizon, fixed starting point  (and free  end point)

If x(0) = xo is fixed, then the pair (2, il)ES is optimal if

e. lim 9(T)'  2(T)  =  0.
T-+00

Proof
From the equation (C.21), it follows that for x(0) = xo:

FT(x, u)- VT(2,0) 5 9(T)' 2 (T)-9(T)'x(T), (C.32)

so that taking account of the transversality condition e and of the
properties that 9 (T) 2 0  for  all T (condition  d) and x(T) 2 0 (condition
(C.17)):

lim   Vr(x, u) +  lim  9 (T)' x (T)  6  lim   Vr(2, 0), (C.33)
T-.00 T-+ 00 T-+00

with

lim 9(T)'x(T)=  lim  I ACT) 4(T)20.
T-00 T+0 0   i=l

Hence,

lim sup VT(x, u)  6  lim VT(2,0). (C.34)
T-, 00 T-.00
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Note
Comparing theorems C.12 and C.20 it is observed that conditions a
and b of theorem C.20 are also (local) necessary conditions for a pair

(2, 0)e S  determining a maximum  of (the infinite horizon analogue  of)
(C.15) (and, hence, of the Hamiltonian (C.19)).

The transversality conditions as implied by (C.21) and given by the
corollaries (C.27-31) are sufficient and not necessary. This is already
clear from the formulation of the corollaries and can also be demonstrated
by the following example of an infinite horizon problem. 8

I f m=n -1,k=Oand the function to be maximized is:
rT                     rT

lim I 0(x(t), u(0, t) dt =  lim  |    (1 - x(t)) u(t) dt
T= 90 JO T„w JO

rT= lim (1 -x)  u dt, (C.35)
T- 9 JO

subject to the conditions:

2 -(1-x)u (C.36)

x(0)  =  0,     lim x(T) exists and is free (C.37)
T -+ Jo

-1  6 u 6 1 (D:-[-1,+1]), (C.38)

then the problem can be solved as follows:
First,

rT                   rT
lim  1   0(x(t),u(0, t) dt= lim I    *dt
T- 90 JO T„=JO

= lim x(T) - x(0) = lim x(T) .   (C.39)
T-*co T-+00

Then, the inhomogeneous differential equation (C.36) can be solved as:

a. the homogeneous part

dx-+XU=0. (C.40)
dt

8.   See  also  K. J. Arrow  and  M.  Kurz  (1970),  p.  46, and footnote  2  of this appendix.
Condition  c in theorem C.20 (together  with  f 2 0) is similar  to the familiar  com-
plementary slackness condition of mathematical programming; see further and
M. D.  Canon,  C. D. Cullurn  and E. Polak (1970), Chapter  3.
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If x:  = vw, then  Ow + vii, +v w·u=O,o r

10 (0 + Vu) + vt,D= 0.

dv
Putting  0 +v u  =  0,  or  0  - - = - VU,

dt

we obtain:

f dv    e
   -  =  -   u(T) dr,    or    v(0  - e-/ou(*)dx

. (C.41)
U

Then, vii, = 0, or w - constant c.
So, the solution of the homogeneous part becomes:

x  =  vw =  ce-j  44*. (C.42)

b.   the  inhomogeneous  equation

dx
- + XU-U = 0 (C.43)
dt

is solved as follows:
If, from (C.42),

x(0 = c(0 e- C •(r)
di

(C.44)

the differential equation (C.43) can be written as:
rt

2(0 e-flucr)di - u(ti c(t) e-fiu(')ds + 0(0 u(t) e-Joucs)di - u(0 = 0
or

2(0  -  u(0 efiu(,)di
SO,

r*

c(t)  =         U (0)  eC u(r)dr de +c i      (Cl = integration constant)      (C.45)
JO

which, substituted into (C.44), gives the general solution to the inhomoge-
neous differential equation:

x(t)  =  e-rou(T)dr   u((1) ef:·(r)dr de-1-cl  e-j.ou(r)dr ' (C.46)

in which the first part in the right-hand side of (C.46) is the particular
solution, and the second part the general solution to the homogeneous
differential equation (C.40).
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Substituting for x(0) into (C.46) yields:

x(0) = 0, or ct - 0·

Now (C.46) can be written as:

rt

x(0 - e-uct) I  u(0) euce) do (C.47)
JO

with
N                        dU

U(0:  =   I    u (r) dr,    or    -=u (t).
Jo            dt

SO,

x(t) = e- u(,) F' d(euce))
JO

= e-uct, [euct)-eu(0)1 = 1-e-Uct). (C.48)

From (C.48), it appears that x(t) < 1  for all  t, and every choice  of the
control variable for which U(t) -4 00 is optimal; for example, policy
U(t) = 0(t) with  0<0 (t) <lis optimal.   From  (C.35)  and   (C.36),  the
Hamiltonian is expressed as:

7/(x, u, t,y): = (1-x)uty(1-x)u = (1+y) (1-x)u (C.49)

which attains a maximum  for the interior point  u = 0(t)6(0,1)  if the
necessary condition b of theorem C.20 is satisfied:

(1+9)(1-2)=0. (C.50)

Since, from (C.48),2<1,9 - 90) should be equal to  - 1.

This solution satisfies the canonical equation a of theorem C.20:

03el
9  -   - -1          -(1 + 9) 0, (C.51)

ax  I x=*

but,  since from  (C.48), 2 (t) approaches one fort-* oo,
9(t) 2(t)-0 - 1 and not zero for t-+ 00, or

lim 9(T) 2(T) = -1, (C.52)
T--4 co

from which it can be seen that the transversality condition e of
corollary C.31 is not necessary for a pair (2, 0) ES determining a maximum
of the Hamiltonian (C.19).
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The finite horizon continuous time control model (C.15--lD can be
reformulated in discrete time as follows:

T-1

max     VT(x, u):  = R(xr)+   I   0(xt, ut, t) (C.53)
{Xt + 1, Ut} t=0

subject to:
X,+1 -X,-f(x:, ut, t) (C.54)

and

9(xt, ut, t) 20, (C.55)
where the term RCKT) represents the contribution of the end point of the
state variable to the value of the functional  5,(x, u). This time, it is
not  assumed a priori  that  all the state variables are non-negative;  all  the
possibly occurring restrictions on x, and u, are involved in the vector-
valued function g.

The 'extended' Lagrange function belonging to problem (C.53-55) is
given by:

T-1

9(x,u,A,B):=R(XT)+ I {0(Xt, Ut, 0 + Kti(f(X„ Ut, 0 -
t=0

-Xt +1  Xt)  4-  p; +1  9 (xt,Ut, t)} (C.56)
with corresponding 'extended' Hamiltonian defined as:

7/(x:, ut, t, 4+1, B,+1):

=   0 (x,,  u„  t)  t  A; +1   f (x,,  U„  t)  t  B; + 1  9 (x,,  U:, t), (C.57)
where A,+ l i s a n n-dimensional co-state vector evaluated  at  time  t+l

and
p, + 1  is a k-dimensional co-constraint vector evaluated at time
t+1.

To solve problem (C.53-55), the following lemma of non-linear
programming is formulated.

Lemma C.58

If t) is an optimal solution to the non-linear programming problem:
max F(w), subject to F,(w) = 0 and Gj(w) 2 0,

.

where  F, Ft and Gjare differentiable functions of w for all i = 1,2,..., p
and j=  1,2,...,  q, and  if the constraint qualification  is  satisfied,  then:

3/ 2 0, X,ER, Bj 2 0 (i= 1,2,...,p; j= 1,2,..., q)
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such that
P

i.  PVw VOD) + I A-,V. Fi(W) +   Aj V. Gf (10) = 0 ;
i= 1 j=l

ii.  (0, 11, 12, •••, Ap, Al,/12, ···, Be)' 96 0 (non-triviality condition saying
that at least one adjoint variable should be different from zero);

iii.  A jG,(tb) = 0  01 - 1,2,..., q) (complementary slackness condition).

proof

The proof of these necessary conditions for optimality can be found in

M. D.  Canon, C. D. Cullum and E. Polak, op. cit., theorem 3.5.11, p. 69.

Note
If  V is concave and differentiable,  Fi  (i = 1,2,..., p) are affine  and

differentiable,   Gj  U - 1,2,..., q) are concave and differentiable  and
B = 1, the conditions i and iii  of lemma  C.58  are also Sumcient (still

XieR, i= 1,2,...,p and Bj 20,1- 1,2,..., q).9
Now, the following theorem can be formulated.

Theorem C.59

If 0:  R" x R"' x J-, R is concave and differentiable, the components  of:
Rn x Rm x J-+Rn are affine and differentiable  and the components  of g:
R" x .Rm x J -* Rk are concave and differentiable, the sequence

{21+ 1, UJES 10  is an optimal solution to problem (C.53-55) if and  only

if a sequence of n-dimensional co-state vectors {1,+ 1} and a sequence of
k-dimensional co-constraint vectors  {B,+ 1} exist such that for
t -0,1,2,..., T-1:

a.  -2- %(x, Or, t,X,+1, A+1)      = Vx.jf'(4,0„t, X,+i,A+1)
8%                     )=4

-  -   + 1 -1,)

b.  -  jf(2:,u, t, 4+1, A+1)       = Ve jf'(2:, 4, t, %+1, A+i)=0
au                                                                                      1 u-0,

c.     A; +1  g (21,0„   t)  =  0

9.  See  M. D. Canon,  C. D. Cullum  and E. Polak,  op. cit., theorem 3.6.1, pA  70-71.
This is a version of the known Kuhn-Tucker theorem.

10.  From the above assumptions on f and g, the feasible set S is always convex. See
0. L.  Mangasarian, op. cit., Chapter 6.
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d.   B, + 120

e. .Ir- F*TR(fT 11

proof

Theorem (C.59) is proved by formulating the discrete time optimal control
problem as a concave programming problem as in lemma C.58.

Define therefore the (n +m) T-dimensional vector w as:

10: = (X;, X 6, . . . , X;·, u6, u;,..., U;.- 1)', (C.60)

where each x, is an n-dimensional state vector and each u: an m-dimen-
sional control vector.
The constraints (C.54) and (C.55) are reformulated by means of an nT-
dimensional vector F(u,), defined as:

f (xo, uo, 0) -xi + xo      -
f (xl, Ul, 1) - x2 + X1

F(tv): = (C.61)

-focT-1, UT-1,  T -1)-xT+XT- 1-
and  a k T-dimensional vector G (w) defined as:

-          g (Xo,UO,  0)          -

9(xbul, 1)
G(w):-

(C.62)

_9(XT-1, UT-1, T-1)-

so that the maximization of (C.53) subject to (C.54) and (C.55) is equi-
valent to the concave programming problem:

T-1

maximize VT(w): = R(xT) + I  0(xt, ut, 0 (C.63)
.                                                                        :8 0

11. Comparing the conditions a-d of theorem C.20 with a-d of theorem C.59, it is
noted that there are no basic dilerences. Note that the co-state variables are free,
since they belong to the equalities (C.54).

Note also that if no conditions are put on the functions 0, f and g, the condi-
tions a-e are necessary and not suflicient for a maximum of (C.53) (see lemma
C.58 and the proof below).
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subject to:

F(w)-0, (C.64)

GU) 2 0. (C.65)

The problem (C.63-65) is similar to the problem in lemma (C.58). For
a convenient application of conditions i and iii, use is made of the
Lagrangian belonging to problem (C.63-65):

9'(to, 1, ki): = FTOO)+A'F(w)+it'GOo), (C.66)

where A and B are nT-dimensional and kT-dimensional vectors of adjoint
variables respectively.

A':  =  (A; , AL  . . . .  10     and     p':  =  014 . FS,  . . . , #0, (C.67)

so that (C.66) is equal to the Lagrangian (C.56).

Utilizing the expression (C.66) for the Lagrangian, the necessary and
sufficient conditions for W determining a maximum of (C.63) subject

to (C.64-65) are given by (lemma C.58 and subsequent note):

V.9(ib,  1, P) = O (C.68)

A2O (C.69)

and

  B'G(tb)= B'v,%(te, I, B)=0. (C.70)

Rewriting the condition (C.68) in terms of the Lagrange function (C.56):

V.39(* LA= «vgs .90'. (V 29)'' . . .
- ., (V=T -,St)',(17*T ·2')', (V„09)', (Vu, 9'); ..., (VuT_,9)')' = 0      (C.71)

it is found for t - 0,1,2,..., T- 1:

1.  Vx,·9'(2,0, 1, B) -vx,0(4,0:,t)+[V=, f(2„ 0:, t)]' 4+ 1 -
- 2,4- X,+ 1 -1- [V*,g(ft, 11:, t)]'B:+ 1 = 0, (C.72)

or

 +1 -  -  - vx,0(4, 0:, t)-[vs, f(4, 01, t)]' + 1 -
-[vs,g(£:, 0:, t)]'B,+ 1, (C.73)

or from the definition of the Hamiltonian in (C.57):

l:+1 - 4 -  -Fx, Jf'(21,0:,t, X,+1, At+1); (C.74)

hence, condition  a is satisfied;
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2. V=TE(k, 0, 1, B) =V*TR(*T)-Ir = 0, (C.75)
or

XT - V*TR (2 T), (C.76)
so that the terminal condition e is confirmed;

3.   vu,9(2,11,1, /1)=vw,0(4,4,  t)+[V„,f(4,4,  t)]' 4+ 1 +
 IVU,9(4, 0:, t)]'B,+ 1 =Vu,jf'(2:, 0:, t, 4+ 1, B:+1) = 0,     (C.77)

which satisfies condition b.

From the Kuhn-Tucker conditions (C.69) and (C.70), from (C.65) and
from the definitions of G and B in (C.62) and (C.67), it follows that:

A+19(4,4,0  = 0, (C.78)

so that conditions c and d are also verified. A

In theorem C.59 the end point T is assumed to be fixed. If this end
point would be assumed to be free rather than fixed a priori, XT can be
restricted to a smooth target set in the state space, say S, defined as:

S: = {xlhj(x) = 0, j = 1,2,..., s; s 5 n}.12 (C.79)

Then, the finite horizon variable end point formulation can approximate
an infinite horizon problem (increasing T in (C.53)) arbitrarily closely.    ,
The  consequence  on the terminal condition   e of theorem   C. 59 is given            
by the following corollary.

Corollary C.81

If KT E S, the transversality condition becomes:

X fr = 0. (C.82)

proof

If xT€S, also the optimal *TES, then R(fr) becomes zero by (C.80)
and (C.79).

12.  To   restrict   xTES,   the   term   R (xr)    in the objective functional   (C.53)   can,   for
example, be expressed as:

R(xr): =   bjhj(xT), (C.80)
j=l

with b, 4 0 and approaching minus infnity if xr strays  away from S (an 'infinite
cost' is imposed on the objective (C.53) then).
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Hence, F*TR(210 -0, SO that condition e of theorem C.59 becomes
IT - 0. Since £T is free, we have

X**T = 0,

so that AT is normal to S at *T.    A

Hence, the transversality condition for the infinite horizon discrete time
control problem is

lim  Xpfr  = 0, (C.83)
T-* co

which is completely similar to the transversality condition of the infinite
horizon continuous time control problem in corollary C.31.

Note that the starting point is assumed to be fixed in the discrete time
control problem analysed.

4
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Appendix D. The investment
relationships discussed

D.1.      Putty-Putty  CES-Investment  Model

D.1.1

I   e,(o      .
DIt= -

1    a (61)   f   v-2 (C)  +
r=o

I    a ("D (' It.-')  '
(  + 72         'n

p+m2+18-0 4-0 p+mztle=o

+P+mo+1  I  02(0  I  a(8) DQ,-etir#i  I  a(0)D(1-a:_8)+ptm2+1 4=0 0=0 e=o

/G '\ /Z._0\+ B2 12 a(e)DC-12-1+ #3 I a(8)01-1-
8=0 \ p,-0/ e=0 Cpi-9/

-     b(8) DIr-8 - 1 02(C) S a(0) 38,-0    (lI.1.87)p+mott 14
8=1 P+m2+1 &=O 6=O

D.1.2

I 02 (0 „DI=-(A+72)p f. a(0)   02(0 + d=t I a(0)Dll- u,-4+P+1 0.=.o C=1 ptl e=o \ U:-8 3

m                                I e,(O.
+  62  02(0    a(8) Dg_e-<=1          62  a(0)D gize j +

(=1 0=0 ptl 0-0 \Pt- 01

/G,-e)+ A#1 I a(8)D(1-a,_e)+#2 I a(0)Di-)+
6=0 0=0 \Pt-e 3

+B,  I,  «(*D»j-  f  b(8) DI,_,-  I   2(0 I.  «(0)'1,1-0
e=o \Pt-e) 0=1 4=1 e=o

(II. 1.93)
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D.2.    Putty-Clay CES-Investment Model (dedved investment)

D.2.1

P CA \
(ptv)011   a(8)ADQ,-0-1-DI,---1 - + 72 1    a(0)   v-2(Ot

p+1\v le=0 C=O v (Ptl) 9-0

I   82 (0     n
c=o

I  a(0)D EL=2 |+ 1:Bi I  a(0)D(1-a,_0)+
ptl e=o \Pt-e) 8=0

+ p, I «(8) D(&=4 + B, I  «(0) D(Ze=4 -
e=0 \P,-0/ e=o \p,-0/

(p + V)/Il    -     b(0)DI,-0 - 1 52(0 I a(0324-9-1 (II.2.138)
8-1 v(Ptl) c=o e=o

D.2.2

CA \
v2 (0 + 6 f

D I, = -1- +y l f   a(0) 51 v2(0 2  a(0) ADQ,-0-1 -
Cv     / e=o (=0 V C=0 8=o

-(1-6) I 02(0 I a(0)D t-  + lr#1  E a(0)D(1-a:_0)+C=O 0=0 0=0

+ B,  I  «(0) D(G:-8    B3  I  «(8) D ZI-e  -
e=o \P/-O 1 8=0 \14-0/

-     b(e) DI,_0 --  I  02(Q)   a(0)524-0-11 (II.2.139) 1 m

8=1 V &=0 8=0

1. The pushing putty-clay cEs-investment functions are similar to (II.2.138-139) in
that respect that the appropriate constant terms are

[p  (3 + 72) + (p+,)02'il f «Ce) i 02(0 and
Lp + i cv /   v(ptl)  e=0    4=o

- [(f +,) +  'f]  .to a (" i,2 (o
respectively  and  ADQ:_0- i is substituted  by  DQ:-0-1; the composite error term
becomes a first difference in the original random errors 4-9- 1.
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D.2.3

DI,=(ot+Yi) 62 a(0) I 52(0+1:Bi I a(0)D(1-a:_e)+
8=0 C..0 0=0

+P,  I  «(8) D<.2,-9  + #,  I  «(8) D (6.-ej-  I  b(#) DI,_,
e=o \ A-O / 8=0 \Pt-8/ 8=l

(II.2.140)

D.2.4

f 40.
DI,=(octl'i) I a(0) I 02(0-6-0 I  ,((4 p<gfe'It8=0 C=O ptl e=o \P,-0/

+7:Bl  I  a(8) D(1-a,-8)+Bz  I  a((0 D<G,-0  +
e=o e=o \P,-O/

+B,  I  «(8) D Zve.'| -  I  1,(9) DI,-, (II.2.141)
8=0 \A-0/ 0=1

D.3.   Non-Vintage CES-Investment Model

D.3.1

Ap
I «(0) I e,(O I 83(4)+v(ptm2+1) e=o (=0 *=0

  v + mo+l  I 02(0 I  a(8) I  03(*) DQ,+0_0+p+m2+1 vo 8=0 *=0

+ ABi E  a(0) D(1-a,_0)+B2  2 a(0)D --<4-2  +
0=0 0=0 \P:-0/

+ 03  I  «(0) D .  - I  b(0) DI,-0-
e=o \A-O/ 9=1

@tmotlj m
/    I   8-2 (0   I   a (0)   I    133(1#) 34+ 0-9 (II.3.1 D

p+M2+1 &-0 0=0 *=0
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D.3.2

DI1 = - L  a(e)     132    Ap   A
v(Ptl) 8=o C=l

9

  v +mo+1  I 02(0 I  a(0  I  03(0) DQ,+0-0-
P+1 4=1 0=0 4=0

S U,(0.<=1
I a(0 32 03(111')Di:+0-0-1-lr#i I a(8)D(1-a,_,)+

ptl e=o *=0 e=O

+  B.  i  a (') D (.23 +  B,.i  a (') D (2)-
P
.,+  m o t l    m

- I b(0)DI,-0 ,
I 132(0 I a(e) 62  03(1#) 381+*-e

8=1 ptl gl e=o *=0

(II.3.18)

D.4.   Putty-Putty vES-Investment Model

D.4.1

DI:= -CA+1'1 p) I  a(0 I 02(0+mioP E 52(0    a(0) DL,-O +
1-Op e=o C=O 1-Op c=o 8=o

+ moJp+Jp-1 f v2(0 I  a(0) DQ,-8+Bp-1 (=0 9=0

+7TBi  I  a(0)0(1-a,_0)+Bl  I a(0)D<-GL=11 +
0=0 9=0 \P,-0/

+ P,  I  «(8) D Z,-0. 1-     b(#) DI,_,-e=o \P/-0/ 0-1

mt    -- 2. D2(4) 22 a(0) Ast.:-8-
1 - Op cio 0-0

mo +8/3-1   02(0   a(0)382.:-8 (II.4.15)6p-1 (=0 0=0
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D.4.2

DI - - L  a(0) I  v2(0 +  I  v2(0 I  a(0) DQ,_0+1+718PA
1-Op e=o (=1 (=1 8=0

+ d%,8. -,(Oi 'Ce) D (93) *.B..t. 'C,)0(,-a.-e) t

+ P,  I «(8)D "2'-e  + #, f·, «(8)D<Z'-e  - f  b(#)DI,-e_0=0 \ P,-9 / Cp:-0/ 8=1

-  I  5,(O I  «(0) 34_, (II.4.lD
(=1     8-0

D.5.    Putty-Clay WES-Investment Model (derived investment)

D.5.1

DI,= - ty,op |   «(8)   82(0+6 f v,(O i «(8)ADQ,-,-,+
\V            3 e=o 0=0 V 0=0 0=0

t op  I  02(0  I  a(0 Dw:_0-
0=0 0=0

- 8P I 112(0 I DI(1-p)zw,_ie(72-71) (t-
8) + 129t-0|  

(=0 0=0

+lr#1  I  a(0) (1-a,_e)+Bl  E  a(0)D<-GE-e  +
8=0 8=0 \ A-e /

+ 0,  I  «(8) D(&-01 -  I  b(8) DI,_,_
8=0 \P,-9/ 9=1

-6   02(0   a(0)324-9-1 (II.5.13)-(IV.0.68)
V C=0 8=0

D.5.2

DI,- -(8ty,8pj I «(0) I e,(Ot
Cv        / e=o (=0

+  1      v2(0     a(0) ADQ:_0- 1 +
V C=0 8=0
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+ ap I 5,(0 11 «(e) D (E'-,)+
0=0 0=0 \ g:-0/

+ 8p(p- 1) -5-  I  v,(0 I  «(8) A (E'-e)+
22 C=O 0=0 \ g,-0/

+6P(P-1)2zz I 0-2(0 X a(0)AIEL=t  +
/    \2

2zi C=o 0=0 \gr-e

/G. .\
+7 11 I a(0)D(1-a,_0)+B2 I a(0)Di--L-' I t

0=0 8=0 \Pt-0/

+ P,  E  «(0) D <Z -e  -  i  1,(8) DI,_,-
8=0 \ A-8/       e= 1

-51  2  02(0  I  a(0) ZI24-0-2 (II.5.13)
V C=0 8=0

D.6.   Non-VintagevES-Investment Model

D.6.1

2 -4   k
DIt= - 1  ace)  I 82(0  62  03(4)+

v (1- Op) 8=0 C=O *=0

+  2211 I v2(0 f  a(8) i  03(4) DL:+0_0+1-Op (=o e=o *=0

  vopmo+v*-1  I 02(0 I  a(8) I  03(4) DQ,+4_9+
v(ap-1) c=o 8=0 *=0

2. As for the as-case Gee previous footnote), the pushing putty-clay vES-investment
functions are similar to both relationships mentioned above, except for the constant
term which becomes

-[i (,+02,)'-,·8,].to ·('),8, '2(o,
the  quasi-accelerator  of real output which is simply substituted  by  DQ,_,-1  and
the error term, where the second difference is replaced by a first dgerence (01
becomes 0(2)·
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+1IBi I a(0)D(1-at-e)+#2 I a(8)D -GL-8. 1+0=0 e=o \P,-O/

+ B,     «(0) D   -     1,(0) DI,_,-e=o \Pt-0 1 e=l

Opml 8        k-- 7. 02v2(      a(0)  I  v-3(4) ACL,+0-8-1-OpS° 0=0 *=0

vapmot vap- 1   4                                     k
2, 02(0 I  a(0) I  v3(1/0 382.:+4-0   (II.6.8)v (ap-1) c=o 8=0 *=0

D.6.2

m                     n                    k

DI,=(motl) 62 132(0 63 0(0)  I  03(Il')DQ,+0-9-C=1 0=0 *=0

m                        n                        k

- I 02(0 I a(o) I 0-3(4)Dle*zci,+0-0+(1-p)ex'(10,+0_elt
C=1 e=o *=0

n                                           "               C G,_01tlr#1 I a(8)D(1-at-e)+#2 S a(8)01-jt
e=o 8=0 \ Pt-e /

+ #3     «(0) D<Z,-e -  i  t,(8) DI,_,-e=o Ch-83  8=1

m                     n                    k

- (mo + 1)  I   52(0 I a(G)  I   03(4) 218,+4-0 (II.6.13HIV.0.70)
4=0 0=0 *=0

D.6.3

m                         n                        k

DI,=(motl)  I v-2(0 62  a(8)  62  03(4) DQ:+0-0-C=1 8-0 *=0

k

-  I  02(0 I  a(0)  I  03('P) D4+0-et
C=1 8=0 *=0

k

  (p- 1)       132 (O   I   a (8)   I    133(1#) 3 (5*   -0,1 +
C=1 8=0 4=0 \4+*-0/

+(P-1)' I v-,(0 I «(8) I #3(11,)3 (5+0-42+2 <=1 8=0 *=0 \ 4+4-8/

n                           /6,_e)+RBI 52 a(0)D(1-a:_e)+Bi I a(B)Di- 1+e=o 0=O \P,-0/
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+ 03  £  «(0) D f,-e  -     b(0) DI,_e-e=o \Pt-O/ 0=1

k

- (mo + l)   I   02(0 62 a(0) 52  03(4) 38,+4-0 (II.6.13)
4=1 8=0 *=0

D.7.   Leontief Adjustment Cost Investment Model

DI2=01+c)-2)  I  a(0) Dp,_0+(2-4)  I  a(0) Di,-et
8=0 8=0

+(1-cO) I  a(8) Dw,_etir#i  I  a(0)D(1-a,_e)+
e=o e=o

/ G. -\ /Z. .\
t#2  I  a(0) Di ---  I t#3  I  a(8) Di -1=1 1 -  I  b(8) DI:_90=0 \P,-0/ 0=0 \Pt-el 8=1

(III.5.12)
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List of Symbols

A. Mathematical (set theory, logic, general)

€ element of x€A x is an element of the set A;

x¢A x is not an element of the set A;

u union Au B the set of points that are in at least

one of the sets A and B
u At - Al UA2·•·
kN

n intersection AnB the set of points that are both in

A and in B;
n At - Al nA2•••
iEN

c (open) inclusion AcB A is contained in B (the identity

between  A  and  B  is  excluded);
A*B A is not contained in B;

c (closed) inclusion A.cB A is contained in B (the identity
between  A  and  B is allowed);

\ difference A\B the set of points that are in A, but

not in B;
0 the empty set
{ } set {X, Y} the set consisting of the points

x and y;
A and a Ab both statements a and b  are true;

v (inclusive) or avb at least one of a and b is true;

=· implication a=>b if a is true, then b is true;
44 logical equivalence a·:>b if and only if a is true, then b is

true;

V universal quantifier    Vx€X: a(x) for every KEY, the statement a(x)
is  true;
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3 existential quantifier   3x EX: a (x) there exists xeX, such that a(x) is
true

)XEX: a(x) there does not exist XEX, such that
a(x) is true;

difference operator;
7 gradient operator;
Bnd(A) the boundary of the set A;

Cl<A) the closure of the set A ;

Int(A) the interior of the set A;
Ne(x) the open spherical  neighbourhood  of x with radius  8 ;
Ax B the cartesian product of A  and  B;

XZY V;= 1,2.....„:  xi 2 y,   (n   may   be   equal    to    1;   then

XG  = x  and yi:-Y, which are scalars);
xly Xi 2 Yi but 35= 1.2.....n: xj>Yj;

R                                              the  set  of real numbers;
R"                                           the n-dimensional Euclidean space;

*2                           {xlx> 0, xER"}, i.e.,the positive part of R";
R" {xIx< 0, xER"}, i.e., the negative part of R" ;

[0,1] {A 10 6.1 5  1, AER}, i.e., the closed unit interval;
(0,1) {110 <A <  1,  AER},  i.e.,  the  open unit interval;
f:  A-+ B the mapping (function)ffrom A into B;
C                              the class of functions which are n times continuously

differentiable;
x 11 the length  of the vector  x;
<X, Y> the inner product of the vectors x and y;

Ext 6 + 1 ;  the  lead  operator;

E- ix,                                       x          '  the lag operator;t-1,

B.   Variables (chapters 2 and 4; economic)

4                          rate of unused (idle) capacity at period T, measured
either by the complement of the ratio  of real aggregate
output to full-capacity output or by the perunage
of labour unemployment;

A direct income taxes at period  T;
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4                                       cost of holding one unit of capital stock at period  r ;

4 nominal value of depreciation accepted by the public
authorities at period r;

Da the non-depreciated part, allowed by public authori-t-S

ties, on the capital goods of vintage s still in use at
period  r;

Da                    fraction of the capital stock of vintage s remaining
T-S

at period ·r after deduction of wastage and/or
obsolescence;

8,         error term with zero expectation and constant
variance  Gi;

9, unit investment price at period  T ;

Gr (banking) liquidities  of (a) firm(s) at period  r;
4 unit factor cost of capital ('rental rate' or 'user cost

of capital') at period T ;

4                  volume of (private or induced) gross investment at
period  r ;

4                                      volume of aggregate (private or induced) gross invest-
ment at period r (only for the Leontief adjustment
model);

IN, investment orders made at period ·r;

·4 aggregate capital stock, measured in efficiency units
at the beginning of period T ;

k capital-labour ratio at period  z ;.

T/l)
K discounting formula 1-11-1:r

0 =,  (1 + rr)
KT                     quantity of aggregate capital stock at the beginning

of period T;

Kr.* capital stock of vintage s still remaining at the
beginning of period  ·r;

K& 'allowed' nominal value  of the capital stock still
in  use  at the beginning of period  r ;

1*.8.1, Lagrange  multipliers (shadow prices);

4             quantity of aggregate (private or induced) labour
force at period  ·r;
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L labour quantity at time T still assigned to the capital
T,S

goods of vintage s;
mx economic lifetime of equipment of vintage  T;
NW, net  worth  of  the  firm  at  the  beginning  of  period   r ;

Or fiscal magnitude which differs from model to model
(see (II.1.43),(II.1.61), (II.1.68), (IV.0.10), (IV.0.11),
(IV.0.16) and (IV.0.17));

14 unit output price at period T;
(2*           quantity of aggregate (private or induced) gross

output produced at period  ·r;
Q feasible (actual) gross output produced at period r

.,S

on  equipment of vintage  s;
4             subjective rate of discount at (the beginning of)

period T measured by the long term interest rate;
R                                             total  cash  flow at period T ;T

S                                   a jump function being either zero or one (see (II.0.5));T-s

u*                                       rate of corporate income tax at period ·r;

v,                          fraction of the (nominal) capital cost being accepted
as tax-deductible by the public authorities at period T ;

WT unit labour cost or wage rate at period ·r;
Z non-distributed profit income (in private industries)T

at period r.

C.  Parameters (chapters 2 and 4; economic)

9 exponential growth rate of labour force supplied;
# exponential growth rate of real wages or of per

capita output on new investments (constant output-
labour ratio  in a Leontief model);

y constant output-capital ratio  in a Leontief model;
yi(i = 1,2) labour augmenting and capital augmenting capital

embodied technical progress parameters;
8 distribution parameter in a (cEs) production function

indicating the degree to which the production tech-
nology is capital intensive;

A Hicks-neutral disembodied technical progress param-
eter;
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p               exponential rate of structural output change (i.e.,
long  term or equilibrium growth  rate of output);

v homogeneity parameter in a production function,
measuring the returns to scale;

4                    exponential rate of physical depreciation of capital
stock;

1ri (i -0,1,2) parameters representing structural changes in the
output, labour and capital markets respectively;

p substitution parameter in a cEs-production function,
measuring the ease with which the technology per-
mits labour to be substituted for capital (almost a
similar interpretation  in a vEs-production function);

ao standard deviation of x, (the random error term for
output predictions);

u             exponential rate of technological wastage and/or
obsolescence;

0 exponential growth rate of optimal output (secular
growth rate).

a,(i =0,1,2) scaling constants for output, labour and capital prices;
A scale parameter of a production function, denoting

the  scale on which an economy is operating;

k                    degree of polynomial in a rational lead generating
function for the optimal volume of investment 4 (and
a constant capital-labour ratio  in a Leontief model);

m                   degree of polynomial in a rational lead generating
function for IN, (and a constant economic lifetime
of equipment  in a putty-clay model);

mi (i =0,1,2) inverse price elasticities (price flexibilities) for out-
put,  labour and capital respectively;

n                degree of polynomial in a rational lag generating
function  for  I,;

Ti (maximum) physical lifetime of the capital goods of
any  vintage  (Ti  ='7 Ti (s)) ;

Zi (z3) and z2 (z4)       parameters  representing  imperfect  optimizing  beha-
viour and/or imperfect competition in the labour and
capital markets respectively.
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- 'Monatsberichte der Deutschen Bundesbank', (1950-1972), Bonn.- 'Statistisches Jahrbuch fur die Bundesrepublik Deutschland' (1950-1972), Statis-

tisches Bundesamt, Bonn.
- 'Wirtschaft und Statistik', Statistisches Bundesamt, Bonn.

Great Brimin (GB) (Inclusive Northern Ireland)
- 'Annual Abstract of Statistics', 1950-1972, Central Statistical Othce, London.
- 'National Income and Expenditure', 1950-1972, Central Statistical Office, London.

Italy (1)
- 'Annuario di Contabilith Nazionale', 1951-1972, Instituto Centrale di Statistica,

Rome.
- Nederlandsche Bank, Department 'Internationale Zaken', (internal publications).

Netherlands (NL)
-   'Jaarverslag  van de Nederlandsche  Bank  N. V.', 1950-1972, The Hague.- 'Nationale Rekeningen', 1950-1972, Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek (C.B.S.),

The Hague.

For all countries
'National Accounts', 1950-1972, Statistical Oftice of the European Community,

Brussels, Luxemburg.

* People who are interested in further statistical analysis with the references given in
this list, can obtain a data bank from the author.
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Samenvatting

De econometrische studie van het investeringsgedrag heeft zich gedurende
het laatste decennium ontwikkeld van de (beschrijvende) constructie
van empirische vergelijkingen voor alternatieve verklaringen van inves-
teringsuitgaven tot de toetsing van steeds meer expliciet wordende theo-
riean van het producentengedrag.

Twee basismodellen liggen    aan deze ontwikkeling ten grondslag:
het fexibele acceleratormodel en het standaard neo-klassieke gedrags-
model. In eerstgenoemd model vindt een gedeeltelijke aanpassing van
de bestaande kapitaalgoederenvoorraad aan het gewenste niveau plaats.
De gewenste kapitaalgoederenvoorraad wordt hierbij proportioneel
met de produktie verondersteld, waarbij de proportionaliteitsconstante
bepaald wordt door de technologie. Vandaar dat het fiexibele accelerator-
model geinterpreteerd wordt als zijnde gebaseerd op een rigide homogene
produktiefunctie met vaste coefficianten (Leontief produktiefunctie).
Naast substitutiemogelijkheden tussen de produktiefactoren, negeert
het acceleratorbeginsel eveneens de invloed van de prijzen van produktie-
factoren en output en van mogelijke schaalopbrengsten.

Anderzijds veronderstelt het standaard neo-klassieke model:
-   maximalisering van de winsten op lange termijn;
- het bestaan van zuivere concurrentie, wat volledige kennis, perfecte

kapitaalmarkten  en vrij bepaalde prijzen impliceert;
-  het  volgen  van een zuiver rationeel gedrag;
- een volledige fexibiliteit in termen van lonen, prijzen en keuze-

mogelijkheden van produktie;
- het constant blijven van de economische afschrijvingsvoet, en
- het homogeen zijn van de produktietechnologie.

Het ligt voor de hand dat aan bovengenoemde basismodellen slechts
een zeer beperkte realiteitswaarde kan worden toegekend. En daar het
in principe niet de bedoeling is „ goede geneesmiddelen te fabriceren voor
ziekten  die niet bestaan" wordt getracht de investeringsmodellen  uit   te
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breiden in twee hoofdrichtingen door, met name, de rigide veronderstel-
lingen van homogene produktiefactoren en zuivere concurrentie te ver-
vangen door de meer realistische veronderstellingen over heterogene
produktietechnologieEn en onzuivere en/of monopolistische concurrentie
op de diverse markten. De gebruikte heterogene produktietechnologie
is een jaargangentechnologie, waarbij het onderscheid in het type van
kapitaalgoed wordt gemaakt naargelang het tijdstip van installatie van
dit goed. Deze jaargangenmodellen worden volgens hun substitutie-
mogelijkheden v66r en nA de aanschaf (installatie) putty-putty ot putty-
clay genoemd; putty-putty met substitutiemogelijkheden   v66r   en   nA
de installatie van kapitaalgoederen en putty-clay waarbij slechts substitu-
tiemogelijkheden bestaan v66r de installatie. Daar een putty-putty model
impliceert dat steeds nieuwe technieken, dus ook op bestaande uitrusting,
kunnen worden ingevoerd kan bij een putty-clay model een nieuwe tech-
niek of produktiewijze uitsluitend d.m.v. nieuwe machines worden inge-
voerd. Uit dit laatste model volgt dat nieuwe investeringen t.o.v. oudere
investeringen diepte-investeringen zijn (met een verhoogde kapitaal-
arbeidsverhouding) terwijl de investeringen behorend tot eenzelfde
jaarklasse breedte-investeringen zijn (met een constante kapitaal-
arbeidsverhouding). De afwijkingen van de situatie van zuivere concur-
rentie worden veelal voorgesteld door prijsvormingsfuncties waarbij
zuivere concurrentie een bijzonder geval is. Bovendien kunnen verschei-
dene fiscale afschrijvingsschema's onderling getoetst worden en is het
tijdpad van bruto-investeringen niet afhankelijk van de kapitaalgoederen-
voorraad.

Mede met het oog op de toepassing in een geaggregeerde economie
werd het schema  van deze studie als volgt opgevat:

In hoofdstuk 1 wordt een axiomatische inleiding tot de produktietheorie
gegeven en wordt een areaal van begrippen gedefinieerd.

In  hoofdstuk 2 worden  dan de micro-investeringsmodellen behandeld;
vooreerst wordt het optimaal investeringspad van een viertal modellen
afgeleid waarbij deze modellen alleen in produktiestructuur en/of prijs-
vormingsstructuur van elkaar verschillen (putty-putty en putty-clay
modellen met constante en variabele   (ex ante) substitutie-elasticiteit:
CES en VES). In vergelijking tot deze jaargangenmodellen wordt een
homogeen cEs-model en een homogeen VES-model besproken waarin
expliciet wordt rekening gehouden met het stochastisch karakter van
produktie; tevens wordt een model met aanpassingskosten gedefinieerd.

Optimale investeringen verschillen evenwel van feitelijke investeringen
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1 zodat additionele hypothesen nodig zijn om het feitelijke investerings-
gedrag te verklaren:
- een log-lineaire gespreide vertragingsfunctie tussen feitelijke inves-

teringsuitgaven en voorheen geplaatste investeringsorders;
- investeringsorders zijn multiplicatief afhankelijk van toekomstig

geplande investeringen, het capaciteitsgebruik van de bestaande
kapitaalgoederenvoorraad en de beschikbaarheid van externe en
interne fondsen (respectievelijk gemeten door de reele (vreemde)
liquiditeiten en de reele niet-uitgekeerde winsten).

Uit deze micro-investeringsmodellen blijkt o.m. dat de investeringsfunc-
ties vrij ongevoelig zijn voor veranderingen in het type van de gekozen
doelstelling der onderneming, zij het maximalisatie van de netto-kasstro-
men of minimalisatie van de nominale kosten over een oneindige tijd-
horizon, voor zover telkens dezelfde kostensoorten gebruikt worden.
In dit opzicht is het b.v. vanzelfsprekend dat een gedetailleerde analyse
van de invloed van fiscale afschrijvingsschema's slechts kan worden
uitgevoerd, indien de belastingcomponent die hierop betrekking heeft
expliciet in de doelstellingsfunctie is opgenomen (daar de randvoor-
waarden alleen op de gebruikte techniek en de heersende marktvorm be-
trekking hebben). Het verschil in produktiestructuur en marktvorm geeft
wal aanleiding tot specificatieverschillen in de uiteindelijke micro-inves-
teringsvergelijking (zo zijn b.v. de prijsvariabelen alleen van belang bij
zuivere concurrentie omdat, indien de ondernemingen op monopolistische
of oligopolistische markten opereren, de ondernemers prijszetters zijn
die alle eventueel optredende kostprijsstijgingen kunnen doorberekenen,
zodat zij in wezen geen interesse hebben voor factorprijzen).

In hoofdstuk 3 wordt een formele inleiding gegeven tot de aggregatie-
theorie, waarbij voorwaarden worden afgeleid hoe men de micro-
investeringsfuncties van hoofdstuk 2 kan aggregeren tot macro-investe-
ringsfuncties.

Tenslotte worden in hoofdstuk 4 de resulterende macro-investerings-
functies empirisch getoetst aan het naoorlogse (niet-autonome) investe-
ringsgedrag van zes nationale economieEn in de Europese Gemeenschap;
ook wordt telkens een voorspellingsexperiment voor de jaren 1971-1972
uitgevoerd.

Uit deze toepassing voor de periode 1950-1970 blijkt o.m.  dat:
1. de verklaring van het investeringsgedrag voor kleinere economiedn

doorgaans slechter is dan voor grotere economieEn (sterkere mono-
polistische tendens van enkele grote bedrijven ?);
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12. de meeste Westeuropese economiean produceren volgens een putty-
putty cEs-produktietechnologie met constante schaalopbrengsten;

3.   Duitsland en Italia landen zijn waar een sterke vraagneiging bestaat
terwijl in Frankrijk nauwelijks van enige vraagdruk van de kant van
de produktie op de reele niet-autonome investeringsuitgaven sprake is;

4. het aanpassingsschema van het feitelijke investeringsniveau aan het
optimaal geplande investeringsniveau  vrij snel functioneert in Belgie;
in Frankrijk blijken aanzienlijke uitvoeringsvertragingen te bestaan
terwijl in Italia zowel grote uitvoerings- als beslissingsvertragingen
aanwezig zijn;

5. de mate van capaciteitsgebruik zeer elastisch is en de reEle interne
financieringsmiddelen steeds een meer elastische invloed op de
investeringsvolumes uitoefenen dan de reale externe financieringsmid-
delen.

Het voorspellingsexperiment suggereert tenslotte dat het gekozen model
een zeer goede voorspelkracht voor de jaren 1971 en 1972 bezit voor
Frankrijk en Belgie en in iets mindere mate voor de Bondsrepubliek
Duitsland.

De waargenomen veranderingen in de investeringsvolumes werden
evenwel vrij slecht voorspeld voor Italia en het Verenigd Koninkrijk,
en in zekere zin ook voor Nederland.
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